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is founded upon reason but if so it is a servile and

prosaic reason— it is reason divorced from beauty

and from freedom Their history js not far differ

ent it is careful encyclopaedic and unreadable

Greece discovered another hind of history m
which reason and beauty were reconciled—one

which the Romans borrowed and which has served

as a pattern to modern times Thucydides as

one who has observed the shaping of events and

who has seized their meaning sets himself to

disengage the causes which produce them and

traces them bach to their hidden source in char

actcr The shadow of semi fatalism which rested

over the history of Herodotus is removed Historv

is no longer the result of the vengeance or jealousy

of superhuman powers it becomes the expression

of human intelligence one of the modes m which

reason works out its free activity It is by this

method that Thucydides is philosophic and

almost in the sense m which Aristotle declares

poetry to be more philosophic than history

Thucydides is philosophic not as a speculative

philosopher who has a system to expound but as

one who looks beyond the particular phenomena

w ith which he is dealing and discerns the universal

type m and through the individual*





PREFACE

This volume consists chiefly of lectures delivered

to the Greek Class at the University of Edinburgh

It includes also one or two addresses more or

less popular in character given to other audiences

and an article on Sophocles which is reprinted

from the rorOughtly Revie v There is little I

fear, in these pages which can be of value to

the professed scholar in any given department

of Greek learning But there are many persons

who have had a classical education and yet are

not specialists and who may care to have some

of the impressions that arc left on the mind by

the study of Greek literature revived and brought

to a focus There arc also some who without a

knowledge of the Greek language, have acquired

a love of Greek literature and an interest m the

thought of Greece To both classes of readers

this book is addressed
%



VI PREFACE

The sections on “Aristotle’s conception of

Fine Art and Poetry” are the substance of lec-

tuies which accompanied the detailed reading of

the text of the Poetics They are not meant

to be a complete introduction to that tieatise

Their purpose is to bring out the mam line of

connection between Aristotle’s theory of Poetry

as an expiession of “the umveisal,” and the

geneial system of his philosophic thought The

inquiry has inherent difficulties in it horn the

fi agmentary nature of our material
,
but I trust

that here and theie some light may be thiown

on paiticular problems Of the many questions

raised or suggested by the Poetics itself, three

only are here treated with any minuteness,

namely, “The different manner in which Tiagedy

and Comedy universahse Character,” “ The Func-

tion of Tragedy,” and “ The relation of Plot and

Character in Tiagedy” If the earlier part of

the paper on Anstotle is hard reading for those

who do not already know the outlines of his

philosophy, the central idea, at least, of his

poetic criticism is, I hope, made plain in the

later sections (iv to ix) For the sake of clear-

ness I have added a short analysis of the whole

papei c
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Poetry as explained by Aristotle, is an ex

pressson of the universal But the universal

is in a sense the characteristic note of all the

products of the Greek genius The accidents

of human nature seem in them to fill into the

background its larger lineaments are disengaged

The image presented to us is a tj pical embodi

ment of some permanent fact or aspect of human

life Hence the powerful vitality of all that Ins

been bequeathed to us by Greece It is modern

almost as truly as it is ancient for it rests on

the essential sameness under all circumstances

of mans nature and faculties The more it is

studied the more links we find with our own

world of thought and feeling And above all

it is stamped with the impress of an art which

belongs to all time So far as the contents of

this volume possess any unity they are little else

than a variation on this single theme

October 1891
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Tin question to which I would here attempt in

answer in rudest outline is Whit do we owl to

Greece 5 whit is the secret of her power ind

permanence? ulnt of her own his she contn

buted to the worlds common store? whit is her

piice m lustorj ? If we find ns I think we shill

tint Hellenism Ins not jiven us cnou
t

li to live

b> jet we shill il o see how
|
re ttl> the> mis

rcid the mind of Greece who think to become

Hellenic b) means of ccccntncitj nnj cd with vice

1 irst then the Grttks before m> other people

of mtiquit) possessed the love of knowledge for

its own sake To see things is thc> rciii) ire

to discern their mcinmgs ind idjust thur relations

was with them an instinct and a passion Their

method* in science and philosoph) might be ver)

1 \n lnni'yuraJ \<J !re»* <!cti ere«l at the openin'’ of the C reek

Uiu in l’ic Lrixcniiy of Mini »>h O tuVr ji iSS lujety

personal reference* arc omitted in Ihi* rqrint an 1 some topics are

expan Jed •
II
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faulty, and then conclusions often absuid, but they

had that feailessness of intellect which is the fust

condition of seeing1 tiuly Poets and philosopheis

alike looked with unflinching eye on all that met

them, on man and the woild, on life and death

They inteiiogated Natuie, and sought to viest

hei seciet fiom hei, without misgiving and with-

out afterthought Giecce, fiist smitten with the

passion foi tiuth, had the coinage to put faith in

leason, and m following its guidance, to take no

count of consequences “Those,” says Austotlc,

“who would lightly judge the tiulh, must be

arbitiatois and not litigants
” 1 “ Let us follow the

aigument whitheisoevei it leads,” may be taken

not only as the motto of the Platonic philosophy,

but as expiessing one side of the Gieek genius

The Eastern nations, speaking geneially, had

loved to move in a legion of twilight, content with

that half-knowledge which stimulates the leligious

sense They had thought it impious to diau'

aside the veil which hides God fiom man They

had shiunk in holy avre fiom the study of causes,

fiom inquiries into ongm, fiom explaining the

peiplexed ways of the universe Ignorance had

been the sacred duty of the layman Scientific

C
1 Arist de Casio 1 io 279 b 1

1
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questioning md discoicrj could Inrdl) c\ist where

(is in mmy pirts of the 1 ist) cich fresh \ im of

eirth w is thought to be so much robber) of

hcucn

At the moment when Greece first comes into

the mun current of the worlds lustorj we find i

quickened md stirring sense of pcrsoinhtj md
i free phi of intellect md imi inition 1 he

oppres uc silence with which \iturc md her un

explained forcas Ind brooded oicr mm is broken

Not tint the Greek tcmj>er is irrcicrcnt or strips

the tinnerse of mystery The mister) is still

there md ft.lt md his left mm> undertones of

sidness tn the bn; ht md heroic records of Greece

but the sense of m) sterj his not >ct become

m)sticism One writer it is true whose temper

w 15 thit of the m> stic appemd in Greece in the

fir t Jnlf of the fifth ccnturj tc< 1 mpcdoclcs

of \gnpcntum At once j>*>ct priest md pbilo

sopher skilled in medicine md i student of

mtun) science this striking md poctie figure

pissed in pomp through the towns of Sicifv t

hcilcr of the diaciscs both of mind ind boil)

He speiks of himself is i hcucnl) spirit c\dcd

from the compan) of the blest who for the Mint

of crime is condemned to be mcirnVtc upon eirth
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As a fallen intellect he has lost the full and un-

broken vision of the umveise
,

still he is gifted

with an insight beyond common men into the

truth of things, and speaks with lofty pity of

mankind, who, knowing nothing, “ boast that they

have found out the whole an idle boast
,

for this

the eye of man hath not seen, noi hath his ear

heard, nor can his mind conceive it” He himself

shrinks from learning more than it is given to

human wisdom to know He would tell only

such things “ as cieatuies of a day may leverently

hear ” (&v depus early i^rj/iepioLaLv a/coveiv), and

piays the Muse who mspnes him to “guide her

light car horn the dwelling of Piety” Such

cautious reverence, alternating with bold utterances

made in moments of illumination, is raiely met

with m Greek literature Greek thinkeis are not

afraid lest they should be guilty of prying Into

the hidden things of the gods They held fiank

companionship with thoughts that had paialysed

Eastern nations into dumbness or inactivity, and

in their clear gaze theie is no ignoble teiroi

Inroads, indeed, there were at times from the East

of strange gods and fanatical rites, and half-lit

spaces always lemained, in which forms of faith

01 ntual, lowePas well as higher than the popular
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creed, took shelter, but on the whole we "ire

henceforth in an upper and scrcncr air in

which mans spiritual and intellectual freedom is

assured

Know thjsclf is the answer which the Greek

offers to the Sphtnxs riddle. How truly does all

Greek literature and art respond to the command ’

When philosoph) had as >et scared} begun to

look inward the poets—Homer Pindar Acsclnlus

Sophocles—with large and impartial observation

had reflected human life. T uripidcs indeed stands

on the confines of a new poetic age He enlarged

the range of poetic imitation and made his traged}

to reflect more closcl} the whole tragi corned}

of life
1 The old classic clearness of outline

and precision of form arc alrcad) being blurred

The image is presented to us in shifting lights

and through a disturbing and refracting medium

There is an intrusion of the pathetic element a

portra}al of transient and unrul} emotions for

the better exhibition of which the poet seeks out

striking situations He projects his own personal

trouble and the colour of his times into his art

A sense is left of contradiction and disquiet, of

vague and inarticulate wants The doubtful

1 Hat Tint 50 B rjj rov fltoi (tfurdetf Tfx^iSlf Ku/upilf
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gleams of a lomantic light alieady play over the

surface of the Eunpidean tragedy
,

the echoes

are heard of a music dying away in the distance

and baffling the eais which aic stiamed to catch

it Euripides piovokes questioning and icflcc-

tion
,
he does not, like Aeschylus and Sophocles,

lead to a reveient acquiescence in the mystery of

things But they and he alike look with un-

aveited eye on the mixed spectacle of life, and

accept with foititude whatever may be appointed

“ Now observe,” says Mi Ruslan, his primary

leference being to Iiomei, “that in then dealings

with all these subjects the Gieeks never shnnk

fiom horror
,
down to its utteimost depth, to its

most appalling physical detail, they stme to

sound the secrets of soirow Foi them there is

no passing by on the othei side, no turning away

the eyes to vanity fiom pain Whether theie

be consolation for them or not, neithei apathy nor

blindness shall be their saviour if for them, thus

knowing the facts of the grief of eaith, any hope,

relief, or tuumph may hereafter seem possible,

well, but if not, still hopeless, reliefless, eternal,

the sorrow shall be met face to face
” 1

But to the Greeks “Know thyself” meant not

^ Moda 7i Pauita s, v 215

I /
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onl) to know man but—a less pleasing task—to

know foreigners And to this study they were

impelled not sold) or c\cn chief!} by a com

mcrcnl and gam seeking instinct such is moved

the Phoenicians but by a single hearted desire to

Know It was a new thing in the world The

people of ancient India did not care to penetrate

bc}ond their mountain barriers and to know their

neighbours The Lg>ptians though m certain

branches of science they had made progress—in

medicine in geometry in astronomy —had acquired

no scientific geography for thc\ kept to themselves

Hut the Greeks were travellers Of Odysseus it

is said Many were the men whose towns he

saw and whose mind he learned and in tins

respect lie is ty pical of Ins race U c arc often

told that the Greeks were exclusive and their

phrase barbarian for a foreigner looks a little

uglj and contemptuous Hut the mvithousmcan

ing was acquired only b> degrees and not per

haps without reason in an> ease it is a less

invidious term than that of devils by which

man> Easterns have designated their neighbours

And what is more significant Aristotle thought it

worth his while to anal} sc and describe the con

stitutions of a hundred and fif\j eight states in
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eluding in his suivey not only Gicek states, but

those of the baibauan woild Me was the first

student of what we call Compaiativc Politics

The npe science of Anstotlc maj be found

ahead)' in geim in the histoiy of Heiodotus

While lus histoiy is maiclung forward on epic

lines and wuth quickening speed to the great con-

flict between the West and the East, between the

Gieeks and the Barbarians, yet he has no haid

wroids for the Baibaiians He can \ icw them

with candid suipnsc and impartial^} Thcic is

no pause but no haste He finds time to linger

by the way, and exhibits the open-eyed delight oi

a child who is mtioduced for the first tunc into a

stiange world, whcic cveiything, great and small,

is alike intei esting and worthy of an intent regard

With him we tiace the couiscs of rners, the mo\e-

ments of tubes
,

w^e touch and handle laie objects

of natuie or of ait, w^e wrander thiough temples

hitherto unexploied, wre hcai him questioning the

priests m a tone whose seculai cunosity is tempcicd

only by a native piety Theie is moie here than

the unembanassed w'ondei of childhood
,
there is

doubt as wrell as wondei, leflcction as wrcll as

observation, he compaies Ins lepoits, he weighs

his evidence, he g? conscious of Ins own office as
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an inquirer after truth A fact interests him

simplj because it is true apart from its emotional

or poetic \ aluc Nor docs he merclj note the

facts he seeks to discover the law which governs

them This law has general!) a religious basis

The providence of the dcit> 1

reveals itself even

in the habits of the animal kingdom and

to acts of divine intervention he ascribes the

more impressive of human events \ct m spite

of his belief m a jealous God who humbles human

greatness and 'suffers none but himself to be

haught) the genius of criticism the spirit of

science, is alrcad) awake

It was the privilege of the Greeks to discover

the sovereign cfficac) of reason The) entered

on the pursuit of knowledge with a sure and

jojous instinct Baffled and puzzled the) might

be but the) never grew wear) of the quest The

speculative facult) which reached its height in

Plato and Aristotle was when uc make due

allow ance for time and circumstance scarce!) less

eminent in the Ionian philosophers and it was

Ionia that gave birth- to an idea which was foreign

"to the Last but has become the starting point of

modern science—the idea that Nature works bj

1 Herod » JOS to 0tlov f] irpoypf;
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fixed laws A fiagment of Euripides speaks of

him as “happy who has learned to search into

causes,” who “ discerns the deathless and ageless

oidei of natuie, whence it aiose, the how and the

why” 1 The eaily poet-philosopheis of Ionia

gave the impulse which has cairicd the human

intellect fonvaid acioss the line which sepaiatcs

empmcal from scientific knowledge
,

and the

Greek piecocity of mind in this dnection, unlike

that of the Onentals, had in it the piomise of

unintenupted advance in the futuic, of gieat

discoveiies in mathematics, geometry, experimental

physics, m medicine also and physiology Alicady

in Heiachtus (cue 513 BC) the one thing pci-

manent in a world of change is the law x\hich

governs that change The physical older of the

univeise is under the guaidianship of the same

poweis that uphold the moial older “Helios

will not oveipass his appointed bounds, 01 the

1 Eunp Flag- (NaucK 902)

—

oX/3ios dans T7)s urroplas

e'er^e gadrjoiv

a\\’ a0a.va.TOV KaOopuv cfiicrews

hocgov ayrjpu), 7rrj re <n'vicrTij

ha

l

dV?) Kal tiirios

Here leropla bears its earliest sense of “research/ or “search
after truth ” Cp its use in the opening words of the history of

Heiodotus O
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Erinyes the ministers of justice wd 1 find him

out'
1 The poetic form under which the thought i<?

here expressed is adapted to a prevalent sentiment

which long lingered that man might indeed overstep

the limits of existence and violate natures order

but not with impunity The poets contained

signal examples of the penalties mflit-ted on mis

guided mortals who had raised the dead or other

wise encroached upon the prerogatives of the gods

But by the middle of the fifth century B c the

general conception of law in the physical world

was firmly established m the mind of Greek

thinkers Even the more obscure phenomena of

disease were brought within the rule Hippo

crates writing about a malady which was common

among the Scythians and was thought to be

preternatural says As for me I think that

these maladies are divine like all others but that

none is more dmne or more human than another

Each has its natural principle and none exists

without its natural cause

Again the Greeks set themselves to dis

cover a rational basis for conduct Rigorously

1 Plutarch de Extl o xx r y p x irepPiprera pirpa

ip-r] IIpii\ ts l Si/ty bp ftp 8 qs Mkoip 1 1* ip-q<roi<T

Hippocr ir pi aipwy 8d u rivu ch-^2
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they bi ought then actions to the test of reason,

and that not only by the mouth of philosopher

but tluough then poets, histouans, and oratois

Thinking and doing clcai thought and nobk

action chd not stand opposed to the Gieek mind

The antithesis lather maths a pcnod when tiie

Hellenic spirit was past its piimc, and had taken

a one-sided bent The Athenians of the Peru lean

age in whom w'c must iccogmse the purest em-

bodiment of Hellenism had m truth the peculiar

powci, which 'ihucydidcs chums for them, of think-

ing befoic they acted and of acting also In the

mouth of Policies aie placed the words “ Debate,

wre hold, docs not mat action
,

the mischief is

lathei setting to work without being first en-

lightened
” 1 And among the ideas common to

Thucydides and Demosthenes this is one that

reason is a foimatne and conqucung power
,
that

a stiong and clcai intelligence can pic\ail o\ci

outw'aid circumstances, and can shape events
,
that

Mctoiy is assured to those wrho see things as the)

are and shun illusion, and wdio at the same tune

summon to the aid of thought a sustained and

courageous eneigy In the divoicc between

thought and deed, between speech and action,

^>1 Thucyd n 40
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Demosthenes truly saw the flaw that w as destined

fatally to impair Grech conduct and character

In the best times Greek thought did not spend

itself m barren effort Wisdom and heroism

elsewhere found apart were combined by the

Greeks even as Pallas goddess of war was goddess

also of counsel

Thought had become fully conscious of itself

in Greece some time before it found the necessary

vehicle of c\prcssion in prose It was not till the

sixth century nc that writing, so long known in

the East but scarce!) emancipated from religion

was widel) used in Greece Under this new

influence prose literature had its first beginnings

Prose like poctr> was at first a secret in the

possession of a few —an art confined to a close

guild of craftsmen In the jo) of discover) men

p!a>cd with the new weapon tested its unknown

powers and saw no limit to its wonder working

capacities It was a critical and decisive moment

for literature Of those who professed the new

art some devoted themselves to a minute cult of

form treating language not as the willing servant

of thought but as an independent and sovereign

power Tor an instant it seemed doubtful whether

educated taste, following in the oteps of Gorgias
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and his school, would abandon itself to phrase-

making and poetic ornament, whether hteiary

prose starting on a wiong couise might woiship

form and puisue beauty at the expense of tiuth,

and seek to dazzle by means of false opposi-

tions and subtleties Ovei subtlety was the vice

to which the Greek intellect was most inclined

Thought and the expiession of thought weie

always menaced by the love of formal antithesis

and of fine-diawn distinctions, “Graecoium llle

moibus” as it is called by Seneca and a deadly

disease it proved, for it was m the stenle conti o-

versies of Alexandrian cutics and finally in the

hair-splitting of Byzantine theologians that the

stieam of Greek hteratuie lan dry But for the

piesent and even after the Greeks had ceased to

produce then best, they lesisted the dangeious

fascination An unerring perception told them

that the beautiful must also be the tiue, and

recalled them back into the way As in conduct

they insisted on an eneigy which was rational, so

in art and in hteiatuie they required of beauty that

it too should be, befoie all things, lational

As a luminous instance of this I may remind

you of their oratory The Athenians themselves

knew the strange magic which gracious speech
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exercised o\cr them A people of artists who

listened to beautiful hnguif c as to music who

hissed a mispronuncntion who lo\ed debate is

thu did *i spectacle— thej were autre of their

own susceptibilities and rc<ol;td beforehand to be

proof against the enchantment In the presence

of a trained speaker their attitude w as one of

Mgilant incrcduhts To
j
uard against surprise*

to detect sophistries became an intellectual luxurs

and the ummpassioncd calm of the normal \ttic

peroration—the eoldne as modems mgjit saj

the apparent anti climax— is in some sort a

homage that the orator pajs to reason to reason

not to emotion he addresses the final appeal lo

satisfv so exacting an audience no prcpanlorj

pains could be too great 1 he idea now occurred

that speech as an instrument of fscrsuisum mij ht

be subjected to ainljsi that its thcor) mi, ht be

unfolded its practice illustrated and tint men

might be taught to be eloquent It wa* a new

and fruitful tdet for though hng«a(c as an

instrument of thought lan^iuqc on its scientific

tnd grammatical side ln<l been subjected to

acute analysis m India jet language as the in

stmment of persuasion shaped and moulded into

forms that appealed alike to intclltr^ and feeling
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and answeied the demands both of 1 cason and

beauty, from this point of view language had

not hithei to been treated Such a union of the

aitistic and scientific spirit was the woik of Gicccc

The language of Greek authois owes its beauty

in no slight measuie to then dncctness of vision

They see the object they mean to dcsciibc, they

do not recall rt through the medium of books

from hteraiy lemimscence The shaip outlines of

the thought stand visibly befoie the mind E\cn

the piose wnteis have the poetic gift of taking

common woids and making them seem as if they

weie fresh minted, with edges unworn and their

superscription still plain It wfas then good

foitune to use a language whose fust freshness

was not yet faded
,
yet it needed also finished

art to preseive unimpaired the primiti\c cnetgy

of words, and to impart a kind of distinction to

what was familial We speak of the happy ease

and grace with which the Gieeks wrote, but they

themselves thought of then own aptitude moie as

the result of trained skill than of instinct It is

remarkable how the word aocpia, “ wisdom,” “
skill,”

is selected by them to denote the poetic gift in

contexts where we should be disposed to speak of

inspiration Emdai, who more than any other
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poet insists on the need of inborn faculty also

exalts to the utmost the influence of art His

poetry is a subtle science, which obeys hws of

its own fixed rules (reOfioi) transmitted by the

masters of the craft by which the structure of the

rhythm and the handling of the theme arc regu

latcd His flights of imagination arc obedient to

this shilled guidance: So too in each hind of

litcraiy composition imented by the Greeks there

arc certain controlling traditions which even genius

cannot escape — or rather which it would not

escape even if it could for it is within the domain

of law—cm strut ftgua/t cst—that genius cxer

cises its sway The way to originality was felt

to he through 1 certain self suppression which

moderns might think was a hampering of free

activity The prose writers as well as the poets

subject themselves to the rules of a conscious art

and the perfection of that art is shown in an

absence of exaggeration a delicate spirit of choice

an unobtrusive propriety of diction The tone is

not forced The c/Tccts arc produced with the

utmost economy of material and arc exactly

adequate to the occasion It is as if they acted

on the maxim Lc saiet d enntyer at dc tout din

Owing to the very wealth of right ^ords simplicity

c
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becomes possible, and the aitist is not betrayed

Repose and power are equally combined, and the

distinctive quality of the whole composition is

revealed lather in the total impression than in

isolated felicities of phiase

In the domain of eloquence the union of the

artistic spirit with technical skill was an idea

slowly realised It so happens that Greek oiatory,

unlike Roman, can be followed step by step

through a continuous development Ciceio stands

out the one clear figure among the shadowy forms

of Roman orators, a roll of names once

famous, now known either thiough the barest

fragments or through the distant haze of literary

criticism Demosthenes, isolated as he is in his

moral grandeui, is yet, as concerns his style, the

orderly buth of his age and of his country He
can be understood only m 1 elation to his prede-

cessors
,

his place in a series is well defined But

of that series he is also the sum and the comple-

tion The matuied civic eloquence was late in

appearing, and was comprised within a brief

period, between the years 354 and 324 BC Co-

incident with the last struggle for independence,

and thence drawing its inspiration, it seemed to

spnng in a mqment into life and as suddenly to
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become extinct. But it had, in fact pissed

through the preparatory discipline both of the

schools and of the law courts There it Ind

ieirnt its pliancy of idiom its majestic and hir

montous phrase its shilled arrangement of the

thoughts its militant energy Its forces all stood

rcad> to respond to a great enthusiasm A double

tendency had declared itself in Attic orator* from

the outset Side by side had groun up the

scientific and the artistic ty pc. But hitherto there

had been no complete fusion In Demosthenes

the two ty pcs arc combined The most business

like of orators he is also the most artistic

Admitting nothing that is not strictly pertinent

disdaining ornament for its own sake, he counts

no detail of workmanship unimportant Practical

reason is the groundwork of his speeches but it

is reason alive with passion The thought while

irresistible in logic, is charged with emotion

Never has there been such a union of force and

living fire with literary finish and rhythmical per

fection He passes bey ond the particular occasion

and the purpose of the moment and rising above

the wrangling of rival politicians extracts from

contemporaneous events political truths which

human nature ratifies in every age* Tew indeed
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are the oiatois of modem times whose speeches

live as litciatuie ,
like singcis then day is brief,

and when then voice is no longei hcaid they aic

foi gotten Demosthenes survives and is still a

storehouse of political wisdom and a model of

civic eloquence The leason is that to the gifts

of the statesman and the oratoi lie added that

instinct of the Hellenic mind which craves dui able

expression even for its passing utteiances, and

stamps all its cieations with the seal of art

What he had to say he so said as to make it of

universal acceptation

Again, m history, the Gieeks were the hist

who combined science and ait, leason and imagi-

nation India, till it came in contact with Gicccc,

had next to no chronology Fable and legend

occupied the field, and in place of histoiy thcie

were epics and dramas China, on the othei

hand, knew facts and dates enough, and diew up

its records with painstaking exactness The letter

and the written woid became with them a cult m
which government and leligion were merged, so

that an emperor who meditated a political revolu-

tion saw no expedient so good as to bum the

books Chinese history reflects in a manner
Chinese civilisation Their civilisation, v e are told,
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His histoiy has also poetic affinities 'J he

speakeis tell then own tale, the historian main-

tains an austeie icseivc
,
the c\cnts anangc them-

selves in chamatic sequence and lead up to a tragic

catastiophe Unimaginativ c histoiy ma> contain

much useful material, but it is not histoiy lcgarded

as liteiatuie Doubtless the inroad of poetry was

in ancient times a standing dangci to histor)
,
and

latei Gieck histoiy wras invaded, and with iiunous

lesults, by poetical and rhetoncal fiction Yet

history, howevei much it may approach to science,

by a necessity of its natuic falls shoit of science
,

it is on the boideiland between science and pocti)

Thucydides with his sceptical intellect and his

stern resolve not to quit the giound of solid fact,

cannot divest himself of the imaginative genius of

his race His histoiy is diamatic, and in a two-

fold way Fust through the speeches, which,

though they wrere never delivered as the\ stand,

sum up the thoughts of the leprcsentatwc actors

on each occasion If they do not place befoie

us vivid poi traits of the individual speakers, they

express the laigei lineaments of Spaitans or

Athenians
,
they aie a mmoi of national char-

acter levealmg itself at significant moments

They are nev£5? ornamental accessones, but aic
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m intimate rchtion with the facts on which they

form a lucid commentary and which through them

become generalised truths The reflections that

occur in this the strictly imaginative portion of

the work the \iew of the situation here unfolded

the analysis of the motives that go to make events

—this it is which mainly gives to the history of

Thucydides its comprehensive wisdom Again

he is dramatic in his presentment of facts Vol

taire wished that a history might be written in

which as in a piece put upon the stage there

should be a dramatic situation the unfolding of a

story—the tying of a knot and the denouement

Such a history Thucydides has written The

period of the Peloponnesian war had a well

defined unity of its own A single great action

was here evolved The facts were full of tragic

meaning all that was required to bring out their

inherent grandeur and pathos was that they should

be skilfully ordered Thucydides sajs Professor

Jebb 1
is dramatic for instance when he places

the Melian dialogue immediately before the Sicilian

expedition The simple juxtaposition of insolence

and ruin is more effective than comment And
further the Peloponnesian war presents a definite

1 Htllcmci p 318
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moment at which the cat clm.il situation is icccrscd

That moment is the Sicilian c* pcchtion

1 he supiemc test of ‘diamatte’ quaht) in a

histoi) of the Peloponnesian vat must he th<

powci with which the historian has mail t cl the

significance of the Sicilian expedition as the ttngi<

‘
1 evolution,’ the climax of pit) and tcriot, the

dccisixc ic\ctsal Here, at the point in his

stoiy w'luch supplies the cmcial test, 'I hue) click s

shows that lie possesses tine chamatic power 1 > \

the diicct presentment of the facts, not In teflee-

tions upon them, lie makes us feel all that is tiagie

in the Sicilian disastei itself, and also all that it

means in iclation to the largct tragedy of the war”

The application of a clcai and feailess intellect

to e\eiy domain of life was, then, one of the ser-

vices lendeicd by Gicccc to the woild It was

connected with the awakening of the la\ spmt

In the East the priests had gencially held the

keys of knowledge E\en w'ritmg tended to be

a hieiatic seciel Liteiaturc and science weic

blanches of theology, and then study belonged to

the pneslly office Thus, in India the Brahmins

had always hidden fiom the people the souices

whence then knowledge vras dcnved The)

watched, indeed, the couise of chsco\ ciy, and
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turned it to account but represented etch new

discoter} as part of a primitive ret elation Still

more marked in Egypt was the impress left b} the

priesthood on all the arts and sciences In Greece

from the earliest time the sacerdotal influence is

slight Not that there were no priests but the

priests never became a corporation still less a

caste Even women might hold the priestly

office—an office sometimes conferred b> popular

election Thcano in the Iliad (vi joo) is appointed

b} the Trojans to be priestess of Athene Vows

of celibac} were not a necessary condition for

the office personal beauty was sometimes made

essential From the first sight that we catch of

the priests in Homer they arc attached to certain

local worships and do not quit the temple The)

do not accompany the army to war Even in

time of peace the heroes themselves offer the

sacrifices which precede the famil} meal The

priest and the diviner are generally lightly

accounted m Homer and the minstrel or singer is

held in higher honour Nor did the priests penc

trate into private life or teach religion They

were not theologians but sacristans and liturgical

functionaries Not the) but the poets became

the educators of y outh



Togctlici with intellectual enfranchisement

Gicecc found also politic.il fiecdom In the

East, society had fluctuated betv ecu di qiotisrn

and anaichy
,

if it did not fall under one oi

othci of these foiccs, it was only, as with the

Jews, sa\cd by means of a thcociac\ Now, m

Gicecc, though despotisms sprang up, thc> wire

ncvei quite of the Eastern t\pc a single master

and a people of sla\es, and, moreover, the} were

quickly followed by reactions Being, in truth,

the negation of all Gtcek ideas, the} were never

accepted save after a stiugglc, and the tv rant knew

the insecure tcnuic of his povvei From the out-

set we see that t}ianmcs will find no congenial

soil in Greece The king, in Homeric times, is

far from being an Asiatic monaich The elite!

points of diffeience are indicated by Aristotle
,

1

where he tells us that heroic io}alty was estab-

lished by the fice consent of the governed, and

the functions attaching to it wrcic determinate,

the king was a geneial and a judge, and presided

at sacuficial ntes Willing subjects and limited

preiogatives, here wre have Westei n ideas Iicioic

royalty has in it the geim of future icpubhcs
,

foi

the Gieek city springs from the independent union

1 €?nstot Pol m 14 I2S5 b 4
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of independent wills it is a self governing com

munity regulated by law and not by force One

of the recorded sayings of Heraclitus runs thus

* The people should fight for the law as for the

city rampart 1 The Spartan Demaratus thus

describes his countrymen to the Great King

Though free they are not wholly free The law

for them is a supreme master (e7reart yap <r<£t

Seo-roT?
7? vofio \?)

And the Athenian Aeschylus

puts into the mouth of the Eumcnides the words

Praise neither the life of anarchy nor the life of

despotism 3 Unblest freedom from restraint

(to use again the phrase of Aeschylus) was not

the Greek conception of a freeman and those

tribes those eOtnj who had no centres of political

life no settled law and usage even if of Greek

blood hardly counted as forming part of the

Greek brotherhood They were only a grade

above wandering hordes But still more foreign

to Greek sentiment were the great military

monarchies which from time to time overshadowed

Greek civilisation To such a monarchy Greece

at length succumbed And the whole force of

Demosthenes genius is spent on marking the

1 Diog Laert ix Mx a®ai XPV & ttip i/xov 6 wr

virip t Ixfo t
7 Herod \u 104 ^ Aesch Eum 5 6
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conti ast between the subjects of such a state and

the fiee citizens of Gieece He is the interpietei

of Hellenism as against baibansm In the name

of free institutions he appeals to the sense of

honoui and of duty, to human dignity, to moral

responsibility, to enlightened patnotism appeals,

all of them unmeaning to men who were pait of a

meie machine, fitted into an non fiamcwork, who

knew only of obedience to a mastci, and foi whom

the past had no inspiiing memones

The East did not attempt to leconcilc the

claims of the State and the individual The pliant

genius of Gieece fiist made the effort In Greece

first the idea of the public good, of the fiee devo-

tion of the citizen to the State, of government in

the interests of the governed, of the rights of the

individual, took shape The pioblem of the 1 ela-

tion between the State and the individual was,

indeed, very impel fectly solved in Gieece The

demands, for instance, of the State weie pitched

too high, and implied a vntue almost heioic in

its membeis Even m Athens, wheie individual

libei ty was most legal ded, ceitam uigent public

needs were supplied mainly by the piecaiious

method of private geneiosity instead of by State

oigamsation lilit though the Gieeks may not have
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soUcd the political problem the) saw tint there

was a problem to solve and set about it rationally

"10(1 thc> were the first to do so Tlic> were gifted

with -i power peculiarly Western of delicate

adjustment of combining principles apparcntlv

opposite of Inrmonismg conflicting claims the)

possessed a sense of measure a flexibility a faculty

of compromise opposed to the fatal simphcit)

with which Eastern politics had been stricken

Not tyranny not anarch) satisfied the Greek but

ordered libertv

Passing now to another side of the Greek genius

their love of Art let us go back for a few minutes

to that carl) time of which Homer and Herodotus

have left us a picture By land and b) sea there

came to Hellas the marvels of the East Golgos

Idaha Curium Enrnaka and Nimroud have

>icldcd to us their treasures and all tell the same

story—the stor> of the splendour of the Last and

the wonder of the West The picture of Hero

dotus is still fresh the 1 hocmcian trader— the

earner of the ancient world—vo> aging in Ins

black ship freighting lus vessel with the wares of

Egypt and Ass>na the landing on the Argivc

coast the five days fair the throng of eager

Hellenes And those vcr> ware:* for which they
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battered are scatteied now thioughout the museums

of Europe, fantastic caived shells, bronze idols,

silver bowls giaven with zones of tigers and with

hybnd monsters winged sphinxes, chimaeias,

human-headed buds things boin of an unbridled

Eastern imagination, and wi ought with piolific

industry m the valleys of the Nile and the

Euphrates Egyptian ait, like Egyptian thought,

was, we know, heavy with the incubus of an all-

poweiful pnesthood
,

it was an elaboiate cull of

the dead, haunted, half-scared with the shadows

of the underworld It was the art of a people

who called their houses “hoslchies ” [KaraXvcreis),

places of temporary sojourn, while their tombs they

called the “ eternal homes ” 1 Among then gods

were dog-headed apes, whose animal forms, born

of a totemism never wholly extinct, were to later

days hybrid symbols, incarnate dogmas, their

proportions were conventional, then lndmduahty

floating and confused, and their vntue lay rather

in size than in symmetiy Assyrian art, on the

othei hand, was the outcome, and bore the impicss,

of a despotism not religious but secular The
king was to the Euphrates what the priest was to

the Nile With laborious detail the Assynan

CD 1 Diodor Sic 1 51
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artist inscribes upon the palace walls the story of

the monarch s prowess of his fierce license of his

inhuman courage of the abject multitude that

abase themselves before him Six thousand

square metres are not enough for the tedious

iteration Even the kings are types not indi

viduals the artist works by precept almost by

prescription he is but the lifeless mouthpiece of

a system a servile chronicler now rising to bom

bast now sinking to garrulity

All this we know in the light of a mature art criti

cism but how is the Greek to fare \vhen some thirty

centuries ago he looks on this world of fantastic

wonder with child like eyes ? We might tremble

for the issue did we not know the sequel It is

as though he said to himself— I w ill borrow from

this artist of the East his technical skill I will

learn of him his sleight of hand he shall teach

me to carve and to grave to inlay with metal and

to fashion with clay That he did so learn

literature and art alike tell us The silver bowl

which Achilles gave as a prize at the funeral of

Patroclus was made by Sidonian artists and

brought by Phoenicians over the sea Helens

silver work basket which ran on wheels was

fashioned in Egyptian Thebes %it against the
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spmt of the East the spmt of the Hellene levolted

To the Egyptian pnest he appeals to say “ I am

a layman
,

I woiship in the sunshine a god who is

both human and divine, who is to me a familial

piesence, who dwells with men, not 1 emote and

inaccessible, not incarnate in the form of a beast

I pray to him with upright form and uplifted

hands, as man to man ” And to the Assyrian

“ I am a freeman, the slave of no despot
,

I leject

your splendoui for the one, your cowering miseiy

for the many Your monarch is a tyiant, youi

boasted magnificence is barbarism ” And to both

he said as an aitist “Your art is monotonous

and lifeless, because it is pnest and tyiant ridden,

because the individual aitist is nothing, the pre-

cept he inculcates evciytlung Your history, that

should live and bieathe upon youi sculptured walls,

is a bare chronicle Your gods are not persons

but attributes you tolerate the ugly foi the sake

of dogma You aie a nation of symbols, of ab-

stractions, of fantastic speculation In religion as

in ait, at one moment licentious, at anothei you

are rigidly didactic Because you disallow leason

you are foiced to be chimencal”

This profession of faith was not put into woids

but we read in Greek histoiy The drift of
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things was not perceived in a day For a time

Greece yielded in part to the dazzling temptation

to the end her handicraftsmen as opposed to her

true artists adopted a system of ornamentation

from the East Hundreds of vases of all periods

embody mg some chance Oriental conception rise

up to witness to the fact A Pegasus a Chimaera a

Sphinx a Siren survive to tell the story of Oriental

influence But such instances are comparatively

few and scattered They remain it has been well

said as foreign words borrowed into a language

but never wholly naturalised The seventh and

the sixth century BC witnessed the struggle in

which Greece came out \ictonous We see the

\ ictory even in the rude naturalism of the Heracles

of Selinus
,

the grinning Medusa has already

lost something of her Oriental formalism As in

matters intellectual Greece loosed her bands and

with happy and gracious flexibility entered on

untried courses so in art too there was emancipa

tion No longer is it sign upon sign and symbol

upon sy mbol The early Greeks look in wonder at

their own plastic or sculptured creations and fancy

them to be things of life In their hearts says

Homer of the golden handmaids of Hephaestus

they have understanding they h^e also voice
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and stiength, and fiom the immoital gods they

have skill in handicraft
” 1 No longer are the

arms welded to the sides, the eyelids fastened

over the eyeballs, and the whole form fixed im-

movably to a chan The images of Daedalus, who

was the mythical author of this change, aie said

to have been tied by chains, lest they should

“ walk off like lunaway slaves
” 2

This bnef sketch indicates, I think, the sense

m which Greek art unites in itself the qualities

which are most distinctive of the Greek genius,

the love of knowledge, the love of lational beauty,

the love of freedom In their first contact with

the East with Egypt and Assyria duimg the

period known as the Graeco-Phoenician penod of

art, the Greeks had a trying oideal to pass through

They came out of it, as we have seen, in a charac-

teristic fashion

1 Their political instinct was alien to Assynan

despotism

2 Then lay instinct lose up against Egyptian

priestcraft

3 Their instinct for beauty and reason com-

bined rejected in both arts in Assynan and

Egyptian alike what was monstrous and lifeless

1 Iliad win $9 20 2 Plato, Meuo 159 D
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4 Their instinct for knowledge their curiosity

their cosmopolitanism led them to adopt the

foreign technique and to absorb all that was

fruitful in the foreigners ideas They borrowed

from every source but all that they borrowed they

made their own The Phoenicians it has been

said taught the Greeks writing but it was the

Greeks who wrote In every department the

principle holds good They stamped their genius

upon each imported product which was to them

but the raw material of their art

It was not till after the Persian invasion that

Greece which had now and again shown signs of

backsliding severed itself decisively from the East

The barbarian as if to make place for the new

order had in his reckless havoc swept away the

artistic landmarks of the old The dwelling place

of the earth born Ercchtheus lay in ruins The

ancient temple of Athene Polias was dismantled

Such cults as these local narrow hieratic could

no longer satisfy the aspirations of the victorious

people They needed a worship that should do

more than glorify their god one that should give

utterance to themselves It became with them a

national passion to find artistic expression for

their sense of deliverance to wnt<^ for all time
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upon Pentclic maible the story of the triumph of

light over daikness, of West o\cr Last The

triumph had been Pan- Hellenic, their worship

hencefoith must be Pan-01> mpian In the new

temple of Athene Pohas, with hci new title of

Parthenos, this story took shape No stone of

the fabric but tells the tale In the eastern pedi-

ment is sculptured the fust act of the drama, the

first note of the people’s tuumph, the birth of the

goddess as vugin, hei kinship as 01} mpian At

the dawn the hoises of Helios arc uprising, and

the chariot of Selene, the moon-goddess, sinks into

the sea
,

foi Athene is born, the Ol) mpian, and

the shadow's melt from before her She is born

not of the eaith but of the \cry brain of Zeus,

with all the cosmic cncumstancc of sea and land

and sun and moon In the western pediment the

second act is lehearscd, the rivalry of Athene and

Poseidon, which of these two with the better gift

shall dower the land Poseidon bungs his goodly

hoises and the sea’s dominion, but Athene’s gift

is prefeued, the sea-gieen olive, self-renewing, self-

defended In the sculptured metopes that adorn

the Done frieze the conti ast, nay, the conflict is

more clearly expiessed The Lapith ancestoi of

many a nobL Athenian, the law-abiding Gieek,
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contends with the monstrous Centaur the man

horse the type of barbarian license in the Giganto

machia The whole phalanx of the Olympians is

set in battle array against the earth born and rebel

giants The heroes of Athens prevail here over

the lawless womenfolk of the Amazons there over

the beleaguered city of half Oriental Troy The

achievement of m>thical ancestors is invested with

new meaning and takes fresh lustre from the late

victory over Persia. And if pediment and metope

tell of the remote past the splendour of the present

is unfolded in the frieze of the cella The body

politic of Athens in its new found triumph and

freedom is here enrolled in sculptured procession

—young men princely and proud slaves of no

man servants of none maidens bearing aloft

the sacred vessels without sign of shame upon

their brows Here we have no sin laden devotees

making expiation but godlike men worshipping

their human gods gods who sit in easy fellowship

awaiting the homage of those who are almost

peers The spirit of the worshippers reflects the

spirit of the goddess they are reasonable fearless

temperate

Yet in this new outburst of life this self con

scious expression of freedom th£» past is not
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lightly set aside Though m the centie of the

western pediment the two Olympians contend to do

the city honour, it is the ancient heroes and gods

of the land who adjudge the stufe Cecrops is

still there with his scipent tail and his faithful

daughter, and m the pediment angle recline the

two local liver-gods Though a splendid image of

gold and ivory was upi eared to Athene Pohas in

her new aspect of Paithenos, the ancient heaven-

descended image was not forgotten Another

Eiechtheum was raised to be the home of veneiable

cults
,
within its piecmcts v eie sheltered the sacicd

serpent, the olive-tree, the Indent maik, the ancient

leaf-covered Hermes, the altais of half-forgotten

priest-kmgs, the Butadae Now, for a moment at

least, Athens at this happy pause in her carcei

unites a leverend conseivatism with her fonvaid

and inquiring tempei Art, science, lehgion, have

balanced their several claims Science stays hei

encroachments, and is not wise over-much

Such, briefly, is our debt to Greece And when

we speak of Gieece we think fiist of Athens To
Greece herself Athens seemed to offei a peipetual

Trav7)yvpL<;
1

1 a feast of language and of thought, to

which all were welcome who shared in the spirit

^ 1 Isocr Pancgyn § 46
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of the Hellenic brotherhood To citizens and to

strangers by means of epic recitations and dramatic

spectacles she presented an idealised image of life

itself She w as the home of new ideas the

mother city from which poetry eloquence and

philosophy spread to distant lands While the

chief dialects of Greece survive each not as a

mere dialect but as the language of literature—

a

thing unknown in the history of any other people

—the Attic idiom in which the characteristic

elements of other dialects met and were blended

has become to us as it did to the ancients the

very type of Hellenic speech Athens was not

only the capital of Greece

1

the school of

Greece it deserves the name applied to it in

an epitaph on Euripides his country is Athens

Grtue of Gjluc 3 The rays of the Greek genius

here found a centre and a focus

To Greece then wc owe the love of Science,

the love of Art the love of Freedom not Science

alone Art alone or Freedom alone but these vitally

correlated v/ith one another and brought into

organic union And in this union vv e recognise the

1 Isocr At td § 99 Sjxtx: rjjt EWdtor

* Thucjd « 41 rtp EXXdSor iralSnciv

3 Anth Pi! vii 45 irarpls 5 EW&5os<MW&t Afhj at
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distinctive featuies of the West The Gieck genius

is the Euiopean genius in its fust and brightest

bloom From a vivifying contact with the Greek

spirit Euiope derived that new and mighty impulse

which we call Pi ogress Strange it is to think

that these Gieeks, like the othci mcmbeis of the

Indo-Euiopean family, piobably had then cradle

m the East
,
that behind Gieek ciwlisation, Gieek

language, Gieek mythology, theie is that Eastern

background to which the compaiatne sciences seem

to point But it is no moie than a background

In spite of all lesemblances, in spite of common

customs, common woids, common syntax, common

gods, the spmt of the Gieeks and of their Eastern

kinsmen the spirit of then civilisation, art, lan-

guage, and mythology icmains essentially dis-

tinct The Gieeks, when fiist they meet us in

history, fancy themselves to have been born on

the soil
,
they have no memoiy of their Asiatic

origin They were blest with the faculty offo>get-

ting one of the happiest gifts a nation can possess

And then own sense of diffeience and distinction

was at bottom true The Greek genius, with

its potent originality, had tiansformed, if not

effaced, the Eastern lineaments The Gieek vic-

tones over tho^East at Marathon and Salamis
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were but the earnest of a victory that Ind been

long preparing for the Western world Much yet

remained to be done by Rome and much by the

Teutonic nations for Greece left many blots and

flaws in her political and social system But the

broad lines had been already traced along which

there was to be forward movement

Trom Greece came that first mighty impulse

whose far off workings arc felt by us to day and

which has brought it about that progress has been

accepted as the law and goal of human endeavour

Greece first took up the task of equipping man

with all that fits him for civil life and promotes

his secular wellbeing of unfolding and cvpanding

every inborn faculty and energy bodily and

mental of striving restlessly after the perfection

of the whole and finding in this effort after an

unattainable ideal that by which man becomes

like to the gods The life of the Hellenes like

that of their Epic hero Achilles was brief and

brilliant But they have been endowed with the

gift of renewing their youth Renan speaking

of the nations that are fitted to play a part in

universal history, says that they must die first

that the world may live through them that a

people must choose between the prolonged life the
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tianquil and obscuie destiny of one who lives for

himself, and the tioublcd, stormy career of one

who lives foi humanity The nation which ic-

volves within its bieast social and religious pro-

blems is always weak politically Thus it was

with the Jews, who in older to make the icligious

conquest of the wot Id must needs disappear as a

nation
” 1 “ They lost a matei lal city, they opened

the reign of the spintual Jerusalem” So too it

was with Greece As a people she ceased to be

When hei freedom was overthioun at Chacronca,

the page of her histoiy was to all appearance

closed Yet fiom that moment she was to enter

on a laigei life and on umveisal empire Already,

during the last days of her independence it had

been possible to speak of a new Hellenism, which

rested not on ties of blood but on spiritual kinship

This presentiment of Isocrates was marvellously

lealised As Alexander passed conquering thiough

Asia, he lestoied to the East, as garnered grain,

that Greek civilisation w'hose seeds had long ago

been leceived from the East Each conqucior in

tuin, the Macedonian and the Roman, bowed

befoie conquered Gieece and learnt lessons at hei

feet To the modern wroild too Greece has been

x̂ Confa e>ius (PAug!ete> it, p 103
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the great civihscr the oecumenical teacher the

disturber and regenerator of slumbering societies

She rs the source of most of the quickening ideas

which re make nations and renovate literature and

art If we reckon up our secular possessions the

wealth and heritage of the past the larger share

may be traced back to Greece One half of life

she has made her domain— all or well nigh all

that belongs to the present order of things and to

the visible world

1 We are all Greeks says Shelley our laws

our literature our religion our art have their roots

in Greece This is somewhat overstated neither

our laws nor our religion are derived from Greece

Our religion has come to us from the East though

it too has been touched and breathed upon by the

Western spirit Greek polytheism was doomed

to sterility on the side both of speculation and of

conduct Though the poets of Greece like the

Hebrew prophets tried to ennoble the popular

religion though Pindar Aeschylus and Sophocles

by a purifying and reflective process imported into

polytheism lofty religious conceptions and a grave

ideal of conduct yet polytheism could not bear

the strain It could not receive within it the new

content The philosophers w era more ruthless
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and cleai -sighted than the poets From the

beginning, philosophy made war on polytheism
,

it aimed not at lefoim, but at destruction.

The tide of conquest was 1 oiled back, and our

religion has come to us fiom the East, but from

an East how diffeient fiom that out of which

Gieece emeiged, 01 fiom that which she vanquished

at Salamis 1 In those earlier ages, the victory of

the East over Greece would have been the triumph

of natuie over man, of necessity ovci moral ficcdom,

of a caste system 01 of despotism o\ ei free organis-

ation and intelligence, of stagnation o\ cr progress,

of symbolism ovei beauty, of the arid plain o\ cr

the mountain and the sea The actual \ ictory of

East ovei West, which took place at the triumph

of Christianity, had in it no such sinister meaning

Gieece had already won freedom in all its blanches

freedom foi society, fieedom foi the mduidual,

freedom for thought She had written her spit it

m books and on tables of stone, which time has

spaied foi oui reading, and which lecoid the

supiemacy of mind ovei sense, of spirit over

mattei She had shown how the love of beauty

might be united with the lore of tiuth, art with

science, how reason might be made imaginative

She had givefi? living histoiy foi dry clnonicle,
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oratory for rhetoric sober imagination for Eastern

phantasy This imperishable legacy she left to

mankind She could now afford to give place to

an Eastern religion Henceforth it is in the con

fluence of the Hellenic stream of thought with the

waters that flow from Hebrew sources that the

main direction of the worlds progress is to be

sought The two tendencies summed up in the

words Hebraism and Hellenism are often regarded

as opposing and irreconcilable forces and indeed

it is only in a few rarely gifted individuals that

these principles have been perfectly harmonised

Yet harmonised they can and must be How to

do so is one of the problems of modern civiltsa

tion ,—how we arc to unite the dominant Hebrew

idea of a divine law of righteousness and of a

supreme spiritual faculty with the Hellenic con

ception of human energies manifold and expansive

each of which claims for itself unimpeded play
,

how life may gain unity without incurring the

reproach of onesidedness how m a word Religion

may be combined with Culture

o
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The pievailing conception of the State in out

own day is that of a vast mechanism for con-

trolling and regulating the action of Society It

is a whole made up of government departments,

an atmy of officials, headed by the policeman and

the tax-collcctoi, all set m motion b> a supiemc

Legislatuie To some minds it piescnts itself as

a hostile foice, thwarting oui natural impulses,

and imposing checks upon individual freedom

Yet it cannot be dispensed with altogether, foi

without it Society would go to pieces None the

less it is an evil Its action must be restricted to

the utmost, some would say limited to the pro-

tection of life and piopeity and to cnsuung the

fulfilment of legal engagements For these pui-

poses it must be aimed writh the authority of the

nation Individuals sui render something, but in

return get moft than they give up Beyond this
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point the well intcntioned but clumsy efforts of

the State to male men good and to make them

wise fare no better than those of the individual

busybody who in season and out of season con

cerns himself with his neighbours welfare and

reforms him against his will As for the higher

mental faculties they are withered and paralysed

under the shadow of State patronage According

to this view the State is always meddling always

encroaching it is trying to do every body s work

and docs it all badly Other* still regarding

the State as a great machinery hold that the

machinery is only half utilised that much bene

ficcnt action is arrested simply because the State

refrains from touching the proper springs Or it

is said that the works are antiquated and that

State action will only be effectual when the

machinery of State is renewed In cither case

stress is laid on the ubiquitous and penetrating

influence of the State on the vast forces at its

disposal, greater than any individuals or association

of individuals can ever wield The State in this

view ought to undertake ampler duties nothing

less than the general tasl of social regeneration

To this end it must reorganise the whole industrial

and economic system and marshal men in new
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groups and combinations, assigning to each its

special function It will minister to the souls as

well as to the bodies of its citizens By salutary

restrictions it will withdraw the facilities for vice,

and by raising the standard of material prosperity

it will remove many existing temptations

These are two extreme views between which

there are various tenable positions They are

held by thinkers, they are in the minds of ordinary

men. But that which is common to all such views

is the conception of the State as distinct fiom

Society, taking upon itself the business of Society,

acting on its behalf, with more or less success or

bungling as the case may be The State is a

thing external to the individual citizen, admin-

istering his affairs, claiming his obedience, pre-

scribing certain acts, forbidding others Though

the citizen himself, under a system of popular

institutions, is the ultimate source of the authority

of the State, yet in large States he hardly recog-

nises as his own the delegated lule He has

appointed officials to act for him m all the details

of government They hold, as it were, the seals

of State The sovereign people abdicates office

and only at intervals resumes the reins of power,

and reminds iCself of its rights by signing voting
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papers At shorter intervals it may perhaps issue

certain intermediate orders direct mandates to its

representatives whom it is apt to relieve of the

task of thinking for themselves But all the lnrd

work the everyday business of administration it

leaves to be done by officials—either by permanent

officials the silent men who do not talk, but work

or by elective Boards, much of whose work con

sists in talking The private citizen who holds

no official position almost forgets except at elec

tion times that he has a share in governing as

well as in being governed The call that occa

sionally comes to him in this country to serve as

a juror is an unwelcome reminder that he is him

self a vital part of the organisation of government

The severance of the ordinary citizen from the

active business of the State as distinct from the

function of talking or voting is rendered almost

necessary by the dimensions to which the modern

State has grown Trom the City of the ancient

world it has expanded into the Nation it numbers

its millions where in old days there were thousands

men avVio are connected \ogc\Yiei Vy YyoVs and

relations of ever increasing complexity In some

countries the detachment I speak of is less com

plete than in others for local govoftiment when

L
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based on rational pnnciplcs, can do something

towards lcstoung the unity of the body eoiporatc

But to the gtcat majoiity of citizens the State is

an lnhcutcd system 01 organisation, an abstraction

that is outside thcmschcs, 01 else, vi hen it acts

in its collective capacity and as an individual, it

comes to be identified with the E\cculi\ c, that !>>,

with the Government of the day m which case it

is to one half of the community no longer c\cn a

haimless abstraction, but consists of a band of

political opponents, whom the other party arc

accustomed in their speech, if not m their hearts,

to legai d as the enemies of the countr) The

idea of the State suffcis grievously from being

thought of at the best as a machinery of govern-

ment, at the worst as a part) oiganisation \\ ith

such associations no emotion or living sentiment

can gathci round it The cause of Country is one

foi which men will now', as of old, do great deeds

and sacrifice all The interests of the State seem

a thing apait There is no spell about the word

The State, people say, is well able to take cate of

itself

All this foims a sti iking contrast with the idea

which, for a buef and foitunate moment in the

history of thevvoild, prevailed m Greece To the
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common consciousness of Greece the State or the

City was not an organisation but an organism no

lifeless machine of government, no alien force 1m

posing itself upon the citizen but a hung whole

which took up into itself all individual wills not

impeding spontaneous energies or crushing indi

vidual growth but enriching and completing the

individualities which it embraced It was the in

dividual on his ideal side Ins true and spiritual

self the glorified expression and embodiment of

his noblest aims and faculties
,
the higher unity

in which he merged his separate or selfish self

the enduring substance which outlived his transient

existence Trom it were derived and back into

it flowed all the currents of individual life The

Man versus the State was a phrase unknown

The Man was complete in the State apart from

it he was not only incomplete he had no rational

existence Only through the social organism

could each part by adaptation to the others

develop its inherent powers To the Greeks

Society and the State were one and indivisible

Different constitutions in various degrees approxi

mated to this idea only under some form of

republic however could the full conception be

realised for there only could each ci^?en be said
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to be at once “lulet and iiilecl” (ap^civ tcal

ap^sada i) ,
a membei of Society, and at the same

time a membei of the Government At Athens a

citizen voted and spoke in the assembly and sat

on a juiy on one and the same piinciple as that

on which he served in the army It was no meie

right or pnvilege, but a duty which the Slate

claimed from him in vntue of his citizenship In

one case as in the other he might shirk the duty,

but if he did so he failed to fulfil his pioper

function Noi was it at Athens only that this idea

prevailed In a fragment of Democutus, the

philosopher of Abdera, we find it said, that the

neglect of public business wins a man a bad name,

though he may not be guilty of thieving or dis-

honesty 1 But the fact and the idea soon ceased

to correspond In the fouith centuiy BC the

sense of estrangement between Society and the

State had made itself felt, and the individual,

absorbed in separate mtciests, withdrew from the

service of the commonwealth The Greek State

m its distinctive foim and tiue idea was then ap-

pioachmg its end It was one of the fatal signs and

warnings of decay The unity of Gieek life could

not survive the growth of a conscious individualism

£ 1 Democr Fiag 213
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\Vc sometimes forget how memorable how

origin'll a creation the Greek State was—hardly

less striking m its onginaht) than the creations of

Greece m art philosophy and literature or than

her discoveries in the region of pure science We
think less of it than it deserves because it had not

and in the nature of things could not have the

same stamp of permanence of universality of

final achievement that belongs to those other pro

ducts of the Greek genius But kt us look for a

moment at the place it holds in universal history

In the pre Grecian world the btatc and the

Individual had stood apart There had been

despotism and there had been anarchy Society

had oscillated between these two poles the rule

of the one man in a world of slaves and the

license of a multitude who could not be called free

because they obeyed only their own caprice

The two principles had confronted one another

as irreconcilable opposites I ike any other ab

struct principle uhen left to work itself out alone

each of these ideas led to fanaticism It seemed

as if Society must ever consume itself m inward

strife or drag out a torpid cvistcncc Greece

offered the first solution of the antithesis of Free

dom and Necessity in the domain politics, a
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solution far fiom final, yet an immeasuiable

advance upon all that had been done before for

it introduced into politics a pi inciple of mediation,

of lational comptomise, which has c\cr since been

among the most potent instruments of pi ogress

For the Gieek state had in it that which made

it akin at once to a natuial unity and to a volun-

taiy union It lcsted on definite and endunng

lelations which wrere above the capnce of the in-

dividual
,

the citizen enteied at buth into the

common hentage of iace, language, and ichgion
,

he found about him a fiamewrork of customs and

institutions which he had not made and as little

could unmake On the othei hand, he felt no

revolt against these fixed conditions of his crwc

existence Within the sphere of City life he

moved as in his native element He was aware

indeed of newly aw'akened faculties and of his own

independent existence in the community, but un-

conscious as yet of antagonism as wr
cll as diffid-

ence Each citizen wras vitally one with all the

lest
,

one with the social organism and wuth his

whole envuonment With the awakening of this

conscious life, Reason as a self-determining and

oigamsmg force had enteied into seculai society

Reason tocf'had its conflicts
,

it wrorked in the
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stormy atmosphere of political debate in the

blind struggles of parties and factions which almost

rent the State in twain \et once heard it could

not be silenced In free and fierce discussion it

matured its powers tyranny and anarchy gave

way before it and it was the triumph of Greece

not onlv that it produced immortal writers and

immortal artists but that it ga\ c to human society

a new starting point and a new direction Instead

of obedience to a despotic will or the unending

conflict of individual passions it established Reason

as the arbiter and guide of civic life Reason or

Xo/o? in its twofold supremacy as Rational

Thought and Rational Speech

This Reason as the principle which inspired

the social organism was embodied in Law Law

to the Greeks is Reason made articulate the

public conscience of the community finding for

itself expression In its sc\cre impartiality it is

free from human prejudice and passion it is vovs

avev 1 Reason without desire It has

on the one hand an uvayKatrTiKT) Suia/xt? a com

polling power more constraining than a parents

authority Yet the constraint is a a oluntary one

1 Vrist Tol ii 16 i 87 a 32
2 Vnst Elk Ate x 10 iiSoa®!
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it is the moial compulsion 01 dvdyicr) which only

freemen can impose upon themselves Hence in

Gieek liteiatuie Law has another side than that

of an impel sonal authouty that claims allegiance

It speaks m two voices, m a voice of stem com-

pulsion and in accents of reasonable pei suasion

To each citizen it addi esses itself as his own alter

ego
,
his best, his highei self , In Plato’s Cuto the

Laws are made to piesent themselves in person to

Sociates m prison not only as the guardians of his

liberty but as his lifelong fi lends, his well-wishers,

his equals, with whom he had of his own freewill

enteied into binding compact Elsewdieie 1 Plato

puts aside the thought of the Lawrs as “tyiants

and masters who command and threaten, and

aftei waiting then deciees on w'alls go then ways”

Rather do they leason wuth men and seek to wan

then intelligent consent, and only in the last resoit

do they thi eaten pains and penalties In the

same context the exhortation of the laws is

compared to that of the poets and of those waiters

“who m metie or out of metie have lecoided then

notes for the guidance of life
” 2

In entire accordance too wuth the sentiment

of Greece Plato 3
lecognises a legion between

1 Plat Lcvwsw Sfy A 2 Ibid i\ S$S D - Ibid mi S22 3
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admonition and positive law o\cr which the Hu

giver has control Part of the office of the Hu

giver 1 was to be a moral teacher a preacher of

righteousness to prescribe the acts that ought to

be done and also to reveal and to inspire in

men the true motives of action to create, a dis

position no less than to enforce outward con

formity to work into the complex web of

national life all the influences that maj ennoble

and enrich it To the great lawgivers of the past

the Greeks looked back as other nations do to the

founders or reformers of their religion They

were the inspired men who had been the salvation

of their States Law as promulgated b> them

was not a code of prohibitions nor was it limited

to the corrective justice of the law courts Its

range was wider than that of morality itself

Institutions in the c>es of the Greeks were the

creations of Law Traditions and customs rested

on its sanction Ideals of conduct types of

national character were moulded by its influence

The inspirations of heroism were traced to it as

their source Law blended with religion morality

and public opinion and by its subtle operation

1 Here and m much of vfhal follows I am under deep obligations

to\V I hewman s Tohtxo of Aristotle \ol i
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subdued society to its will It was invested with

spiritual efficacy and power The Law of the

Greeks was at once the Law and the Piophets of

the Hebieivs

It is easy heie to see how much that vas

really due to national history and chaiacter, to

religion, to the foice of circumstances, to the

silent impact and piessure of society on the indi-

vidual, was put down to the direct action of Law

01 of the lawgivei And it is equally clear that

the conception of Law here indicated was not one

on which a gieat fabnc of junspiudence could be

1 eared For that we must look elsewhere But

it is a point of view which piescnts featuies of

unique interest We have Law not as in Judaism,

a system of rigid lules, a bondage to external

ordinances, “ touch not, taste not, handle not ”
,

not as in Rome a code of abstract lights, icsting

on a doctrine of legal peisonahty
,
but Law as the

oigan and collective voice of freemen and fellow-

citizens, more sacied, more binding upon the

conscience than any external commands
,
Law

as a divine element immanent in human nature,

Reason made animate and pleading with men in

accents of emotion Well might the orators

declare that democracy in its true idea was the
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reign of Law And indeed Aristotle notes 1

that the worst fault of an extreme or untempered

democracy is its lawlessness that is the reign of

arbitrary will the negation of Hellenic freedom

When each man docs what is good in his own

e) cs reason is dethroned and passing impulse takes

its place But this is all wrong men should

not think it slavery to live according to the rule

of the constitution for it is their salvation The

sen ice of the laws says Plato is also the scmcc

of the gods—a scmcc in which to obc> is nobler

than to rule

The first great advance then made by the

Greeks in determining the relations of the State

and the individual consisted in the voluntar) sub

ordination of the individual will to the will of

the commumt) In this act of self surrender the

citizen realised his true self he became conscious of

spiritual freedom When Demosthenes® passion

atcly calls upon the Athenians to belong to them

selves to become their own masters to assert

their freedom he says not a different thing from

Aristotle but the same thing as when Aristotle

1 Amt /W MU (\ )9 1310 a S j//
s Hat Lau\i

t6 L.
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declaies
1 that “no citizen belongs to himself but

that all belong to the State ” What Demosthenes

desues is an emancipation fiom selfish aims, from

flattering counsellor, an asseition of the tiue and

coipoiate self, as exhibited in an entire devotion

to the public good Absolute self-sacrifice foi the

interests of the State, peisonal seivicc foi the

countiy, this he meant by fieedom He would

lestore the old ideal of Athenian chaiactei which

we lead of in Thucydides 2 “ Then bodies they

devote to their country, as though they belonged

to othei men
,
their tiue self is their mind which

is most truly their own when employed in her

seivice
”

The Politics of Aristotle, more than any other

single book, gives an orderly and comprehensive

notion of what the Greeks meant by the State.

There, as in the Ethics
,
Aristotle embodies for us

the common sense of Gieece, raised, howevei, as it

weie, to a higher powei, claiified and systematised

in passing thiough a master-mind The picture

of the State as it ought to be is, indeed, far enough

lemoved in its details fiom the State as it was.

1 Arist Pol v (vm ) I X337 ft 27, ovok XPV vofilfretr avrbv avrov

riva etvai tCjv ttoXitQi’, a\\a travras ttjs 7r6\ews

2 Thucycl 1 70, l^Jowett’s Translation
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Yet Aristotle is futhfut to the principles that

inspired Greek life His ideal is not in irbitnry

crcition a work of fancy It stinds in much

closer relation to the reality than the Republic of

Plato for though he like Plato sees the need of

reconstruction of society he docs not break so

sharply with the past lie had profoundly studied

all existing political constitutions he had surveyed

Hellenic civilisation m all its phases In the

Politics lie gathers up the experience of the past

he takes account of all current conceptions and

actual institutions he recombines in a larger view

popular opinions and lifts them into a higher plane

of thought

The State then os he describes it is not an

association for the protection of rights and nothing

more Such a view had been put forward by the

Sophist Iycophron 1 and was afterwards held by

the Epicureans It gamed acceptance in the

decline of Greek life and was itself a symptom

of the decline It belonged to an age when the

individual severed from the State claimed for

himself prior rights and looked to the State only as

a means of securing for himself peace of mind and

1 Pol / u 9 1280 b 10 6 yijuoi aw8$ ij koJ Ka.Od.ir p

tiVKtypwv & a Qurrfjt lyyirfrrjt d\Xj)\o t w $ *luv
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personal independence Nor, again, does the State

exist for the increase of wealth, for the develop-

ment of trade, or for the extension of empire

The State, according to Aristotle, is a union or

brotherhood of equal men, who are able and pui-

posed to rule and to be ruled
,

not brought

together by force or fear, but animated by a single

aim, to live the noblest life of which men are

capable, in the unimpeded exercise of the highest

qualities, moral and intellectual The State exists

not for the sake of “ life,” but of “ a good life
”

(not rod tylv but tov eS %f)v eW/ca.), which is the

end of man Certain external means of life are

necessary and presupposed, for without them the

play of the faculties would be impeded But the

conditions of life must not be confounded with the

end of life Some persons by reason of age or

sex or race or disqualifying occupations were,

according to Aristotle, cut off from any true

participation in the life of the State They could

not become organic parts of the community, but

were fitted only for lower and ministerial functions

Those only were capable of membership who could

live for noble ends
,
whose souls and bodies were

not by nature incomplete, and inadequate to the

great demands that were to be made on them,
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or marred by sordid or engrossing occupations

Aristotle in excluding from citizenship certain

classes other than slaves on the ground that their

employments were degrading departs from the

accepted usages of Greece He is however merely

exaggerating a feeling of contempt that was enter

tamed for manual and industrial labour almost

everywhere except perhaps at Athens

In the broad lines of his teaching Aristotle as

we have said falls in with the educated opinion

and the traditions of Greece but these he deepens

and enlarges 1 he State for him has a spiritual

function It does not exist for the satisfaction of

bodily and material wants Such wants it must

supply but its true aim lies beyond It must

look to the higher and spiritual needs of society

It must build up character and intellect It must

content itself with no onesided type It must

unfold all the powers of the individual It must

train up its citizens to the full stature of the

perfect man It must promote not virtue alone

but virtuous action virtue flowing over into a life

of moral and mental activity 1ro\t? av$pa StSaoveet

was a saying of Simonides The City was the

teacher the guide of life the sovereign educator

The truth of this had been felt atW. acted on in
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Greece Each City stood out as a peison, a

moral agent It had its own charactei (rjOos) and

individual stamp That charactei it impressed

upon its membeis Manifold were the agencies

and influences by which it worked It spoke to the

citizens thiough its laws and constitution
,

1 which

were the truest image of itself It spoke, as at

Athens, through its art and architectuie, m which

the service of the State and of religion was united

It spoke through the poets, who at the great

public festivals were more than pnvate individuals

They bore, in some sort, the commission of the

State ,
and,'when in the hearing of their fellow-

citizens they set foith their deepest thoughts upon

the problems of life, they did their part towaids

harmonising ancient pieties and sacred legend with

the moral sense of a more reflective age

All this the State had done But it might do

yet more So at least thought both Plato and

Aristotle It might directly take on itself the

spiritual leadership of society Foimeily men

had looked to Delphi to cairy out this work

It was no mere curiosity about the future that

1 Cp Plato lip v 321, earn yap 8-q ns (pioyi) rwv —oKiTeiHv

e^aoTTjJ, hadairepel tIvwv ftuoji', k\\q pkv 8-qp.oKpa.Tlas aW-q 8’ oXiyapxlas

q 8’ aC povapxias
^
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impelled the Greeks to inquire of Apollo The

questions which the) addressed to the god con

ccrncd not only the changing fortunes of indi

viduals or nations but the ordinances of divine

hwr md the conduct of life The purpose of the

Delphic religion was to bear testimon) to the

eternal moral principles of which the gods were

guardians and to bring men in*o harmonj with

the divine will As the god of punt) Apollo

demanded not onl> outward ceremonial but purity

of heart As NovcraytTTi<; he w as the god of art

of science, and of poctr> and aspired to organise

the civic and national life Prom the sanctuar)

at Delphi rules went forth for the discipline of

states for the shaping of law and custom for the

planting of colonics on e\cr> shore to which Greek

seamen lnd penetrated The influence of Delphi

was in no small measure akin to that of Hebrew

prophcc) The man) sided culture artistic and

intellectual which proceeded from Delphi had

indeed no counterpart among the Jews )Ctthe

Hebrew prophet one part of whose office was to

rehearse the lustor) of Israel to comment on the

disasters and deliverances of the nation and to

interpret past cvpericncc exercised a function not

dissimilar to that of Delphi In cn»h institution

l
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too, theie was an asseition of the spirit over the

letter
,

in each the wntten law leceived a new and

sirmlai intei pi etation “ Clean hands and a puie

heart” weie lequued of all who would appioach

the holy hill either of Zion 01 of Parnassus The

conception of leligion was transformed when it

was detached fiom ritual practices and made to

consist m the disposition of the mind and soul

When in Greek writers of the fourth century B C

we come acioss such expiessions as this, that

justice and goodness are the best of sacnfices, and

prevail with the gods more than a hecatomb of

victims
,

1 we hear the echo of the teaching of

Delphi The idea is the same as was pioclaimed

in the words of the piophet “To what purpose

is the multitude of your sacrifices ? Bring me

no more vain oblations Wash you, make you

clean
,
put away the evil of your doings fiom befoie

mine eyes
,
cease to do evil

,
learn to do well

”

Delphi pioved false to the trust that had been

committed to her The desne of wealth and

power was her rum Enriched by offerings of

pilgrims, by fines and confiscations, by the levy

of tithes, she was diawn into the aiena of political

conflict Nor could she hold herself aloof from

1 Isoc £EcofJcs § 20 Cp Plat Laws iv 716 D
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part} intrigues m the \ anous state

to her for guidance. It was not h

Persian wars tint she finally forfe

and renounced her right to represen

ality and the ideal sentiment of t

aspiring to secular and material

her spiritual dominion Her mfliu

once die out It perpetuates itself

throughout Greek history and h

meet it not only in the lyrics of

the Jncs and works of the men

Hellenic among the Hellenes,—

m

Acsch>lus and Sophocles in the ar

the philosophy of Plato in the In

Dpaminondas Demosthenes Calh

the integrity of Delphi itself «r

the fourth century fie the Greek

religious centre and craa cd for sorr

ioicc in conduct and belief

Society stood in deep need of i

and regeneration The foundation

wrong of public and pm ate mor

questioned The states of Grccc

two by faction The members

party were a sworn brotherhood

—

seraes for us one of the forms of
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oath 1

)
pledged not only to be loyal to one

another, but to do to their opponents all the harm

of which they were capable Where, then, was a

powei which could lcstoie unity and could rest

moiahty once more on a suie basis? All Greek

tradition pointed to the State It alone seemed

capable of the task Alone it could speak with

authority and had coercive force behind it On

the State, accordingly, Plato and Anstotlc devolve

many of the functions which were afterwards

peculiar to the Christian Church To the ancient

world it never occuircd that the State was “pro-

fane,” nor would the distinction between Church

and State have been intelligible to the Greeks

Religious worship and ritual were inwrought into

the texture of their political and social life The

Greek city was invested with a sacred character

fiom the outset
,

it was the chosen home of pro-

tecting gods, the embodiment of the moral law,

the visible expiession of those ideal interests which

were symbolised by the popular religion Hence it

was no staitlmg innovation to regard each City as a

spiritual centre for its own citizens, an authoi itative

exponent in matteis of conscience and of conduct

But the State, as conceived by the philosophers,

**
Avist Pol mu (v ) 9 1310 1 9
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while m one aspect it resembled a Church was

also something more than a Church On its

secular side statesmanship had to concern itself

with the outward means of lnchhood to regulate

the production and distribution of wealth to lay

down minute rules for the guidance of the indi

udual from the cradle to the grave to exercise

supreme control over all the practical arts assign

ing to each its due rank and place 1 It had to

prescribe what sciences should be admitted and

studied b> different classes within the community

Above all the complete culture and education of

the citizen must be undertaken by the State for

this the highest of all civic interests was under

existing social arrangements most dcfcctiv c It must

no longer be left in pnv ate hands as at Athens The

training of the citizen thus becomes the chief con

corn of the political philosopher Severe indeed

was the preparation and long and arduous the self

discipline enjoined upon those who were to be rulers

in the State
,
and if few could hope to attain to such

perfection those few were the men whom Nature

had marked out as fitted to bear rule With both

Plato and Aristotle the construction of an ideal state

merges in a scheme of national education

1 Arist Eth A if i I 1094 a 7
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We may note in passing ceitain ob\ ious defects

in the gencial view of the State which wre ha\c

been consideiing The State is made to wield an

unlimited sway foi which it is unfitted Its con-

tiol ovci the mdiudual, extending to the details

of domestic life, and to thought as w'cll as action,

could not but defeat the purpose of cultuic and a

fiee self-development which it was intended to

promote The vexatious lilies and restrictions of

the ideal commonwealths outnumber those of the

actual Gieek States These w ere already numerous

enough The individual ficcdom which w-as en-

joyed at Athens and w'hich is extolled by Policies

w'as plainly an exception to the common usage of

Greece, and is so regaided in the Funcial Speech

The wrord “freedom,” it should be lcmembcrcd,

boie an ambiguous meaning It denoted on the

one hand political independence, the cxeicisc of

soveieign power by the State and of political lights

by the citizens In this sense every Gieek citizen

could claim it as his bnthright Even the Spartans

could tell the Peisian Hydatnes that he had not,

like them, tasted of freedom, and did not know

whether it wras swreet or not 1 But the word also

denoted personal and social liberty, freedom from
t

1 Herod mi 135
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the excessive restraints of law the

ty rannous public opinion and of mtol<

mm and mm Pericles chims for

dam m this double sense But f

as it implies the absence of legal

the pm ate concerns of life was btr

c\ccpt at Athens J \cn where

was not conscious of being subjc

regulations and did not chafe unde

we can now see the State strained

and exceeded the limits within uh

could be beneficial The State a:

Plato in the Republic and in the

Aristotle in the Politics is modelled

constitutions of Sparta and Crete

their defects in an extreme form

Again m these imagmarj comi

in the real states of Greece a whole

classes of the community arc e\chi

rights While the idea had been dc

upon the mind of Greece that goi

the good of the governed and t

exists for the welfare of all the c»ti2

some jet the citizens themselves

exclusive and privileged order

states the slave class existed in*
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cili/cn bod) might be fice to do its proper duties

The slaves formed no \ital pail of tire city
,

lire)

were not shares itr its well-being; the) were

merely instruments or “lump; tools” which nature

had pioudcd Possessing onlv a ruchmcntaiy

reason so atgued the philosophers—and being

therefoic incapable of attaining to more than a

fraction of virtue and happiness, the} differed horn

the freemen as the bod} differs from the soul or

the biutc fiom the man Itvas therefoic InlUt

for them to be semlc than to be ft < c Aristotle,

as we have seen, places not only slaves but artisans,

labouicrs, shopkeepers, among the excluded classes,

for manual and mercantile labour tended, lie

thought, to make the minds of men unfree and

their bodies degraded lie altogether overesti-

mates the effect of social condition and occupation

upon chaiactci He docs not lcmembci lus own

admission that what makes a pursuit noble oi

ignoble is not the thing clone, but the spirit and

motive of the action “I have known,” says

Bui lee, “ merchants w ith the sentiments and abilities

of gieat statesmen, and 1 have seen pci sons m the

lank of statesmen with the conceptions and char-

acter of pedlais” The “noble life,” howcvci,

which it is the aim of the State to icahse is
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restricted by Aristotle to politics and philosophy

and it would seem to certain forms of art The

purpose of the State being as he held, to develop

the highest and most complete life possible for

man he fixes his attention on this to the neglect

of another end on which most modern reformers

lay more stress—that of developing in the mass

of the people the highest type of life of which

they are capable We observe how Aristotle is

here the child of his age The aristocratic senti

ment which never has been stronger than in the

ancient democracies colours all his thinking

A certain tone of contempt for what is worthy

but commonplace a certain exclusiveness of mind

pervades Greek literature up to a late date Un
interesting and obscure goodness were lightly

esteemed by the Greeks They looked to the

dignity the inherent distinction and excellence of

a man s personality The qualities they admired

were hardly to be attained without the advantages

of birth and leisure Their virtues were those of

the free man who is master of himself lord of

circumstances abo\ e sordid anxieties who respects

himself and is respected by others Amiel in his

Journal dune Vie Intone attempting to elucidate

the English word gentleman th? Shibboleth
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of England,” says “ Between gentlemen, couitcsy,

equality, social piopricties
,

bclour that level,

haughtiness, disdain, coldness, lndiffcicnce

The politeness of a gentleman is not human and

genetal, but quite individual and personal” It

would be an injustice to the Greek to attribute to

him all the features of this so-called “ gentleman,”

yet we may see a family likeness between the two

types The Greek ideal of the A.0X09 KuyaOos had

in it a touch of austociatic sentiment
,

it w'as well

fitted foi the favoured few, for the gifted, foi the

noble, for the strong
,
but it left out of account

the disinherited, the fallen, the feeble of the earth

Here the Greeks piesent to us the opposite side

of the pictuic to that which is presented by the

Jews The Hebicw prophets, filled with the hope

of seeing a reign of universal justice established in

the world, aie impatient of social inequalities,

they speak of the “ poor,” “ the oppressed,” as

almost identical in sense with the pious and the

good The Gieek philosophers would intensify

existing inequalities They aie indeed fai lemovcd

from the stage of thought lepresented by Theognis,

with whom “ the good ” meant the nobles
,
but

their ideal conception is still that of an aristocracy,

an aristocracy, howevei, of intellect not of birth
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We must not of course forget the glimpses

and intuitions of humanity which are revealed in

Greek authors with increasing clearness In

Homer already there is a reverence for the stranger

and the suppliant a tenderness towards the weak a

chivalrous honour which exacts less than its rights

—this and much more that is contained in the

untranslateable word atSco? in which the moral

sentiment of the heroic age finds its most delicate

utterance Later there is the altar to Pity ( E\cos)

at Athens the Attic (piKavOpama or human

kindliness—compassion for the oppressed gener

osity towards the vanquished forgiveness of

injuries—which is the pride of the poets and

orators There is again in Aristotle a new and

almost modern feeling about the poor and special

provisions are made for their welfare
1 But these

sentiments were very partial in their scope they

did not exist towards men as such but towards

special classes and individuals Even when the

sympathy appears to be more broadly human it

is not yet a reasoned principle of action but rather

one of the instinctive virtues of a high born race

which would not shame its lineage by anything

1 Ai st Pol vu (vl) 5 1320 a 31 sqq n {jv ) 13 J297 b 6 12

vw (v ) 8 1309 a o 3
*
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mean
,
and like all instincts is liable to be over-

borne at short notice by some mastering and

competing passion On the other hand, the Jews

of the Old Testament, starting though they did

from narrow tribal prejudices, acquired a more

universal sympathy They had learned by suffer-

ing They had been outcasts and oppressed By

shaip discipline they had come to know the mean-

ing of patience, of self-abnegation, of faith in the

unseen
,
and hence by right of deeper insight into

the moral needs of man it has been their pieroga-

tive to be foi all succeeding ages the consolers

and interpreters of suffering humanity They

approached more nearly than the Greeks to the

Christianity which places perfection not in dignity,

nor in personal distinction, but in love

The insufficient care for individual freedom m
Aristotle, and the moial effacement of certain

classes of the community, may be traced back to

an imperfect conception of human personality

While Anstotle attributed to the State a more

complete peisonahty than it really possessed, he

did not grasp the depth and meaning of the per-

sonality of the individual Like the other Greeks

of his time he did not appreciate the independent

worth and dignity of all human beings Of man
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in the exercise of his sovereign faculty of pure

reason man akin to the divine and entering well

nigh on immortality through a life of speculative

activity he speaks with a glow and with an elo

quence that are rare in his pages 1 But to the

life of morality without philosophy he assigns but

a second place differing indeed there from Plato

who holding that by moral virtue a man becomes

like to God exhibits a deeper insight than Aris

totle into the notion of personality Those who

believe that the distinctive being of a man his

inmost self resides in his moral personality and

that this is a common bond which unites all human

beings as such and gives to each an equal and

independent worth must feel how inadequate was

the conception of the Greeks To them the idea

of man was realised in and through the State

the idea that is not of man as man but of man

as a citizen in hts visible relations to the world

relations which varied in each case and created

differences that almost effaced the unity of person

ality Only here and there does Aristotle rise to

the conception of man as such but the phrase

stands apart from his general thought
,

in its con

1 Anst Eth Ate x J 1177 b 19 sqj

Ibtd via II 1161 b 8
*
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text it is meaningless and illogical, nor is it pushed

to its conclusions Man tends to disappear in the

distinctions between husbands, wives, children,

slaves and masteis Stoicism led the way to the

deepei view of human brotherhood which Chns-

tiamty revealed Not until man was rescued out

of the kingdom of nature and taken up into the

commonwealth of God and into personal relations

with the Divine Being, could he be more than

the member of a social organism, or an instrument

for achieving the ends of the State Then only

did a universal moiality become possible and the

idea of personality receive its full content

Against these shortcomings we must set some

lessons of peimanent value which the Gieeks have

taught us, and which have not lost their meaning

for this age We may still learn from Greek

thinkers that the moral and intellectual wellbeing

of the citizens ranks fiist among the ends of the

State, and the wealth of nations second
,

that

fame, empire, trade, material comfoits all must be

subordinated to this paramount end A people

as well as an individual ought to be possessed by

the disinterested love of what is noble, to tcaXov
,

they ought to remember that there is an intrinsic

excellence mc one type of life as compared with
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another and that the relative value of goods can

not be measured b> their immediate social utility —
a standard which is dependent on the guesswork of

short sighted politicians Further that while we

should aim at nothing less comprehensive than the

welfare of the whole people wc should not lower

the level of our aim by looking only to the

capacities of average humanity The basis of

civilisation must be laid broad the mass of the

people must receive the best culture of which they

are capable But there is a higher clc\ation of

moral and intellectual achievement of learning

and science and spiritual culture which is the

crown of national existence to which all nations

that have been eminent in history have aspired and

which each in its degree has attained This lofty

and ideal perfection is not to be lost sight of even

by the legislator who in this age is being driven

to concentrate all his efforts on raising the level

of the lowest on bettering their material condi

tion on mitigating the worst forms of misery and

distress and on removing the outward incentives

to crime It is one of the weakest points in most

socialistic schemes that they narrow the horizon

they take a low standard of human wellbeing

and while they would make bad me* better and
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the squalid comfoi table, and would bring houis of

leisure into over-worked and joyless lives, and

would impait to every member of the community

the rudiments of learning, yet they provide no

satisfaction foi the instinct of perfection
,

they

lest content with the mfcrioi standard, and do not

care to develop the rich and many-sided manhood,

which the Greeks prized, not excessnely, but only

too exclusively To the Greeks as to Buike the

State is “ a partnership in all science, m all art,

in eveiy virtue, in all perfection ” It is just this

partnership in all perfection that practical poli-

ticians put out of sight Not that science, art,

literature, or philosophy can be created by the

dnect action of the Legislature But it makes no

little difference how the State, m its collective and

corporate chaiacter, behaves towards each of these
,

in what honour or dishonour it holds them The

State may starve them with cold neglect, or it

may admit its obligations towards them grudgingly

and of necessity
,
or again it may act on the con-

viction that the higher culture, the quickened

intellectual life of the community, is the concern

of the whole nation

By the Greeks, again, we are reminded that

the State iscan organic unity
,
that it is not the
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Government of the day and that it did not come

into being with an electoral contest that its

action is the action of the community and the

laws which it makes arc the expression of the

peoples will and claim the obedience of all And

as the State is not the same thing as a party or

combination of parties still less is it an aggregate

of divers and conflicting interests In our own

country in addition to the two great parties

within the State which are divided by momentous

questions of public policy there arc at present

various sections cliques and coteries jostling

and struggling together for representation in the

supreme Parliament They arc technically know n

as interests —the landed interest the manu

factunng interest the shipping interest the labour

interest the teetotal interest—these and many

more besides
,

sectional interests one and all of

them which do not even rise to the dignity

of party because they are identified w ith no

national policy or aims Each is concerned with

itself The State is set aside If Parliament

should ever come to consist in the main of

delegates representing these several interests the

wholeness the soundness the corporate unity of

the State would be gravely imperilled

G
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And lastly the example and teaching of Greece

lecall to us that the State is not an absti action,

not a mechanism of government
,

it is the indi-

viduals who compose it
,
the State is the People

In ancient Athens it consisted of fi lends and

neighbours, citizens who all sat together in the

same assembly
,
with us it consists of vast groups

of unknown fellow-countrymen, who yet have a

common past and common hopes for the future

The City-state has grown into a nation, but it is

as true now as in the days of Pericles that the

greatness of a State lies not in the multitude of

its inhabitants, not in its machinery, not in docks

and aisenals, not even in its institutions
,
but in

the gieat qualities of its individual citizens, in

then capacity for high and unselfish effort, and

then devotion to the public good

e
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The appearance of the first volume of a complete

edition of Sophocles by Professor Jebb is an

event of interest not only to classical students

but to all who care for literature No living

English scholar unites in himself so many of the

qualities which for our generation form the ideal

of classical scholarship He has the passion for the

beauty the feeling for style and literary expres

sion the artistic enthusiasm of the Italian Renais

sance But he is moreover a laborious worker

over a wide field he has grasped the history of

the ideas and usages of the ancient world and

presents his learning in forms of graceful and

finished composition While the distinctive move

1 Ttis article was published n the Fortnightly Renew of June I

1884 as a notice of the fi st volume (Oedpi s Tyrant t )
of Professor

Jebbs ed lion of Sophocles—a work which has now taken its rank

among the great Editions of the Class cs Detailed criticism of

detached passages is omitted in this repr nt and the latter portion

of the paper has been enlarged O
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ment of our own day in the piovmce of classical

criticism has been towaids the union of the hteiaiy

with the scientific spirit, the latter has tended to

preponderate The study of language and archae-

ology on the technical side seems at times to kill

the liteiary sense Professoi Jebb has been largely

affected by the scientific movement of the age

,

the growing influence upon him of the new cntical

and compaiative methods may be tiaced m his

successive wiitmgs But the scientific influence

has stiengthened, not impaiied, his hteiaiy pei-

ception by broadening the basis on which an

appreciative judgment can be foimed, and by

adding clearness, completeness, and precision to

his mode of statement and exposition

After excuisions into vanous domains of classi-

cal literature and archaeology, he has returned to

Sophocles, the object of his earliest affections,

with his bnlhant powers enriched and invigorated

by these under studies He is more eiudite, moie

scientific, than befoie, but not less artistic

This volume of Sophocles ought to appeal to

the educated public through the fine literary

criticism contained m the Intioduction, and even

moie, perhaps, through the piose translation which

accompanied the text The translation, as Pio-
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mornous perfection of the whole A translator

needs constantly to beat in mind the Greek proverb,

“The half is gicater than the whole” a proverb

whose tiuth has too often been forgotten by the

authois of the Revised Veision of the New

Testament Language must not be forced to go

beyond its own capacities No one else, it may

be safely said, could have produced a translation

in which the claims of the letter and the spirit arc

so finely lcconciled

The language of Sophocles may well stake

despair into the translator or commentator It is

a mysterious union of popular 1 and htcraiy idiom,

of learning and originality Appaicntly simple,

it is full of subtle associations
,

2 and charged with

poetic memories of the past Over and above its

obvious sense it has a meaning and emotion which

these memories and associations waken It is a

language of delicate suggestion and allusiveness,

resembling in some mcasuic the language of Vngil

and of Milton It means more nay, at times

something other than it seems to say Various

lights and colours play about the words
,

3 which
1 For colloquial phrases see 0 T 336, 363, 971, 100S

~ E % ,
0 T l6l,“ApTefxtv, cl KVhXievT’ayopas Opbvov evK\ia Odacra

930, TravreXris ddpap See the notes on both passages

/ Eg, 6(p0a\n6s, O T 987
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defy strict analysis when we attempt to reduce

them to prosaic simplicity they elude our grasp

Without doing violence to Attic idiom Sophocles

freclj handles familiar phrases and puts a gentle

pressure upon common words to extract from

them a fresh significance 1

It sometimes becomes a nice question whether

a word can m some one or two passages bear a

meaning quite different from its current acccpta

tion It is doubtless the privilege of a poet to

force a word bach along the line of its own

development in the direction of its cty mology or

of pnmitiv c usage One of the boldest experiments

of this hind is to be found in Tcnnjsons poem

Love and Duty where these lines occur —
I ne—jet li\c

—

Shill slnrpcst pathos blight us knowing ill

Life needs for life is possible to ill

—

Li\c lnppj

Pathos is here used in its old Grech sense of

suffering The general tenor and context of

the poem as well as special phrases such as

apathetic end that precede prepare us for this

meaning It remains however an open question

1 See notes on O T 34 Sa ft6 a a roXX 7a t 40 and 120S

X/wj 7 S jr<xrr/xi^<lf 677 fir t
®
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whethci the cxpci imcnt is not too \entuious

Now, some distinguished Gicek scholars ha\c

supposed that m Ocd Tyi 44-45

ws Tounr cprcipouri h<it r«S ^v/ufiopus

(divas dpd> paXurra. rwi (iorkcv/uvriov.

the woid %v/x(f)op(U, in combination with row

ovXevfMiTcov

,

has, conti aiy to its lccogmscd

usage, the meaning of comparisons (of counsels),

on the analogy of the conesponding\crb £1>p.<f)cpav

Piofessoi Jcbb lightly, as I think, decides against

this -view', and supports his opinion with equal

learning and humour But, it might be asked, is

such a departuie from usage moie uolcnt than

Tennyson’s “ pathos”? Yes, and foi this reason,

that in Tennyson the context is itself a sufficient

guide, and places the meaning beyond all doubt,

w'hile in Sophocles the unfamiliar sense if, indeed,

it is intended comes on us as a sui prise, and is,

at the best, highly ambiguous

Plutarch 1
iccords a striking statement made

by Sophocles about himself, to the effect that,

aftei he had outgiowm the pompous style of

Aeschylus (tcw hlcryyXov SiaaTeTraiyws oytcov), he

adopted a haish and artificial mannei (to nriicpav

1 Clut De Pi ofect in Vnt ch mi
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Aral KaraTeyvov) which he finally exchanged for

that style which is best suited for ethical

portraiture Now his dramatic activity extended

o\er sixty two years during which time he wrote

one hundred and thirteen plays His seven extant

tragedies belong it would seem to the third of the

periods above indicated and represent his mature

style which is equally removed from turgid

grandeur and affected ingenuity and expresses

with unrivalled truth and delicacy the play of the

idealised human emotions

It requires a highly trained capacity to detect

the niceties of the Sophoclean language to note

the deflections from ordinary usage and to interpret

the pregnant expressions of the poet without

petrifying them into rigid forms which cannot

contain them Professor Jebb is gifted with a

sympathetic insight into Greek idiom and the

latent powers of the language He has a remark

able—one might say a unique—faculty of infusing

poetry into grammar of leading his readers through

particles moods and tenses vividly to realise the

dramatic situation and enter into the feelings of

the speaker Under his guidance we seem not so

much to be engaged in a work of logical analysis

or of skilful dissection as to be follow ing a vital
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process of giowth and of construction We are

admitted to watch the inner movements of the

poet’s thought and to see the motives which, in

all piobability, determined the choice of this or

that word or phrase The style of the tragic

dialogue m particular has never been so justly

appreciated or luminously interpreted as in this

edition Between the language of the dialogue

and of the lyncal portions of a Greek play there

is an important distinction to be borne in mind

In writing choral songs the dramatists had well-

known models to follow, and employed a style

that was prescribed by hteiary tiadition A new

pioblem had to be solved when they came to the

dialogue Here they were discoveied entering

upon new paths, and had difficulties to overcome

not unlike those which were encountered by the

first Greek histonans and orators, m whose hands

an artistic prose was shaped

The dramatic poet, whose province it was to

compress into a bnef compass the portiayal of

chaiacter m action, to depict the conflict between

individual wills, to delineate the successive moments

in the fortunes of the actois and the corresponding

feelings awakened in their minds, needed a vehicle

of hteiary expression which should convey leason-
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ings terser and more compact thought and emotion

more concentrated than could be conveyed through

the epic or the lyrical style Tragedy, moreover

even before it became in the hands of Euripides

a poetical image of public debate in the law courts

and assemblies could not but catch the tone and

accent of civic life Professor Jebb tells us in his

preface that in the course of preparing his com

mentaries on the Electro, and the Ajax he had

been led to see more clearly the intimate relation

which in certain respects exists between Greek

tragic dialogue and Greek rhetorical prose and to

feel the desire of studying more closely the whole

process by which Greek oratory had been de

\ eloped Thus it was as a preparation in one

department for the task of editing Sophocles that

the special studies embodied in the Attic Oiatois

had origindlly been undertaken

These and kindred studies have supplied him

with a wealth of material hitherto unused in inter

preting the tragic dialogue while his powers of

lucid expression enable us to follow with ease the

reconstructive effort of the commentator and with

him to trace the process by which the colloquial

idiom is moulded anew as it passes through the

imagination of the poet None but°a scholar who
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is imbued with Greek modes of thinking and

feeling, and penetiated by the Greek spmt, could

attempt such a task without falling into fanciful

speculations But not the least of Piofessoi Jebb’s

vn tues as a commentator is his perfect sanity

and sobriety of judgment

In discovcnng double meanings and construc-

tions in the Sophoclcan language much tact and

caution aie neccssaty Conington, in his com-

mentaiy on Virgil, was m possession of a tiue idea,

one which may be applied to Sophocles as well as

to Vngil, when he sought to disentangle the \arious

associations and reminiscences which arc wo\cn

into the textuic of the Virgihan phrases, and to

show' the blended colouis w'hich meet in a single

w'ord But e\cn he is sometimes led to pi ess the

pi mciple to a point at wrhich the different mean-

ings aie not different only but mutually incon-

sistent Take, foi instance, his comment on sEncid

i 748-9

“ Nee non ct vano noctcm scimone tiahebat

Infelix Dido ”

Heie he attempts to find in the phrase, liahcic

noctem
,
the double sense of “ to speed the night

along,” and “to piotiact the night” “ Pei haps,”

he says, “ Virgil intended to blend the tw'o notions
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not be blurred or mclistmct, much less self-contra-

dictory. A clear thought often struggles for utter-

ance, and fails to express itself in strict and logical

foim, not because the speaker does not know what

he means, but because lie is over eager to say it

That Greek modes of speech aic too subtle

and flexible to be bound by the rules of gram-

mauans, that they bieak loose from such rigorous

piescuptions and follow the ways of the living

voice and the spontaneous movements of thought,

is a fact which the commentator has often forgotten,

and of which he needs again and again to be re-

minded But some who have done good service

in stating and lllustiating this principle, have occa-

sionally piesented it in such a light as to suggest

that in the days of Thucydides and Sophocles

language was in so fluid a state and grammar so

unfixed, that words might mean almost anything,

and that cleai thinking is as little to be looked

for from the Penclean age as accurate writing

That Thucydides was wilting m an ante-gram-

matical age is true only in the sense that he was

writing m an age previous to grammanans But

there was grammar befoie there weie giammanans,

and a grammar, moreovei, far more pi ease than

was observed by the Elizabethan dramatists,
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who cannot be accepted as affording a perfect

parallel to the Greek tragedians The grammar

of Sophocles is not indeed as strict and sys

tematic as that of the Homeric poems
,

still it is

part of a developed Attic idiom whose normal

usages had been firmly traced in which moods

voices tenses arc in no w ay interchangeable whose

very irregularities were due rather to the desire

for clearness and naturalness than to confused

modes of thought

In Thucydides and even in Sophocles there

arc many experiments in words and in construe

tion many tentative and some hazardous forms

of expression which Aristophanes or Demosthenes

would have rejected but nothing which would

warrant us in placing either author above the

genius and idiom of the language. At what

point neglect of grammar becomes violation of

idiom cannot be stated in general terms Special

instances must be taken and scrutinised each on

its own merits and it is one of the marked

features of Professor Jebbs edition that in estimat

ing the value of various readings or in justifying

a phrase or construction he faces the problem

in each case, and lets us see how irregular

grammar may yet be perfectly idiomatic The
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elasticity of the Greek language is not license 01

capucc It arises from the desne to add life and

vanety, to adjust new ideas to existing but in-

adequate foims of speech, to ai range the thought

in a fiamcwoik supplied by natuic lather than by

tlic laws of gtammatical sequence and symmetry,

so that the geneial foim in which a sentence is

cast influences the syntactical sliuctuie of the

parts Attraction, false analogy, sudden changes

of constiuction these and many othci things

aie admitted by the G iccks to a dcgiee that is

unknown in Latin wnteis The difficulty of the

commentatoi lies not so much in stating the pnn-

ciple tiuly as in applying it coircctly, and it is

mainly by the application that the meuts of gram-

matical criticism must be tested I ha\ e heard the

late Mi R Shilleto, towaids the end of his life,

say that the longer he lived the moie leluctant

he was to declaie anything impossible in Gieek

Such a saying would satisfy the most advanced

believeis in grammatical laxity But when he

came to gi apple with the difficulties of the text,

and to discuss whethei some gi\ en expression was

admissible in Gieek, no one could moie trium-

phantly vindicate the genius and the tiue idiom of

the language'
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classical editois would imply Sometimes it may

happen that we have in oui own mind a strong

conviction m favour of one definite interpretation,

but that the impression is incommunicable
,

it

rests on a sense 01 instinct which cannot be justi-

fied by argument In such cases the final veidict

must be left to the few who aie acknowledged to

possess the surest insight and the finest tact in

handling language Theie is no other couit of

appeal

But putting aside such cases, theie aie, as a

rule, valid giounds on which a decision may be

based It is almost as senous an enor foi a com-

mentatoi to place side by side seveial intei pi eta-

tions without furnishing the materials for arriving

at a lational conclusion, as it would be foi a wnter

on etymology to give us an open choice between

a guess of Plato’s and a scientific lesult of com-

parative philology Many cui lent intei pretations

are demonstiably wrong, and the only sufficient

excuse foi mentioning them at all is that they aie

still cunent, and theiefoie need lefutation But

the mere fact that some great name is associated

with an absurd intei pretation is haidly a plea foi

reviving it, unless it happens to laise a point of

interest m tne history of liteiaiy criticism Still
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less ought the stray fancies of obscurer critics to

be recorded in the notes among a senes of other

options equally ingenious but no less certainly

wrong In nine cases out of ten the author doubt

less had a single meaning and it is the business

of one who interprets him to tell us what he con

ceives that meaning to ha\c been and to show the

grounds of his decision The practice observed by

Professor Jebb in this edition has on the whole

been to mention various interpretations only where

there is room for serious and legitimate doubt as to

the meaning of the poet He ignores such alter

natives as arc not commended either by their in

tnnsic merit or by a weight of authority which

cannot be disregarded Yet his notes while

generally avoiding direct refutation incidentally

sweep aside a large mass of rubbish which has

found its way into many editions

This is not the place to discuss in detail the

subject of conjectural emendations No one

however who has studied the history of textual

criticism, will be inclined to slight the gains that

scholarship has won through the labours in this

department not only of past generations of scholars

but m our own day of such men as Cobet (in spite

of rashness) and Madvig Those0 who judge
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Madvig only by his Advasat ta Cuttea, where

admnable thcoiy is united to some \ciy dubious

piactice, and who think of him as the author of a

few'’ bnlhant and of many superfluous emendations

of Gieck piosc, not to mention certain tasteless

and even unmctrical veisc emendations, ought to

study him at his best in the Dc Ftmbits of Cicct o

and in his emendations of Livy, whose pages have

been illuminated undet his touch In passing, it

may be observed that Latin piosc authors, from

one point of view', affoid the best field for the

excicise of an cmendatoi’s faculty, owing to the

very ligour and piecision of Latin prose idiom

But, aftei all, the limits within which such a second-

sight as Bentley claimed foi himself “a certain

divining tact and inspiration” can piofitably be

employed, are singularly nanovv Many sanguine

hopes would be abated if we did but reflect what a

small percentage of conjectuies have boine the test

of time and leccived the stamp of scientific certitude

Of all authois Sophocles is one of the most

perilous for a critic to tampei with

“His style,” says Professoi Jebb (p bin), “is not

seldom analogous to that of Vngil in this icspect, that,

when his instinct felt a pluase to be tiuly and finely expres-

sive he left the logical analysis of it to the discretion of

grammarians then unborn I might instance i uv wacri
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^atpia {O T 596) Such a shill may easily provohe the

heavy hand of prosaic correction and if it requires sym
pathy to interpret and defend it it also requires when it

has once been marred a very tender and very temperate

touch in any attempt to restore it

Nothing could be better said and the caution

was never more needed than to day when Greek

texts are being not emended but re written

Scholarship at this moment has as much to fear

from erudite absurdities as from almost any other

cause The worst of it is that the figments of

emendators claim admission in the name of

common sense which frequently ser\es only as a

mask for ignorance of Greek idiom Ingenuity

without insight encyclopaedic study without judg

ment or perception these are the things that

corrupt the classics and bring learning itself into

disrepute Professor Jebb has been faithful to the

canons he himself has Jaid down about emenda

tion He deals in conjecture only where the

reading of the MSS is confessedly hopeless His

own conjectures are fourteen in number of which

he admits nine into the text Most of these are

highly plausible and two of them attain as nearly

as can be to certainty
1

1 The first and most striking occurs in line 1 18 where the MSS
have $ p fiat y p us vtpaWa l (ZJ H Xct dx^wu) ix
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It is not possible here to convey any idea of

the interest of the commentaiy itself of the

sagacity and discrimination with which the exact

force of words and phrases
,

1 and the connection

of thought are seized and elucidated Those who

study the book will find it to be, in the best sense

of the word, original, not by staithng conjecture

and paradox, but in power of delicate insight and

interpretation, m a masterly handling of difficulties,

and in the apprehension of each part and eveiy

detail in its bearing on the whole

The Oedipus Tyrannus forcibly suggests the

question, How are suffering and guilt 1 elated

according to the view of Sophocles? We have

in this play an eminent example of a man, not

indeed perfect, yet noble and of good intentions,

who is led on by a tram of events that baffled

human foresight into unconscious crimes and ovei-

(TTOjuarw^ Professor Jebb’s brilliant restoration is ovpogai yap

wa-rrep laKep-ov x^v crrofiaTUv, “ I wail as one who pours a dirge

from his lips ” The second of such corrections is in 1280, where

the simple change of Kana to i,aT& makes perfect sense of the passage

1 See, formstance, the notes on35 (i^fhvcras dacrgiv), 227 [inrefeXeiV),

313 (pOcrcu p.la<rp.a), 354 {e^edvijcras pyj/w), 628 (apKTiov), 674 (dvgov

7repd(n)s), 7°9 {pa.VTiKTjs tX0V T^XI' 7
?S)) 79° ppovipavri \4yuv), 846

(oMfwt'os), 978 (irp&voia.), 997 (17 Kdpivdos airuheiTo), 1077

(^ouX^cro/xat), 1483 (irpov^vpaav) The delicate use of the particles

is vividly interpreted m the notes to this edition {eg 105, 342, 822,

852, 1030)
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whelming calamity Is it tint the gods take 1

wanton pleasure in smiting down age after age a

might} house hi c that of the Labdacidac ? Or

is there between the deeds and fortunes of Oedipus

an inward and moral connection such that his

sufferings are a punishment for defects of character

great as the disproportion may seem to be between

the penalty and the fault? Or again is there

some other explanation consonant with Greek

feeling and with what we know of the religious

temper of Sophocles ?

There was no doubt a popular idea that the

gods were jealous of man in whom they saw a

restless and dangerous rival They watched his

progress they resented his achievements they

delighted to overthrow him unawares Not the

impious spirits only w ho grasped at div inc privileges

incurred their hostility The benefactors of man

kind arc also among their victims for in the

triumphs of civilising genius they saw an encroach

ment upon their ow n rights Kings and potentates

at the height of their greatness stood most in

peril of attack from these jealous powers and at

such moments it was their wisdom to appease the

gods with the best thing they had Man was

permitted to enjoy a certain limits*! measure of
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prosperity, but he must learn to know his place

The distinction must not be effaced between the

divine and the human natuie

In the Homenc poems there are as yet but few

tiaces of the divine Jealousy The idea gathcied

strength dunng the period of the Tyrannies

,

mainly, as it would seem, owing to the impiessive

catastrophes, the warning examples, of that age

Heiodotus, moie than any othci Greek author,

1 effects the featuies of the primitive belief One

view under which he exhibits the gods is that of

pnvileged despots who icscnt all eminence in

others, and who take a malignant delight in level-

ling down human gieatness to a safe mcdiociity 1

It is the view expiessed by Aesop, who when

asked what was the occupation of Zeus, answered,

“To humble the exalted and to exalt the humble”

(to. fJbev vtyifka rcuretvovv, ra Se rarruva vijrovv)
2

Yet a lighteous purpose is not unseldom seen to

govern then dealings with men The guilty aie

punished even if the innocent shaie then doom
,

the working of moial motives modifies the capri-

cious action of the divine lule Between these two

aspects of the government of the woild Heiodotus

1 Herod i 32, 111 40, vu 10, vn 46 Cp Thucyd mi 77 4

€ 2 Diog Laert 1 3
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wavers On the whole he is able to discern a

righteous plan in the ordering of events But the

popular creed held its ground long and tenacious!)

How persistent it was ma> be inferred from the

protests of Plato 1 of Aristotle —who seldom

meddles with such subjects— and of Plutarch 3

The daemonic force which appeared to be at work

m shaping human dcstin> and wind! was per

sonified as div me Jealous) (<I»0oi as) alw a> s remains

below the surface of Greek lustor) this power

came to be recognised as an independent dcit),

and received embodiment in art Even Pindar,

who cast off so man) of the grosser dements of

the received religion had not been able to rid

himself of this belief In celebrating his victorious

athletes he is apprehensive lest such high praise

ma) bring down the cm) of the immortals

Visions rise before him of the great ones of the

earth who had mounted too high and were

sudden!) struck low He checks himself in lus

course he utters a counsel of humility or a pious

prayer that envy ma> be averted

1 I hatJr 47 A <t>Q ox yip Oelov x^povla arc

5 AM J 9S) a d\X 0Cr< ri Quo* $0 tpbr i 3i\tTax f! a

4WA Kal xari rr xrapotfda yo\X4 $<ib rat d tbol cPre x t X.

3 A rs fosse mat iter el eh dyaWt yip loro/ (sc. & 0t6i)

ay fly Six (A 0 5e it lyylyr rat
<f>Q

r <1
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It was an incompaiable seivice that Aeschylus

lendeied in attempting to correct and enlighten

this primitive belief He shaied the sentiment,

which saw in every gieat leverse of fortune a

judicial act
,
but the sentence, as he read it, was

not pionounced by jealous 01 capricious powers,

but by a supieme and moial governor of the

universe ""in the course of events and in all

human destinies he traced the lighteous and ovci-

rulmg hand of Zeus, “the Almighty,” “King of

Kings,” “ who rewaids all men according to their

works” Eveiywhere and inwall cases there is an

inner and necessary connection between men’s

actions and their outwaid foi tunes Not only in

the vicissitudes of nations and families, but also

in the histoiy of individuals, the same law of moial

retribution holds good Each man faies accord-

ing to his deserving
,

even the individual life,

viewed in its happiness and miseiy, is long enough

to justify the ways of God to man In Aeschylus

Nemesis 01 divine Justice displaces the divine

Jealousy The notion of lightness or justness is

nevei absent from the word In the drama of

India the wrath of the gods is called down by the

trifling omission of a religious formula In the

Greek diams? Nemesis is the penalty of wrong-
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difference between the chssicnl nirt the modern
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diama m the liansttion fiom the sway of jealous

gods to the idea of moial ictribution The tragic

Nemesis of the Giccks lcsls not on a mcie feeling

of aitistic mcasuic or pioporlion, but on the

conviction of an eternal law of conduct whose

violation bungs punishment The motto of the

Aeschylean drama is, “The guilty suffers”

(hpacravTt 'iraOch
>) ,

crime it is that bungs disaster

and final ruin

If some tiagcdics of Aeschylus seem at fir^t

sight to icst under a sombre fatalism or to be

presided o\ci by the \igilancc of jealous gods, a

closer study wall showr that here too events aic not

guided by blind 01 aibitiaiy forces, but arc the

outcome of character and subject to moral laws

In the Agamemnon

,

foi example, the shadow of

doom thiow's itself fonvaid from the fust

,

the

atmospheic is chaigcd wuth simstei picscntiments,

even in the midst of uctory The keynote of

suspicion and mysteiy is stiuck by the watchman

Each successive song of the Choi us either calls

up some old and datk icminiscence, or hints at

some new foieboding But throughout inns the

sense of cnme committed that must needs be

expiated The Choi us heic cleaily the mouth-

piece of the poet expiessly dissents from the old
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belief that mere prosperity produces calamity (v

750) The guilt that Agamemnon had incurred

in slaying Iphigeneia is visited on him now in the

hour of his triumph when he is flushed with pride

and insolence At such a time Nemesis is most

to be dreaded not because the gods are jealous but

because men are then apt to become reckless

Other popular beliefs were in like manner newly

interpreted by Aeschylus The curse of a father

was thought to have an almost magical efficacy

and to carry with it a certainty of fulfilment

Originally perhaps it was associated with the

exercise of certain judicial powers by the parent

In any case it is as old as Homer 1
It is the

Greek parallel to the patriarchal blessing of the

Hebrews The latter idea was unfamiliar to

Greek thought though Plato tentatively suggests

that if the imprecation of a father is divinely

ratified his prayers for blessing may well have

in them a similar virtue The operation of the

curse as exhibited both in Aeschylus and in

Sophocles is part of a moral law It is no

arbitrary sentence of doom Once it has gone

forth it is irrevocable but it is not pronounced

1 Hail 453 566 Odyss i 135

2 Lom xx 931 C 0
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except over those who aie aheady hardened

offenders On them it invokes not suffenng

merely but fiesh guilt It is, as it weie, a

solemn excommunication Moially it is based

on the conviction that theie aie some sms, such

as filial impiety, which leave no place for lcpent-

ance The impiecation utteied by Oedipus upon

his sons in the Oedipus Coloncns is so lemble that

modem lmitatois of Sophocles picfer to make

Oedipus lelent But the Greek Oedipus is implac-

able He speaks not merely as the aggne\ed

fathei, but as the lepiesentative of outiaged

justice, the spokesman of the Erinys
,
unlike Lear,

whose impiecation on Gonenl, in its lefinement

of cruelty, betiays a mind maddened by the sense

of a personal wrong The victims of the cuise m
Aeschylus employ the language of fatalism They

thiow themselves with a lecklessness half of

triumph, half of despair, into fulfilling the piophecy

of evil The cuise has gone forth
,

let it work
,

they will swim with wind and stieam

€7ret to wpaypa Kapr iwicrwep^ei Aos,

mo ho.r ovpov KVjm Kcokdtou Aa^'oi’

d?o cnvyqQlv wav to Aatov yevos 1

Such is the tone of Eteocles in the Thebans Yet

1 Theb 6S9 91
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it is very plain that though Eteoclcs speaks as a

fatalist he acts ns a free man

The problem of fate nnd free will presented

itself ngain nnd in n more complev form in the

received doctrine of nn hereditary curse Legend

told of families m which owing to some ancestral

crime the taint of guilt was transmitted m the

blood and generation after generation was visited

by the anger of the gods If the criminals

escape' writes Solon 1 and the doom of the gods

overtakes them not j.et—soon or late the doom

comes the guiltless children or descendants pay

the forfeit The idea had its origin in primitive

times when the solidarity of the famity was

strongly felt The individual as a moral being

was hardly kept distinct from the community to

which he belonged If one member of the com

mumty committed a crime all his family paid the

penalty either as fellow sufferers with him or as

suffering vicariously on his behalf The guilt as

well as the punishment was supposed to be cor

porate Hence arose the idea of a curse bequeathed

through successive generations entailing on pos

tentv not suffering merely but sin The hold

that this doctrine had over the popular conscious

1 Solon xu 29 32 (Bergk)
^
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ness, and its influence on practical politics, is

attested by repeated incidents in the history of

the Alcmaeonidae, who in the person of Megacles

had incurred the pollution of a sacrilegious murder

The question of coipoiate guilt and of long

delayed punishment was one which tioubled the

conscience of Greece down to a late penod of her

history Eunpides, so Plutaich says,
1 boldly

accused the gods of injustice in visiting the sms

of the parents upon the childien (to. tcov tskovtuv

(T<fia\,/jiaTa els tovs 67701/01/9 TpeTrovras) It was

m his manner to make a reasoned protest against

the moral inconsistencies which he discoveied in

the populai theology In the argument addressed

by Tyndareus to Menelaus 2 he denounces the

primitive law of vengeance, which gave leligious

sanction to the deed of Orestes Blood calls for

blood
,
each crime becomes a new link in a series

of guilty acts
,
where can an end be found ? In

a similar spirit he appears to have dealt with the

kindred doctrine here under consideration Piose

writers, too, other than the philosophers, betray

their dissatisfaction with this tenet of the popular

theology Isocrates 3 praises the supenoi piety of

1 Plut De Set Num Vind ch 12 ,
cp Eur Htppol 831-3 > 1378-

1383 Flag 83
2 Eur Oiest 491-525 3 Isocr Busins, xi 25,
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the Egyptians who held that the pcnalt) of each

misdeed is exacted at the moment, and not put

off to a later generation In Plutarch s tract

Dt Sera Numtnts l indicia the same problem is

discussed on various sides Some of the difti

cultics arc met tint arc inherent m the proverb

“ The mills of the gods grind slow but the) grind

small (o^t Ottav «\coufft fiu\oi «\eotcrt Se Xc—r«)

Plutarch himself piousl) supports the prevalent

belief m the curse in a house Sometimes he

argues (eh \v \vi cp eh xxi) it is a citj some

times a race on which the wratli of the god

descends In either ease the principle of justice

is the same A cit) is a hind of h\ mg organism

it has a continuous existence a unit) a persomht)

not unlike that of the individual It is morally

responsible for its past A race too has a like

continuity of its own it preserves certain dominant

characteristics birthmarks of the Tamil) which if

vicious need a corrective discipline as often as the)

reappear m successive generations The analog)

however imperfect is interesting and worth noting

though it docs not go far to vindicate the view

that is upheld

Tlie personal conviction of Acsch>lus as

to this problem is to be gathered from the

I
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diamatic piesentation of the facts, not fiom the

aiguments of lival disputants In one vital

paiticulai he modifies the populai belief Not

actual guilt, but the tendency to guilt is m-

hented A man is mastci of lus own fate, he

may fostei the tendency, or he may resist it An

act of will is necessaiy to wake the cuise into

life The chain of cume may at any point be

bioken, though the poet lather exhibits, for the

most pait, the natuial continuity of guilt
,
that as

dime engendeis cume in the individual heart, so

in a house the guilt of the fathers tends to lead

the children into new guilt and to extend itself

ovei a whole 1 ace Theie is a striking lesemblance

between the language in which Aeschylus and

Geoige Eliot describe the self-pioductn e eneigy

of evil In the woids of Aeschylus 1 “The im-

pious deed leaves aftei it a laigei piogeny, all in

the likeness of the paient stock” In the more

elaborated phrase of Geoige Eliot “ our deeds aie

like childien that aie born to us
,
they live and act

apait from oui will nay, children may be sti angled,

but deeds never
,
they have an indestructible life

both in and out of our consciousness ”

Still Aeschylus never allows human fieedom to

c 1
. lgam 75S-60
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be obliterated c\cn in the members of a tainted

race B) -in initial act of mans free w ill the

latent guilt is cvol cd In this he departs from

the popular thcolog) and sa\cs moral it) He

handles those ninths which deal with the domestic

curse in much the *=amc spirit as he treats the

doctrine of divine Infatuation The popular form

of that doctrine is expressed for instance b)

Thcognis 1—that a man of good intentions is often

misled b) some supernatural power into grievous

transgressions so tint evil apjicats to him good

and good evil Acschjlus too recognises in

certain forms of mental blindness a divine influ

cnee There is a malad) of the mind («o<ro?

<fy>awi) a heaven sent hurt (OcoflXuftan) which

drives the sinner to destruction Hus infatuation

or Ate is a clouding both of heart and of intellect

it is also both the pcnaltj and the parent of crime

Hut onl) when a man has wilfull) set his face

towards evil when like \cr\cs m the Persue or

Ajax in the pla) of Sophocles lie has striven to

rise above human limits or like Creon in the

Antigone has been guilt) of obdurate impiet) is a

moral darl cning inflicted on him in judicial anger

Here Acsch)lus and Sophocles agree As we

1 Tlicop* 40 6
%
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read in the Old Testament that “ the Lord

haidened Phaiaoh’s heait,” so m Aeschylus, “ when

a man is hasting to Ins min the god helps him on ,!l

It is the daik conveise of "God helps those who

help themselves” "With wisdom,” says Sophocles,

" hath some one given forth the famous saying,

that evil seems good soon 01 late to him whose

mind the god draws to mischief” 2

The doctrine of an mhented tendency towards

guilt in a house leminds us, on one side, of the

doctnne of original sin as the consequence of

Adam’s sin
,
and, on anothei, of modern theories

of mhented qualities I neither of these can be

called fatalism, equally inapplicable is the woid

to the teaching of the Gieek poets

Much misconception has prevailed as to the

place of Fate in the Greek drama We are apt

to confuse the meaning of the Gieek word Mona,

of which "Destiny” is in geneial the neaiest

equivalent, by associations derived from latei con-

troversies about free-will Viewed etymologically

its primary idea is that of dish ibution
,
and its

1 Pei s 742, dXX’ OTav cnretidrj ns airrds, Oebs awdirreTai Cp
Aesch Flag 386 (Nauck) <pC\ei 5k rui hd.fj.vovn avcnrevociv 0 e6s and

294, dirdrijs otKalas ovk &7Tocrrarei 6e6s

2 Antig 621*4 (Jebb’s trans )
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usage suggests not so much tint which is prc

destined ns tint which is appointed ns pnrt of the

morn! order of the universe
, nnd in this sense we

find the corresponding adjective fiupatfio? applied

c\cn to the marriage tic ns ordnined between man

nnd wife* There is nothing in the normal use ol

the word to give prominence to the thought that

the details of the individual life arc mapped out

according to a predetermined plan and sequence

Mrcadj in Homer it has a twofold usage. On

the one hand it is i/nt is d creed—a poetic c\

prcssion for that fundamental order of things which

later prose writers would call On the other

hand it is the power that regulates the course of

human affairs allotting to all their proper place

Tins power is supreme over gods as well as men

though in more than one instance /cus thinks of

attempting to defeat it in the interests of some

favourite. Hut as the stream of Grech thought

ran clearer such discord between the ruing, powers

of the universe became an offence. In the Pro

vieth us indeed of Acsch) lus there is still a con

fiict between /cus and Necessity — Necessity as

guided by the triple Moirai and the mindful

Trinjcs —and so long as it lasts /cus cannot

1 Pi / .17 * 1 ro 1 516
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be at one with Justice But the Zeus of the

Prometheus is not the great Omnipotent, the

highest impersonation of godhead At the time

at which the dramatic action is laid he is still the

god of a passing epoch, when the tut moil of con-

tending dynasties was hardly subdued, and might

was the only light His will comes into collision

with an inscrutable power against which he cannot

prevail Elsewhere in Aeschylus the course of

events is under the ordeied and developed rule of

Zeus The deciees of Destiny are in Aeschylus,

as they already weie in Pindar
,

1
identified with

his will A pei feet harmony has been established

“That which is destined will suiely be accom-

plished
,
the great pui poses of Zeus may not be

transgressed
” 2 But the moi e abstract conception

of Mona was not supeiseded it was the sum of

those mysterious forces which limit human life

and act on it from outside In obedience to a

Greek instinct the poets geneially attribute to the

Olympian gods the happy events of life, while

1 Pmd Hem i\ 6l, to tlipat/xov At60ev TTC~pwji(vov £k<pe-

pev

2 Aesch Sitppl 1047 ,
cp Enin 1045, Zoos 6 iravSitTas 01rrio

Moipa re (rvykartpa ClioepJi 306 aXX’ tD peyaXai Moiptu, hibOcv

•rgoe TeXeiTai' Pausanias mentions SLoipayir-qs as an epithet of

Zeus (\ 15 , vin 37, etc)
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they ascribe misfortune to the more impersonal

and darker power Moira

In all this however the will of man i not as

wc are sometimes told paralysed by Destiny by

an overhanging doom which does not leave him

even an illusion of liberty (Mazzim) Man com

bats his de-tiny if he falls he docs so after

exhibiting an almost Titanic energy of will How

different this is from the dramas of genuine fatalism *

In the dramas of India the actors m no sense

rely on their own efforts
,
their virtue 1 passive

resignation and self cffaccmcnt it is for the gods

to cut the knots of the tragedy In the Greek

drama the power of an overruling Destiny is no

more subversive of liberty m the case of men than

the similar power m Homer is of the liberty of

the gods They are both free men and gods but

free within certain limits Outside this circle of

freedom there are great unknown forces which

hem m mans life and assail it The more these

pow ers of outward circumstance are magnified the

more impressive is the assertion of human free

will m the struggle against them This is just

what we find m Aeschylus He is haunted by

the feeling of the strange forces which play upon

man from w ithout , of the tendencies which per
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petuatc themselves in the blood, and link togethei

the geneiations as if they were a living whole

All the fiamework m which life was set belonged

to a supernatural older, and such facts weie to-

gethei classed as Destiny It is the clement of

mystery and the sense of the supernatural that

has made Aeschylus sometimes appeal more fatal-

istic than the othei Gieck poets The religious

view pervades his tragedies
,
he is a theologian as

much as he is an artist But his dramas so far

from being fatalistic are in tiuth from end to end

a vindication of human freedom

Returning now to oui mam point we notice an

impoitant distinction between suffeiing for another

and being punished foi another The fust is a

natural and physical piocess, a fact proved by ex-

pel lence The second implies a judicial act one

which, when ascribed to the Deity, is an unauthoi-

lsed inference fiom, or inteipretation of, a fact

Punishment implies guilt, and the notion of an

innocent man being punished foi the guilty is a

moral contradiction The innocent man may and

does suffei foi the guilty
,
that he should be pun-

nished for the guilty is inconceivable, for guilt and

with it moral condemnation are intransferable

To speak, tb^refoie, of Vicanous Suffeiing has
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nothing in it to shock morality Vicarious Punish

went (if the full meaning of the idea is realised) is

immoral The tragedians show a consciousness of

this distinction The popular view was that guilt

was inherited that is that the children are pun

ished for their fathers sins The view of Aeschylus

and of Sophocles also (so far as he touches the

problem on this side) was that a tendency towards

guilt is inherited but this tendency does not

annihilate mans free will If therefore the child

ren are punished they are punished for their own

sins But Sophocles saw the further truth that

innocent children may suffer for their fathers sins

The purification of this special doctrine of the

popular religion which was effected in Greece by

the poets was effected among the Jews by the

prophets The phrase visiting the sins of the

fathers upon the children was open to a double

interpretation — either that the children were

punished judicially for their fathers sins or that

the children suffered in the course of nature for

their fathers sms The Jews for a long time

interpreted the words of the second command

ment in the first sense just as the Greeks so

interpreted the idea of a curse in the house But

Ezekiel (ch xvm ) in clearer tones e"*en than the
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Gieck poets, i ejected the fust interpretation, and

freed the notion of moial lcsponsibihty fioin all

tics of blood lclationship “What mean ye, that

ye use this pio\cib, The fathcis have eaten sour

giapcs, and the childtcn’s teeth aie set on edge?

The soul that sinneth it shall die The

son shall not beat the iniquity of the father,

neithci shall the fathci bear the iniquity of the

son” The same tiuth had occurred early to the

mind of India In the Rennayana. these striking

woids occui “A father, a mothei, a son, whether

in this world or the next, eats only the fiuit of

his own works
,
a father is not recompensed or

punished foi lus son, neithci a son for his father

Each of these by Ins own actions gives bnth to

good or evil
”

The doctune, then, of the hci editary curse, as

it is exhibited in the Gieck poets, is not one of

fatalism Remembciing the distinction between

Vicarious Suffering, which is a natuial pioccss,

and Vicauous Punishment, which is a penal

sentence, we find that the second of these ideas,

which alone is fatalistic and immoral, is nowhere

to be found, not in Sophocles any moie than in

Aeschylus It was pait of the popular creed of

Greece whi£n was di scalded by the tragedians
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lie was able to accept many of the popular

legends almost as they stood, and to btealhe into

them a moral meaning It is not that thcie is in

lnm, as some ha\e thought, an incipient severance

between moialily and leligion
,

that lie has

lcccdcd ftom the higher ground occupied by

Aeschylus and lapsed into popular supcistilion

Aeschylus, foi whom stiffen tig was penal in inten-

tion, found in the legends a moic intractable

matcual
,

lie was often obliged to remould and

transfoim where Sophocles had merely to interpret

anew' Of the primitive elements w Inch Sophocles

ictains, those only can be held still to savour of

populai supcistition, which are outside the action

of the dtatna and among the supposed ante-

cedents of the plot These extraneous parts lie

is not ahvays at pains to bring under the laws

eithei of moiality oi of piobability

Undescivcd suffering, while it is exhibited in

Sophocles undci \anous lights, always appeals as

P^Kt^of the peimitted evil which is a condition of

a jusOx^and haimomously oidcrcd urmcisc It is

foiesecn lk^thc counsels of the gods It may
,

1 as

in the Antigwic, sene to vindicate the highci

1 Sec Mr E Aboh^'g “Essay on Sophocles” m Hdhnica
(Rivingtons, 18S0), p 5o\q
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laws by which the monl government of the world

is maintained
t
or is in the PhdocUtes ind Tin

chintac

,

to advance i preordained ind divine

purpose or is in the Plithe!eh

s

ind Oedipus

Coloncus to cducitc clnnclcr Sophocles deepens

the mcining of the Grccl proverb Mm lcirns

by suffering (aOtjpara fiaOi)fia~a) lie ruses

it from i prudcntnl or i monl mi\nn into

a religious my stcry He anticipate^ the futh of

Plato 1 tint when i min is beloved of the gods

even poverty sickness ind other sufferings cm
turn out only for lus good 1 lie Oedipus Colon us

affords the most perfect instance of the mm
whom adversity Ins sorely tried and on whom it

has had not indeed a softening but a chastening

and enlightening influence Though this play was

probably composed at a considerably later date

than the O dipus 7) rannus and though each play

is dramatically complete in itself yet if we would

learn the maturcst thought of Sophocles upon the

whole theme we must study the Oidipus f} rannus

in the fight of the sequel Oedipus is not indeed

a perfect character he has flaws of temper and

judgment
,

but not in these must w c seel the

explanation of his history The poet indicates

1 hep x 613 \
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1

S

clcaily that his calamities aic to be Uaced to the

inhetent feebleness and shoit-sightcdncss of man,

the obicisc side of winch is the divine foicknow’-

lcdgc
,
that his suffetmgs arc in truth unmet ited,

and foi that \cty i cason ha\c no power to subdue

the soul Oedipus has, of his own free-will, com-

mitted deeds which w'ould be the most heinous

of ciimcs, had they been done with knowledge

Popular sentiment w'ould ha\c ascribed them

to a divine Infatuation, which though inflicted

arbitral lly and not as a judicial sentence, jet was

supposed to lca\c the agent responsible foi what

he did

Here, as in othci plays, Sophocles fixes our

attention on the diffcicnce between crime and

lmoluntaiy erroi The old belief of the Greeks,

as of the Jew’s, w'as that an outward act could in

itself constitute a ci ime
,
the guilt did not depend

on the knowdedge or intention of the agent If

pollution was incuued, some ntual expiation was

nccessaiy to wupe out the stain Accidental

homicide needed such a cleansing rite no less

than voluntaiy murdei Even the lifeless instill-

ments of a cnme, stones 01 other wreapons, had to

pass thiough a purificatory piocess Sophocles

m the Ocdzput Coloncus distinguishes between the
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inward and the outward qualit) of an act between

moral and ceremonial punt} In harmon) with

the religion of Apollo 1 he discovers that the heart

mi) be pure even where the hands have not been

clean As it is expressed m a fragment of his

own The unwitting sin makes no man bad

In the eje of religion Oedipus in the Oattfus

Cotoncus is still a guilt} man The breach of the

divine law leaves a stain though the offender

ma> have been the unconscious agent of a higher

power Rut whatever the ritual defilement there

is here moral innocence and Oedipus himself

asserts it We hardl) recognise him now as the

man from whom we parted in the Quitpus 7) rannus

in the first transport of horror and remorse His

old fiery temper is indeed still read) to blaze

forth But suffering has wrought on him far

otherwise than on Lear whose weak and passion

ate nature it unhinged and with whom the

thought that he himself was mainlj to blame

embittered his anger and turned grief into

despair Oedipus Ins disencumbered himself of

a past which is not truly part of himself In the

school of suffering his inborn nobleness of char

1 See p 66
s Soph Era" 58 £*« 8 pap u»* v rtt & 0/Xru» nattfa
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actci lias come out The long years have taught

him lesignation 1 In spite of lioubled memories

he is at peace with himself and icconciled to

heaven He has icad the facts of his past life

in anothci light He has pondered the ancient

oiactcs of Apollo, which piedictcd to him at once

his doom and his final rest Iiis lmvatd eye has

been puiged, and with newly won spiritual insight

he thinks of himself as a man set apait by the

gods for then own mystenous purposes He

bears himself with the calm and dignity of one

who knows that he is obeying then express

summons, and has a high destiny to fulfil. The

unconscious sin is expiated
,
and he who ivas the

victim of divine anger, the accuised thing that

polluted the city, is now the vehicle of blessing

to the land that receives him A sufferei not a

sinner, restoied to the favoui of the gods, he finds

in that favour and in the honouis that await him,

an ample lecompense foi all that he has endured

“ Nothing is here for tears, nothing to wail,

Oi knock the bieast
, no weakness, no contempt,

Dispraise 01 blame
,
nothing but well and fair,

And what may quiet us in a death so noble ”

1 0 C 7 ,
crripytiv yap a^ iradai p.t yjx> xP^ros

j
pakpos

oiSdcrhei Cp Soph Flag 581, tt6XX’ tv MXMj'crt Ovpbs tvvrjdels opy
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THE MELANCHOLY OF THE GREEKS

We arc commonly inclined to think of the Gieeks

as a people, and the only people, who for a brief

space in the histoiy of mankind looked on the

universe with a clear and untioubled spirit, who

in the fieshness of their powers, and with a finely

gifted natuie, in which mind and body, heart and

intellect, leason and imagination perfectly con-

spned together, seized life in its wholeness, and

drew fiom it the full measure of rational delight

which it is capable of affording The world of

the unseen, though very near to them, did not

oppiess their imagination Their gods were not

unknown and dimly felt foices, dwelling in forests

or in solitaiy places Thiough the lace of demi-

gods the people traced back their lineage to the

Immoitals, who mingled m the open ways of the

city, m the streets and market-places, and joined
©

in their feasts and graced their solemn meetings
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could find a icticat m the scienity of his

own thought “No Hellene is old,” said the

Egyptian priest in Plato
,

1 “in mind jou arc all

young ” and we like to apply the words to the

Giecks in a somewhat diffeicnt sense fiom what

wras intended, and to think of them as of their

owm victouous athletes, cndowred with perpetual

youth and gaiety of hearty with ladiant limbs

and biowrs unclouded, the inward and outward

man being one in the giacious union of intellect

and beauty

But however true this picture may be if

regarded m its main outlines, there is another

side to it of w'hich we ought to be lennnded

It is not difficult to pictuie to oui selves some

of the sombie facts which dashed the joyousness

of Greek life in the periods wulh wdnch wre are

best acquainted
,

the haid and narrow selfish-

’ness of the ruling class, the fieice bigotry, the

wild levenge of political faction, the sudden

reversals of fortune, and the instability of all

human affaus But even if we confine ourselves

to literature, and note only the moods and senti-

ments which aie there reflected, we may catch

many plaintive tones and some accents even of

1 Plato, Tim 22 B
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despair which contnst strangely with what is

called Hellenic serenity

A peculiar \cin of constitutional sadness

belongs to the Greek temperament We find it

already in Homer In Aclnllcs lumsclf as in

most of the heroes of poetry there is a tinge of

melancholy Ills early death is the burden of

the Iliad Doomed art thou to swift death yea

and piteous art thou above all men m an evil

hour I bare thee in our halls
1—so cries Thetis

when at the opening of the Iliad she comes at

the call of her son and the same w ord ioicvfwpo<;

is on her lips when after the death of Patroclus

she again answ ers the same call and once more

in her pray cr to Hephaestus to forge new armour

for Aclnllcs she pleads for a son that is doomed

to swift death 3 I rom his mother Achilles had

learnt that he had the choice between two fates

If 1 abide here and besiege the Trojans city'

then my returning home is taken from me but

my fame shall be imperishable but if I go home

to m> dear native land my high fame is taken

from me but my life shall endure long while

neither shall the issue of death soon reach me 4

1 // 1- 41 * // nil. 95. * // 45S

4 // » 41 0 Trip*. ]i} Leaf I- B a 1 Mjfn.
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Before the opening of the Iliad the choice has

been made Achilles aheady knows his doom

and accepts it His one wish is, that seeing that

his span of life is brief (jJuvvvOdZiov irep eovra),

it might not be without honour 1
It is with

him as with Hector The shadow of early death

falls across both their paths “ Of a suiety,” says

Hector, “
I know this in heart and soul

,
the day

shall come for holy Ihos to be laid low, and

Priam and the folk of Pnam of the good ashen

spear
” 2 But not the love of wife or child can

make him shrink like a coward, from the battle
,

“ seeing I have learnt evei to be valiant and

fight in the foiefront of the Tiojans, winning

my father’s great glory and mine own ” 3

Still more clearly does Achilles know what

is in stoie for him
,
and the foieknowledge lends

a peculiar pathos to all he says and does Yet

no word escapes him of querulous lament In

his anguish ovei the death of Patioclus he

exclaims “ But bygones will we let be, for all

our pain, cuibmg the heart in oui breasts undei

necessity Now go I forth, that I may light

on the destroyer of him I loved, on Hector

then will l accept my death whensoever Zeus

1 H i 352
2 R vi 447 9

3 II vi 444 6
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willeth to accomplish it and the other immortal

gods 1 One line sums up the spirit of the

man

* When I am dead I shall lie low let me now w in high

renown 2

To the horse Xanthus who being endowed with

human speech told him of his death day nigh at

hand he answered Xanthus why prophesiest

thou my death? no wise behoveth it thee Well

1 now I of myself that it is appointed me to

perish here far from my father dear and mother

howbeit anywise I will not refrain till I give the

Trojans surfeit of war 3 Finally in the great

scene where Priam comes to his tent at night

and entreats of him the body of Hector Achilles

is softened by the old man s grief and by his

own He thinks too of his father Peleus to

whom the gods gave fortune and wealth and a

bride from among the daughters of the sea

Trouble too they gave for he begat one son

to an untimely death (era vrai^a rercev Travel

tupiov)
4 a son who may not tend him m old

age but abides far off in Troy land In this

1 II xvm 114 6

1 // xv u. 121 h n K M w * r Si k\1os <rd\bv potfir)

* 11 ix 4 0 3
4 // x iv 540
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memorable speech
,

1 however, he rises abo\e the

personal sonow to the height of human pity,

and drarvs a picture never yet surpassed of

human destiny, of the “ lot the gods have spun

for miseiable men”

The stiam of sadness in Achilles, that here

finds its fullest utterance, is a characteristic

example of Homer’s melancholy It is large,

human, universal “ Even as are the generations

of leaves such aie those likewise of men, the

leaves that the wand scattereth to earth, and the

forest budding putteth foith another growth, and

the new leaves come on in the spring-tide
,
so of

the geneiations of men one putteth forth its bloom

and another passeth awray ” 2 These w’oids, the

first conscious sigh over the mortality of man that

is found in Greek poetiy, w’eie spoken by Glaucus

to Diomede w’hen the two wrarriois met in single

combat
,
and again and again in Homer, above

the dm of battle and the triumph of the victor, is

heard the voice of human tenderness, the pathos

of suffering All distinctions aie effaced
, Gieeks

and Tiojans, friends and foes, are confounded in

the deep compassion which the poet feels for the

woes and tears of humanity

1 II xmv 518-551 -II \i 146 9
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But the melancholy of Homer is more akin to

the melancholy of youth than of mature age

The mood of sadness follows close upon other

moments when the pleasure of existence and the

vision of the worlds beauty have penetrated and

possessed the mind The two moods are in their

nature not so far apart and by natural reaction

pass each into the other Both spring out of

unlimited aspiration out of a deep thirst and

capacity for joy With riper y ears the discovery

of the disproportion which must always exist

between desire and achievement brings with it a

1 indly acquiescence in much that is imperfect

The heroic aim of the Homeric men has not yet

been brought down to the level of the actual

Still farther are we from the period of middle

aged pessimism when ideals are shattered and all

that life offers has been found wanting But while

the poetic melancholy of the early Greek world is

not unconnected with the high hopes of y outh to

whose untried faculties every effort is in itself a

delight the similarity between the two forms of

melancholy is only partial Youthful melancholy

is fantastic and egoistic It lives in a world of its

own and everywhere sees its own image reflected

It is a world of bright day dreams^which melt
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away and again re-foim When the fabnc of hope

is dissolved, youth is apt to rebel against the con-

ditions of existence And even apait from such

disappointment, there aie seasons when the pain of

living becomes almost too keen to be borne
,
no

precise leason can be assigned
,

it is an mstmetne

feeling The melancholy of Homer is fiee from

these fantastic elements Illusion and disillusion

do not succeed one anothei With the freshness

of youthful life and its boundless capacity of action

is combined the quiet and calm gaze of long

experience, the “eye that hath kept watch o’er

man’s mortality”

But however great is the pathos and tenderness

of Homer, he is free from the feeling that death

after all is better than life In the description of

the future life in the eleventh Odyssey it is the sug-

gestion of lost happiness that brings out in staking

relief the pathos of earthly existence The under-

world of Homei is a meagie and lll-fuimshed woild

situated at the limits of the far west in a region of

perpetual twilight The life of its inhabitants is

a pale image of what they did on earth Orion,

a phantom hunter, chases phantom beasts, the

ghosts of “the very beasts that he himself had

slam on th§ lonely hills” Minos still sits m
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judgment and holds *i cjx.ctnl tribunal Tlicrc

is an automatic mimicry of the activities of the

upper world The one reality is the reality of

torment A few great criminals who ln\c

attempted to o\crpass the limits of existence and

to encroach on the divine prerogative arc visited

with a. punishment consisting m aimless effort or

unsatisfied desire. Hades himself is the iiatcd

of the pods and the souls go down to him

lamenting His land is desolate of joy tenanted

by strcngthlcss heads phantoms of men out

wom Rather" sa>s Achilles would I live

above ground as the hireling of another with a

landless man who had no great livelihood than

bear sw ay among all the dead that be departed
‘

Another and more modern phase of mclandtolj

is not slow to find expression in Greek poetry

In Mimncrmus who wrote in the middle of the

seventh century lie. we see the Greel spirit aged

as it were before its day The few fragments of

him that have been preserved arc all written in

one strain His theme is the fleeting delights of

youth that passes away like a dream and old

age loveless and joyless hateful to children

scorned by women which makes beauty and
,

o
1 Of *i 4S9 91
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ugliness to be alike,” and “ in the sunlight find no

pleasuie” He moialises sadly upon life, and

while his tone is one of lefleclive lcsignation, the

conclusion to which he points is that man’s wisdom

is to snatch the pleasuics of the houi He takes as

his text the Homenc lines quoted above (p 136)

otr)~ep
(
fwXXon' yeroj, ron] Se kut uvSpSv, k r A

lines which arc among the favourite reminiscences

of the elegiac poets, and expands the idea
,
but

how fai has he travelled from the simple thought

of Homei 1 “We aie like leaves which the

flowering spring-time bungs forth, when of a

sudden they giow beneath the rays of the sun
,
for a

span so brief do we lejoice m the fioweis of youth,

knowing nothing, neither good nor evil, from the

gods But the black fates stand by, the one

with the doom of doleful age, the othei with the

doom of death
,
and for a little space the fiuit of

youth continues, dunng one day’s sunshine on the

earth But when once the appointed time of

youth is passed, better to die foithwith than to

live” 1

Theogms, too, who lived neaily a century latei,

is, like Mimnermus, a practical Epicuiean “I

C 1 Mimnerm F/ay 2
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rejoice and disport me in y outh long enough

beneath the earth shall I lie bereft of life \oicc

less as a stone and shall lease the loved sunlight

good man though I am then shall I sec nothing

any more 1 Rejoice O my soul in thy y outh

soon shall other men be in life and I shall be

black earth m death After m> death I crave

not to be laid upon a rojal couch nay in life

may some luck be mine Briars for the dead

man arc as coverlets strewn over him What if

the bed be hard or soft ?
5 Life has not gone so

smoothly with Thcognis as with Mimnermus lie

has been engaged in the political struggles of lus

own city Megan and is the victim of social

revolution, he has been in c\ilc has lost lus

fortune has been deserted by friends he knows

what it is to have the spirit tongue tied to be

broken and enslaved by povertj 4 And though

now again he is restored to lus country an accent

of personal emotion a sharp sense of wrong

vibrates through lus verses and with it there is a

passionate longing to be avenged and to drink

the black blood of lus enemies b He looks out

upon the world and sees everywhere a reign of

* Theogn 567 70 1 Jbit 877 S lb d 1191 4
4 Ibtd 177 8 8 Ibid 349
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lawlessness and violence “ Shame has perished
,

shamelessness and outiage have conquered justice,

and pievail thioughout the world
” 1 The greed

of wealth has levelled all distinctions of birth and

blood
,

2 “those who once were noble now are

base, and the base in turn arc noble
” 3 Seeing

that it avails nothing to be just let a man be

cunning and shifty, and imitate the polypus which

takes the colour of the lock to which he clings ’

The ciy which escapes him

6\fiios cwSets

dvOpWTTWV, o~o<tods i)eXios KU.Oop'J.^

“ No mortal is happy of all on whom the sun

looks down,” is a more genuine lamentation than

is often conveyed by these well-worn words in the

Greek poets His despau reaches its height in

the famous lines whose echoes lived long m Gieek

literature “ It is best of all things foi the children

of men not to be boin, nor to see the rays of the

keen sunlight
,
but if boi n, to pass as soon as

may be the gates of Hades, and to lie beneath a

covenng of much earth
” 0

1 Theogn 291 2 s Ibid 190 3 Ibid 1109-10
4 Ibid 215 6 0 Ibid 167 8
G Ibid 425 8 Cp Ecclesiastes iv 2, 3,

"
I praised tlie dead who

are dead, more than the living which are yet alive Yea, better is

he than both they, which hath not yet been ”
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Yet Thcogms with studied self control teaches

the wisdom which he Ins learnt ns a child
1 and

endeavours to guide the friend whom lie addresses

in the ancient wa>s The thoughts of mans heart

arc vain he l nows notlnnj of the issue whether

for food or evil for the f ods ordain all limns as

thej will Man must humble himself before the

fods and tnl c chccrfull) the evil thnifs of life as

well as the food* \ ct now and npoin while re

pciting the maxims of pict) he suddcnl) breaks

off overcome b) the thotij hi of the sufferings of

the righteous he turns to /cus and charj cs him

with injustice in his
f
overnment of the world in

language almost as bold as that of the / r v (them

ofAcschjlus or of the bool of Job /cus lord

beloved I marvel at thee for thou reignest over

all, thine is honour and great power and thou

l nowest the vcr> heart and spirit of each man

for th> mi, ht O kinj is supreme llovv then son

of Cronos can th) soul endure to hold in hi c re

gard the sinner and the righteous? Heaven

has given to mortals no clear tol cn nor shown the

v ay by which if a man wall lie mi> please the

Immortals Houbcit the wicked prosper and arc

free from trouble while those who 1 cep their soul

*TWn 7 8 * Ihl 133 14 /// / 33s 8
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fiom base deeds, although they love justice have

foi then poition povcity, povcity mother of help-

lessness, which tempts the mind of man to trans-

giession, and by aciuel constiaint mais the reason

in his bi east
1,1

Solon had consoled himself with the icflection

that the works of outiage arc not lasting, that

Zeus suiveys the end, and that of a sudden his

vengeance buists forth, like a wind in spung time

scattering the clouds Sootier or later it falls, if

not on the guilty man himself, on his children and

on their posterity after them 2 Theogms finds no

comfort in this thought
,
lather it heightens the

wrong of which he complains He prays to Zeus

that it may be the will of the blessed gods to

ledress this injustice, that the guilty one may not

escape while another beais the penalty, and that

the sms of the father may not be visited on the

sons As it is, he asks, how can any one, who

beholds the afflictions of the righteous and the

prosperity of the unjust, hencefoith levere the

Immortals ?
3 Theogms comes as near as a Greek

of the earliei time well can come to being a

pessimist At bottom he has a piofound convic-

1 Theogn ^373-386
2 Solon, Flag 13 [4 1 M 32

3 Theogn 731 52
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tion born probably of bitter and personal disap

pointment that the world as now ordered is all

wrong He appeals to Zeus to right it he does

not indeed discard the moral precepts and tradi

tional beliefs of his countrymen but behind these

phrases there is no real assurance that the good

ness of Zeus is equal to his power there is little

hope that the contradictions which present them

selves to the reason will ever be removed

We pass from Theognis to another and

immeasurably greater poet Pindar who also felt

profoundly the sadness of human destiny but ex

pressed the feeling in a truly Hellenic spirit The

mortality of man which to us has become a com

monplace of religion or morality inspired some of

the simplest and noblest verses m Greek literature

Creatures of a day what are we what are we

not ? Man is but a dream of a shadow (orctav

0vap avOponro 1;) says Pindar 1
in an ode which a

scholiast calls a lamentation upon human life

The dream of a shadow —that is the starting

point of Pindars meditations upon man and his

destiny Man a thing of nought is not of the

lineage of the gods who know neither wean

1 P}th vi 95 Trans by E My^js

Acm 114
L
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ness noi sickness nor old age who can speedily

accomplish all that they icsohe, who can turn

daikness to light and light to daikness y from

whom no moi tal deed is hidden s But as foi men,

the gods deal to them tuo culsforone good
,

5

their delight glows up apace, but as quickly it

falls again to cailh 0 Eriois unnumbered float

around their thought 0

Yet man, fi ail and feeble, has a light that

springs fiom him in the darkness “When a glory

fiom God hath shined on him a clcai light abidcth

upon him, and seiene life
” 7 He wins to his side

Fortune, not the fickle goddess, who with closed

eyes distnbutes hei bounties, and raises men up

only to cast them down, but Fortune, the Saviour

(r-u'x;v ’Scoretpa),8 who woiks in harmony with the

moral poweis which sustain the woild Thus the

“ short-lived race of man ” (to TayitroTpov avlpav

Wvos)
8 may stiuggle and do battle for what is

noble 10 “Never indeed shall man climb the

brazen heaven ,” 11 yet he has m him some likeness

to the Immortals 12 Youth, beauty, uctorious

I Flag Inc 120 [127] Bergk 2 lb 119 [106]
3 01 1 64 4 Pyth in Sx 5 lb \iu 924
b 01 Vll 24 5

7 Pyth Vlll 96 7
8 01 MI 2

0 Lb 3 66 10 lb v 15, cp Ncm i 47
II Pyth x Sj 1= Nem \i 4
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strength fair deeds made immortal by song—
these are God given gifts and in these the crown

of human glorv is attained But the just man

only is beloved of the gods in life he is under

their protection and in death too a new hope is

gi\en him Perpetual sunlight has arisen upon

the realm of the shades fair meadow lands bloom

where Homer knew only of barren trees that shed

their fruit A more full and conscious existence

opens out after death and the world below is

brought into moral relation with the life on earth 1

Pindars vein of meditation is free from despair or

pessimism His austere melanchol} has nothing

m it that is unmanly He remains a Hellene

of the Hellenes The singer of the games the

poet of a privileged race of athletes who by

birth and wealth and native faculty were able

to rise to the level of heroic achievement he is

not forgetful of the vanity of human hopes of

mans nothingness and entire dependence on the

gods

Ihc impressions made on the greater poets

by the contemplation of lift, have their counter

part in the writings of the historians For in

truth the facts of Greek history were instinct

1 01 u 5383 Frag 106 [95] 108 [9$]
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with poetry As the poetry of Greece was more

histoncal than that of any other people, so too

its history was more poetical Already to a

Gieek of the fifth century EC the law of moial

retribution was written legibly on the page of

the past Events had unfolded themselves with

startling rapidity
,

signal catastrophes gave em-

phasis to what was happening
,
causes and effects,

which in a more complicated modern society are

hard to disentangle, stood out in their cleai

meaning and their inevitable issues In a single

century, 620 to 520 BC, five great empires

Assyria, Media, Babylonia, Lydia, Egypt, had

passed away with every circumstance of dramatic

impressiveness
,

a still shoiter period had wit-

nessed the rise and fall of the Tyrannies in

Greece In an age when the despot of to-day

might to-morrow be an exile, when the triumph

of political party meant frequently not only loss

of power and place, but of home and property,

and, it might be, of life for the vanquished, at

such a time the poet and the historian could

draw from a common inspiration Greek history

was a living witness to the deeper laws which

govern human action Greek tiagedy became

an epitome of the lessons of Greek history, the
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facts of the mythical past being read in the light

of contemporary reflection

Dramatic surprises and a Divine Irony in the

ordering of events—these were the great ideas

common to Herodotus (in some measure even

to Thucydides) and the tragedians In apply

ing these ideas to life marked discrepancies of

thought and treatment arc apparent But in all

alike great disasters are seen to follow close upon

insolent success
,
man s fancied security is the

prelude to his fall Like Aeschylus Herodotus

looks behind the natural causes of events and finds

a divine hand that guides them The gods are

guardians of right crime brings its sure penal

ties its consequences extend to generations yet

unborn The connection between sin and suffer

ing which in Aeschylus is exhibited in the

hereditary doom of certain families Herodotus

traces on the larger stage of the worlds history

and in the life of nations While he thus re

sembles Aeschylus as the exponent of the law

of Nemesis he also recalls Sophocles in the

recurring thought of the briefness of the indi

vidual life and the insecurity of mortal happiness

Few and evil are the days of mans existence

he lives in a vain shadow unable tc? forecast his
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future, and feeding upon idle hopes In the

hour when he seems to have attained, failure

and catastiophe are already at hand One last

pam there is even woise than ignoiance, to unite

perfect knowledge with peifect helplessness
1

It may appear a paradox to speak of the

melancholy of Herodotus
,
and indeed it would

be so if the word is taken to imply a gloomy

or pessimistic temperament His history over-

flows with natuial gaiety He has moreover a

reasoned confidence in the geneial oidenng of

human affairs
,
and as he relates the gieat deeds

of his race m the oveithiow of the aimies of

Persia, his heart, as a Hellene, glows with pride

Still theie is m him a strain of austere and

lesigned melancholy, a side of his character which

is not out of keeping with his joy-loving nature

Almost at the opening of his history he writes

as one who has lead the story of human vicissi-

tudes and has been a close spectatoi of existence

There is a tone of giave reflection m the words

“ I will tell of the cities of men, small as well as

great
,

for those which once weie great have for

the most pait become small
,
and those which in

my time were gieat were small of old Knowing
c

1 Her i\ 16, iroXXa ippoveovra /iqdevbs Kparteii’
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then tint human prosperity never continues in

one stay I shall make mention of things small

and great alike 1 When he tells of the tears

of \cr\cs as from Ins throne at Abydos he

watched his countless hosts passing into Europe

and reflected that in a hundred jears not one

of those multitudes would be living we feel that

these arc the \cr> tears that Greek tragedy

evokes this is the tngic pit> or tXcov v Inch in

the woes of the individual laments the universal

human destiny In a similar strain of profound

compassion the chorus in the Oedipus Tj raunits

on finding out the secret of Oedipus birth

exclaims Alas >c generations of men how

mere a shadow do I count your life Where

where is the mortal who wins more of happiness

than just the seeming and after the semblance

a falling away ?

This which is the dominant mood of Sophocles

is heard as an undertone throughout the narrative

of Herodotus It is but rarely put into so many

words but when it docs find utterance it is in

accents that betray a profound disquiet of which

Sophocles knows nothing Sophocles was able

to look on the world in the resigned temper of

1 Her i 5
3 Soph O T 118G II9~ Trat? lytt C Jelb
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religious faith, and to see its contradictions re-

conciled in a moral harmony, by a supreme and

righteous will, which has legard even for the in-

dividual life Heiodotus tiusts indeed in the

general couise of providence, but for him there

are still unhaimonised forces in the umveise, which

assail human happiness A jealous power gives

to man a taste of the sweets of life only to with-

draw the cup from his lips So full of trouble

is life that death is the most acceptable refuge

from its ills
“ Short as our life is,” said the

Persian Artabanus to Xerxes, “ there is no mortal

so happy that he will not many times, and not

once only, have occasion to wish that he were

dead lather than alive
” 1

Yet Heiodotus is neither despairing nor de-

fiant His attitude of practical piety is not very

different from that of Sophocles Fiom the facts

of life poet and historian alike draw the same

lesson, that a mortal man must not strive to rise

above mortal estate, but must bear humbly the

lot that is decieed for him In Herodotus too

there are alieady hints of the thought concisely

expressed in the saying of Heiachtus, “It is not

well for man to have all his wishes granted,”

^ 1 Her vii 46
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(m Opto—onri 711 taOai oKotra Pt\(na ei*r ii;hiioi)

—1 thought mo c full) developed b) Sophocles

Min docs no 1 now his o\n tnc pood wlnt

ccms to be hn nun mi) be Ins -urn, for

there ire divine sent vmtitiois winch resell

1 providcntnl purjio a Croesus the c!cjk><c(1

momrch leims 1 wj dom hidden from him in

prosperity not Oedipus tlic 1 mp wl o <o!vcd

the riddle of the Sphinx but Oedipus the blind

min ind the wmderer, is idmittcd to the secrets

of the pods Of ill boons doth itself mi) be

the best is for the two Arpivc >ouths CIcobis

ind Ihton wl o drew their mother to the temple

of Hen 11 d v hen in «
,
ht of ill the people she

hid pn)cd to the poddess to pnnt them the

best thin, which min cm receive the> fell islccp

ind rose no more*

The ibidmp sen cof mini helplessness iml of

the m>stcr> of Ins fitc iccounts for the pcculnr

tone in which Hope »s sj>ol cn of m Creel

htenture There is one notiblc exception m the

I revet?ns of Ac chjlus I he blind hopes

which Prometheus plmtcd in mens minds helped

them to emerpe out of 1 feeble ind
j
rovclhnp

life ind to rise ibovc the thoupht of deith

1 Her ! 3* * F rw -iS>* Si
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Other late examples may be found of Hope in

this happier aspect 1 But it is more commonly

pictured as a flattcnng phantom, an illusion

born of an unceitain futuie It is a mocking

goddess who tempts men to foiget the limits of

the possible It is the consolation of the weak,

whom it hues to folly
,

it is not a spur to

pi ogress nor the sustenance of the stiong In

Hesiod, when the lid was lemoved fiom Pandora’s

jar, and the other myriad evils which it contained

flew abioad, till “the eaith was full of woes and

full also the sea,”
2 Hope alone remained at the

bottom, itself, too, pait of the deadly gift of the

goddess In Theognis Hope and Peril stand

near to one another, both of them dangerous

deities to man 3 In Pindar "up and down the

hopes of men are tossed, as they cleave the waves

of baffling falsity
4 “ By untamable hope our

bodies are enthi ailed
,
but the tides of oui affairs

are hidden fiom our foreknowledge ” 5 To Pindar

also the saying is by some ascribed “ Hopes are

the dreams of waking men ” 0 In Simonides of

Amorgos it is Hope that supports man m his

1 Eg Eur Heic Fur 1056 Theogn 113546 Dem dc Cor

§ 97 The phrase ayaOr} eXirls has often a special reference to hopes

after death 2^Hes Wo> Is afid Days, 96101 3 Theogn 637-S
4 01 xu 5

5 Nem xi 45
6 Stob in 12
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vain endeavours after the unattainable
,
mean

white old age disease and death overtake him 1

In Thuc>didcs Hope is the strength of the

desperate and is contrasted with the foresight

which comes of reason Once more it is the

ruinous adviser the spendthrift counsellor who

prompts men to stake their all and is detected

onl} when all has been lost * a sentiment placed

with characteristic dramatic effect in the mouth

of the Athenians just before the Sicilian c\pcdi

tion in which the contrast between the hope and

the fulfilment reaches to the height of tragic

iron} In the Giccl Anthology Hope and

Fortune arc two companion goddesses who make

a sport of human life The future indeed hung

like a hca\) cloud over the ancient world charged

with catastrophes reversals of fortune the wreck of

states the bieaV ing up of homes exile and death

In the face of these uncertainties the virtue of

the Greeks was Resignation rather than Hope a

cheerful acceptance (crep/etv) of the gods will

without any joyful or assured anticipations

In Greek authors of classical times there is no

trace of the thought that the human race as a

1 Simon Amorg Trog I (Bergk) 3 Tl^c n 6 5

'/{ v 103
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whole, or any single people, is advancing towards

a divinely appointed goal
,

there is nothing of

what the moderns mean by the “ Education of

the World,” “the Pi ogress of the Race,” “the

Divine guidance of nations ” The first germ of

the thought is in Polybius (
circ 204-122 bc ), whose

work illustrates the idea of a providential destiny

presiding over the march of Roman history, and

building up the imperial power of Rome for the

good of mankind Diodorus Siculus, again (arc

59 BC), speaks of the gratitude due to those

historians who, seeing men bound together by

natural kinship but separated in place and time,

have attempted to bring them together m one

ordered whole (inrb p(av /cal rrjv avrrjv avvra^tv

ayar/eiv), therein making themselves the ministers

of Divine Providence (Scnrep rive9 vTroupyoi tt)

9

tfeias TTpovolas <yev7)8evTe<;)
1 The notion of a

universal history is here based on the sentiment

of the unity of the human race and of its hopes

for the future

Greek thought turned mainly to the past

The Greek orators and political writers drew

their inspiration either from mythical heioes or

from the achievements of their ancestors The
c

1 Diodor Sic 1 1
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Utopias sketched in the comic fragments, the

(3io? ap^ato't or primitive life of innocence were

placed m a far off golden age and consisted in

the simple bliss of barbarism Philosophy, too

was in Aristotle s phrase 'fond of myth 1
it

sought out ancient traditions the fragments (otov

Xei^aia) of forgotten learning for as he main

tamed all the arts and sciences have been found

and lost again not once but an infinite number of

times already 3 Greek political ideals reflect the

prevalent distrust of the future Plato indeed

did not share Aristotle s disbelief in continuous

progress none the less he is well nigh hopeless

for the mass of mankind Deeply corrupt in all

its parts society does what it can to debase the

noblest of its members The only chance of re

generating it lies in subjecting it to the rule of

the philosophers but hitherto it has listened only

to those who have humoured its appetites

In the absence of Hope and of an ideal of

progress we strike upon one great difference

between the classical Greeks and the Hebrews

Not that the history of the Hebrews was one of

1 \mt Met i 2 982 b 18 2 Met xi 8 1074 b 10 13
s Pol 11 5 1264 a I 5 iv (vu ) 10 13 9 b 25 7 de Caelo

13 70 b 16 o
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piogressive expansion and 'oideily development

It was so m a fai less degiee than that of the

Hellenes, being in truth a long lecoid of ever-

1earning lebellions and late lepentances The

nation was of all otheis the most full of inner

conti adictions
,
the highci and the lowci self were

nevei leconciled Yet in the daikest houi of

adveisity the Pioplicts did not despan of Isiacl

When Jerusalem was desolate, when the people

was in captivity, and national existence had been

ciushed, the voice of piophecy speaks out the

moie confidently It points back to the divine

guidance that had watched over the lace, and

tells of the mighty destiny that was in stoic for

Isiael Thiough the piophets an ideal and

glonfied national sentiment was cieated, ttan-

scending local limits, and intei twined with the

highest hopes that could be conceived for

humanity They looked to a spiritual lestoia-

tion and tnumph, which should be for the

woild at laige the beginning of a glonous futuie

This ideal, aidently desued, possessed the mmd
of the pious Jew

,
it fed in him a seciet fund of

joy, and kept alive a spark of hope in a world of

spiritual despair against the day when He who
was “ the D%sire of all nations ” should come
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1 shill not attempt to touch even brieflv on ill

the phases of melancholy tint mi) be discovered

in Grech htenture we ire dealing merely with a

few typical authors. But a word must still be

said about those exquisite gems of \crsc which

arc contained in the Gt et K Artl clog}
1 Many

moods arc there reflected The lines arc some

times bright and play ful sometimes pathetic

sometimes cynical always graceful But the

motto which is written on the pages as a whole

is the same as that of the booh of 1 cclesnstcs

Vanity of Vanities fiaratonj? /Miraio-a/TMi and

the dominant note of sadness deepens the farther

we follow the poems into Roman times All is

laughter all is ashes all is nothingness Weep

ing I was born having wept my fill I die tears

in plenty have I found through life
5 Naked I

came upon earth naked shill I go below why

then do I toil m vain seeing that the end is

nakedness ?
*

Life is the play tiling of I ortunc

a piteous thing a wanderer tossed to and fro

between poverty and wealth Herodotus (v 4)

tells us of a Thracian tribe whose custom it was

1 A \cry interesting edition of Select Li grams from tlic Creel

intlohgy has been broufht out ly J \V MacVatl (Longmans

1890 )
* /flirt Pit x M

* lb x 84 « It % 5$ lb x So
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to wail ovei the birth of a child, and to bury the

dead with festive joy, as being lelcased from their

troubles “ Let us praise the Thracians,” says a

writer in the Anthology

}

“in that they mourn for

their sons as they come forth from their mother’s

womb into the sunlight, while those again they

count blessed who have left life, snatched aw ay by

unseen Doom, the servant of the Fates” One

w'ho had looked upon the couise of the wrorld and

the tieacherous ways of fortune is forced to ex-

claim “ I hate the world foi its mystery ” (gtcrw

ra Trdvra rf5 u8i)\ia<; %cipiv)
2

In such a world how should man order his

life? The answers aie vanous, but maybe re-

solved mainly into two, the choice being teiscly

put thus “ The woild is all a stage, life is a sport

away with earnest and learn to play the game, or

bear thy pains
” 3 “To play the game” means to

dram the cup of pleasure, though death, lurking

in the chalice, embitters the diegs “ Nay, come

prepare me the joyous stream of Bacchus, foi that

1 Anth Pal ix 111 Cp Eur Fiag Ci csphoutcs (Nauck)

—

7®P Wots aSKKoyov 'jroioup&’ovs

rbv
<f>\

jvto. dp-qveiv els SI Hpxerat kciku,

rbv 5 ’ au Oavbvra rrovuu Treiravp.lvov

Xo-l^pvras euijVijpoDptrs ehirifiveiv dbfxwv

lb x 96 3 lb \ 72
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is the antidote of ills —forms the conclusion to

an epigram which begins bj ashing IIow was I

born? whence am I? wherefore came I hither?

To go hence again 1 On the other hand to

refuse to play the game is to rebel against life

cither by way of cjnical protest or of sullen sub

mission and the end would be an carl) escape

from life if only there might be an escape without

dying To be and not to be howc\cr arc both

equally distasteful to the true pessimist he hates

the one he shrinks from the other Accordingl)

we find many exhortations in the Anthology (eg

\ 69) not to fear death which gives peace which

brings release from sickness and the pams of

povert) which comes once and never comes again

The minds of nobler temper in the Anthology

suffer from something akin to the modern Welt

schmcrz a feeling in which the m> story of life

and the sense of the infinite mingle with personal

weariness or satiety Such poets console them

selves by singing in charming verse of graves and

rums of the fallen grandeur of ancient cities—
Troy Mycenae Argos Sparta Corinth they

dwell on the sorrow of remembered happiness,

and linger ov er an ideal or vanished past In the

1 talk Pal x 1 18

M
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outei woild they find a counterpait to their own

moods, 01 mote often still they hear a discord

The placid existence of the cicada or some

othei member of the animal ci cation is set off

against the restless discontent of man The senti-

ment of melancholy blends with a newr and almost

modern appieciation of Nature Her unchanging

majesty is contrasted with man’s tiansient and

unquiet energies
,
to Nature the poet turns foi

suppoit and sympathy The only sights worth

seeing aie the laigei aspects of the univeisc

around us “ Pleasant are the fair things of

Nature, earth, sea, stais, the orbs of moon

and sun All else is fearfulness and pain
” 1

If it is tiue, as Anstotle says
,

2
that men of

genius are of a melancholy tempei ament, it is but

natuial that the most highly gifted nation of

antiquity should have had in it a vein of this

sentiment But we must not lose sight of the

1 Cp the splendid lines of ‘Menander, 'Tirof3o\ip.aio$, Frag 2

—

tovtov evTiixbararop Xeyu,

bans ffetoppcras aX6~ws, Uapjj.&’tov,

ra crefxva tclvt airTjXdev, oOcv ijXOev, rayv,

rbv tjXiov top hoivbv, Harp, voiop, p App,

irup ravra, t civ ehOLTbv dry jSius, ael

d'/'et 7rapipra, k&v epiavrobs dXCyovs,

cr^wbrepa toijtojp erepa o' out 6\f/ei irorl

2 Anst Ptobl xxx 953 a io sqq
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distinction between the sadness which runs as an

under current of thought through the great Greek

writers and the weariness of liung winch proclaims

itself in the graceful and fugitive utterances of the

Anthology Of the various forms of pessimism

which we know from literature or life one form is

resigned so long as its dail> allow ancc of pleasure

is not withheld There is another kind that is

scornful rebellious imperious in its demands

Examples of both may be found in the Anthology

The older writers with rare exceptions arc strangers

to both moods They wait indeed to see the

end they will call no man happy before he

dies Their melancholy is very real but there is

no parade of melancholy They arc not like the

young gentlemen of France of whom Shake

spearc tells as sad as night only for w antonness

Theirs is the same stately and reserved pathos

which is depicted on Attic tombstones the same

sadness which penetrates us *vhenwc read in their

austere simplicity the last greetings addressed by

the tragic heroes to the sunlight and to their

homes The genuine Hellene was touched with a

profound pity for the wretchedness of man Death

and fate formed a dark background to his brilliant

vision of the universe Yet without consolation
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heie 01 hope hercaftei he could face his inexor-

able doom, and by gieat thoughts and deeds

conquei destiny In the modern woild the con-

tiadiction between boundless aspnation and limited

poweis is apt to patalysc high effort In classical

Greek antiquity the sense of man’s feebleness

heightens his enei gy of will The impiession left

on us is altogethei unique in character and, as a

result, the pathetic in Gieelc poetry is often not

far lemoved fiom the sublime “There is nothing,

methinks, moie piteous than a man, of all things

that cieep and breathe upon the earth,” 1 these

words aie uttered by Zeus in the Iliad, and the

thought is typically Hellenic But no less

Hellenic is the lousing call of Saipedon to

Glaucus “Ah, fnend, if once escaped from this

battle we weie for evei to be ageless and immortal,

neither would I fight myself m the foiemost ranks,

nor would I send thee into the war that giveth

men renown, but now,, foi assuiedly ten thousand

fates of death do every way beset us, and these no

mortal may escape noi avoid now let us go for-

ward, whether we shall give glory to othei men,

or others to us
” 2 The dark destiny of man is

here the very motive which prompts to heroism

1 II XVII 446-7 2 IT M3 322-S
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The thought is the same -is tint of Pindar For

asmuch as men must die wherefore should one sit

vainl} in the dark through a dull and nameless

age and without lot in noble deeds? 1

* Iind O' * S 4



THE WRITTEN AND THE SPOKEN

WORD 1

The people which of all others has done most

for the intellectual progress of the race, whose

literature more than once has roused the Western

world by the shock of new ideas from lethargy

to mental activity, knew but little of books, and

looked with some suspicion on writing as of

doubtful value for awakening thought. Almost

everything, indeed, was to the Greeks worth know-

ing, but the things most worth knowing they

could get best, as they imagined, from the lips

of their fellow-men Of none of them was the
c

lemark true which bne modern scholai made

about another, “ that he had 1 ead himself into

ignorance” In our own day protests have now

and then been heard against the mere reading

man, the book-worm who values books as such,

1 An Address delivered to the Dialectic Society, University of

Glasgow, Nov 28, 1884
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not so far as they express and interpret to us

the truth of life and the thought of men but

with a superstitious reverence for the printed

page Such a protest was tacitly entertained

though not so often expressed in ancient Greece

against the lifeless symbols of writing the dead

letter as opposed to the quickening and responsive

energy of oral intercourse where each sense and

faculty—eye and car and brain—arc acting

together in busy co operation and rivalry each

eliciting stimulating and supplementing the

other

With us silent reading has superseded many

of the social gatherings of friends and the art

of conversation has been falling into disuse

Political speeches from the platform which while

they fulfil their proper purpose serve also as a

dramatic entertainment and satisfy the combative

instincts of mankind arc an influence which so

far from decreasing gathers fresh force every day

But the influence of speech in other forms is on

the decline compared with that of writing We
accept it as a commonplace that in the modern

world the invention whose effects have been most

far reaching is the invention of printing But

we sometimes forget that the ancieift world made
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a still greater discovery, the art of writing

The transition from the Spoken to the Written

Word was more startling to the imagination,

moie revolutionary m its consequences, than the

transition from the Written Word to the Printed

Page

I would ask you now to look at the reception

which the Greeks, the most keen-witted and

original people of antiquity, gave to this great

discovery It was indeed a cold reception, very

unlike what might have been expected Curious

as they were to find out and to tell all that their

neighbours knew or did, quick to borrow and

adapt the ideas of others, they were yet slow to

appreciate the full value and significance of this

one art For centuries they employed it, not

as a vehicle of thought, but almost wholly for

memorial purposes, such as registering treaties

and commercial contracts, preserving the names

of Olympian victors, fixing boundaries, and the

like Engrossed in poetic legend and mythology,

they evinced little desire to transmit the memory
of passing events even when these events were

of commanding interest It was the opening of

a new era both for historical research and for

literatuie, wlfen Herodotus wiote a history whose
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inspiring motive was the desire that neither the

deeds of men may fade from memory b> lapse

of time nor the mighty and marvellous works

wrought partly by Hellenes partly by Barbarians

may lose their renown 1 Nor did the early

Hellenes trouble themselves with strict chron

ology Their historical records were drawn up

by the temple priests and in the edify ing lessons

they contained bore the impress of their origin

A histone sense was slowly developed Even

after vvntmg had come into general use the

Greeks still thought of it as imported from

abroad and spoke of the alphabet as Phoenician

symbols They had in short no natural turn

for learning their letters and their carl) inapt!

tude for reading and writing may be traced down

to a late period in their ignorance of foreign

alphabets and neglect of foreign literature

A large measure of the suspicion with which

they regarded the written word was perhaps due

to the manner in which written symbols came

to them Contrast their ease with that of the

Egyptians The signs that the Eg>ptians cm

ployed on their monuments were not mere

symbols of sounds but the images of the objects

1 Herod 1 1
9
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for which they stood If the Greeks, like the

Egyptians, had gone through this process of

ideogiaphy, wilting would, like speaking, have

been a sort of art, and theiefore held in ievcr-

ence
,

it would have been natural, not conven-

tional, and the connection and even equivalence

of the word spoken and the word written would

have been manifest Between woids and ideas

a necessary connection was held to exist by one

school of Gieek thinkers Names weie supposed

to be the exact counterpait, vocal imitations, of

the things they lepiesented The conespondence

was complete between sound and sense But

though the theoiy of pictui c-sounds as an ex-

pression of thought was often discussed, it never

occurred to the Greeks that writing itself might

have come from picture-signs
,
which were origin-

ally an artistic imitation of the objects They

had leceived from the Phoenicians a set of leady-

made symbols, a conventionalised script, whose

meaning was not easily discernible, whose use was

mechanical, and whose associations weie at first

almost puiely commeicial Written characteis

were therefore for them stamped fiom the outset

with the mark of utilitarianism, and were as fai

removed from art as possible
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The severance however between writing and

the fine arts— beneficent as it was from the

artistic point of mcw and no less so from the

point of view of convenience—was unhappy for

the prestig of writing which was long regarded

by the Greeks as mechanical symbolic almost

cabalistic They dissociated from it the notion

of organic beauty and artistic form Now as

artists they disliked all mere routine all work

that was purely mechanical The free inspiration

of the poet was checked by the use of convcn

tional sy mbols ,
the epic and the drama de

pended if not for their very existence at least for

their vitality on the living voice and on listening

crowds Add to this the fact that poctrj with

its musical accompaniments could be carried in

the memory without external aids and appliances

But it was not alone the artistic instinct of

the Greeks that made them look with some sus

picion upon writing In conduct too they shrank

from formulae Unvarying rules petrified action

the need of flexibility of perpetual adjustment

was strongly felt The attitude of the Greek mind

towards the laws is a conspicuous case in point 1

1 Th s idea is brought out in a similar connection by E Curtins

Alte th n tin i Gegetmart 1 54 sqq
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Most Eastern nations had written religious

codes which were supposed to have come dnect

from the mmd or the hand of God, and weie

invested with a peculiar sanctity With the

Greeks, howevei, wilting never acquued the con-

secration of lehgion Certain rules of outward

and ceremonial woiship were preserved in the

sanctuanes on inscribed tablets under priestly

guardianship
,

but no system of religious doc-

trine and observance, no manuals containing

authoritative rules of moiahty, were ever trans-

mitted in documentaiy form The laws, which

were of divine authorship and origin, whose “ life

was not of to-day or yesterday,” “ the day of whose

appearing no man knew,” were the unwritten laws

In the domain of seculai life and of politics

there was a similar reluctance to reduce laws to

writing Great weight was attached to continuous

oral traditions, but these tiaditions were not em-

bodied in formal enactments The states of

Greece propei long lemamed without written

constitutions, which were foi the most part

framed in the decay of civic life The eailiest

written laws of Greece were penal codes
, but

even in the forensic sphere, the bent of the Greek

mmd or af least of Athenian jurymen was to
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make light of written technicalities to think more

of whit the lawgiver meant thin of whit the laws

said to make the spirit supreme over the letter

To spiritualise law however is 1 dangerous pro

cess The law is carnal and law spiritualised is

apt to become illegality

The attempt to infuse into the laws warmth

animation moral character and individuality is

distinctively Greek The laws for them arc not

cold principles once for all embodied in the

statute book Thev come forward as living and

speaking personalities—questioning reasoning

appealing exhorting—and that not only in an

imaginative composition such as the famous pas

sage in the Crito of I lato when the I aws address

Socrates m prison but also in the orators To

Demosthenes the laws of Athens arc the per

manent and expressive counterpart of Athenian

character and they can speak to all who know

how to question them
J
aw as conceived by

the Greeks was not an alien force a constraint

externally imposed but like the state itself part

of their being the representative of their true

—

their rational—self the image of their moral life

not the denial of individual freedom but the

realisation of freedom
*
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The sense, then, that the laws leprcsented a

personal intelligence piobably caused a disinclina-

tion to 1 educe them to written and stereotyped

commands The most ancient Greek traditions

concerning the ongin of law confilmed this feeling

The inspired decisions (Oi/itare?) of the king, as

judge, w'eie the foundation of customaiy law

The eaihest lawr-givers had revelations from the

gods in whose confidence they w'eie, Minos was

the familiar fnend of Zeus, Lycuigus of the Del-

phic god When law' no longci flowed in inspired

words from the lips of the pnnce, it was still a

living voice, the voice of the community, the

public reason and conscience expiessing itself in

ai ticulate foim The law's w eiem cei tarn states (as

in Ciete and Spaita) promulgated and conveyed

to the people in foims of music and poetry, wre

read, too, of law's arianged as catches and sung

after dinner The custom of singing the law's is

explained by Aristotle
1

as an aid to memory

befoie the invention of writing
,

w'c must remem-

ber, howevei, that long aftci waiting w'as well

known in Gieece the law's still lemamed umvntten

That they should have been set to music and

associated with festive occasions is fully m accord
c

1 Anst Pi obi \i\ 2S
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with the Greek sentiment which siw in them not

stem tisk misters hut the compimons of ocnl

life friend!) ind intelligent idviscrs.

The objection to written hws vvis presented in

this form—tint the endless mid irrcguhr mo\c

ment of humm things doc not idmtt of 1 uni

versil ind simple rule 1 whcrcis the hw nms it

1 fit'll «unphc»t\ which neglects indiuduil pecu

Inritics ind shifting circumstincc 1 he milog)

of medicine wis here urged \\ rittcn codes were

compired to unvir>mg medicil prescriptions
J

It is 1 mislil c it wis slid to be doctored b)

formulic I \cn in Ppvpt where 1 fixed trcitmcnt

is Ind down b) hw 1 doctor mi> dewite from it

iftcr three di>s if it proves incficctinl Now the

hnguigc of the hws resembles in ofijcnl medicil

prescription it is pcncril ind docs not meet the

pirticulir case. The inference drum wis tint

the suprcmac) of the best min is to be preferred

to tint of the liw Aristotle in noticing the

irgumcnt rejects the inilog) with medicine ind

replies that the ruler is liable to self interested

motives from which the phjsicnn is free If the

piticnt suspected his ph> sicnn of bcin^ bribed to

> Fht / / r j* I

* V 1 1 /#/ lit. 15 1 SO a 10 $// an l n 16 l S7 a j i<j]
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poison him, he would choose lathci to be doctored

by foimulae The wnttcn law is indeed a mere

foimula, but as a formula it has the ad\antagc of

being unemotional
,

law is “ reason, apart fiom

human passion
”

The need of flexibility which was felt in con-

duct was felt no less stiongly in the region of

philosophy Truth was a Piotcus ever taking new

shapes
,

1 a manifold and shifting thing, whose secret

must be extorted by skill and patience, by the

close giapphng of dialectic, by the gne and take

of argument No written exposition could icpio-

duce the fiee play and infinite elasticity of thought

The histonan Diodorus 2 contrasts unfavourably

the restless movement of Greek speculation with

the unchanging philosophy transmitted fiom father

to son by the Chaldeans The Greeks, he says,

aie always innovating, they do not follow those who

have gone befoie
,
every day they found new sects,

wheieas the baibanans hold faithfully to their tra-

ditional doctnnes The Greeks of the great period

of liteiatuie would not have spoken thus They

would not have acquiesced in the piaise of philo-

sophic immobility Plato except possibly m old

age, when he became dogmatic would have cited

,
c

Cp Plat Evthyd 2SS B 5 Diodor Sic 11 29
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this as a salient example of the baneful influence

of the written word of those aqpara Xvypa which

arrest and petrify life

In him is to be found the most outspoken di

paragement of writing as compared with speech

that occurs in Greek literature I allude to the

passage of the Phacdrus where Socrates says that

writing is the mere image or phantom of the living

and animated word 1
It does not teach what w as

not known before it serves only to remind the

reader of something that he already knew 2 It

enfeebles the power of thought It is delusive

even as an aid to memory for it weakens and

supersedes this faculty by providing an artificial

substitute Moreover it has no power of adapta

tion it speaks in one voice to all it cannot

answer questions meet objections correct mis

understandings or supplement its own omis

sions

The same idea is repealed and expanded in

two of the letters which have come down to us

1 Plat Phaed 76 A X6-y v fii> a Kal tufvx 7 7p p-p-i t

ct8u)\ & 8 k lus

On books as a mere ecord of learning and starting point of re

search compare the remarkable sentence of \arro (Sat Met pp
R l q) L bn nonn si_sc entiarum paupercula monumenta sunt

p incipia inqu endorum cont nent ut ab his negStiandi pr ncipia

sumat mim s

N
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under Plato’s name (Ep 11 and vn ) These letters

piofcss to be wiitten by Plato to the tyrant

Dionysius II
,
and contain advice as to the proper

method of studying philosophy The view is here

enfoiced that continuous written exposition is use-

less as a means for ai riving at philosophic truth

Some other blanches of learning may pci haps be

communicated in this way, but not so philosophy

Only by painful effort and self-questioning, by

the friction of mind with mind, and by fnendly

cioss-exammation, can tiuc knowledge be attained

“ Out of fiequent and close conversation and much

social intercourse a light is of a sudden kindled in

the mind, as fiom a fire that leaps forth, which when

once generated keeps itself alive
” 1 Philosophical

knowledge breaks in upon the mind as a mental

illumination Such is the metaphoi employed

and such the general idea that mns tluough these

letters

The publication of a systematic tieatise on

philosophy is here strongly condemned, Plato’s

own writings being exempted from this general

censuie on the giound (by no means a convincing

1 Plat Ep vii 341 C, ik TroWijs owovtrlas yiyvojvtivijs irepl r&

irpay/ja avrb kaXprov avp/jv e^altpvrjs olov a~b irvpos TrySrjiravTos e£atf>6iv

<pu>s £i> ttj ipvxy yevi/xevov avrb bavrb ijori rptcpei
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one) that they are purely dramatic compositions

and con\cy no formal doctrine It is for this

reason says Plato or the writer speaking in his

name 1 that I have never mj self written anything

upon these subjects There neither is nor ever

shall be a treatise of Plato s What goes by lus

name arc the words of Socrates There is how

ever in these letters more than the mere dislike

of dogmatical exposition The author s prejudice

against publishing a book for the benefit of general

readers is expressed in a tone which suggests a

feeling of freemasonry in the higher learning He

goes so far as to sa> that when >ou sec an>

published writings cither promulgated laws or

other compositions you may be sure that the

author if he was worth anything did not himself

regard these as matters of serious importance

if he did he would not have published them

—

unless in a moment ot infatuation The mystery

of learning was similarly yarded in the middle

ages and even Bacon inherited the dislike of

allowing newly discovered truth to pass beyond an

inner circle of disciples

We have now seen the general line of objection

taken by the Greeks to the written and formulated

1 Plat Ep 11 314 C a lb vii ^4 C D
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word An analogy of modern science may serve

further to explain the precise reason of this One

of the most recent definitions of life attempted by

the science of biology is “ the continuous adjust-

ment of internal relations to external relations”

(Herbert Spencer) Death, on the other hand, is

“ the non-correspondence of the oiganism with its

environment ” In a word, vitality is not absolute,

but consists in relation
,

death is the snapping

of a connection, the suspension of a relation

“ The most distinctive peculiarity,” says Dr Bur-

don Sanderson
,

1 “of living matter as compared

with non-living is that it is ever changing while

ever the same , that is, that life is a state of

ceaseless change The word life is used in

physiology in what, if you like, may be called a

technical sense, and denotes only that state of

change with permanence which I have endea-

voured to set forth to you ” The Greeks had

advanced to no suc^, definition, but they fore-

stalled it by instinct They felt and expressed it

in all that they say of the spoken as opposed to

the written word, though they could not enunciate

it as a scientific principle If life be the “ con-

1 At the Br^ish Association as reported m the Times, Sept 13,

1S89
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tinuous adjustment of internal to external rela

tions that man is most alive who most surely

and with the greatest facility adapts himself to

an altered environment
,
that word is most vital

which can best transform and transmute itself

according to the needs of its surroundings thereby

maintaining with them the most intimate connec

tion The written word so it may be argued is

not self adjusting and responsive to the changes

of its environment even the spoken word once

formulated is no less immobile Both are dead

with the first change of external relations The

chain is snapped the correspondence broken

They have no capacity for continuous adjust

ment no power to enter into new and vital

connections under altered circumstances Only

the living speaker can do this in him only can

truth live it most lives in him who is most alive

In biological language the best teacher is he who

is in most vivid correspondence with his environ

ment that is his pupils who influences them and

m turn is influenced by them If the environment

change he will most probably readjust himself

he will ne\er suffer that death which is want

of correspondence
^

We may push the analogy a little further
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The organism may be a fine one, but the faculty

of coriespondence weak
,
then the woid is paitially

dead The man is nchly stored with wisdom, but

it is devitalised, because uncommunicated Or the

environment may be poor, but the oigamsm, and

the faculty of correspondence, fine Only when

all these factors aie of high excellence organism,

environment, correspondence is the word entnely

vital

It is easy to see how this tiuth would be in-

stinctive in the Greek mind They wcie a people

highly gifted as individuals, keenly sociable as a

community, they were therefoie not likely to

leave out of their conception of the living word

the notion of coriespondence, of continuous adjust-

ment Indeed this is precisely the point on which

Plato lays stiess in the well-known passage of the

Phaednis “There is one inconvenience in wntten

speech, which is in fact incident to painting also

The creations of theopaintei have the attitude of

life, and yet if you ask them a question they pre-

serve a solemn silence And the same may be

said of wntten speeches You might fancy that

they had some intelligence of the meaning of what

they say, but if you want to know anything and

put a question to one of them, they give the same
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unvarying answer And when they have been

once written down they are tossed about anywhere

among those who do and among those who do not

understand them And they have no reticences

or proprieties towards different classes of persons
,

and if they are unjustly assailed or abused their

parent is needed to defend his offspring for they

cannot protect or defend thcmscUcs 1 This dead

letter is contrasted with the word of knowledge

the intelligent writing which is graven in the

soul of him who has learned and can defend

itself, and knows when to speak and when to

be silent

No doubt—partly owing to the early prejudice

against written mechanical symbols—they added

to the notion of the living word some thought of

its organic beauty They suspected in the written

language of plain prose an indifference to form a

dulncss an ugliness which was in their minds

associated with death and hence with sterility

Beauty alone (as with Plato) was fecund and

creative Here perhaps is one consideration

which may partially explain why it was that the

Greeks bestowed such minute and unsparing

labour on their written compositions—why Plato

1 rkaeJrus 275 D 5 lb 276 \
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the depreciator of hteiature, was not satisfied till

he had written out the fiist eight words of the

Republic (as was said to have been discovered

after his death) in seveial different oiders
,
why

Demosthenes, whose face was set towards action,

wrote and le-wiote his speeches, would not trust

to piemeditation, neglected no detail of language

or rhythm Piose, it was felt, in older to be vital,

must have the coheience, the peifection, of a living

organism A newly found art, it must employ

every resource which could secure its perman-

ence Dionysius of Halicarnassus obsenes that

Herodotus was the fiist who showed that prose

could rival the highest poetiy in peisuasive powei,

in charm of expression and a capacity of ex-

quisite delight 1 In itself piose had a low vitality

Its existence was precanous It was not like

poetry, which was wedded to musical stiams and

lived on the lips of men Raised as it had been

out of the sphere of the inorganic, and resting on

lifeless symbols, it might fall back into extinction

It must be clothed upon with beauty, it must learn

a music of its own, and so become imperishable

All spoken words, however, are not vital any

more than all written words are dead This did

«o
Dionys Hahc do Thucyd ch 23 p 865
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not escape the observation of the Greeks One

test of life is the capacity to impart life No

speech is vital which does not engender thought

in those to whom it is addressed Is it not a

distinguishing feature of the highest eloquence

that it stimulates and promotes reflection? it is

not content with gratifying the ear with eliciting

applause with ministering to the vanity of the

speaker or the prejudices and passions of the

audience It awakens the reasoning faculty it

stirs it into active and sympathetic movement

,

it has m it the virtue of a creative act in a word

it sets men thinking You remember the 1 eynote

of the appeals of Demosthenes In God s name

I beg of you to think The spoken word does

not always set men thinking The object of some

> speeches—of many political speeches—is to pre

\vent men from thinking to administer a narcotic

to the reason The living voice can be at least

as 'll'Mess as the written ^page Without the

interchange of dialogue—whether oral conversa

tion or the dialogue that the listener s mind holds

with itself that is the inward reflection which is

kindled by the breath of genuine eloquence

—

without this a spoken speech may be as much

devitalised as the same speech whei? committed
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to papei One is, in fact, the meic tianscript of

the other You may temembci the passage 1

wlieie Plato desenbes the harangues, the set

speeches of the public men of his day They

are as bad, he says, as books They go on

intei minably, but they piomotc no interchange

of thought
,

they neither ask nor answer ques-

tions
,
they are like bia/en pots or pans, which,

when once struck, continue to resound till a hand

is placed upon them

Plato had a clcai appiehcnsion of what was

vital in spoken speech But he does not appear

to have seen in how tiue a sense a book may be

said to be alive To letuin to our illustration the

life of a great work of literatuic consists piecisely

in its faculty of “ continuous adjustment ” to a

changing envnonment Plus ca change plus ccst

la mime chose Theie aie books, poems m par-

ticular, whose vitality is inexhaustible, which have

fresh meanings for eveiy age “The authoi,” v'e

are sometimes leminded, “ w^as not conscious of all

these meanings
,
your intei pi etation of him is

fanciful
,
you are leading into him the ideas of

other times
,
you find m him more than was

intended
1
' Yes, but this is the veiy evidence that

<s
1 Plat Piotag 329 A
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the book has life that it is a living organism of a

high and complex character mobile and sensitive

to its surroundings It has latent correspondences

with human nature which time alone discovers

,

it has the spontaneous activity the unconscious

self adapting power of genius The greater the

$
emus of the writer the more responsive will the

book be to its environment the greater will be the

area over which its relations extend the more far

reaching both in time and space the range of its

correspondences Tor genius is in fact life and

the faculty of engendering life in others A good

book says Milton is the precious life blood of

a master spirit embalmed and treasured up on

purpose to a life beyond lift or as Bacon puts

it neither are they (books) fitly to be called

images because they generate still and cast their

seeds in the minds of others provoking and causing

infinite actions and opinions in succeeding ages

Yet when we speak of^life whether actual or

as m literature and art metaphorical we must

remember that it is always a mvsterv We can

analyse its results we can declare its conditions

we can never seize its essence As in genius

itself there is something of the \v ind that bloweth

where it listeth so in the productions of genius
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What we ha\c been sa> ing is applicable in a
c-

unique sense to the Bible, which, as a \itnl giowth,
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has nourished the spiritual life of successive genera

tions and has seen the death of creeds and sects

the crumbling away of systems of theology which

are mere abstracts and digests of truth not the

living food It is the one book which appears to

have the capacity of eternal self adjustment of

uninterrupted correspondence with an ever shift

ing and ever widening environment

Another reason for Plato s distrust of books—in

addition to their incapacity for continuous adjust

ment—attaches itself to the high conception he

had formed of the dignity of knowledge True

knowledge is not among marketable wares that

can be dealt in retail or wholesale at the pleasure

of the consumer that can be provided ready

made carried about m a portable shape in books

and emptied from them into the mind of the

learner as from vessel to vessel The tendency

of language is to describe knowledge in terms of

property as so much wealth acquired or trans

mitted But as the Greeks felt true knowledge

is not an extrinsic advantage but a hard won

possession personal and inalienable it is an

inheritance which we must earn in order to

possess it We can enter on it only when we

make it our own It is not mere acquisition but
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mental enlaigement, inward illumination Know-

ledge, as a mere bundle of facts, is not power

Knowledge becomes Power only when it is vitalised

by Reason

“ Much learning does not teach wisdom,” 1 was a

saying of Heraclitus
,
and Aristotle, whose house

was known as “ the house of the reader,” declared

that “much learning produces much confusion” 2

This is not the sigh of intellectual disillusion which

we ovei hear m the v'ords of the author of the book

of Ecclesiastes, “He that mcieaseth knowledge

mcieaseth soirow,” “Much study is a wcaiincss of

the flesh” It is the demand foi a science which

will enable us to organise wrhat wre learn A multi-

farious learning, for which the Greeks had a single

distinctive vrord, does not imply any connected

view of knowledge as a whole, or of the relation

in which any one bianch of learning stands to

other departments A mass of facts held in

the memoiy may still lemain unpenetrated by

the light of reason ’The subject-matter of know-

ledge must not be passively received, but sub-

mitted to the action of a foimative mind, which
1 voXv/xadl^ vbov oil Sidackei Cp Plat La~vs vn Si I B, ulvSwbv

etpai (ptpovaav row ircucrl rrjv ~o\vp.aOiav and S19 A, rj 7ro\v

irzipla. hal Tro\vn<x6la u-1
Anst Fiag, 51 1484 a 39, Trd\v/xaOei.a 7roXXas rapa^as Trote?
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piesent at the fiist awakening of the universal

human reason
,
we seem to watch and overheat

it as it becomes conscious of itself It docs not

yet speak quite like a book It is thinking aloud

It debates with itself as with an antagonist
,
so

soon as it becomes aiticulate it puts the dialectical

process before us m vivid and diamatic form.

Philosophy becomes a diamatic conversation

History is not a chronicle, not a baie nairativc of

events
,
a 1 mining comment of speech accompanies

action, as the choius does the action of the drama,

the actors themselves discuss and explain their

own motives
,

thought passes into woids which

interpret the inner conflicts and make the deeds

intelligible

Now, the Greeks were talkeis, wheieas we are

readers We read, or else we gossip
,

both very

good things m then way, but they are not all

Speech and writing admit of other combinations

than this
,
and in £he Umveisity, if anywhere,

ought to be the meeting-point and place of recon-

ciliation of these two factors of oui intellectual life

Books we have, of course
,
and speech too theie

is, or ought to be, in every one of its many foims

We have oral teaching, for example Some tell us

that a University which teaches is an anachionism
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and a survival
,
that Universities of this type came

into existence at a time when learning could only

be had through teachers but that the invention of

printing has superseded oral instruction and trans

formed the idea of a University that the true

University is now a library
,
and the old Uni

versities if they continue to exist should exist

only for the discovery of truth not for the diffusion

of knowledge—for research not for education

This might be a tempting view to hold if it

were not for certain facts of our experience

Most of us have observed and often with much

surprise the mysterious virtue that resides in the

living voice of the teacher—or shall we call it a

strange weakness in the mind of the student ?

—

which causes a lecture of very moderate merit

(provided it is clear and fairly well arranged) to

arrest the attention of the listener when the same

thing expressed in a more finished and complete

form if read in a book awajcens the most languid

interest This often happens even where the

lecturer has no remarkable personality and no

special attractions of voice and manner The

reason, perhaps is partly to be found in this

—

that the speaker is human That is a fact of

ceaseless interest to his fellow creatures Most

o
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books aie in a sense unhuman How feu men

write like themselves and gnc us a true impres-

sion of what they are 1 Once on papci, men arc

apt to lose then own chaiacter, and either to

become neutial and impel sonal, or to take

unconsciously a fictitious peisonality When

we meet the wntcr afterwards we aie tantalised,

almost angiy with him, for having led us astray

Now, the speaker, or at least the tcachci, cannot

long wear a mask He cannot keep up the

neutiality of a book You get to know him at

the same time that you learn the subject he is

talking about To come into contact with learn-

ing in a human and embodied form has a peculiar

mental stimulus of its own

I do not propose to enter here upon any

formal defence of oial instruction But befoie

leaving the subject I would quote some words

of Newman’s
,

1 which sum up admit ably most of

what can be said upop this topic

“ If the actions of men may be taken as any

test of their conviction, then we have reason for

saying this, viz, that the piovince and the in-

estimable benefit of the liteia scupta is that of

being a lecord of tiuth, and an authority of

1 Historical Sketches 1 S 9
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appeal and an instrument of teaching in the

hands of a teacher, but that if we wish to be

come exact and fully furnished in any branch of

knowledge which is diversified and complicated

we must consult the living man and listen to his

living voice I am not bound to investigate the

cause of this and anything I may say will I am

conscious be short of its full analysis —perhaps

we may suggest that no books can get through

the number of minute questions which it is

possible to ask on any extended subject or can

hit upon the very difficulties which are severally

felt b> each reader in succession Or again that

no book can convey the special spirit and delicate

peculiarities of its subject with that rapidity and

certainty which attend on the sympathy of mind

with mind through the eyes the look the accent

and the manner in casual expressions thrown off

at the moment and the unstudied turns of familiar

comersation %

Whatever be the cause the fact is undeniable

The general principles of any study you may learn

by books at home but the detail the colour the

tone the air the life which makes it live in us

you must catch all those from those gi whom it

lives alreadj You must imitate the student m
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Fiench 01 German, who is not content with his

grammar, but goes to Pans or Dresden you

must take example from the young aitist who

aspires to visit the great masters in Florence and

in Rome Till we have discoveied some intel-

lectual daguerreotype which takes off the course

of thought, and the form, lineaments, and features

of tiuth as completely and minutely as the optical

instrument reproduces the sensible object, we must

come to the teachers of wisdom to learn wisdom,

we must lepair to the fountain, and drink there

Portions of it may go from thence to the ends of

the earth by means of books
,
but the fulness is

in one place alone It is in such assemblages and

congregations of intellect that books themselves,

the masterpieces of human genius, are written, or

at least originated
”

Your Society itself represents the two prin-

ciples which we have been considering the

Spoken and the Yputten Word In its literary

aspect the union is vital to the well-being of each

In some nations the literary language is out of all re-

lation to the spoken. In China writing has existed

from time immemorial, but it is chiefly an official

art, a me^us of government, not an expression of

the mind and thought of the people Even in
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Latin the spoken and the written hngmgc stood

far apart and the breach continued to widen tdi

classical Latin lost the vitality necessary to make

it a medium of conversation In modem Italy

literature has by custom come to be written in

a single dialect the Tuscan A true national

literature seldom exists under such conditions

Greek writers on the other hand combined the

popular and the literary idiom with a felicity to

which there is no parallel except perhaps in

English literature The Greek language had

reached maturity before it came under the in

flucncc of writing and the literature retained

the freshness the directness the simplicity of

the best speaking—that charm which so quickly

vanishes when style comes to be an art cultivated

for its own sake In the classical age there was

no severance between literature and life, writers

and thinkers were citizens and men of action

Later they lost touch of popular sentiment and

literature was sensitive to the change The

divorce between speech and writing led to

pedantry bookishness and unreality

It is for the interest of thought as well as of

literature to combine the habit of speech with
*

that of writing Some of us are perhaps inclined
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to become mere absorbers of books, or possessor

of note- books, I say "possessors,” for I know

men all of whose thinking is in their note-books,

not in their heads, theie put by for futuie use

against a day that probably never comes
,
know-

ledge not in hand but in stoie In this society

you practise the old, the nval method, of dis-

cussion, oral and written
,
you are aware how

speech is the supplement to leading 01 wilting ,

how conversation clears the mind, and dispels

difficulties which on paper seemed insoluble

Some of us look back in aftei-life to evenings

spent m college in which we talked things out

up to late hours of the night, till our brains

glowed with excitement and sleep became almost

impossible as among the keenest enjoyments

we have ever known Inside the University,

and m societies such as this, men and books

are being learnt together
,
study and social inter-

course go hand in hand At the moment when

the powers of the mind are ripening and expand-

ing under the influence of systematic learning, we

are taking also our first lessons in life and char-

acter Knowledge is humanised
,

it is brought

home to us through the affections and the 1m-
c

agination as well as through the leason we and
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it are more nearly identified
, it is enriched and

elevated by the associations of friendship by the

joy of free and fearless discussion among equals

by ennobling malnes and by still more cnnobl

mg intellectual partnerships In the meeting

and collision of mind and mind in the ready

sympathy of friends in the quick movements

of kindred intelligences which outstrip and correct

and interpret one another s reasonings we have

thought produced on principles that arc unknown

to workshops and factories It is more like crca

tion than production The original material is

found to have grown and multiplied Know

ledge thus humanised is already half way to

Wisdom for Knowledge cannot become Wisdom

till it has been brought into contact w ith life I

can wish nothing better for your Society than

that Speech and Writing may here give birth to

wise Action
,

that out of debate and social

intercourse a light may bc^kindled an lllumina

tive reason which may be a guide to conduct
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Some of you doubtless lemcmber a passage in

the Vtcai of Wakefield where the Principal of

the University of Louvain makes these remarks

“You see me, young man, I ne\cr learned Greek

and don’t find that I have ever missed it I

have had a doctor’s cap and gown without Greek
,

I have 10,000 florins a jear without Greek, I

eat heartily without Greek
,
and in short,” con-

tinued he, “as I don’t know Gieck, I do not

believe there is any good in it” Now, I am

not going to ask you to discuss whether any one

ever got any good out of Greek But the words

I have just quoted undoubtedly expiess the atti-

tude of mmd with which University training is

still pretty widely legal ded

If you weie to ask the aveiage citizen, who

had never happened to pay special attention to

1 Delivered a^; he Closing Address of the Session at the Unn ersity

College of North Wales, Bangor, 1S91
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the subject what was taught in Colleges and

Universities he would probably answer useless

learning And it is perhaps not such a bad

answer after all in a certain sense we may even

make it our own and claim it as a distinction

that in the seats of Academic learning little or

nothing useful is taught Their aim is not to

turn out doctors clergy lawyers merchants but

men—and now women also—with thorough!)

trained minds minds fortified and enlarged by

different disciplines and fitted not for this or

that profession but for the conduct of life To

teach people how to think is perhaps the highest

end of education and to learn to think the most

difficult thing a man is ever called on to do A
democratic society is inclined to do its thinking

by deputy if only it is permitted to do its voting

individual!) It is so easy to think in herds

through Committees and sub Committees and

party organisations To exercise the thinking

power for its own sake is the central idea of

Academic studies Suppress thinking and you

will be able to suppress freedom itself

Voltaire in a paper on the Horrible Danger

of Reading imagines an edict of the Sublime

Porte condemning proscribing anathematising
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the infernal invention of printing for reasons

which are then enumerated “ For these and

other causes,” the edict proceeds, “ for the edifi-

cation of the faithful and for the good of their

souls we forbid them ever to read a book under

pain of eternal damnation And to prevent

any mfnngement of our ordinance we expressly

forbid them to think under the same penalties

,

and we enjoin on all true believers the duty of

informing us of any one who shall have pro-

nounced four connected phrases, from which any

clear and distinct sense can be extracted We
therefore ordain that in all conversation terms

must be used that signify nothing according to

the ancient usage of the Sublime Porte Given

in our Palace of Stupidity, etc
”

In this country you have refused to take the

Vow of Ignoiance The existence of your Col-

lege, the munificence that started it, the steady

enthusiasm with which the whole community

supports it, prove that in Wales the love of

learning is abroad among the people, and year

by year gaining strength We have heie your

public confession that you are not content with

intellectual livelihood, you ask for intellectual

life You cfesire to broaden the basis of your
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education to make it truly liberal, in the sense

that it shill emancipate the mind from wlnt is

narrow local, partial You arc resolved to

acquire not learning only but if possible also

that wisdom whichyis the last result of mature

knowledge Thojjgh you may wish to get on

in the world to/\un success the success you atm

at is of a durable kind It is not to be ichic\cd

b> the cast of a du. or by a lucky hit A for

tune as it is underst/jod in the mercantile world

may sometimes be ryadc by a stroke of business

on the other hand may be lost as quickly as

it was gained Th</^ fortune which belongs to

the things of the mincj. is outside the region of

luck It is not a speculation it is a fortune

slowly built up, cver(stcp is won by toil but

once jours it is yours bo ever You may in

crease your intellectual 'Jvealth by labour but

you cannot loser* jt except by repeated acts of

wilful surrender it ma^ or may not bring

financial success jt is pretty certain not to make

you millionaires!—but it is a possession which

once you have 'acquired you will not exchange

for any other kinqj 0f wealth

The subjects which here constitute the body

of your teaching ar a witness to
"1
the original
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and pioper function of a University, as a place

foi the training of the human mind as such,

without leference to 'the special vocations of after

life The motive, the go\ernmg pi mciple, is the

dismteiested love of knowledge knowledge, not

as a means to an end but as in itself a good

You embiace Literature, Art, ahd Science, the

thiee chief disciplines by which man seeks to

attain truth or strives afte. beauty
,
and these

departments aie so inherently connected together

as to form an ideal unity They are the nucleus

of University learning, they embody the idea that

underlies a University
,
no’ is it any disparage-

ment to the other studies to say that we have

here the core and heart of the system, the

common source from whidh professional studies

and faculties deuve th^ theoretic principles, and

apart from which they -cannot attain their specific

ends [
»

The Sciences of Medicine, I,aw, and Theo-
a

i

logy, practical sciences as they! may be called,

do not aim at scientific knowledge as such,

though scientific knowledge is
1

a condition of

their success To pursue know! edge for its own

sake and apart from practical applications is

strictly spealcmg the purpose* and idea of a Uni-
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versity discipline in Arts and Sciences Whit

is in some Universities of our country known

as the Faculty of Arts and in Germmy as

the Philosophical Faculty in which language

philosophy literature ind the pure sciences—the

mathematical the physical and the natural

sciences—all meet is the connecting link which

unites Academical learning with professional

study It reaches out into border territories and

everywhere finds common ground So long as

the idea on which it rests is operative a Univcr

sity College cannot become a mere group of

departmental schools or a polytechnic institute

The historical and the philosophical group of

subjects stands in close relation to the Faculties

of Law and of Theology, they supply, or ought

to supply the theoretic basis on which the latter

rest
,

while the department of Mathematics in

its intimate union with the physical and to some

extent with the natural sciences allies itself with

Medic/
*"*

The Arts and Sciences taught then in Colleges

such as yours are the pledge of the Unity of

Learning-—that old Greek idea embodied in the

word Philosophy which is in danger of being

lost in the growing specialism of our age
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Socrates in the Phaedo 1 speaks of his delight at

the first utterance of the word “ Mind ” He who

utteied it, says Anstotle
,

2 "stood out as a sober

man among random talkers ” It must be owned

that the Greeks were sometimes carried away by

this discovery They were misled by their own

intellectual ardour, by their indomitable impulse

to know They saw that there must be an

intelligible law of things, and impatiently they

anticipated it They could not always wait to

read the "long and difficult language of facts
” 3

Their unifying instinct tyrannised over them

Not only was this so in natural science and in

the philosophy of mind
,

their eaily historical

records and popular traditions also suffer from a

premature attempt to make the coutse of events

rational, to import order and symmetry into his-

tory, to tiace the action and method of divine

government without a sufficient basis of facts

Yet for all this it fvas a fruitful and inspiring

passion, this belief m a constructive reason, in

an order of things which the human mind can

discover, in a philosophy that was “ the knowledge

1 Plat Phaed 97 C 2 Arist Met 1 3 984 b 17
3 Plat Poht f/8 D, ras w Trpa.yix6.Tuv pahpas t.a.1 p.Ij ppolovs

crvWapas
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of all things human and divine In the course

of centuries the authority of such a Philosophy

has been challenged it has been divested of its

prerogatives its functions ha\e been parcelled

out among specialised sciences its separate de

partments have become independent branches of

knowledge each following its own method and

obeying laws of its own Philosophy as many

would contend has been dethroned and is no

longer the Science among the Sciences some

would deny that it has any scientific claims what

ever Philosophy it is said must be content

with the dream land of the Absolute It may

amuse it elf with solving the insoluble problems

Now it may be observed that the principle

of specialisation which is supposed to have de

throned Philosophy not only rules as it ought

m some sense to rule in the intellectual and

industrial domains but is beginning also to claim

sway over the life of the individual I have heard

of an organisation which pledges its members

—

who consist I believe chiefly of young ladies

—

to read a solid book for one half hour a day

Whether the half hour may be taken in separate

doses of so many minutes each I do not know

But at any rate the half hour s reading must be
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got thiough under penalty of paying a fine
,
and

it is said that as midnight draws near there is

sometimes in festive gathenngs a flutter and a

stir among those who have barely left themselves

time to ictrieve the day As this is a highly

specialised association foi the promotion of cul-

tuie, so there arc other similar associations for

the supei vision of moials Eveiy part of a man’s

natuie has a Vigilance Committee or Society

appointed to supei intend it Morality is divided

into its component elements
,

in Plato’s phrase,

Virtue is “bioken up into small change ” 1 The

dangei of such piecemeal morality is a veiy

real one, that these several departments im-

pressed with their own relative importance may

each aspire to constitute the whole of virtue, or

may even set up new and unauthorised codes

of their own Now if such external props and

aids to virtue are needed as I do not deny

they may be if departmental supervision must

be exercised over moiahty m its various aspects,

at least let it be borne in mind that there still

exists a connected scheme of virtues and duties,

a law of right conduct that is supieme over all

forms and phases of individual life
,

that there

1 Plat Mem 79 A, heppuxrlfav tt]p aperf)P
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are many virtues yet Virtue is one that though

there are ten commandments in the decalogue

there is still one Righteousness

We cannot indeed wonder that specialisation

should sometimes be pushed beyond its proper

limits when we see the vast fields of knowledge

that have been opened up by this method Yet

it is none the less true that excessive speciahsa

tion is the death of Science It is so even in

the case of a single science In ancient Egypt

we are told there was a special class of physicians

for each part of the human body and for each

kind of illness None of these doctors treated the

body as a whole Scientific medicine was there

fore impossible Excessive specialisation would

moreover ultimately involve the dissolution of

society Conceive if you can a w orld of special

ists in which each mans vision and labour are

concentrated on some microscopic point in the

field of human activity ar$ the very idea of a

political and social organism disappears There

is 1 pomt at which the subdivision of labour in

the intellectual sphere must be checked and some

unifying principle introduced if we are to retain

any rational conception of man or <^f the world

or of human life

p
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The commonwealth of learning is at piescnt

endangered by disintegrating tendencies A
single science in the course of a few yeais is

multiplied into half a dozen sciences
,

mere

chsiccta numb} a of knowledge they will be unless

they aie reunited by constructive thought and

held togethei by some legulativc and master

punciple Heic, then, comes in the function of

Philosophy, to suivcy the whole field of labour

even to its faithest limits
, to exhibit the common

principles undei lying the several sciences, the laws

of thought which govern their methods, to har-

monise their lesults and 1 educe to unity their

highest geneialisations in a v'ord, to bind

together the many domains and outlying pro-

vinces of learning and to form them into a system

Plato, you will remembei, foimed a grand idea of

Philosophy, as that comprehensive science which

embraces not only logic and ethics and meta-

physics, but also the jfudy of politics, of leligion,

of fine art, of social science, of language, and of

education It was an idea impossible to lealise

in the infancy of the sciences, but it was a vision

from the mount of prophecy
, it is still a vision,

but a waking vision, and no mere dieam Philo-

sophy may hope to be restoied to something like
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her old supremacy through the agency of those

very sciences which ha\e dethroned her Their

highest generalisations ire for her the points of dc

parturc, they ire the materials on which she worl s

Philosophy should aspire to become the Science

of the Sciences the unity and meeting point of

all including all and yet distinct from each

It is precisely this ideal Unity of the Sciences

that is represented by a University or a University

College as a place of learning and research h*ot

that every student must necessarily be trained in

technical philosophy but all ought to be initiated

into the principles of knowledge taught not only

how to know this or that but how to Incri All

should acquire a certain habit of mind an enlarge

ment of view and breadth of judgment Tim
expansion or the mind is what we need in the

professions as well as in the pursuit of liberal

learning The saying of Galen upurroj tarpos

«£iXo<ro<£o?, the best physscian is also a plulo

sopher *—a man of philosophic mind—is still true

though medicine has become one of the most

specialised of the sciences In a similar spirit

Aristotle 1 distinguishes the technical knowledge

1 Amt dt Part Arum i 1 639 a I 10 II u^he mirk of rir

C\ot v to inpi 0 lo be able Kpir 1 c <rr4x“T rl traXwi ^ d»o!/J
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of a science fiom the knowledge of scientific

method A man of geneial philosophic culture

will, he says, be able to foim a competent judg-

ment on the specialist’s tieatment of his own

branch of study Such a critical faculty, which

can be applied to almost any subject, he looks on

as the highest and most characteiistic result of a

liberal education

Though the methods of the sciences may differ

the method of learning is one
,
and in all educa-

tion the method is at least as impoitant as the

instruction conveyed Every people that has set

a value upon the things of the mind has recognised

this fact Socrates piessed it home upon his own

generation
,
and to-day the German Universities

are the standing witnesses to the same tiuth

Vital knowledge cannot, like common wares, be

passed from hand to hand it cannot be mechani-

cally conveyed into the mind as so much mental

furniture “ How I <rvish,” said Socrates, in the

Symposium

}

as he took his seat by his friend the

poet Agathon, “ that wisdom could be infused

through the medium of touch, out of the full into

ucnv o \byuv He may be legarded as ttepl ttAvtuv ws elitetv KpiriKbv

riva Similarly Met a 3 995 a 12 -14 the knowledge of an

tiri(TTr]ii.rj and or the rpbiros (“ method”) iiriarTtfiijs are distinguished

1 Plat Symp 175 D Jowett’s Trans
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the empty man, like the water which the wool

sucks out of the full vessel into an empty one in

that case how much I should prize sitting by you f

But Socrates knew that this was just what could

not be No teacher that ever lived has shown

with such compelling force as Socrates himself

how unlike learning is to mechanical acquisition

One reason for his bitter hostility to the methods

and pretensions of the Sophists was that they

encouraged as he believed the delusion that

mental culture may be externall> received and

acquired 1 that ready made intellectual results can

be supplied if only the market value of the com

modity is fixed

Aristotle 1 too speaks of the rapid but un

scientific method of the teaching of the Sophists

They fancied they were imparting education when

they were only imparting results (ou 7ap tejfyrjv

aX\a ra a7ro tij<? SiSoyref iratSeveiv \nre\ap.

/
Savov) and he illustrates^their method by the

example of a shoemaker who, professing to teach

the art of making painless shoes put into the

apprentices hand a large assortment of shoes

1 Cp Plat Rip 518 C <p <rl 54 irou o k l o trijs 4 tjj 'pvxv

crrp s nW« where the word {y 01 suggests what we call

the cram sj stem See also Protag 314 A B
a Ar st Soph Eleneh 33 184 a _ 8
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ieady-made (Son; rrroXka r/cvrj TravToScnrMv

vttoStj/mitcov) Thcic arc no trick} short arts to

knowledge “ Learning,” Aiistollc elsewhere says,

“ is painful,”
1 and teaching too is difficult To

evoke the thinking process in another, to guide

the mind without forcing it, to follow and under-

stand a pupil’s thought even when it is mis-

directed, this is, in its highest pcifection, the gift

of a Socrates and of a fewr born teachers, yet

it is also the ideal at which all teachers ought

to aim

If w'e W’ould gain any orderly conception of

knowledge as a whole let us each begin by seeking

after unity in his owm department Some one or

two branches of study within our department aie

probably more familiar to us than the others

,

they foim a solid tract of land which wre have

reclaimed from the wraste and made our own

But we ought to know enough of all these branches

to think out their connections, and to bring them

into organic relation with one another We shall

then be the better prepared to pass on to the

other sciences where diverse methods and nevr

intellectual processes are involved, and to fit them

into the general system of our thought The
0

1 Anst Pol v (vm
) 1339 a 2S, fiera XiV^r yap 7] fJt.aOi)<ris
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guidance of a good teacher here becomes a matter

of the first moment to the pupil

The same subject mi) be taught the same

booh read the same information given but the

whole difference to the pupil is in the way it is

done. It is not the result that is of value but

how \ou get the result The method it is tint

makes the teacher A man of large and hlicral

culture will treat even the rudiments of his subject

different!) from one who has *o to speal just

learnt his own lesson or has an c>c onl) to the

coming examination The true teacher cannot

forget that Ins subject is a unit) He will not

neglect the whole m the part At each stage of

progress he will give glimpses into somethin

bc)ond Hcginmng with particulars he will in

and through them lead up to principles He will

interpret the details and make them ordcrl) and

intelligible b) the illuminating force of reason

At the same time he will be aware tint Ins own
*

department is related to a larger whole to that

which constitutes the unity of knowledge itself

He will not deal with his subject in the narrow

spirit of one who has acquired some technical

aptitude and seeks to make his own craft usurp

the whole universe The craftsman*lool s to one
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thing only
;

he has not the time or training

to sec the relations in which his own special

subject stands to other pursuits It is enough

foi him if he can make that one field of human

activity his own, though it may be infinitesimally

small

Nowr the teacher and the student should

imitate the ciaftsman in thoroughness, minute-

ness, and precision He must not be led away

by the chailatan’s view’ that thoroughness means

pedantry Pedantry is not accuracy, piccision of

thought, mastery of detail It means dispropoi-

tion and loss of perspective
,

a lingering over

minutiae till all the sense of the w’liole is lost

It means the learning which cannot organise what

we know’ even in our ovm department, much less

take a survey of any under field The pedant

becomes a slave to rules which aie made by the

abstiact undeistanding, w’oiking wnthm too limited

a sphere and divorced £rom real insight Pedantry

is rigid and lifeless not so much because it draw's

too fine distinctions
,
rather the pedant’s distinc-

tions are not fine enough, he does not allow’ for

the vauety which is to be found in the conciete

w’orld
,

he seeks to bung the contents of lus

thought under the bondage of the lettei The
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living truths of nature of art and of literature

escape the apprehension of one who moves m the

atmosphere of intellectual abstraction Not less

but greater grasp of detail is needed but of a

1 ind which implies wider horizons an enlarge

ment of the whole mental outlook It is the

distinctive mark of a University education to give

such a thoroughness which is not pedantry and

an enlargement of mind which does not lose itself

in generalities

This attitude and quality of mind is not of

course the exclusive gift of University training

It is not the privilege of the few an aristocratic

freemasonry from which common men are shut

out It is found in some who have but little

book knowledge and who have got their chief

learning from life—in the market place m the

counting house in the w orkshop and in the camp

Still whatever failures have to be recorded against

University education it is t£c distinctive aim and

office of a University as the home of the undivided

sciences to bestow this grasp of mind this sureness

of insight this comprehensive judgment And if

it is of supreme importance to a community to

keep its men of intellect in touch with the people

and with their mental life then let us who are
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trained in Academic learning do what in us lies

to foster among us that philosophic breadth and

latgencss of view which tests on moral no less

than on intellectual sympathy

Excessive specialism tends to dnoicc Learning

from Life
,
the men of Thought from the men of

Action
,
the Scholai from the Citi/cn

,
to place a

gteat gulf between the world of the Learned and

the world of the Unlearned That gulf it is the

duty of men of learning to bridge over Those

who have the clearest consciousness of the unity

of knowledge ought also most vividly to realise

the unity of civic life
,

for the human leason

which lays dovm the regulative pi maples of

thought is one and the same as that leason

which has woiked in history, imposing its dictates

upon men and upon nations, directing their blind

instincts and moulding then institutions The

same force of leason which is at the basis of

science is at the basrs also of society It is the

principle of unity which knits us together into an

intellectual and civic community Thought and

action, knowing and doing, are not opposing and

conflicting pi mciples Their harmony and equili-

brium are ^essential to the sanity of a people

Where the balance and due correspondence be-
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tween the principles are lost a nation runs into

fanaticism or sinks into sloth

Far be it from me to say that there are not

in every generation and in every people some

solitary thinkers who best fulfil the purpose of

their life by standing aloof from the activities of

ordinary men and by devoting themselves in the

study or the laboratory to that wherein the bent

of their genius lies All action does not consist

in external acts there arc men whose lno vmg is

their doing and whose inward and silent energy

may work upon the world at large with a force

greater than that of conquerors or of statesmen

Nor would I be taken to imply that the less

distinguished men whose path still lies in the

field of intellect—in literature or science or

education—must of necessity become party poll

ticians if they are to do their duty as citizens

It is surely no great harm that there should be a

few who are detached fron^ the service of partv,

especially if they are able thereby to take a clearer

and larger outlook over politics and to see beyond

the party triumphs of the hour

Still the learned world has not perhaps

always been mindful of what is due> from it to

the society of w hich it forms a part It has too
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often fancied itself to be in possession of some

enchanted giound, and to hold the key to mys-

teries which none else may open The very

dialect of learning has often been enough to

frighten off lntiudeis You icquired a special

novitiate to undeistand it In order to be pro-

found it was thought necessary to be obscure

Learned exposition must needs be unintelligible

to men of culture who had not acquired the

formulae and mannerisms of the ciaft Learned

men, we may hope, are ceasing to think of them-

selves as a guild or exclusive fraternity The

great scientific discoverers of our age a Darwin

and a Pasteur are models of good writing

They are bent on saying what they mean and

on saying it clearly the first seci et of style and

the words are exactly adequate to the thought

that is to be expressed Even the philosophers

who have long been the worst offendeis are

following the example of the leaders of science

and learning to write with a view to be under-

stood Nothing is so hard but that it can be

said clearly as well as obscurely Not that

what is intrinsically hard can be made easy, but

it is capal^e of being made clear to a tiamed

intelligence
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This single fact that learned men are acquiring

the use of their mother tongue is already producing

a remarkable influence on the diffusion of know

ledge and doing much to efface the sharp distinc

tion between the learned and the unlearned The

distinction can indeed never be completely effaced

There are whole departments of knowledge whose

processes can only be followed by a few though

their leading principles and methods may be made

intelligible to others besides experts To many it

seems a contradiction in terms to speak of popu

lansinb knowledge A witty Frenchman classes

together under one description those who would

make Science popular Metaphvsics intelligible

and Vice respectable Anyhow we may frcelv

admit the dangers of what is called popularisa

tion So far as it has led people to bclieie that

they can take o\er the intellectual results of

others and appropriate them without an effort

so far as it has encouraged the acceptance of

showy paradoxes instead of sober criticism to

that extent it is mischievous delusion But this is

in truth the vulgarising rather than the popular

ismg of knowledge

There is a genuine sense in which knowledge

may be popularised but it can only be done by
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one who has not merely accumulated but has

assimilated knowledge, who is filled with its

spirit, with whom it has become a living force,

taking possession of the whole man, penetrating to

the recesses of his peisonahty, laying hold of him

by his affections no less than by his intellect

,

whose mental being is not divided into two halves

one of which lesides in his books and a wholly

different one in the outer world
,
who keeps before

his eyes the relation in which his own department

stands to the whole fabric of scientific thought

,

who can expound and utter what he knows m
such vital form that it shall touch others with the

mspnation of life Books alone may give infor-

mation, but not one in a thousand can m this

sense popularise knowledge You must fall back

on the old Socratic principle, the method of human

intei course and the converse between minds The

teacher ought to be the subject vitalised and

humanised m the presence of the student
,
the

science kindled into warmth and touching with its

glow the expectant sympathies of the listeners

The electricity of thought ought to be abroad in

the air of the class-room

How widely different a thing this is from the

false kind of popularised teaching which has
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brought it into disrepute among the learned *

We can easily account for the instmctne dread

which the genuine Dryasdust feels on being told

that he must bnng the results of his learning

before the popular mind He cannot do so His

learning is a dead weight of ficts It is unin

formed by reason and uninspired by sympathy

You must be abo\e your knowledge savs

Newman not under it or it will oppress you

the more you have of it the greater will be the

load The learning of a Salmasius or a Bur

man unless you are its masters will be your

tyrant Imperat aut servit if you wield it

with a strong arm it is a great weapon ,
otherwise

Vis consih expcrs

Mole ruit sua

You will be overwhelmed like Tarpeia by the

heavy wealth which you have exacted from tribu

tary generations

True learning being such^as we have described

it is evident that many subjects w hich if seized in

their true relations rani highest as instruments of

culture are least fitted to be brought to the sole

test of examination Such for instance is the

department of classical literature It is a subject

that is many sided and whose value depends upon
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its scope and compiehcnsiveness, and on the wide

honzons which open out of it The classical

languages, fiom one point of view, fall within the

spheie of the exact sciences The general laws of

then gtowrth and decay can be stated with scien-

tific piecision On another side they aie as free as

thought itself, they look out ovei the wdiolc field of

human endeavour and imagination We may come

to them as grammanans, as histonans, as archae-

ologists, as anthiopologists
,
and to each class of

inquirei they will yield lesults of the highest

intei est But if we aie to apprehend classical

liteiatuie in its full spirit and pow'ci, we shall not

appioach it in the fiist instance in the attitude of

specialists We shall study it simply as contain-

ing impel ishable thought in noble language We
shall not sever the language and the thought

,
they

are not accidentally 1 elated Most of the failuies

of classical education may be set dowm to the

attempt to tieat these two elements apait To
know the w'Oids without the sense, and to know
the sense without the woids, this sums up the

character of the bad scholar and the shallow'

thinker No the language is the key, the one

master-key, to unlock the thought

But, you say, we may read the classics in
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translations and thence get at the spirit and

essence of antiquity discarding what is outward

and accidental Well one may no doubt learn

much about antiquity by this means and if one

has a peculiar genius one may even divine some

thing of its inmost spirit as has been done by a

few men of rare imagination and insight such as

Schiller and Keats whose 1 now ledge has either

been very imperfect or derived mainly from second

hand sources But translations the very best are

but shadows of the original You cannot trans

fuse the life blood of a poem into any translation

One language moreover differs from another

above all an ancient language differs from a

modern—not only in outward form but in inward

and essential character It is not that they cx

press the same thing in different way 1? They

express a different thing wholly or partially

different each m its own way

Words are not coins whick have an interchange

able value A scientific term is capable of inter

national exchange The idea that it conveys can

be passed from land to land uncoloured by

emotion untouched by association Each people

can express it in exactly equivalent foam A cube

root is the same thing to an Englishman as to a

Q
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Russian But the language of hteiature is totally

distinct The uoids stand looted in the soil of

national life, they aic nounshed fiom a people’s

histoiy Atound them have gathered the accre-

tions of thought of successive generations The

associations of poetry and eloquence cling about

them Woids whose nearest equivalents are foi

us dead and piosaic stiried the pulses of a Greek

and vibiated with memones of Tioy and Salamis

How diffeient, again, is the same woid when it

meets us in Homei and in the New Testament 1

To the student of language, one such word is in

itself the epitome of a vast chapter in the history

of thought, oi lepiesents, it may be, a revolution

in oui ideas of moials and ichgion The abstract

words which expiess intellectual moods and pro-

cesses, moial sentiments, lehgious aspnations, are

essentially untianslatable They have no exact,

often no approximate, equivalents in othei lan-

guages Classical kteiature may, therefore, be

taught eithei from the nanow point of view of a

grammarian, who sees nothing beyond
,

or, staiting

from the basis of language and giammai, we maj'

penetrate into philosophy, art, and leligion, into

all that throws light on the genius and institutions

of a people, and fixes its place in civilisation
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None who have not themselves used and tried

the examination test are aware how ill adapted it

is to gauge the value of classical education in these

its larger aspects Facts that m the process of

being communicated by the teacher had become

vital knowledge which had taken the colour of

the pupils mind as he advanced by tcntati\c steps

and slow stages and by frequent repetition of the

idea reappear on paper as so many ready made

results They arc artificially produced from a

notebook by an effort of memory and with con

scious intention of scoring marks The candidate

believes that these will be more paying than lus

own authentic ideas which are probably immature

and somewhat imperfect in expression And lie

is unfortunately too often right for examiners

have to judge of answers by their actual worth

and quality and unless they can detect a rote

like unintelligent repetition of phrases they cannot

safely go behind the answer and speculate as to

their source and take off marks because they

think that the ideas or the form in which they

are expressed are too good to be the product of

the candidates own mind I here leave out of

account the rare instances in which $n original

force of mind makes itself felt even under the
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aitificial conditions of examination But, speak-

ing bioadly, we may say that the formatnc pro-

cess of thought is ai tested as soon as a candidate

sits down to an examination on literature, or c\en

studies with a view to it Second-hand general-

isations and stereotyped judgments aic put on

paper It is an inheicnt defect of examinations,

that in certain branches of study they can do

little moie than lay bare icsults They do not

help to tiace the stages and steps of mental

giowth, to follow piocesscs of thought, and to

distinguish such as are vital fiom such as aic

mechanical

A Umveisity, however, has other means besides

examination of ensunng genuine woik and of

tracing pi ogress along systematic lines of study

The College Lectuiei who is in daily contact v, ith

his classes, and who not only lectui es but keeps

to the good old custom of oial questioning, dis-

cerns the intellectual needs of his pupils, and

knows of what stuff they aie made bettei than he

can ever learn from written examinations The

business of a teachei, some one has said, as popu-

laily understood is to help a candidate to play

with a str^ght bat the most aitful twisters of an

examiner
,
and there is no doubt that the domm-
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ance of the examination sjstcm Ins tended to

create a w rong conception of the teacher even in

Universities whose function is recognised to be

other than that of an examining Board An Ox

ford undergraduate a Scholar of his College was

about to go m for his final examination He

went to lus tutor to talk over with him a difficult

metaphysical problem The tutor discussed it on

various sides but brought no definite solution

The pupil at last told him plainly that this was

not what he wanted What I want is the ex

animation answer to the question give it me in

a precise form ‘ I really can t w as the reply

‘ it is a point on which nobody can speak dogmati

cally Honestly I don t know Come now

Mr said the other but you arc paid to

know Yes paid to know and to put our

1 nowledge in cheap and handy form for ready use

and distribution—that is the theory of those who

regard University teaching »as a commercial in

dustry and a University Degree as a hall mark

which ought to be easily purchased with the

minimum expenditure of intellectual effort To
such persons knowledge is of value only if it leads

directly to material advancement and different

branches of University study pursued without any
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sense of then vital intci dependence, arc only the

means to a professional end

But libcial studies followed in an lllibcial spirit

fall below the mechanical aits in dignity and worth

Anthmetic, says Plato, is an excellent prchm-

maiy to philosophic study “if pui sued for the

love of knowledge and not in the spirit of a shop-

keepei
” 1 The pro\iso here contained picscnls

the Gieek ideal of education Intellectual training

is an end in itself and not a mere pieparation foi

a trade or a piofcssion. The lnstoiy of the void

a-^oXi] in its tiansition from “leisure” to “school,”

through the intei mediate stage of “ philosophical

discussion,” is the unconscious testimony of the

Gieek genius to the puie and disintcicstcd love of

learning Gieek “leisuie” is sometimes spoken

of slightingly as if it iveie the luxury of the rich or

the dilettanti, an easy sauntcung thiough life and

avoidance of painful effort. But in tiuth it is

not the opposite of gctivity, but a special foim of

activity, the stienuous exeicise of the intellectual

01 aitistic faculties It is no state of blissful indol-

ence, which is the ideal of some Onentals
,
no life

of feasting, which is the ideal of the sa\ age
,
no

1 Plat I?eJ>Gkn 525 D, iap toO yrupl^eiv a’ckd tis avrb iiriri]

Sebrj, dXXa p.ri to0 kairrfKeijeiv
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round of trivial amusement which is the ideal of

the man of fashion It is work genuine worl

not however to satisfy bodily wants and the needs

of animal existence but to appease a pressing

mental appetite—the desire for 1 nowledge or the

desire for beauty

Leisure and Work—the two ideas are to some

minds inconsistent but here is their point of meet

ing To do their duty is their only holiday 1 is

a description we read of Athenian character in

Thucydides Vo vork. tJmr minds that too is

their hohdav their true cr^oXt; the leisure that is

worthy of one who is at heart more than a mere

mechanic whose energies are not all spent upon

task work done to order with quick returns of

profit as his reward but who has free activities of

mind which claim scope and play energies which

are voluntary self imposed delightful which

result in the discipline the quickening of every

human faculty useless it may be in the estima

tion of those who believe only m machinery but

for all who would not sacrifice the ends of life to

the means to be counted among the first condi

tions of existence

A College or a University is not an industrial

1 Thucjd i 70 g
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association but m some sense a spmtual com-

munity In the spn ltual and intellectual life the dis-

tinctions of mine, and thine disappeai We are rich

not by what we have and keep, but by what we share

“ Friends have all things in common ” (noiva r

a

rwv <f>i\(ov) was the proverb which the Pytha-

goreans took foi the motto of their school They

extended their idea of common property to em-

brace ownership m the spiritual and intellectual

spheie no less than in the outwaid goods of life,

and a far tiuei doctnne it is than the pi mciple

of unlimited competition in matters intellectual

There is no such thing as intellectual isolation

The worker in each domain should cultivate the

power of viewing knowledge as a whole, and of

discovenng the bond of unity between the several

parts Fiom one department of learning, light is

flashed back m unexpected ways upon another,

and studies which have long seemed unrelated

recognise one another on a sudden as sistei
e

sciences

With the expansion of your College new sub-

jects will doubtless be admitted
,
and the labour

of teachers and students will become more highly

specialised And it is well it should be so That

is tor us, in our day, the road of pi ogress Only
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we must strive in the multiplicity of the sciences

to apprehend the common principles of know

ledge and to keep the parts in just subordina

tion to the conception of the whole , and this

needs intelligent sympathy no less than grasp

of intellect. The inspiring principle of University

study is the sense that learning is not a dead

tradition but living and growing truth Never let

us lose the idea of a Umversitas Literarum of a

community of letters—that indivisible kingdom

of thought whose several parts are not discon

nccted fragments but are hnV cd together in organic

union each essential to the joint action of the

whole, which should be animated by one spirit,

and understand one another s aims and methods

Only in this way can we hope with the growing

subdivision of intellectual labour to combine tne

singleness of Truth the real Unity of Learning



ARISTOTLE’S CONCEPTION OF FINE

ART AND POETRY 1

I UsEruL Ari and Fine Art

Aristotle it must be premised at the outset, lias

not dealt with fine ait in any separate treatise, he

has foimulated no thcoiy of it, lie has not maikcd

the organic 1 elation of the arts to one another

While lus love of logical distinctions, his tendency

to ligid demai cation, is shown e\cn in the province

of literaly criticism by the caie with which in the

Poetics he maps out the subordinate divisions of

his subject (the diffeicnt modes of lecognition, the

elements of the plot, ^tc), yet he nowhet e classifies

the vanous lands of poetry
,

still less has he given

a scientific gioupmg of the fine arts and exhibited

1 The boohs from which I lmc derned spccnl help on this

subject are E Muller Gcsclnchtc dcr Theotic det Kunst hi dut

Alten, Breslau, 1834 Reinhens Anstotclcs uber Kunst
,
Wien,

1870 TeichmSSler Anstotchschc Foschuugm, Halle, 1S69 Dor-

mg Die Kuustick) «, des Anstotclcs
, Jena, 1S70
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their specific differences We may confidently

assert that many of the aesthetic problems nhich

have been since raised ne\cr e\cn occurred to Ins

mind though precise answers to almost all such

questions ha\e been extracted from his writings

by the unwise zeal of his admirers He has how

ever left some leading principles which we shall

cndea\our to follow out There is doubtless a

special risk at the present day attending an> such

attempt to bring together his fragmentary remarks

and present them in a connected form Ills

philosophy has in it the germs of so much modern

thought that we maj almost without knowing it

find oursehes putting into his mouth not Ins own

language but that of Hegel Nor is it possible to

determine by general rules how far the thought

that is implicit in a philosophical system but which

the author himself has not drawn out is to be

reel oned as an integral part of the system In

any ease however Ansto^es Poetics cannot be

read apart from his other writings No author is

more liable to be misunderstood if studied piece

meal The careless profusion with which he

throws out the suggestions of the moment leaving

it to the intelligence or the previousknowledge of

hts readers to adjust lus remarks and limit their
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scope, is m itself a possible source of misapprehen-

sion It was an obsei vation of Goethe that it needs

some insight into Aristotle’s general philosophy to

understand what he says about the drama
,
that

otherwise he confuses our studies
,

and that

modern treatises on poetiy have gone astray by

seizing some accidental side of his doctrine If it

is necessary, then, to interpret Aristotle by him-

self, it will not be unfair in dealing with so co-

herent a thinker to credit him with seeing the

obvious conclusions which flow from his principles,

even when he has not formally stated them To

bring the substance of his special teaching into

relation with his fundamental tenets is a very

different thing from discovering m him ideas

which, even if present m the germ, could only have

ripened in another soil and under other skies

The distinction between fine and useful art

was first brought out explicitly by Aristotle

In the history of Gr^fk art we aie struck rather

by the union between the two forms of ait than

by their independence It was a loss for art

when the spheres of use and beauty came m
practice to be dissevered, when the useful object

ceased to be^ecorative, and the things of common
life no longer gave delight to the maker and to
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the user But the theoretic distinction between

fine nnd useful art needed to be laid down and

to Aristotle we owe the first clear conception of

fine art as a free and independent activity of the

mind outside the domain both of religion and

of politics having an end distinct from that of

education or moral improvement He has not

indeed left us any continuous discussion upon fine

art The Poetics furnishes no complete theory

even of poetry nor is it probable that this is

altogether due to the fragmcntar> form in which

this treatise has come down to us But Aristotle

is a systematic thinker and numberless illustra

tions and analogies drawn from one or other of

the arts and scattered through his w ritings show

that he had given special attention to the signifi

cancc ofart in its widest sense and that as he had

formed a coherent view about the place which art

held in relation to nature to science and to

morality so too he had ir^his own mind thought

out the relation m which the two branches of art

stood to one another

Art imitates nature (tj re^ir; /u/ietrai rt}V

<f>vcnv) says Aristotle and the phrase has been

repeated and has passed current as £ summary of

the Aristotelian doctrine of fine art Yet the
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oiigmal saying was nevei intended to differentiate

between fine and useful ait, noi indeed could it

possibly beai the sense that fine art is a copy or

lepioduction of natural objects The use of the

teim “ natuie” would m itself put the matter

beyond dispute, for nature in Anstotle is not

the outwaid world of created things
,

it is the

creative foicc, the productive principle of the

universe The context in each case vhcie the

phrase occuis determines its precise application

In Physics 11 2 194 a 21 the point of the com-

parison is that alike in art and in nature there is

the union of matter (vXrj) with constitutive form

(et8o$), and that the knowledge of both elements

is lequisite for the natuial philosopher as foi the

physician and the architect In Mctcorol iv 3

381 b 6 the refeience is to cooking as an artificial

mode of pioducing lesults similar to those pio-

duced by the spontaneous action of heat m the

physical world
,
digestion itself (accoiding to the

medical theory of the day) being given as an

instance of a piocess of cooking earned on by

nature within the body Again in de Mundo

5 396 b 12 the ordei of the univeise is ex-

plained to result from a union of opposites

,

and three illustrations, derived from painting,
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music and grammar are added of the mode

in which art in imitating natures diversity

works out harmonious results In most of the

instances above quoted art is limited by the con

text to useful art but the analogy does not rest

there Art in its widest acceptation has like

nature certain ends in view and in the adaptation

of means to ends catches hints from nature who

is already in some sort an unconscious artist

While art in general imitates the method of

nature the phrase has special reference to useful

art which learns from nature the precise end at

which to aim In the selection of the end she

acts with infallible instinct and her endeavour to

attain it is on the whole successful But at times

she makes mistakes as indeed do the schoolmaster

and the physician 1 failures rather than mistakes

they should be called for the fault is not hers

her rational intention is liable to be frustrated by

inherent flaws in the subst^pces with which she

is compelled to work She is subject to limita

tions and can only make the best of her material

The higher we ascend in the scale of being

1 Phy 11 b 199 a 33

Cp de Part Amn iv 10 687 a 15 17 5^ 0 ix tuv iv&ex

0

u ir te 6 /3A ta o
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the moie docs natuie need assistance in cauymg

out hei designs Man, who is her highest creation,

she bungs into the world moie helpless than any

othei animal, unshod, unclad, unarmed 1 But

in his seeming imperfection lies man’s superiority,

for the fewer the finished appliances with which

he is piovided, the gi eater the intellectual capacity

he exhibits By means of the lational faculty of

art, with which natuie has endowed him richly,

he is able to come to her aid, and in ministering

to his own needs to fulfil hei uncompleted pur-

poses Wheie from any cause nature fails, art

steps in Natuie aims at producing health
,

in

her restoiative processes wre observe an instinctnc

capacity for self-curing 2 But she does not always

succeed, and the art of the physician makes good

the defect He discoveis one of the links of the

chain which terminates in health, and uses nature’s

own machinery to stait a senes of movements

which lead to the desired result
3 Again, nature

has foimed man to be a “political animal
” 4

Family and tribal life aie stages on the wray to

a more complete existence, and the teim of the

process is reached when man enteis into that

1 DePait Anim iv io 687 a 24
3 Met vi 7 1032 b 6 cqg

- Phys 11 8 199 b 31
4 Pol ] 2 1253 a 3
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higher order of commumtv called the Mite The

stitc is indeed i mtunl institution but needs the

political art to orf anise it mil to realise natures

full idea The function then of the useful arts

is in ill eves to suppl> the deficiencies of

niUirc 1 ind he who would be i mister in in>

irt must first discern the true end b> i stud) of

nature* principles ind then cmplos the method

\ hich she suggests for the ittiinmcnt of tint end

Niturc tiught \rt si\s Milton mil the sime

Anstotclnn idci was m the mind of Dime when

he mikes \ irgil condemn tisur> is i departure

from niturc I’htlosoph} to him v ho lieirs it

points out not in one place alone how Niturc

tiles her course from the Divine Intellect ind

from its art And if thou note well th> I'll) sics

1 r f iv { it) 1 IJJ7 » l 3 » •>* iV »/x 1 I *» a 4

rf# \ *e T* 1 ^ i i Vera i * \ T1 cn til In
in i * reference t e Ijcii i h th c *<* f V* «j i u an

In Ifji ii 8 \y) # 15 ^ t/x 1 ^ / r \ « 1 I a

ir pyi tfPa r a h is jTotfc 1 le «1 ai tl ' twei on U
not a» would at frit t It seen l<t»cen 1. f 1 ar 1 f e ait tol

between iwio aipecti ofn M an The tent n c i n t <j i e I cat

in form but tl e tnramn li ll t useful art on it e tr e t an 1 ulls

fe» those ree is of man for wl Icti ra uic t as n t f 51
) provl le ! on

the other h n 1 ill
\
rocciMrs arc llm e f 1 atuic (w r tc

$ <r ) The two clauses respectively marl, the rn t an I tl c met! o»!

of useful art Tl e mam atpvmcnt of ll c ehaj vet 1 fef 1 vr of this

sieve

R
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(Anst Phys n 2), lliou wilt find, not many pages

fiom the fiist, that youi art as fai as it can, follows

hci (Natuie), as the scholai does his master . .

And because the usuier takes another way, he

contemns Natuie m hcisclf, and in her follower

(Ait), placing elsewhcic his hope ” 1 The phrase

on which wc ha\c been commenting is the key

to this passage useful ait supplements nature,

and at the same time follows her guidance

The teim “fine art” is not one that has been

transmitted to us from the Gieeks Their phrase

was the “ imitative arts” (jufirjTiKai rey/vat),
“ modes

of imitation ” (ju/iqa-ei9), or sometimes the “ liberal

arts ” (ekevdepiot re^vaC) Aristotle, finding “ imi-

tation” both in popular speech and in litciary

cunency recognised as the common chaiacteristic

of the fine aits, adopted it, W'hile, as will be

seen later
,

2 he deepened and enlarged its signi-

ficance But fiist ure may examine what arts

he legal ded as “imitative” These aie poetry,

music in most of its foims, some kinds of

dancing, painting, and sculpture 3 The first three

1 Inferno xi 97-109, Carlyle’s Translation 2 See pp 2S1 ff

3 He applies the term /xi/i-qaets only to poetry and music (Poet

1 2 1447 a 15), but the constant use of the verb fUfieiaOai or

of the adjectii^ /J-t/J.T}rihbs in connection with the other arts above

enumerated proves that all alike arc counted as arts of imitation
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constitute a group by themselves 1
their common

element being imitation by means of rhythm

—

rhythm which admits of being applied to words

sounds and the movements of the body The

history of these arts bears out the views we find

expressed in Greek writers upon the theory of

music it is a witness to the primitive unity of

music and poetry and to the close alliance of the

two with dancing Together they form a natural

triad and illustrate a characteristic of the ancient

world to retain as indivisible wholes branches of

art or science which the separative spirit of modern

thought has broken up into their elements The

intimate fusion of the three arts afterwards known

as the musical arts—or rather we should per

haps say the alliance of music and dancing under

the supremacy of poetry—was exhibited even in

the person of the artist Improvements in the

technique of music or in the construction of instru

ments are associated with m^iy names well known

in the history of poetry The poet lyric or

dramatic composed the accompaniment as well as

wrote the verses and it was made a reproach

against Euripides who was the first to deviate

from the e tablished usage that he sought the aid

1 Pet x s
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of Iophon, son of Sophocles, in the musical setting

of his diamas The very word 7ronjTi/s “poet” in

classical times often implies the twofold chatacter

of poet and musician, and in later writers is some-

times used, like our “ composer,” in strict and

limited icfcience to music The office, again, of

the poet as tcachei of the chorus demanded a

piactical knowledge of all that passed under the

comprehensive teim “dancing,” steps, gestures,

attitudes, and the vancd rcsouiccs of rhythmical

movement Aeschylus, we aie told
,

1 “w-as the m-

ventoi of man}'- oichcstic attitudes,” and it is added

that the ancient poets wrcre called oichcstic, not

only because they trained their choruses, but also

because they taught choral dances outside the

theatie to such as washed to learn them “So

wase and honourable a thing,” says Athcnacus
,

2

“was dancing that Pindar calls Apollo the

dancer,” and he quotes the wroids ’Op^jjarr,

a<y\ala<; dvaacrcov, evpjjfydperp' ’’AttoXXov

The dignity of dancing, admitted by Anstotlc

and by all Gieek tiadition, leceives its most

instiuctive commentaiy in Lucian’s pamphlet on

the subject, which, when due allowance is made for

exaggeiatio^ and for the playful giavity so chaiac-

1 Athenaeus 1 39
2 \n 26
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tcnstic of the \\nter is still inspired by an old

Greek sentiment Rhetoricians and musicians had

already written treatises on the art and Lucian

in handling the same theme imitates their semi

philosophic manner Dancing is placed in the

front rank of the fine arts and all the sciences arc

made contributory to it The dancer must ln\ c

a fine genius a critical judgment of poetry a

ready and comprehensive memory like Homers

Calchas he must know the past the present and

the future Above all he needs to have mastered

all mythology from chaos and the origin of the

universe down to Cleopatra queen of Egypt and

to be able to reproduce the legends in their details

and in their spirit He must avoid the terrible

solecisms of some ignorant performers Like

the orator he should aim at being always per

spicuous he must be understood though he is

dumb and heard though he says nothing The

expressive power of dancing tu not inferior to that

of tragedy itself it is descriptive of every shade

of character and emotion Moreover it harmonises

the soul of the spectator, trains the moral sym

pathies and acts as a curative and quieting infiu

ence on the passions ^

Aristotle docs full justice to the force of
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rhythmic form and movement in the arts of music

and dancing The instinctive love of melody and

rhythm is, again, one of the two causes to which

he tiaces the ongin of poetry,
1 but he lays little

stress on this element in estimating the finished

products of the poetic art In the Rhctonc 2 he

observes that if a sentence has mctie it will be

poetry
,

but this is said in a popular sense It

was doubtless the received opinion, but it is one

which he repeatedly combats in the Poetics

There he declaies that it is not metncal form

that makes a poem 3 Nay, he seems to go faither

and to maintain that you may have a poem with-

out metie 4 A question has been laised whether

he does indeed commit himself to this extreme

view,5 and as theie is some uncertainty of reading

in a crucial passage of the text it may be rash to

assert it dogmatically But the geneial tenor of

his remarks m the Poetics taken in conjunction

with a quotation drom Aristotle preserved by

Athenaeus 6 goes to show that he was inclined to

1 Poet 4 6 1448 b 20 2 RJiet in 8 1408 b 30 1

3 Poet 1 7-8 1447 b 15 sqq
, 9 2 1451 b 1 2

4 Poet 1 5 1447 a 29 sqq
, 9 9 1451 b 29

B Packard,^? istotle on the Ait of Poetiy, 1S91
6 Athen xi 505 b, on which see Bernays Zwei Abhandlungcn

uber die Ai isiotelische Theone des Di anta, p 83
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extend the meaning of the word poet to include

any prose writer whose worl was an imitation

within the artistic meaning of the term He does

not rudely set aside the experience of Greece to

which a poem m prose was a thing unknown he

accepts it but half heartedly and the result is

some slight inconsequence or wavering in his

point of view In his definition of tragedy (ch

6 2) embellished language (t?8 ucr/ievo? X070?)

is included among the constituent elements of

tragedy and the phrase is explained to mean

language that has the twofold embellishment of

metre (which is a branch of rhythm) and of

melody But these elements are placed in a

subordinate rank and are hardly treated as essen

tials They are m this respect not unlike scenery

(01/rts) which though it is deduced by Aristotle

from the definition is not explicitly mentioned in

it The essence of the poetry is the imitation

the melody and the verse^are the seasoning 1

of the language They hold a position as Teich

muller observes similar to that which external

goods occupy in the Aristotelian definition of

1 They are t]S atiara, (cp ch 6 19 1450 b 16) The metaphor is

the same as m Plut SymJ> vii 8 4 rt pDos al 0 piO/ibs Cxnrep

8\f/ovM tfi \6yv ^
3 Ansletchschc F rsckwgc 1 u 364
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happiness Without them a tiagcdy may fulfil

its function, but would lack its peifcct charm and

fail in pioducmg its full effect of pleasurable

emotion

Aristotle, highly as he rates the aesthetic

capacity of the sense of hearing in his treatment

of music, says nothing to show that he values at

its piopei wotth the powei of ihythmical sound as

a factoi m poetry
,
and this is the moie sti iking

as a Greek, whose enjoyment of poetry came

thiough the ear rathei than the eye, and whose

poetry was in a sense already music, was not

likely to overlook the significance of verse

After all there can hardly be a gi eater difference

between two ways of saying the same thing than

that one is said in verse, the othei in prose Thei e

are some lyncs which have lived and will always

live by their musical charm, and by a strange magic

that lies in the setting of the woids We need

no*t agree with a ceitai£, modern school who would

empty all poetry of poetical thought and etherialise

it till it melts into a strain of music
,
who sing to

us we haidly know of what, but in such a way

that the echoes of the real world, its men and

women, its aa£ual stir and conflict, aie faint and

hardly to be discerned The poetiy, we are told,
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resides not in the ideas com eyed not in the

blending of soul and sense but in the sound itself

in the cadence of the verse

Yet false as this -view ma> be it is not perhaps

more false than that other which wholly ignores

the effect of musical sound and looks only to the

thought that is conve>cd Aristotle comes peril

ously near this doctnnc and was saved from it

wc may conjecture—if indeed he was saved—
only by an instinctive reluctance to bid defiance

to the traditional sentiment of Greece.

His omission of architecture from the list of

the fine arts may also cause surprise to modern

readers
,

for here as in sculpture the artistic

greatness of Greece stands undisputed In this

however he is merely following the usage of his

countrymen who reckoned architecture among

the useful arts It was linked to the practical

world It sprang out of the needs of civic

and religious life and tl^f greatest triumphs

of the art were connected with public faith and

worship To a Greek the temple which was the

culmination of architectural skill was the house of

the god, the abode of his image a visible pledge

of his protecting presence At the ^fne time -

—

and this was the decisive point—architecture had
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not the “imitative” quality which was lcgaidcd as

essential to fine art Modem writers maj tell us

that its foims owe their origin to the direct sugges-

tions of the physical world, of natural ca\crns or

forest arches, and in the groined roof they may

trace a marked lesemblancc to an a\cnue of inter-

lacing trees Such i cscmblanccs, how’cvcr, are much

fainter in Greek than in Gothic architecture
,
and

even if it wrcrc not so, the argument from ougtn

would hcie be as much out of place, as it would be

to maintain, in relation to music, that the reason

why people now enjoy Becthov en is, that their earli-

est ancestors of ai boreal habits found musical notes

to be a telling adjunct to love-making Be the

origin of aiclutecturc what it may, it is certain that

the Greeks did not find its pnmitive tjpc and

model in the outwrard universe A building as

an organic whole did not call up any image of a

woild outside itself, though the method of archi-

tecture does lemmc^ Aristotle of the structural

method of natuie, and even if architecture had

seemed to him to repioduce the appearances of

the physical univeise, it wrould not, as will after-

wards be appaient, have satisfied his idea of

artistic munition. The decorative element in

Greek architecture is alone “imitatne” in the
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Aristotelian sense bung indeed but a form of

sculpture , but sculpture does not constitute the

building, nor is it as in Gothic architecture, an

organic part of the whole The metopes m a

Greek temple are as it were a setting for a

picture a frame into which sculptural representa

tions may be fitted but the frame is not always

filled in The temple itself is constructed accord

ing to the laws of the beautiful it realises as we

might say the idea of the beautiful but it is not

imitative it is designed for use
,

it does not

according to Greek notions rank as fine art

It may be here observed that an attempt has

been made to prove that the fundamental prm

ciples of fine art are deduced by Aristotle from

the idea of the beautiful But this is to antedate

the theory of modern aesthetics and to read into

Aristotle more than any impartial interpretation

can nnd in him The view cannot be supported

except by forced inference^ in which many links of

the argument have to be supplied and by wring

ing philosophical meanings of far reaching import

out of chance expressions Aristotle s conception

of fine art so far as it is developed is entirely

detached from any theory of th* beautiful—

a

separation which is characteristic of all ancient
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aesthetic cnticism down to a late penod Plotinus

was the first who seriously attempted to determine

the idea of the beautiful as a fundamental problem

of ait, and with it to solve the difficult and hitherto

neglected problem as to the meaning of the ugly

He accoidmgly based his theory of fine art on

a particular conception of the beautiful
,

but

Anstotle is still fai removed from this point of

view While he assumes almost as an obvious

truth that beauty is indispensable in a work of

art, and essential to the attainment of its end, and

while he thiows out hints as to the component

elements of the beautiful
,

1 he has nowhere analysed

that idea, nor did he perhaps legal d the beautiful,

in its purely aesthetic sense, as foiming a separate

domain of philosophic inquiry It is useless, out

of the fragmentary observations Anstotle has left

us, to seek to constiuct a theoiy of the beautiful

He makes beauty a regulative pnnciple of ait,

but he nevei says or implies that the manifestation

of the beautiful is the end of ait The objective

laws of ait are deduced not fiom an inquiry into

the beautiful, but fiom an obseivation of ait as it

is and of the effects which it produces

1 Poet ch 7 4 *1450 b 38 , Met xm 3 1078 a 36 , Pi obi xvn

I 915 b 36, cp Plat Phileb 64 E
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II The End of Fine Apt

Before proceeding to determine more nearly the

meaning of imitation it may be well to dis

tinguish between the ends which the two branches

of art propose to themselves The arts called

useful either provide the necessarj means of exist

ence and satisfy material wants or furnish life w ith

its full equipment ofmoral and intellectual resources

Their end is subordinate to another and ulterior

end The end of the fine arts is to give pleasure

(tt/jo? t)$ovt]v)
or rational enjoyment 1

(777109 Sia

1 Met 1 l 981 b 17 sqq irXt 6 u 5 p oxopi u rexwv xal

rwv pi rpbs rivayxa a ru-v Si rpbt biaywyn o vitim d l ccxpwipovt

to $ to oi/tods ixd u vvo\afif}&v fie 8 a b pi) wpbs XP1V*1

Imrrqpat a w The lit eral arts which adorn life and minister to

pleasure arc here said to be rpbt 8 ayuyij sjnonymou with which

we fin I rpbt ijJo ij b Zt Cp Met i 9S b 3 irpbt fa<r uvrjv

al S yuyn In all of these pas ages the contrasted express on

is r&vay a A 7W71J 1 ropcrly means the employment of leisure

and in Aristotle fluctuates between the h gher and loi er kinds ot

pleasurable activ ty In the lower sc*ye it 1 comb ned in Eth A e

iv 14 ll 7 b 34 s uh ira 8 4 and is part of d dir 0 t it denotes

the more pla> ful forms of soc al intercourse in x 6 1176 b I 14

it is used of the ira Seal of the nch anl great mx 6 1177*19

0 yip i to r 0 7 s 8 ayuya t ij 8a po la it has a ba er applica

tion to atop, k l ij80 al As an cle ated and noble enjoyment it is

associated w th «rx0X1} in Pol iv (vn ) 15 1334 a 16 Under this

aspect it admits of special application to the two^Jpheres of art and

of philosophy In Pol v (vui
) 5 1339 a 5 it is joined with
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yoojTjv) A useful art like that of cookery may

happen to produce pleasute, but that is no part of

its essence
;
just as the fine aits may incidentally

produce useful results and become moial instru-

ments in the hands of the legislator In neither

case is the lesult to be confounded with the true

end of the art The pleasure, however, which is

derived fiom an ait may be of a lughei or lewer

kind, for Aristotle lecogmses specific differences

between pleasures Theie is the harmless plea-

sure,

1 which is afforded by a lecreation (avairaverts)

or a pastime (7rathia) ,
but a pastime is not an

end in itself, it is the lest that fits the busy man

for fresh exertion, and is of value as a means to

further work
,

it has in it no element of that wfell-

(ppbvTjais and stands for the higher aesthetic enjojment which music

affords From a 30 31 it appears that the musical oiayuyri is an

end in itself, and therefore distinct from a 7raided In Pol v (vm ) 5

1339 b 14 sqq three ends are mentioned which music may sene

—

wcuoda, ircuotd, and diayuyrj, and the last is said to combine rb

Ka\bv with •i/ooi' 77,
both of which elements enter into evocuptovla

Its reference is to the life ofj^liought m Eth Nic \ 7 1177 a 27 ,

where it is applied to the activity of the speculate c reason, and m
Met xn 7 1072 b 14, where it denotes the activity of the diune

thought Thus the higher oiayuyq, artistic or philosophic, is the

delight which comes from the ideal employment of leisure (cp ttjp

tv ttj itxoXv oiayuypv Pol v (viu
) 3 1338 a 21

) , it is among the

blissful moments which constitute evocu/iovla Cp Pol v (vm } 3

1338 a I, r6 dt (£jo\a£eiv ^xeiv &t>rb SoKei tt\v yoovrjv hal tt]V eidai-

P-ovlav Kdl rb ffiv /xaKaplus 1 Pol v (vm
) 5 1339 b 25
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being or happiness which is the supreme end of

life
1 Though Aristotle does not assign to the

different types of art their respective ranks or

expressly say that the pleasure of tragedy is

superior to that of comedy the distinction he

draws between various forms of music may be

taken as indicating the criterion by which he

would judge of other arts Music apart from its

moral function and from its cathartic influence

may serve as an amusement for children it is a

toy which takes the place of the infant s rattle 2

or again it may afford a noble and rational

enjoyment and become an element of the highest

happiness to an audience that is capable of

appreciating it 3 Again Aristotle asserts that

the ludicrous in general is inferior to the serious 4

and ranks as a pastime that fits men for serious

work We may probably infer that the same

principle holds in literature as in life that comedy

is merely a form of sportive activity and serves

ends and aims outside itself the pleasure derived

from it is of corresponding quality it ranks with

the other pleasures of sport or recreation But

1 Eth A c x 6 1176 b 7 sqq

* Pol v (vi 1 ) 5 1339 b 13 17 6 13V b 30
5 See note 3 p 264

4 Eth Nc x 6 1177 a 3
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ait in its highest idea is one of the sei ious activi-

ties of the mind which constitute the final well-

being of man Its end is pleasure, but a pleasuie

which belongs to that state of lational enjoyment

m which pei feet lepose is united with perfect

eneigy It is not to be confounded with the

pleasuie affoided by the rude imitations of early

ait, ansing, accoidmg to Anstotle, from the dis-

covery of a likeness, wdnch giatifies man’s instinct

for knowledge, and wdnch remains a factoi

Aristotle seems to say the chief factor in the

enjoyment of some at least of the more developed

forms of ait
1 In the lecogmtion of workmanlike

skill he elsewdiere finds the reason why wre enjoy

plastic or pictorial imitations of the lowrer forms

of animal life, and an analogy is indicated between

this pleasure and that wdnch comes from the con-

templation of natuie in hei adaptation of means

to ends 2 It may wrell be that Aristotle laid moie

stress than we should be disposed to do on the

purely intellectual pleasure that ceitam blanches

of ait afford But in his tieatment of poetry,

which holds the sovereign place among fine aits,

1 Poet. 4 3-5 144S b 9 sqq

- See the passage quoted p 2S4 from de Pai t Amin : 5 645 a,

especially the wof3 s ras fxkv dhbvas avruv Oewpovvres yalpopev bn

tt)v orj[j.iovpyT]<Tatra.v t£xvi1v <rvp0ewpovpLev
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he makes it plain that aesthetic enjojment proper

proceeds from an emotional rather than from an

intellectual source The main appeal is not to

the reason but to the feelings In a word fine

art and philosophy while they occupy distinct

territory each find their complete fruition in a

region bordering on the other The glow of feel

ing which accompanies the contemplation of what

is perfect in art is an elevated delight similar in

quality to the glow of speculate c thought Each

is a moment of joy complete m itself and belongs

to the ideal sphere of supreme happiness

1

Some points of difference between Plato and

Aristotle are at once apparent Pleasure to Plato

was a word of base associations and a democratic

pleasure was doubly ignoble An imitative art

like music is condemned if for no other reason

1 Cp Introduction to Ilegel s Philosof!) of Pine Irt trans

lated by B Bosinquet Lon Ion l8S6 p 12 It is no doubt the

case that art can be employed as a Acting pastime to sen e tl e

ends of pleas ire and entertainment to decorate our surroundings to

impart pleasantness to the e temal conlitions of our life anl to

emphasise other objects by means of ornament In this mode of

employment art is indeed not independent not f ee hut servile

But what wc mean to consider is tl e art which is free in its end as

in its means Tine art 1 not real art till it is in this sense free

and only achie es its h ghest ta L shen it has its place in the

same sphere vith religion and philosoph}

S
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because it seeks to please the masses 1 Poetry,

again, has something of the same taint
,

it is a

kind of lhetonc, a pleasant flattery addiessed to

mixed audiences
,

2 and falls therefore into the same

gi oup with the art of sophistry, the art of personal

adornment, and the art of the pastry-cook, all of

which look not to what is best or truly wholesome

but to the pleasure of the moment 3 The vulgar

opinion that musical excellence is measured by

pleasure seems to Plato a sort of blasphemy ,

4
if

pleasure is to be taken as a criterion at all it

should be that of the “ one man pre-eminent in

virtue and education
” 5 Even in the PJulcbus

where the claims of pleasure, and especially of

aesthetic pleasure, are more caiefully analysed and

weighed than elsewhere, the highest or unmixed

pleasures rank but fifth m the scale of goods

Aristotle does not share Plato’s distiust of pleasure

In the Ethics while he admits to the full its power

to mislead the judgment, and compares its gracious

but dangerous influence to that of Helen among
the elders of Troy

,

G while he speaks slightingly

of the pleasures of the mass of men who “ can
1 Laws n 659 A C 2 Goig 502 D
J GoiS ^62 E-463 B Cp Rep 11 373 B-C
4 Laws 11 655 D s paws n 659 a
G ELi Nic 11 9 1 109 b 9
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form no idea of the noble and the truly pleasant

whereof they have never tasted 1 yet he insists

on the necessity of being trained to feel pleasure

and pain at the right objects he never hints that

pleasure ought to be suppressed as in itself an

evil nay it is a normal accompaniment of the

exercise of every healthy organ and faculty it

perfects that exercise as an added completeness

like the bloom of health on the face of the

young In the passage of the Metaphysics

already referred to (i i) the discoverers of the

fine arts are said to be wiser than the dis

coverers of the useful arts for the very reason that

the former arts minister to pleasure not to use

Again to Plato poetry and painting and the

companion arts as affording at the best a

harmless pleasure 8 are of the nature of a pas

time 4—a pastime it may be more artistic and

graceful 5 than any other kind but which still con

1 EtJ Ntc x io 1179 b 15
^Eth Ntc x 4 1174 b .,3

3 Laws 1 667 E "Kiy is rjS tj \si The s me phrase

is used by Aristotle in reference to mus c a a pastime Pol v (vi )

5 1339 b 25 #<T« 7b.p ap\apr) id sjSiu

4 Pol t 288 C Every such art may be called ir« y ii t a

plaything o 7Ap FJroiSijr SI a m

o

x<£pi X\a Jra 5 as tvc a

Jr<£ ra 5para So Rep 60 B
6 Soph *’34 B jraiS s 3? t If n rex lKvr P v Ka^XP Pw

W s 1) ri ft /«jtuc6
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Irasts unfa\ourabl> with m< dicin', hu .Inndry, and

g} irmastics, vhteh have a v nous purpose and co-

operate v. ith nature
1 Imitative .art, in short, is v ant-

ing in mot at earnestness
,

it is a jr st, a • port, child's

play upon the surface of things Aristotle dis-

tinguishes as we have vtn l^tvcen art as a

pastime and art as a intioaal employment of

lcisinc Comcd\ and the io\er foims of art he

would probably rank as a pastime, but not so art

in its iughci manifestations d raged} i > the imita-

tion of an action that is the ver} opposite of a

pastime, a serious action frpdftw? cr-rouhctins),

which is concerned with the supreme good or

end of life, and the ait which reproduces this

aspect of life is itself a serious art

The end, then, of fine art, according to Aris-

totle’s doctrine, is a certain pleasurable impression

pioduced upon the mind of the hearer ot the

spectator We must be careful here not to impoit

the later idea that tj?c aitist works mcrel} for his

own enjoyment, that the inward satisfaction which

the creative act affoids is foi him the end of lus

art No such conception of the artist’s digmt}

wras formed in Greece, wdierc m truth the artist

was honouizrd less than his art 1 1 is professional

1
La-.t's \ SS9 D
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skill seemed to want something of 1 self sufficing

and independent activity and though the poet

stood higher in popular estimation than his fellow

artists because he did not like the painter and

sculptor, approach to the condition of a manual

labourer or as a rule make a trade of his work he

too was one who worked not for himself but for

others and so far fell short of a gentlemanly

leisure. Aristotle s theory has regard to the

pleasure not of the maker but of the spectator

(0ean;?) who contemplates the finished product

Thus while the pleasures of philosophy arc for

him who philosophises—for the intellectual act is

an end in itself—the pleasures of art arc not for

the artist but for those who enjoy what lie creates

or if the artist shares at all in the distinctive

pleasure which belongs to his art he does so not

as an artist but as one of the public.

To those who arc familiar with modern modes

of thinking it may seem a serious defect in the

theory of Aristotle that he makes the end of art

to reside in a pleasurable emotion not in the real

isation of a certain objective character that is

necessary to the perfection of the work An

artistic creation it may be said is Complete in

itself, its end is immanent not transcendental
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The effect that it produces, whether that effect be

immediate 01 1 emote, whethci it be pleasure or

moial impiovemcnt, has nothing to do with the

object as it is m its essence and inmost character

The tiue aitist concerns himself with external

effects as little as does nature heiself in the vital

processes which are dnccted towaids an end It

was a signal merit, we aie reminded, in Aristotle’s

general philosophical system, that the end of an

object is inherent in that object, and is reached

when the object has achieved its specific excellence

and fulfils the law of its own being 1 Why, it is

said, did not Aristotle see that a painting or a

poem, like a natuial oiganism, attains its end not

through some external effect but in realising its

own idea? If the end of ait is to be found in a

certain emotional effect, in a pleasuie which is

purely subjective, the end becomes something

arbitiary and accidental, and dependent on each

individual’s moods dPlato had alieady shown the

way to a truer conception of fine ait, for greatly

as he misjudged the poetry of his own country,

yet he had in his mind the vision of a higher ait

which should reveal to sense the world of ideas

&
1 Phys 11 2 194 a 28, i] 8£ <p\jcns hal oC iveha So Pol 1

2 1252 b 32
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Here there was at least an objective end for fine

art Aristotle s own definition too of art as a

faculty of production in accordance with a true

idea 1
is quoted as showing that he was not far

from assigning to fine art an end more consistent

with his whole system If art in general is the

faculty of realising a true idea in external form

he might easily have arrived at a definition of fine

art not essentially different from the modern con

ception of it as the revelation of the beautiful in

the external form

To this it may be replied that a w orh of fine

art is in its nature an appeal to the mind and

imagination of the person to whom it is presented

its perfection and success depend on a subjective

impression and its essential quality is most faith

full) expressed in terms of the emotion which it

awakens This view docs not however make the

function of art to depend upon accident and indi

vidual caprice The subjective emotion is deeply

grounded in human nature and thence acquires a

kind of objcctiv e validity As in ethics Aristotle

assumes a man of moral insight (0 <£pori/xo<?) to

whose trained judgment the appreciation of ethical

questions is submitted and who in<£he last resort

1 Fth N c vi 4 ll 40 a 10 t fieri Xi^ou A\yOo t rroitjror^
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becomes the “standaid and the law” of light
,

1

so too m fine ait a man of sound aesthetic

instincts (o yapieii) is assumed, who is the standaid

of taste, and to him the final appeal is made lie

is no mcie cxpcit, foi Anstotle distiusts the

vci diet of specialists in the aits
2 and piefeis the

populai judgment
,
but it must be the judgment

of a cultivated public Both in the Politics and in

the Poetics he distinguishes between the lower and

the highci kind of audience 3 The “fiee and

educated listenei ” at a musical pcifoimance is

opposed to one of the vulgai soit Each class of

audience enjoys a diffeient kind of music and

denves fiom the pcifoimance such pleasuie as it

is capable of The mfeiioi kind of enjoyment is

not to be denied to those who can appieciate only

the mfeiioi type of music bettei that they should

like this music than none at all but the lowei

pleasuie is not to be taken as the tiue end of the

musical ait 4 In the^theatie, again, it is noted

1 Eth Ntc hi 6 1 1 13 a 33, llie airovocuos is wenrep i av&v hal

ptrpov 2 Cp Pol 111 11 12S2 -i 1-21

3 Pol v (vm
) 7 1342 a iS 2S, eirel S’ 0 Beards oirrbs, 0 fxh>

eXcuOcpos kai 7reTra.18evp.tvos, 6 of tpoprikbs k r \ In Poet 26 1,

rj TTpbs BcXriovs 0cards plpijms is ijrrov <j>opTih7]

4 In Pol v (vm
) 5 1340 -112, the universal pleasure gnen by

music is called 97 kfSi’ri ijdovT] and is cpvmkl} It is distinct from the

higher kind of pleasure
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that tragic poets are tempted to gratify the

weakness of their audience by making lnppy

endings to their tragedies The practice is not

entirely forbidden only it is insisted such com

positions do not afford the characteristic tragic

pleasure but one tint proper!) belongs to corned)
1

In fine the end of any art is not any chance

pleasure but the pleasure which is distinctive of

the art To the ideal spectator or listener who

is a man of educated taste and represents an

instructed public every fine art addresses itself

he may be called the rule and standard of that

art as the man of moral insight is of morals
,
the

pleasure that any given work of art affords to him

is the end of the art Though the end then is

a state of feeling it is a state which belongs to

normal humanity The hedonistic effect is not

alien to the essence of the art as has sometimes

been thought it is the subjective aspect of a real

1 Poet 13 7 8 1453 a 33 sjj 8/ T t wpwn
j 8 & T tj

tui 6 rpto d Oi t op tv St 7C oCnj -ctj> anb TpctytpSlat

qSo v X\d n XX rijt KUfiipSl to/ /a wl ere is a necessary

correct on

Poet 14 145^ b IO 7bp it va 8ft f*jr< ijSo »j djri

p yipSl t aWi >j ol l y 67 1462 b 13 5 7ip 0 tjj

7 X 7 tjS tj iro aoT&t (/ e tragedy ami ej ic poetry) dXAA rr

W* tj wth which cp lot \ (vn ) s 133 32 /*« 7ip
tows ‘fjSo tj rty

a

t6 t/Xos d\X 0 ij tvx ura
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objective fact Each kind of poetry cairies with

it a distinctive pleasure, which is the criterion by

which the woik is judged A tiagic action has

an inherent capacity of calling foith pity and

fear
,

this quality must be impressed by the poet

on the diamatic material
,

1 and if it is artistically

done, the pecuhai pleasuie arising out of the

union of the pitiable and the terrible will be

awakened m the mind of every one who possesses

normal human sympathies and faculties The

test of aitistic merit in a tiagedy is the degiee in

which it fulfils this, its distinctive function All

the lules pi escribed foi the tragic poet flow from

the same primary lequirement, those which

determine the proper constiuction of the plot, the

chaiacter of the ideal hero, the best form of

recognition and the like The state of pleasurable

feeling is not an accidental lesult, but is inherently

related to the object which calls it forth Though

the pleasuie of the percipient is necessary to the

fulfilment of the function of any art, the subjective

impression has in it a peimanent and universal

element

1 Poet 14 3 1433 b II, kirel 5k tt\v airh k\iov hal <p6fiov oca

IxifiTjceus oec rjO^qv irapa<TKev&£eii> rbv TroirjTrjv, rpavepbv cos toDto ev

tols Trpuypiacnv c/xiroiriTeov
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III The Meaning of Imitation as an

AESTHETIC TlTM

So far we have seen that fine art is a mode of

imitation whose end is to give pleasure we must

now more nearly determine what is meant by

imitation A coork of art is a copy or likeness

of an original and not a symbolic representation

of it
1 The distinction may be show n by Aristotle s

own illustrations A sign or symbol has no

essential resemblance no natural connection with

the thing signified Thus spoken words are

symbols of mental states written words are

symbols of spoken words the connection between

them is conventional On the other hand mental

impressions are not signs or symbols but copies

of external reality likenesses of the things them

selves In the act of sensuous perception objects

stamp upon the mind impress of them

selves like that of a signet ring and the picture

(^avreur/xa) so engraven on the memory is com

1 Th s point s worked out in detail by Teichmuller Anstotel sche

Fo seh ngi t 145 1 54

De XnUrprtt 1 1 ib a 3 fer {do 4 l 5 3 u> i $
'{iuxD Tti0i)|idTu ff jijS K leal d yp <f>

6p a u i tt) ejKorj) In

ch 2 16 a 27 the connection is said to be k a
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paied to a poitiait (faypdtpTjfia, el/ccov)
1 While

all works of art aie likenesses of an onginal and

have reference to a woild outside themselves, re-

calling objects independently known to us, the

various aits reflect the image fiom without by

different means, and with moie or less clearness

and dnectness The common ongmal, howevei,

fiom which they all draw, is human life Aristotle

does not conceive of the whole universe as the raw

material of art His theory is in agreement with

the practice of the Gieek poets and artists, with

whose works he was familiar, who intioduce the

external world only so far as it foims a backgiound

of action, and enters as an emotional element into

man’s life and heightens the human interest Of

all the arts poetry alone can give adequate ex-

pression to the facts of life and reproduce its

higher aspects, but each art m its own degree

aims at presenting some side of this complex

whole Even dancing, as we have seen, can

repiesent chaiacter, emotion, action (r}8r\, iraOr),

7rpa^ct?), and may take its place among the fine

arts
2

1 Dc Mem et Remin I 450 a 27-451 a 17 Cp de Intopi ct 1

1 16 a 7, where die Tradr/fiara or mental impressions are said to be

o/j.oiiIj/j.aTa of reality

2 Poet 1 5 1447 a 29
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Music in most of its forms was by Aristotle

os by the Greeks generally regarded as the most

imitative or represents* c of the arts It is a

direct image a copy of character We generally

think of music quite otherwise The emotion it

suggests the message it con\cys corresponds but

little with a reality outside itself with a world of

feeling already known We cannot test its truth

by its accordance with any original It is capable

of expressing general and elementary moods of

feeling which will be variously interpreted by

different hearers It cannot render the finer shades

of extra musical emotion with any degree of ccr

tainty and precision Its expressive power its

capacity to reproduce independent realities is

weak in proportion as the impression it produces

is vivid and definite But to Aristotle who here

accepts the traditions of his country the very

opposite seems true Music is the express image

and reflection of moral cl^ractcr In rhythms

and melodies we have the most realistic imitations

of anger and mildness as well as of courage tern

pcrancc and all their opposites 1 Not only states

1 Jot \ ('in) 1340 a 18 tori Si Spo wpara /xdWra iraph rSt

4XqOt 4t <p <r< 1 i to t Oft r ical to t 01 * l irpaiTijroi

t t S ivSpl t k l cw’f’poai koI ir4 row roi l a rlu to to t
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of feeling but also strictly ethical qualities and

dispositions of mind are reproduced by musical

imitation, and on the close correspondence between

the copy and the original depends the im-

portance of music in the formation of chaiacter

Music in reflecting character moulds and in-

fluences it

A partial explanation of the pievalence of such

a view is to be found in the dependent position

which music occupied among the Greeks It was

one of the accessories of poetry, to which it was

strictly suboidinate, and consisted of compai atively

simple strains Much of its meaning was derived

from the associations it called up, and from the

emotional atmosphere which surrounded it , It

was associated with definite occasions and

solemnities, it was accompanied by certain dances

and attached to well-known \\ ords “ When there

are no words,” says Plato, “ it is veiy difficult to

recognise the meanimj of haimony or rhythm, or

to see that any worthy object is imitated by them ” 1

But even apart from mterpietative woids it would

seem that the ethical significance of music was

maintained by Aristotle and his school In the

Problems weJind it said, “melody even apart from

,

1 Laws u 669 E
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words denotes character
1 Though we may not

be able entirely to comprehend the Greek point of

view as to the moral import of music we must

bear in mind that the dominant element in Greek

music was the rhythm the spirit and meaning

of any given composition was felt to reside

here and the doctrine which asserted the

unique imitative capacity of music had for Ans

totlc its theoretic basis in this that the external

movements of rhythmical sound bear a close

resemblance to the internal movements of the

soul

This power which belongs in an eminent degree

to the sense of hearing is but fccblj exhibited by

the other senses Taste and touch do not directly

reflect moral qualities sight but little for figures

and colours arc rather signs of moral qualities

1 Probl xix 7 p 919 b 6 xal -ydp 1b y A e Xi-you pfK t

In r obi ix 29 p 920 a 3 the question is ashed 8 A rf 0

t

fivOp. I *cal tA pAt) <pwT) 0 on $6(0 v t and the answ er suggested

is t) 6ti k font elfflr Cxtrtp k X nl irpd£ » for) Si yj pi l Ipy a

i}6 Kb xal irott fo 1 Again in 1 oil xix 7 p 919 b 26 the

similar question 8 A rl rb i 01 orb pb 0 foot tu aUOr] w is

put and again the answer is 1) bn xinjir Ixti pj>vcv It is

added l 81 foe t avra rpcurri at <ttri at bi irpdfr * foo 5 oijpa fa

l rl \ di tinction is further drawn 1 etween the^ fo 5 produced

by sight and by hearing but the precise meaning is not beyond

d spute and need not detain us here
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than actual imitations of them 1 This passage

of the Politics would seem to imply that painting

and sculpture directly lendei little moic than the

outward and physical features of an object, and

that they convey moial and spmtual facts almost

wholly by signs 01 symbols - Here, it might be
i

thought, we aie introduced to a type of ait foreign

to the mind of Gieece, an ait in which the inner

qualities are shadowed forth in outu'atd foims,

with which they ate conventionally associated,

but which suggest no obvious and immediate

lesemblance But the phrase heie used, like

many of Anstotle’s olntci dicta
, must be taken

with consideiable latitude and in conjunction with

other passages Some emphasis, too, must be laid

on the admission that figuies and colours do, in

however slight a degree, reflect the moral chaiactei,

and on the qualifying f< rathei” piefixed to the

statement that they are “ signs of moral qualities
”

1 Pol v (viii
) 5 1 34C^"a 2S, avp§tfii)ke di rwv alaOrjrwv tv

/Ev rots <£\Xots pt]5lv irrdpxeiv opolwpa rots ijOeariv, dlov ev rots d—ro?s

mxI rots ycvaroh, aXX’ tv rots oparois rjptpa axvpara yap tan

roiaOra, aAX’ iirl p.ihpov, en 51 ovh tan ravra 6p.ouip.ara rwv

ridwv, dXXd atjpeca paWov ra ytyvbptva axvpara hal xp^para rwv

Tjdwv The two passages just quoted from the Pioblems go farther

and declare tha^ound alone carries with it any immediate sugges

tion of moral qualities
, sight, taste and smell are expressly excluded

This is perhaps an exaggeration of the propel Aristotelian view
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They are indeed less perfect manifestations of these

qualities than music whose rhythmical and ordered

movements have a special affinity with the nature

of the soul and reproduce with most directness

the moral life which is itself an activity a move

ment 1
Still facial expression gestures attitudes

are a dialect which nature herself has taught and

which needs no shilled interpreter to expound

They are in the truest sense a natural not an

artificial medium of expression and convey their

meaning by the force of immediate suggestion

and without a conscious process of inference If

s> mbols they may be called they are not comen

tional symbols but living signs through which the

outward frame follows and reflects the movements

of the spirit
,
they arc a visible token of the inner

unity of body and soul

The reading of character by gesture and facial

expression as explained by the Aristotelian school

1 Pol v ( i ) 5 P !340 b l8 Til t t fotxe cvyyt e a ra t

apn latt Ka\ o s i s «T a s here the sense as the context

shows is that harmonies and rhythms have a certain affinity -w tk

tht soul Hence Aristotle proceeds some base wrongly inferred

that the soul itself is a ham ony Cp Probl xix 38 920 b 33 f> Op-V

5k x lp°P- v 5 4 r4 1 w/> no Kttl eray/xi 0 ipiOpb lx * £

7)H s r yn

i

us obenorfya y&p tj rtraypl ij s <p <r js

tf <£<c 0 wore «ai xa a <f> in Wo Plat Tim 47 D tj 5£ ppo fa

£vy7 £ t ?X° '30- t if ijji ijs ^vxjjs vep 45ots

T

1
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lcsts on an assumed haimony not in the ease of

healing only but of othci organs of sense also,

between the moxements within and those with-

out 1 The compai isons, moieotcr, elsewhere

made between painting and poelr> as expressne

of chaiactci cease to be lelcvant if we suppose that

fonn and colour ha\e no natural, as distinct from

a conventional, significance in rcndciing the pheno-

mena of mind 2 Anstotlc no doubt holds that

sound is unequalled in its powci of dncct expres-

sion, but lie docs not deny that colour and form

too ha\e a similai capacity though in an inferior

degiee The mstinctnc moiemcnts of the limbs,

the changes of coloui pioduccd on the surface of

the body, aic something more than symbols
,
they

imply that the body is of itself lcsponsivc to the

1 Physiorpnoni i 2 S06 a 2S, Ik re ap rHi / it r/cw 1 fiicto'ji to

Hovovtr
i,

tea (t. run’ crxyna-TUi’, aciI ct. rwr xpuyartoi

,

A>al ia. 7Z1 vflZi

tZv evl rod rpoedrov ou.li uv S06 b 2S, ra oZ G\yua7 a. hai

ra iraOripara ra eritficuvofio’a. crl two rpocw-wi' kcltu rets ouokSttj-cis

AajujSai’erat ra raOa C
- The statement in Pol \ (\ 111 ) 5 p 1310 a 37 tint l’ol>gnotus

is tjOikos should be read m connection with /V' 2 1 1 j^S a 5,

and 6 n 1450 a 27, where a parallel is instituted between the

character drawing of poets and of painters, and where the method
and faculty of Polygnotus are show n to lna e their counterpart m
poetry The force of the illustration would be lost if painting in its

delineation of^lnractei were a purelj sjinbolic, as opposed to an

imitative or e\pressi\ e art
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animating soul which leaves its trace on the visible

organism Painting and sculpture worl ing in an

inert material cannot indeed reproduce the life of

the soul in all its variety and successive manifesta

tions In their frozen and arrested movement

they fix eternally the feeling they pourtray A
single typical moment is seized and becomes

representative of all that precedes or follows

Still shape and line and colour even here retain

something of their significance they are in their

own degree a natural image of the mind and

their meaning is helped out by symmetry which

in the arts of repose answers to rhythm the chief

vehicle of expression in the arts of movement

Aristotle does not himself notice the analogy

between dancing and sculpture which is brought

out by later writers but he would have perfectly

apprehended the feeling which suggested the say

ing the statues of the classic artists are the relics

of ancient dancing 1 The correspondence lies in

the common element of rhythmic form This

which was the soul of Greek music and Greek

dancing would not on Aristotle s general principles

lose all its expressne power when transferred to

1 Athen xi 6 p 6 9 lari Si xal Tit. ipxaUiiv Sr]fu i pyuv

ay V « tj;? xaXa t dpx^u us Xelfa a
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the matenal of the plastic aits, modified though

it may be in the transfeience

Poetiy unlike the other aits produces its effects

(except such as depend on metre) thi ough symbols

alone It cannot directly present form and colour

to the senses
,

it must employ signs which call up

images of the external objects Whethei it be

the material univeise or the inner woild of feeling

which is to be lepresented, words are the vehicle

of expiession N01 aie the sign and the thing

signified so linked together by obvious suggestion

that their meaning is at once and everywhere

apprehended
,
they vary with race and country

and cannot claim to be a universal language

Yet poetry, though it makes use of symbols which

have to be intei pi eted by the mind, is no excep-

tion to Aristotle’s principle that fine ait is not a

body of symbols The image it piesents is not

one which through artificial means or remote

association leminds^is of a reality alieady known

Though dependent on signs it is not a symbolical

representation
,

for its signs are those significant

words which in life are the natural and familial

medium by which thought and feeling are re-

vealed fKie world which poetiy creates is not

expressly stated by Anstotle to be a likeness or
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ofiolofia of an original but this is implied all

through the Poetics The original which it reflects

is human action and character in all their diversity

of manifestation no other art has equal range of

subject matter or can present so complete and

satisfying an image of its original It is in the

drama that the poetic imitation of life attains its

perfect form the imitation there is most direct

and obvious it is not merely a resemblance

between feelings independently experienced and

those which are awakened by the fictitious repre

sentation the speech of real life has its counter

part in speech and if the play is put on the

stage action is rendered by action Indeed the

term imitation as applied to poetry was probably

suggested to the Greeks by those forms of poetry

in which acting or recitation gave prominence to

this idea.

But we must advance a step in the argument

A ivotk of art reproduces its ^riginal not as it is

in itself and in its inmost being but as it appears

to the senses Tor art addresses itself not to

the abstract reason but to the sensibility and the

imagination it is concerned with the outward

appearances of things it employs itiusions its

world is not that which is revealed by pure
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thought
,

it sees realities but in their concrete

manifestations, not as absti act ideas The creations

of art aie “pictures” (<£avraafiara) which exist

for the “phantasy,” of which faculty, however,

Anstotle’s account is not quite clear 01 consistent

It is “ defined by Aristotle as ‘ the movement

which results upon an actual sensation ’ more

simply we may define it as the after-efifect of a

sensation, the continued piesence of an impiession

after the object which first excited it has been

withdrawn from actual expenence ” 1 As such it

is brought m to explain the illusions of dreaming

and othei kindred phenomena But it is more

than a receptivity of sense, it is on the borderline

between sense and thought It is tieated as an

image-forming faculty, by which we can lecall at

will pictures pieviously piesented to the mind 2

and may even accomplish some of the processes

of thought 3 If m default of a nearer equivalent

we call it “ imagination,” that is, an image-making

faculty, we must lemember that Anstotle’s psycho-

logy takes no account of the cieative imagination,

1 E Wallace, Anslotle’s Psychology, Intr p K\\\ u see the

whole section relating to this subject, p lwwi -\cvn The defini-

tion is in de Ang’i m 3 429 a I, tj (pavraoia clv eiT] hlvqtns inrb tt}s

dloBrjoews rrjs lot evlpyeiav yiyvoy.lv>) So de Somno I 459 a 17

t
* De Amin 111 3 427 b 17 20 3 De Amm 111 10 433 a 10
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which not merely reproducer objects passively

perceived but fuses together the things of thought

and sense and forms a new world of its own

recombining and transmuting the materials of

experience 1

Important consequences follow from the doctrine

firmly apprehended by Aristotle that fine art

does not attempt to embody the objective reality

of things but only their sensible appearances

Moving in a world of semblances and shadows

and creating after the pattern of an image existing

in the mind it must be shilled in the use of

illusions otherwise it cannot give coherence to

its own creations or make its fictions wear the

air of reality While the poetic imagination ought

as a rule to exclude occurrences which reason dts

allows and which would be termed impossible in

actual life yet what is in itse If impossible may have

appearances in its favour and win belief Chance

therefore which has no proper place in traged>

The nea est approach in Greek 1 terature to the idea of the

magination as a creat e faculty 1 probabl> to he f u d n 1 1 1I0

stratus {arc toad) V t Apoll \i 19 he e <p t ola s opposed

to fif/xjjo
-

r tf> * uta ravra (if tl e sculptured form of the

g ds by a Phe dias or Pra iteles) tlpy o o- tf>w Ipa. n /irjirewf

oij/a py6s t pi 7 p 5i)i t pyf)ir 6 13 ^<p l SI 13

Hr) 15
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in human life
1 If we may expand Aristotle s

idea m the light of his own system—fine art

eliminates what is transient and particular and

reveals the permanent and essential features of

the original It discovers the form tow ards which

an object tends the result which nature strives to

attain but rarely or never can attain Beneath

the individual it detects the type It passes

beyond the bare reality given by nature and

expresses a purified form of reality disengaged

from accident and free from conditions which

thwart its development The real and the ideal

from this point of view are not opposites as they

are sometimes conceived of The ideal is the

real but rid of contradictions unfolding itself

according to the laws of its own being apart from

alien influences and the disturbances of chance

Art therefore in imitating the universal imitates

the ideal and we can now describe a vork of art

as an idealised copy of hitman life—of character

emotion action—undo forms manifest to sense

Imitation m the sense in which Aristotle

applies the word to poetry is thus seen to be

equivalent to producing or creating according

to a true idea which forms part of ^be definition

1 P el 9 3 1451 b 6

l
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may be admitted mto the plot if the appeal ancc

of umeason is iemo\cd, and if pm pose seems to

show thiough 1 Hornet, again, is held up to other

poets as a model of the light way of employing

fiction
2 So fai is this doctrine of artistic appear-

ances earned that the poet woikmg by illusions

“ought to picfci probable impossibilities to possible

improbabilities ” *

Fiom the coin sc of the foicgomg argument uc

gathei that a uoik of art is a copy of the impies-

sions oi “phantasy pictmes" made by an external

reality upon the mind of the aitist, the leality thus

leflected being the facts of human life and human

nature To this we must add one qualification,

which contains the most vital point of Anstotle’s

doctune Imitative ait in its highest foi ///, namely

pocfiy, is an expicssion of the itninei sal clement

1 Poet 9 12 1452 a 6 10

2 Poet 24 9 1460 a iS, oeoloaxev ob p.a'bicrra 0p.rjpos kal root

&Wov5 xf/evdrj Xtyeiv cir oeT Plutarch similarly insists on rb ^evoos

and rb vidavbv as an ingrediqft of poetry, c g dt And PoA ch 2,

ourais ev 7Tonj/xacn piepuyfitvov mOavbrqTi ^evoos tkir\i)TT£i, sqq
, and

ch 7, TTjZ /xi/xt;(reus ev r<3 iriOavus rb ayuyov exovenjs

3 Poet 24 10 1460 a 26, ~'poatpe‘i<rOal re Set aowara elktrra

paWov -i) ovvara airlOava Strictly speaking no aouvara can be

et\6ra for to eikbs = rb cuj e~i rb tto\v (sec p 292) here therefore

the aouvara are those that seem elk&ra

,

— in other words aouvara

Tridava The mofe correct phrase is used ch 25 17 1461 b ir,

aiperihrepov rnOavbv aduvarov 7) avlOavov kal dvvariv
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in human Itfe
1 If we may expand Aristotle s

idea in the light of his own system—fine art

eliminates what is transient and particular and

reveals the permanent and essential features of

the original It discovers the form towards which

an object tends the result which nature strives to

attain but rarely or never can attain Beneath

the individual it detects the type It passes

beyond the bare reality given by nature and

expresses a purified form of reality disengaged

from accident and free from conditions which

thwart its development The real and the ideal

from this point of view arc not opposites as they

are sometimes conceived of The ideal is the

real but rid of contradictions unfolding itself

according to the laws of its own being apart from

alien influences and the disturbances of chance

Art therefore in imitating the universal imitates

the ideal and we can now describe a vork of ait

as an idealised copy of hum^n life—of chaiachi

ciwCieu (icftw—wider /onus wom/esf sense

Imitation in the sense in which Aristotle

applies the word to poetry is thus seen to be

equivalent to ‘ producing or creating according

to a true idea which forms part of Siic definition

1 Ioet 93 1451 b 6
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of ait in geneial
1 The “ tiuc idea ” foi fine art is

denved fiom the clSo? 01 “ideal form,” which is

piesent in each individual phenomenon, but is

impeifectly manifested This foim impresses

itself as a sensuous appeal ancc on the mind of

the aitist, he seeks to gi\c it a more complete

cxpiession, to bung to light the ideal which is

only half icvealcd m the woild of reality His

distinctive woi k as an aitist consists in stamping

the given mateual with the impicss of the form

wrhich is univeisal The pioccss is not simply

that which is descnbcd by Socrates m the con-

versation he is lepoitcd to have held in the studio

of Panhasius, by which the aitist, who is no

seivile copyist, bungs togethci many elements

of beauty which aic dispeised in natuic 2 It is not

enough to select, combine, embellish, to add here

and to retiench theie The elements must be

harmonised into an ideal unity of type The

idea, the foim, is viably piesent to the mind of

the aitist befoie he finds for it sensuous embodi-

ment “Imitation,” so undeistood, is a cieative

act It is the expiession of the conciete thing

under an image which answeis to its tine idea

v 1 p 263
2 Xen Mem m io Cp Anst Pol 111 II 12S1 b 12
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fo seize the universal and to reproduce it in

simple and sensuous form is not to reflect a realitv

already familiar through sense perception rather

it is a rivalry of nature a completion of her un

fulfilled purposes a correction of her failures

If however the ‘imitation which is the prin

ciple of fine art ultimately resolves itself into an

effort to complete in some sense the work of

nature how then, it may be asked does fine art

after all differ from useful art ? We have seen

that the character of the useful arts is to co operate

with nature to complete the designs which she

had been unable to carry out Does not Aris

totles distinction then between the two forms of

art disappear? To the question thus raised

Aristotle offers no direct answer , nor perhaps

did he put it to himself in this form But if we

follow out his thought his reply would appear to

be something of this kind Nature is a living

and creative energy which fay a sort of instinctive

reason works in every individual object towards a

specific end In some domains the end is more

clearly visible than in others the higher we carry

our observation in the scale of existence the more

certainly can the end be discerned* Everywhere

however there is a ceaseless and upward pi ogress
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an unfolding- of new life in inexhaustible variety

Each individual thing has an ideal form towards

which it tends, and m the realisation of this foim,

which is one with the essence (ovcla

)

of the

object, its end is attained Natuic is an artist

capable indeed of mistakes, but who by slow ad-

vances and thiough many failuics realises hci own

idea 1 Hei oiganising and plastic power displays

itself in the manifest pm pose which governs her

movements Some of the humblci members of

hei kingdom may appeal mean if taken singly

and judged by the impiession they make upon

the senses Their tiue beauty and significance

ate visible to the eye of 1 cason, which looks not

to the material elements 01 to the isolated paits

but to the stiuctuic of the whole 2 In hei struc-

1 Phys 11 8 199 a 17 sqq

- Cp Aristot dc Fait Anvn 1 5 645 a 4 sqq “ IlaMng ahead)

treated of the celestial world, as far as our conjectures could reach,

we proceed to treat of annuals, without omitting, to the best of our

ability, any member of the kingdom, howe%cr ignoble For if some

have no graces to charm the sense (7rpbs ttjv aXaOrjtsiv), jet c\cn

these, by disclosing to intellectual perception the artistic spirit that

designed them, give immense pleasure to all who can trace links of

causation and are inclined to philosophy (hark riji' Oaoplav b/xws tj

drifj.iovpyrjiraa'a ipums ap.rix&vovs ijoovas Trapiyci rois dwafiit'oti rat

atrtas yvwplfciv Kailuaa (pihotrbipois) Indeed it w ould be strange

if mimic representations of them were attracts e because thej dis

close the constructive skill of the painter or sculptor, and the original
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turai faculty lies natures perfection With her

the attainment of the end holds the place of the

beautiful
1

Now art in its widest sense starts from a

mental conception of the ideal as thus determined

Useful art employing natures own machinery

aids her in her effort to realise the ideal in the

world around us so far as man s practical needs

are served by furthering this purpose Tine

art sets practical needs aside it does not seek

to affect the real world to modify the actual

By mere imagery it reveals the ideal form at

which nature aims in the highest sphere of organic

realities themselv es were not more interesting to all at anj rate that

have ejes to discern the reason that presided over their formation

(Ogle s Itansl

)

The thought of the shaping and plastic pow er of nature is in

on form or another a persistent one m Greek philosophy and

literature In Plato {Sop! 65 B r/y ) God is the divine artist in

the Stoics nature artifex artifciosa fashions by instinct works

which human skill cannot equal (Cic de Nat Du ) w ith them

ihe universe is the divine poem In Plotinus God is artist and poet

In Dion Chry ostom ( OXu/it Or % 416 R) Ze s is vpuros ical

reX &TOLT s Ow oipyis in Philostiatus $107pAxfrot 0 Qebi
1 De Part Antm i 5 645 a 25
s

1/e/ m 7 1032 a 32 airi rl% ijt Si ylyvtrat Sauy rb tlb s ttj

V XV De Part Antm 1 1 640 a 31 7 Sk rlx V X670S tou tpyov

3 t njs Xi?s The mental conception of the e!5 s in a concrete form

is called the impressing of this conceptmn on the matter is

called irohjT s 1/e/ vi 7 103 bis This whole theory of art is

summed up in the words tj 7 P ij t4 USot {Met \v 9 1034 a 24)
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existence, in the legion, namely, of human life,

wheie hei intention is most manifest, though her

failuies too aic most numerous Resembling

natuie in a certain mslmctne } et lational faculty,

it does not follow the halting course of natuic’s

piogiess
,

it ignoies the lntcncning steps, the

slow processes, by which nature attempts to

budge the space between the potential and the

actual The form, which natuie has been stining,

and peihaps vainly sttivmg, to attain stands foith

embodied in a ci cation of the mind The ideal has

taken concicte shape, the finished product stands

befoie us, noi do we ask how it has come to be

what it is The flaws and failuies incident to the

natuial process aie lemoved, and in a glorified ap-

pearance we discern natuie’s ideal intention Fine

art, then, is a completion of natuie in a sense not

applicable to useful ait

,

it presents to us only an

image, but a purified image of nature’s original 1

1 In some domains natur^arrics out her artistic intentions m a

manner that surpasses all the efforts of art , and m one place Aris

totle actually sajs, paXKov o’ ecrl rb ou eVtwa kal rb hci\bv er ro?r tt/s

rpvoeus epyois v) ev tois rrjs {dc rail Amm i i 639 b 1 9)

This however requires to he taken with proper qualification The
general attitude which Aristotle adopts is not materially different

from that adopted by Goethe m the words “Nature in many of her

works reveals a c^arm of beauty which no human art can hope to

reach
, but I am by no means of opinion that she is beautiful m all
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Here again we note the different positions

which Plato and Aristotle severally held in rcla

tion to fine art Plato starting from the notion of

pure Being found reality only in the world of

ideas sensible phenomena being but so many

images which at best remind us of the celestial

archetype To lnm Becoming was the simple

antithesis of Being it meant the world of

change the sphere of phenomena, the region in

which the individual life appears for a moment

and then vanishes away The poet or painter

holds up a mirror to material objects— earth

plants animals mankind—and catches a rcficc

tion of the world around him which is itself only

the reflection of the idea !

1 The actual world

therefore stands nearer to the idea than the artistic

imitation and fine art is a copy of a copy three

times removed from truth It is conversant with

the outward shows and semblances of things and

produces its effects by illusions of form and colour

which dupe the senses The imitative artist docs

not need more than a surface acquaintance with

the thing he represents He is on a level below

her aspects Her intentions are indeed alwa>s good but not so
the conditions which arc required to make manifest hcrstlf

compete!) 1 Jtef x 596 I J
J m L
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the skilled ciaftsman whose art is intelligent and

based on rational pnnciplcs, and who alone has a

title to be called a “ maker 5
' 01 cieatoi A painter

may paint a table veiy admnably without knowing

anything of the inner construction of a table, a

knowledge which the caipentei, who would fashion

it for its proper end, must possess And poets,

too, whose ideas of men aie foimed on a limited

expei lence,
1 cannot pass beyond the range of that

expei lence, they have no insight into the nature

of man, into the human soul as it is in itself, this

can be attained only by philosophic study

The fundamental thought of Aristotle’s philo-

sophy, on the other hand, is Becoming not Being
,

and Becoming to him meant not an appealing

and a vanishing away, but a process of develop-

ment, an unfolding of what is aheady m the germ,

an upward ascent ending in Being which is the

highest object of knowledge The concrete indi-

vidual thing is not a^shadowy appearance but the

primary reality The outward and material world,

the diverse manifestations of natuie’s life, organic

and inorganic, the processes of birth and decay,

the manifold forms of sensuous beauty, all gained

a new importance for his philosophy Physical

1 Timaeus, 19 D
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science slighted b> Plato was passionately studied

by Aristotle Fine art was no longer three times

removed from the truth of things, it was the

manifestation of a higher truth the expression of

the universal which is not outside of and apart from

the particular but pre supposed in each particular

The work of art was not a semblance opposed to

reality, but the image of a reality winch is pcnc

trated by the idea and through which the idea

shows more transparent than in the actual world

Whereas Plato had laid it dow n that the greatest

and fairest things arc done by nature and the

lesser by art which receives from nature all the

greater and primeval creations and fashions them

in detail 1 Aristotle saw in fine art a rational

faculty which divines natures unfulfilled intentions

and reveals her ideal to sense. The illusions

which fine art employs do not cheat the mind

they image forth the immanent idea which can

not find adequate expression under the forms of

material existence

1 La is x 8S9 \ Jowcll Tran

tf

U
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IV Poetry as an Imitation or Expression

of “tiie Universal”

Wi-iat is tiue of fine art in gcneial is explicitly

asseited by Anstotle of poetiy alone, to which in

a unique mannei it applies Poetiy expresses

most adequately the univeisal element in human

natuie and in life As a levelation of the unnersal

it abstracts fiom human life much that is acci-

dental It libeiatcs us fiom the tyianny of

physical suuoundings It can disrcgaid material

needs and animal longings Thought disengages

itself fiom sense and makes itself supreme ovei

things outward “ It is the poet’s function,” says

Anstotle, “ to 1 elate not what has happened but

what may happen, and what is possible according

to the law of probable 01 necessaiy sequence

The histonan and the poet diffei not in wilting

with or without metp foi we might put Heiod-

otus into veise, and it would be a lustoiy as much

in veise as in piose but in this, that one 1 elates

what has happened, the othei what may happen ” J

The first distinguishing maik, then, of poetiy is

that it has ^higher subject-mattei than histoiy
,

1 Poet 9 1-2 1451 a 37 sqq
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it expresses the universal (r^ KaQokov) not the

particular (ra na6 eKaarov) the permanent possi

bihties of human nature (ola av yevono)
,

it does

not merely tell the story of the individual life

what Alcibiades did or suffered 1

Though we may be inclined to take exception

to the criticism which appears to limit history to

dry chronicles and to overlook the existence of

a history such as that of Thucydides yet the

main thought here cannot be disputed History

is based upon facts and with these it is primarily

concerned poetry transforms its facts into truths

The history of Herodotus in spite of the epic

grandeur of the theme and a unity of design which

though obscured is not effaced by the numerous

digressions would still as Aristotle says be history

and not poetry even if it were put into verse

Next poetry exhibits a more rigorous connection

of events cause and event are linked together in

probable or necessary sequerfte
(Kara to cikos r) to

avcuyiccuov) Histones of the usual type
([at o-vvrjdei^

to-Toptcu) as Aristotle observes in a later chapter

are a record of actual facts of particular events

strung together in the order of time but without

causal connection 2 Not only in thedevelopment

1 Poet 9 4 1451 b 11 2 Poet 23 1 2 1459 a _i sqq
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of the plot
1 but also in the internal evolution of

character
,

2 the drama obseives a stricter and more

logical order than that of actual experience The

rule of probability which Aristotle enjoins is not

the narrow “ viaisemblance ” which it was under-

stood to mean by many of the older French critics,

which would shut the poet out from the highei

regions of the imagination and confine him to the

trivial round of immediate reality The incidents

of every tragedy worthy of the name are improb-

able if measured by the likelihood of their every-

day occurience, impiobable in the same degree

in which characters capable of gieat deeds and

great passions are lare The rule of “probability,”

as also that of “ necessity,” refers rather to the

internal structure of a poem ,
it is the mnei law

which secures the cohesion of the parts The

“ probable ” m Aristotle is not determined by a

numerical average of instances
,

it denotes the

natural order and cqprse of things, the rule not the

exception
,

3 though the apparent exception may
by artistic treatment be brought under the rule

4

1 Poet 9 I 1451 137 2 Poet 15 6 1454 a 33,
3 Cp Analyt P> toi 11 27 70 a 4 sqq where the eh'os and the

ws errl to ttoXo^g identified

4 Cp Poet 18 6 1456 a 24, dhbs yap ylyveuOai iroXXa hal irapa
to dh6s
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The probable excludes mere chance though

in a popular sense nothing is more probable

than the occurrence of what is called accident

Chance dominates or seems to dominate through

out great spaces of nature but chance as such

has no place in poetry—not at least in its more

serious forms Into the domain of apparent accident

art introduces manifest purpose Hence the world

of the possible which poetry creates is more in

telligible than the world of experience The poet

presents permanent and eternal facts free from

the elements of unreason which disturb our com

prehension of real e\ents and of human conduct

In fashioning Ins material he may transcend nature

but he may not contradict her he must not be

disobedient to her habits and principles He

may recreate the actual but he must avoid the

lawless the fantastic the impossible Poetic truth

passes the bounds of reality yet it observes the

laws which make the real w^jld rational

Thus poetry in virtue of its higher subject

matter and of the closer and more organic union

of its parts acquires an ideal unity that history

never possesses The prose of life is never wholly

eliminated from a record of actual^facts It is

noticeable that the opposition between the poet
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and the historian in the Poetics is incidentally

introduced to illustrate the meaning of unity m a

poem 1 This idea receives detailed tieatment only

in its application to the drama and the epic

The plot in each case must be one and a w hole 2

Now these two notions as understood by Aristotle

are not identical A unity is composed of a

plurality of parts which are held together and fall

under a common idea, but aie not necessarily

combined in a definite ordei The notion of a

whole implies something more The parts which

constitute it must be inwaidly connected, arranged

in a certain order, structurally i elated, and com-

bined into a system A whole is not a mere mass

or sum of external parts which may be transposed

at will, any one of which may be omitted without

perceptibly affecting the lest

3

It is a unity which

is unfolded and expanded according to the lawr

of its own nature, an organism which develops

from within By theMule, again, of beauty, which

1 Poet 9 i 1451 a 36, <pavepbv ok ih twv dp-qpkvuv h rX
Poet ch 7 and 8 for the drama, and ch 23 for the epic

3 Met iv 26 p 1024 a I, offttv pkv pi] ~otet 7; 6kens Siatpopav,

Trav Xbyerai, beruv ok srotec, o\ov Ibid p 1023 b 26, o\ov \kyerai

oi$ re /iijSkv S-irear^jikpos Cov \tyerai b\ou (pvoa k t X Cp Poet 8

4 I4S I a 34) ^ yap irpoobv 7} pi] irpocrov pijokv ttoici eirlorjXov, ovdki’

pbpiov TOV 0X0V k<JTLV
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is a first requirement of art a poetic erection must

exhibit at once unit) and plurality If it is too

small the whole is perceived but not the parts

if too large the parts arc perceived but not the

whole

1

The idea of an organism evidently under

lies all Aristotle s rules about unity it is tacitly

assumed as a first principle of art and in one

passage is expressly mentioned as that from which

the rule of epic unity is deduced The plot

must as in a tragedy be dramatically constructed

it must have for its object a single action whole

and complete with a beginning a middle and an

end that Idea single U nng atgattistn it may produce

its appropriate pleasure Plato in the Phacdius

had insisted that ev cry artistic composition w hether

in prose or verse should have an organic unity

You will allow that cvcrv discourse ought to be

constructed like a living organism having its own

body and head and feet it must have middle and

extremities which arc framed in a manner agree

able to one another and to the whole 3 Aristotle

1 roet 7 4 s *45° 35 *u
Poet 2j 1 1459 ft 17 to t ft O011 aOdirep i ra i rpayifSla i

a vurrivai Spa/ia t k l ir pi pla wpaf 8V) sal rt\tla

dpxv al pttra *al rAw t uxrr«p fy t flXo to g rrj Utl

tjSo tj

3 Phaedr 64 C \M rjjf Ip t at <f>A & St jrd to
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took Up the hint
,
the passage above quoted from

the Poetics is a lemaikablc echo of the words of

the Phaedi its
,
and indeed the idea may be said

to be at the basis of his whole poetic criticism

A woik then of poetic ait, as he conceives it,

while it manifests the univeisal is yet a concrete

and individual leality, a coheient whole, animated

by a living pnnciple, 01 by something which is at

least the counteipait of life, and fiamed according

to the laws of 01game beauty The artistic pro-

duct is not indeed in a hteial sense alive
,

for life

01 soul is in Anstotle the lcsult of the propei

form being impiessed upon the propei mattei 1

Now, in ait the mattei depends on the choice of

the artist
,

it has no necessary 1 elation to the foim
which is impressed on it That foim it passively

receives, but it is not thcieby endowed with any

active principle of life 01 movement The form

\6yov wmrep ifwov avvecTavai awfid ti txovra avrbv avroO, ware fir/re

ahlcfidkav dvai pd]~e tow, ^jXXct fitaa re %xeiv dhpa, Kptirovr'

aXXijXois ha l ti2 oXw yeypa.fj.fj.eva Cp Poht 277 C, v,here the dis-

cussion is compared to the sketch of *i piov m a painting aXX’ cire^ra)?

o X670S rpiiv wmrep tfwov rrfv etfwOcv fibv irepiypa(pr\v eoihev thavws

iXr- LV t
Tr

l
v olov Tois (papfidhois hal tt\ (rvyhpdcreL twv XPUIX^TUV

evdpyeiav ovk direihiftpivai irw

1 Cp de Part Anim 1 1 640 b 32 sqq A dead body has the

same outward cd^nguration as a living one, yet it is not a man ,
so

too a hand of brass or of wood is a hand only in name
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or essence lives truly only in the mind of the

artist who conceived the work and it is in thought

alone that it is transferred to the dead matter

with which it has no natural affinity The artist

or the spectator who has entered into the artists

thought by a mental act lends life to the artistic

creation he speaks he thinks of it as a thing of

life but it has no inherent principle of movement

it is in truth not alive but merely the semblance

of a living reality

Returning now to the discussion about poetry

and history we shall better understand Aristotle

s

general conclusion which is contained in the words

so well known and so often misunderstood Poetry

is more philosophic and of higher worth than

history 1 where (nrov^atorepov denotes higher

m the scale
,

—-not more serious for the

words apply even to comedy nor, again more

moral which is quite alien to the context —and
the reason of the higher worth of poetry is that it

approaches nearer to the universal which itself

derives its value from being a manifestation of

1 Poet 9 3 1451 b 5 *al rp \oMxpurrepov irctl airoviaiirtpov

Trouts ItTToplai l<rrl 1} piv yitp volrpii p Wo tA xaOb\ov v S

Irropla rA raO ?Kovrov Xtyti

2 Teichmuller Artstot Fmch n 178 who lfctstntes this sense

of ffirouSa oj from Etf Nte vj 7 1141121
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the cause
” 1 or first pimciple of things Poetry

m striving to give universal form to its own crea-

tions reveals a higher tiuth than histoiy, and on

that account is neaier to philosophy But though

it has a philosophic character it is not philosophy,

“It tends to express the umveisal” The fiaXkov

is here a limiting and saving expiession
,

it marks

the endeavour and direction of poetry, which

cannot howevei entirely coincide with philosophy

The capacity of poetry is so far limited that it

expresses the universal not as it is in itself, but

as seen through the medium of sensuous imagery

Plato, while condemning the poetiy of his own

country, had gone far towaids merging an ideal

poetry in philosophy The artist who is no mere

imitator, whose woik is a levelation to sense of

eternal ideas, being possessed by an imaginative

enthusiasm which is akin to the speculative enthu-

siasm of the philosophei, fiom the things of sense

ascends to that higher legion wheie tiuth and

beauty are one Aifltotle’s phrase in this passage

of the Poetics might, in like manner, appeal almost

to identify poetry with philosophy But if we

read his meaning m the light of what he says

Analyt Pos&i 31 88 a 4, rb o£ haOoKov tI/xiov on orfkoi to

atriov
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elsewhere and of the general system of his thought

we see that he does not confound the two spheres

though they touch at a single point Philosophy

seeks to discover the universal in the particular

its end is to know and to possess the truth and

in that possession it reposes The aim of poetry

is to represent the universal through the particular

to give a concrete and living embodiment of a

universal truth The universal of poetry is not

an abstract idea
,

it is particularised to sense it

comes before the mind clothed in the form of the

concrete presented under the appearance of a

living organism whose parts arc in vital and

structural relation to the whole

It is the more necessary to insist on this

because the analytic criticism of Aristotle ma\

easily lead to a misconception of his meaning

In applying the method of logical abstraction to

the organic parts of a poetic whole he may appear

to forget that he is dealing^not with a product of

abstract thought but with a concrete work of art

The impression may be confirmed by a hasty

reading of Poet ch 17 34 where the poet is

advised first to set forth his plot in its general

idea (eKrlOeaOai tcado\ov) abstractin^Hhc accidental

features of time place and persons and afterwards
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to fill it in with detail and incident and with

piopei names The meaning, however, is not

that the poet must assume a geneial idea and

then by conscious leflection make it paiticular

He starts accoiding to Aristotle from a paiticular

story, fiom one of the traditional legends, the

instance heie selected being the legend of Iphi-

gema He disentangles the main outline, adding

or omitting as artistic purposes may lequue The

method of poetry as set foith m the following

lines of Coleridge is not unlike what Aristotle

recommends in this chapter

“ Thus doth she, when from individual states

She doth abstract the universal kinds,

Which then reclothed in divers names and fates

Steal access thro’ our senses to our minds ”

Such a method, though it may not conform

exactly to the practice of the greater poets, does

not imply that a general idea shall be embodied

in a particular example that is the method of

allegory rather than that of poetiy but that the

particular case shall be generalised by artistic

treatment “ The young poet,” says Goethe,

“ must do some sort of violence to himself to get

out of the n\es-e general idea No doubt this is

difficult, but it is the very life of art” “A
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special case requires nothing but the treatment of

a poet to become universal and poetical With

this Aristotle would have agreed Goethe who

tells us that with him every idea rapidly changed

itself into an image was asked what idea he

meant to embody in his Faust As if I knew

myself and could inform them From heaven

through the world to hell would indeed he some

thing
,
but this is no idea onl> a course of action

It was in short not in my line as a poet

to strive to embody anything abstract I received

in my mind impressions and those of a sensuous

animated charming varied hundredfold kind just

as a lively imagination presented them and I

had as a poet nothing more to do than artisti

cally to round them off and elaborate such views

and impressions and by means of a lively repre

sentation so to bring them forward that others

might receive the same impression m hearing or

reading my representation them 1 Coleridge

again in giving in his adhesion to Aristotle s

theory thinks it necessary to guard against the

misconstruction to which as we have seen that

doctrine is exposed I adopt he says with

1 Echermann s Cotnerfahons of Goethe Tra^sl (Bohn s senes)

P -53
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full faith the theory of Aristotle that poetry as

poetiy is essentially ideal, that it avoids and

excludes all accident
,
that its appaient individu-

alities of rank, charactei, 01 occupation, must be

representative of a class
,
and that the persons of

poetiy must be clothed with generic attnbutes,

with the common attributes of the class
,
not such

as one gifted individual might possibly possess,

but such as fiom his situation it is most probable

that he would possess ” And he adds in a note,

“ Say not that I am lecommcnding abstiactions,

for these class chaiactenstics which constitute the

instiuctiveness of a chaiacter aic so modified and

particularised in each peison of the Shakespearian

Diama, that life itself docs not excite moie dis-

tinctly that sense of individuality which belongs to

real existence Paiadoxical as it may sound, one

of the essential piopeities of geometry is not less

essential to diamatic excellence, and Aristotle

has accordingly leqi^ed of the poet an involu-

tion of the umveisal m the individual The

chief diffeiences are, that in geometry it is the

umveisal truth, which is uppermost in the con-

sciousness
,

in poetry the individual form, in which

the truth is Clothed ” 1
It is the same thought

1 Biog Lit ii 41
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which runs through Aristotle Goethe and

Coleridge—that the poet while he seems to be

concerned only with the particular is in truth

concerned with quod semper quod ubique He

seizes and reproduces a concrete fact but trans

figures it so that the higher truth the idea of the

universal shines through it

V The DiFFFRrNT Manner in which Tragedy

and Comedy univepsalise Chapactei

PoETR\ then we say following Aristotle is an

expression of the um\ ersal element in human life

or in equivalent modern phrase it idealises life

Now the word idealise has two senses which

may give rise to confusion Writers on aesthetics

generally mean by it the representation of an

object in its permanent and <®sential aspects in a

form that answers to its true idea disengaged

from the passing accidents that clmg to mdividu

ality and from disturbing influences that obscure

the type What is local or transient is either

omitted or reduced to subordinate rz&k the par

ticular is enlarged till it broadens out into the
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human and the umvcisal In this sense “the

ideal” is “the universal” of Anstotle’s Poetics

But theie is another and more populai use of the

teim according to which an idealised representa-

tion implies not only an absence of disturbing

influences in the manifestation of the idea, but a

positive accession of what is beautiful The

object is sei7ed in some happy and chaiacteristic

moment, its lines of grace ot stiength aie more

fhmly drawn, its beauty is heightened, the object

is ennobled while the likeness to the original is

yet retained The two senses of the void coincide

in the highei regions of art When the subject-

mattei of artistic representation already possesses

a giandeui 01 beauty of its own, in pioportion

as accidents aie suppressed the original and domi-

nant chaiactcnstics will be heightened, and the

ideal foim that results will have added elements

of beauty The leading characters in tiagedy

while tiue to humqp natuie stand out above the

common man m statuie and dignity, just as

portrait painters while preserving the likeness

ennoble the subject of then ait
1 In the veiy act

of eliminating the accidental a highei beauty and

1 Poet 15 8 I454 t> IO, a?rodidSvres rijr lolav popcptjv, opolovs

TroLovvres, kaXKlovs ypacpovcriv
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perfection are discovered than was manifested in

the world of reality Tragedy in short in the

persons of its heroes combines both hinds of

idealisation
, it uni\ ersahses and in so doing it

embellishes

Idealised portraiture does not as is sometimes

thought consist in the presentation of characters

of flawless virtue Aristotle s tragic hero as

delineated in Poetics ch 13 is by no means free

from faults and failings The instance again of

Achilles as a poetic type of character who m spite

of defects has a moral nobility entitling him to

rank as ideal shows that the idealising process as

understood by Aristotle does not imply the omis

sion of all defects
1 In general it may be said

that some particular quality or group of qualities

must be thrown into relief some commanding

faculty heightened provided that in so doing the

equipoise of character which constitutes a typical

human being is not disturb^ The ideal is that

which is raised above the trivi il and accidental

by \irtue of a universal element which answers to

the true idea of the object it transcends the limit

ations of the individual Even vicious characters

are not excluded on Aristotle s theof^ from a place

1 P et 15 8 1 154 b 15

X
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in tragedy, if only they aic typical in then kind,

though ceitain icmatks if pressed in the letter

would lead to then exclusion It is merely the

foremost place which is denied to the ullain
,
and

hete Anstotle, if too rigid in his iuIc, is at least

in accoi dance with the piactice of the Greek

tragedians, who bung in wickedness as a foil to

goodness, and by contrasted lights and shades

produce a total impression of harmonious beauty

The saying attubuted to Sophocles
,

5 ctvro9 fiev

o"ov<; Set 7Toieh>, T&vpt7r!Bi)v Be oloi ciert, does not

bear the intei pi etation often assigned to it, that

the characters of Sophocles arc patterns of peifcct

goodness while those of Euiipidcs are the men

and women of leal life Literally translated the

woids are, “Sophocles lepiesented men as they

ought to be ; cpi esenied (o'lovs Bel, sc 7roielv), while

Euripides repiesents them as they are” That is,

the chaiacters of Sophocles answer to the higher

diamatic requn ements
,
they are typical of uni-

versal human nature in its deepei and abiding

aspects
,
wheieas Euripides repioduced peisonal

idiosyncrasies and the trivial features of everyday

reality

Objection^ may be taken to the distinction

1 Poet 25 6 1460 b 34
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drawn between the two meanings of the word

idealise on the ground that they run into one

another and fundamentally mean the same thing

It may be urged that so far as an object assumes

its universal form ridding itself of non essentials

it will stand out in perfect beauty for all ugh

ness all imperfection all evil itself is an accident

of nature a derangement and disturbance by

which things fall short of their true idea. To

represent the universal would thus in its ultimate

analysis imply the representation of the object in

the noblest and fairest forms in which it can clothe

itself according to artistic laws Corned} which

concerns itself with the weaknesses and follies the

flaws and imperfections of mankind cannot on this

reasoning idealise or univcrsahsc its object Now
it may or may not be that evil or imperfection

can be shown to be a necessary and ultimate

element in the universe but the point seems to

be one for philosophy to djfcuss not for art to

assume Art when it seeks to give a compre

hensive picture of human life must accept such

flaws as belong to the normal constitution of man

and to the conditions of reality At what pre

cise point imperfections are to bc^regardcd as

accidental, abnormal irregular, as presenting so
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marked a deviation fiom the type as to be un-

w 01 thy of lasting embodiment in art is a problem

whose ansuci will \«uy at different stages of

history, and wall admit of different applications

according to the particular ait that is in question

Certain imperfections, houc\cr, will probably

always be looked on as permanent fcatuics of our

common humanity \\ llh these defects comedy

amuses itself, discovering the inconsistencies

wdnch undcilie life and character, and exhibiting

evil not as it is in its essential nature, but cul

viewred as ugliness, or incongiuity, and manifested

m weakness or folly, a thing not to be hated, but

laughed at Thus limiting its range of vision

comedy is able to gne artistic expression to

certain types of chaiactci, which can hardly find a

place in scnous art It can idealise, not indeed in

such a wray as to beautify the ugly, but so as

to expiess the particular under the form of the

universal ^
Anstotle diaws no distinction between the

universality which properly belongs to tragedy

and comedy lespectivcly Each of these, as a

branch of the poetic ait, embodies the type lather

than the individual, and to this extent they have

a common function
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As a sihent illustration of wlnt is meant by

poetic generalisation Aristotle selects corned} 1

He points to the comedy of his own da>

as clearly showing the tendency to discard the

use of historical names, and to adopt names

which suggest characteristic qualities It was

part of the effort which as he sa>s poctr>

makes to express the universal The name had

only to be heard in order that the type to which

the person belonged might be recognised much

in the same way as in the New Comedy the

Boor the Parasite and other types were known

on the stage by their familiar masks It may be

added that not the names only of the characters

but the extant titles of plays composed by writers

1 loci 945 1451

9

5 /

<

There may seem at frst si„ht to be some inconsistency

between ov irroxdf roi >j rotyo 1 1 bfiara ir r QtfUnj an 1 ri t’xbrra

i 6para v* nQiaftr il might look as if \mtotle after asserting tlial

typical or expressive names arc employed in poetry went on t > say

that the names arc given at haplmar 1 Jlut the passage is perf clly

consistent The sentence eurrfaar^r yhp ri ftiOor o

C

-tu

t X. means the comic poets first compose the plot accor Imp to

the rotes of probability and then ( Gr») assume such names as

they please The plot being constructed names (expressive names

as the context shows) arc adapted to it the names depend upon the

authors choice This is quite another thing from names being

given simply at random Lessing who corrccte {previous misunder

standings of this passage failed himself to observe the idiomatic use

of o&ru {Hamburg Eolcs ho 8990 Transl Bohn pp 459461) 1
'
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of the Middle Comedy imply the same effoit after

generalisation They remind us of the chaiactei

sketches of Theophiaslus Such are “the Peevish

man ” (o AvoveoXo?), “the Faultfinder” (6 Mejtn/r/-

fioipoi), “ the Busybody ” (o TioXv'trpd^pwv), “ the

Hermit” (o Moj/drp07ro9) Othci pieces again

bear the name of a pi ofession, as “the Boxer”

(o YLvuTpi), “the Chanoteer” (o “the

Soldier ” (o ^rparLonpg) ,
and others arc called

after a people, “ the Thessalians,” “ the Thebans,”

“ the Connthians,” and doubtless portray or

satirise national chaiactei istics In \anous places

Aristotle indicates the distinction between comedy

proper, which playfully touches the faults and

foibles of humanity, and peisonal satire (?; lapfitKi]

ISea)
1 and invective

(
XoiSopia) The one kind of

composition is a lepresentation of the universal,

the othei of the paiticulai
,
the one is identified

by Aristotle with the comedy of his own day,

the other is mtende^l to include the old politi-

cal comedy of Athens He does not expiessly

mention Anstophanes, but by implication he

reckons him among “lampooneis” (ot lap(3o7rotoi),“

and among those who employed coaise or abusive

language (ald^poXoyia), instead of delicate muendo
1 Poet 5 3 1449 b 9

2 Poet g 5 1451 b 14
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(yjrovoia)
1 He shows a marked preference for

the Middle Comedy as presenting generalised

types of character in conformity with the funda

mental laws of poetry

It is doubtful whether Aristotle had any per

ception of the genius and imaginative power of

Aristophanes The characters of the Aristophanic

drama are not fairly judged if they are thought of

simply as historical individuals who are subjected

to a merciless caricature Socrates Cleon Euri

pides are types which represent certain movements

in philosophy politics and poetry They are

labelled with historic names a few obvious traits

are borrowed which recall the well known person

alities but the dramatic personages are in no

sense the men who are known to us from htstor)

Such poetic truth as they possess is derived simply

from their typical quality It is not indeed in the

manner of Aristophanes to attempt any faithful

portraiture of life or character His imagination

works bj giving embodiment to what is abstract

Hjs love of bold personification is in part inherited

from his predecessors on the Attic stage Cratinus

had introduced Laws (Nofioi) and Riches (IlXovrot)

as his choruses But Anstophane^goes further

1 Eth Ate iv 14 11 Sa 24
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he seems to think thiough mutcualiscd ideas lie

pei sonifies the Just and the Unjust Logic, and

bungs them bcfoic us as law court disputants, he

incarnates a mctaphoi such as the philosopher in

the clouds, the juiymcn with waspish temper,

mankind with their ati> hopes 'l he same bent

of mind leads him to gi\c a concietc form to the

foiccs and tendencies of the age, and to embody

them in actual poisons A pia) of ^\nstoph<mes

is a diamatiscd debate, an ayd)v, in which the

peisons icpiescnt opposing pnnciplcs
,

foi in form

the piece is alwajs combalnc, though the fight

may be but a mock fight These pnnciplcs arc

brought into collision and woikcd out to then-

most mational conclusions, little icgard being paid

to the coheicncc of the paits and still less to pro-

priety of chaiactei The Austophamc corned),

having tianspoitcd leal persons into a world vhcic

the conditions of leahty ate neglected, strips them

of all that is truly individual and distinctive, it

invests them wuth the attnbutcs of a class oi

makes them lepiesentative of an idea

In the Middle Comedy and still moie in the

New Comedy wre obseive a change m the manner

of poetic generalisation We quit the fantastic

woild of Aristophanes with its audacious aliegones
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and grotesque types of character There is now

a closer study of real life and a finer delineation

of motive The action by degrees gains strength

and consistency till like that of tragedy it has a

beginning a middle and an end Character and

action become more intimately united The

typical follies and failings of mankind are woven

into a plot in which moral probability takes the

place of the arbitrary sequence of loosely connected

scenes and incidents The broad characteristics

of humanity receive a more faithful if a more

prosaic rendeung In Aristotle s day the move

ment here described was but partially developed

He did not live to see the masterpieces of Men

ander which were the poetic embodiment of his

own theory The Middle Comedy which suggested

to him his ideal had not indeed altogether dropped

the element of personal satire it merely replaced

the invective formerly levelled against public men

by a gentle raillery of poets and philosophers

Still Aristotle discerned accurately the direction

in which comedy was travelling and not improb

ably contributed by his reasoned principles and

precepts to carry forward the literary movement

already initiated ^
We have seen that in the Poetics (ch 9) he
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draws no distinction between the generalisation

propel to tragedy and that which is proper to

comedy It is an important omission, though in

a treatise so fragmentary as the Poetics
,
in which

most of the very section devoted to comedy is

wanting, we aie hardly warranted in assuming

that he saw no diffeience in this respect between

the two forms of poetry Yet critics give ingenious

reasons for what they conceive to be the orthodox

Aristotelian view Lessing, to whom Aristotle’s

authority was that of a lawgiver in art, and who

admits that he consideis the Poetics “as infallible

as the Elements of Euclid having once satisfied

himself that Anstotle had pronounced upon the

matter in dispute, enfoices at length the conclusion

that the characters m comedy aie geneial precisely

in the same sense as those of tiagedy 1 He con-

troveits the saying of Dideiot that “Comedy has

species, tragedy has individuals,” and the similar

observation of Huid that “ Comedy makes all

characters general, tragedy particular
” 2 But,

surely, there is a real distinction between the

generalisation of tiagedy and of comedy, though

it is not exactly expiessed in the sayings above

<p1 Lessing, Diamahc Ate No 89 92
2 Diainaltc Notes No 92
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quoted Comedy looking at a single aspect of

life at the follies the imperfections the inconsist

encies of men so far as they provoke a sympathetic

mirth and detaching itself from the graver issues

which concern the end of conduct cannot like

tragedy whose range is not thus limited present

a rounded and complete action an image of uni

versal human nature The usual method of

comedy is to embody a dominant characteristic

or a leading passion so that the single attribute

becomes the man A character so created ex

hibitmg an ideal of covetousness misanthropy

or whatever the quality may be almost of neces

sity runs to caricature It is framed on lines of

impossible simplicity The single quality ivhich

in nature is organically related to other impulses

and powers is isolated and exaggerated The

process is one of abstraction and corresponds to

an original one sidedness in the comic view of

life Not that comedy in its generalising effort

suppresses particulars It accentuates just those

accidents which tragedy ignores no detail is too

trivial for it no utterance too momentary no

desires too purely egotistic In the passing and

unreal appearances of life it fincfo everywhere

material for mirth In a sense it individualises
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cveiy thing, no less liuly than in anothei sense it

gencialises all What it cannot achieve as a

puicly spoitivc actiuty is to combine these two

aspects in ethical poitraituic Seldom indeed has

comedy cicatcd a charactei that is not merely a

type but a living pcisonahty
,

Greek comedy

nevci, at least in the extant pla)s In modern

literature we have a Falstaff, a Don Quixote, and

how few besides 1 E\cn Moliere portrays abstract

qualities rather than living men On the other

hand Gieek tiagedy, like all tinged) of the highest

oider, has this distinguishing maik, that it com-

bines in one haimonious lcpicscntation the indi-

vidual and the universal Whcieas comedy tends

to meige the mdiwdual m the type, tragedy

manifests the type thiough the individual In

a woid, puie comedy cieates personified ideals,

tragedy cieates idealised peisons

(

VI Two Views of tiie Office of Poetry

in Greece

The question as to the pioper end of fine ait was

generally di^ussed m Greece in its special appli-

cation to poetiy Two views wrere cuuently held
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The traditional one which had gained wide accept

ance was that poetry has a direct moral purpose

the primary function of a poet is that of a teacher

Even after professional teachers of the art of

conduct had appeared in Greece the poets were

not deposed from the educational office which time

had consecrated Homer was still thought of less

as the inspired poet who charmed the imagination

than as the great teacher who had laid down all

the rules needed for the conduct of life and in

whom were hidden all the lessons of philosophy

1 he other theory tacitly no doubt held by manv

but put into definite shape first by Aristotle was

that poetry is an emotional delight its end is to

give pleasure Strabo (ctrc 24 B c ) alludes to the

two conflicting opinions Eratosthenes he says

maintained that the aim of the poet always is to

please not to instruct 1 He himself holds with

the ancients that poetry is a kind of rudimentary

philosophy which introduces^ us early to life and

gives us pleasurable instruction m reference to

character emotion action The Greek states he

1 Strabo 1 2 3 7ro yrh ybp rrdxra oro^dfeaffai t£vxaYw7*a *

0 biSaa \f s

l c 0 va lev 5 ol rraX t \oao<pla r b^^yovat rrpwrt) tij

irotij 1 ij (lady aa eft b fll v T)p t in v(u /cat 8 Sda ovaav i}0ij

k t ir&8r) /cat irpd£cti n 0 ij5o ip
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argues, prescribed poetry as the fust lesson of

childhood
,

they did so, surely, not merely in

order to please, but to afford correction m morals 1

In carrying the same discipline into mature years

they expressed their conviction that poetry as a

regulative influence on morals was adapted to

every period of life In couise of time, he

observes, philosophical and historical studies had

been introduced, but these addiessed themselves

only to the few, while the appeal of poetry was to

the masses 2 Eratosthenes ought to have modified

his phrase and said that the poet writes partly to

please and partly to instruct, instead of which he

converted poetry into a privileged raconteuse of old

wives’ fables, with no other object m view than to

charm the mind 3
If, however, poetry is the art

which imitates life by the medium of speech, how

can one be a poet who is senseless and ignorant

of life ? The excellence of a poet is not like that

of a carpenter or a smith
,

it is bound up with

that of the human being No one can be a good

poet who is not first a good man 4

This remarkable passage accurately reflects the

1 Strabo 12 3, ov fvxayuylas %apiv orfiravOev yf/Ckys aKKa

ffucppoviff/Aov gp
2 lb \ 2 8 3 lb 1 2 3

4 R 2 5, V oi ironjrov [aperfy] trvvipevKrai tt) toD avBpinrov, hal ovx
oUv re ayaBbv yevtvBai TroojTrjj/ yw.77 irpbrepov ycvpBivra dvdpa ayaBbv
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sentiment which persisted to a late time in Greece

long after the strictly teaching functions of poetry

had passed into other hands It is to be met

with everywhere in Plutarch Poetry is the prc

paratory school of philosophy 1
It opens and

awakens the youthful mind to the doctrines of

philosophy When first the young hear these

doctrines they are bewildered and reject them

Before they pass from darkness into full sunshine

they must dwell in a reflected light beneath the

soft rays of a truth that is blended with fiction

and so be habituated painlessly to face the blaze

of philosophy without flinching
3 The novice

requires wise guidance ‘ in order that through a

schooling that brings no estrangement he may as

a kindly and familiar friend be conducted by

poetry into the presence of philosophy 4

How deeply the Greek mind was impressed

with the moral office of the poet is shown by the

1 Plut di And Poet ch l l» iro irpo# \ooo<fnyrioy

5 lb ch 14 t t irp a oly Kal irpoxi « rjy to vtov 'pux^l to %

t 0iW ’plq. X670 r

* / * uSi wro/tfro rat Ay pij do 4k <tk6tow iroXX /iAXokt«

i}Xio ipqi> 40 t?0uat $&irep Iv v6Qtp tf>wrl xal xacp pi rjt pvOott

&\i}0 lat avyij (xovti. paXOaic^ dXi/jrws 5 a/JVr« ri roioora *al pq

* ^tv
*
l e adJin t a pq irpottapXqdth dXX4 fiaW v KpoiraiZevddt < ptyqs

Kal al oUt or uird ir V7 V* <»l <pi\ooo<pl vpowipvqrai
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attitude which c\cn Anstophancs feels constrained

to take up in 1 elation to his ait lie proclaims

that the comic poet not only ministers to the en-

joyment of the community and educates their

taste, he is also a moral teacher and political

adviser “Comedy too is acquainted with jus-

tice
” 1 It mixes earnest wuth its fun

2

In the

Paiabasis of the Achm mans Aristophanes claims

to be the best of poets foi having had the courage

to tell the Athenians w'hat wras right" Good

counsel he gives and will always gi\c them, as

for his satire it shall never light on what is honest

and true 1 He likens himself elsewhere to another

Heracles, wdio attacks not ordinary human beings,

but Cleons and other monsters of the earth, and

who in lidding the city of such plagues deserves

the title of “ cleansei of the land
” 5 The censuie

he passes on Euripides is pnmarily a moral con-

sul e Even wrheie the judgment may seem to be

of an aesthetic kind a. moial motive underlies it

1 Acliarn 500 rb yap oikaiov oloe \cu rpvyipdla

Fiogs 686 7 T^v Upbv ybpov oikatbv £<tti xpperra rp 7
~6\u

£v/nrapaiveTv kal otodekav
2 Fiogs 389 90 kal 7roXXtt fitv yiXoid fi' d

^kireiv, ttoXXo. ot errrovoaTa

3 Achai n 645 6Vr(s irapekivoijvevcr' dirdv if ’AOpi’alois rn o(^ata

4 Achain 656 8 5 Wasps 1029 1045
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Euripides is to him a bad citizen and a bad poet

In him are embodied all the tendencies of the

time which the older poet most abhors he is the

spirit of the age personified with its restlessness

its scepticism its sentimentalism its unsparing

questioning of old traditions of religious usages

and civic loyalty its frivolous disputations which

unfit men for the practical work of life its lowered

idea of courage and patriotism Every phase of

the sophistic spirit he discovers in Euripides

There is a bewildering dialectic which perplexes

the moral sense Duties whose appeals to the

conscience are immediate and which are recognised

as having a binding force are in Euripides sub

jected to analysis Again Euripides is censured

for exciting feeling by any means that come to

hand When Dicaeopolis in the Achatmans is

about to plead his case with his head on the block

he borrows from Euriptdes the rags and tatters of

his hero Telephus He caries off with him all

the stage properties of woe so that Euripides ex

claims Mj good man you will rob me of my
stock va trade 1 Tragic pity Aristophanes lm

plies is debased in Euripides to an ignoble senti

mentalism Genuine misery does neft consist in a

1 Acharn 464 d 9pwir a.<f>tupl)<xe fi rijv TpayyStav

Y
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beggar’s lags 01 m a hobbling gait Eunpides

substitutes a sensuous giatification for genuine

tiagic emotion We aie not here concerned with

the fan ness of the cnticism but only with the point

of view of the critic
,
and the coincidence of the

moral and aesthetic judgment in Anstophanes is

especially notewoithy He puts into the mouth

of Aeschylus, his ideal tiagedian, the saying that

the poet is the mstiuctor of grown men as the

teachei is of youth
,

1 and even the comic stage is,

in the theoiy if not accoidmg to the practice of

Aristophanes, the school of the matuie citizen

Aristotle’s treatment of poetiy in the Poetics

stands in complete conti ast to this mode of cnti-

cism In the Politics he had alieady dealt with

the fine aits as they piesent themselves to the

statesman and the social lefoimei He allows

that for childhood the use of poetiy and music is

to convey moral instiuction, and that some forms

of poetiy, like some^kmds of plastic ait, exeicise

a dangeious influence on youth But the tiue

end of an art is not to be judged by the use to

which it may be put in training immatuie minds

He tacitly combats the position of Plato who
c<

1 Frogs 1055-6 tois fj.ev yap iraidaploLcriv

Cert Oi.Sd(Tka\os octtls <f>pi tois rjf3w<riv 5k ttoitjtcu
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admits poetry to his commonwealth only so far as

it is subsidiary to moral and political education

and who therefore excludes e\ery form of it except

hymns and cliaunts and praises of great and good

men or what we call bj the general name of

didactic poetry He distinguishes between educa

tional use and aesthetic enjoyment Tor the

grown man the poets function is not that of a

teacher or if a teacher he is only so by accident

The object of poetry as of all the fine arts is to

produce an emotional delight a pure and elevated

pleasure In the Potties he writes as the literary

critic and the historian of poetry He is no

longer concerned with fine art as an institution

which the State recognises and which should form

part of an educational system His inquiry is into

the different forms of poetry—their origin their

growth the laws of their structure their effect

upon the mind He analyses poetical composi

tions as he might the forfts of thought He

seeks to discover what they arc in themselves and

how they produce their distinctive effects The

didactic point of view is abandoned We hear

nothing of the ethical influence whi^h the several

kinds of poetry exert on the spectator or the

reader, or of the moral intention of the poet
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Personal satire is tanked as an mfcrioi type of ait

not because it encouiages low scandal or debases

chaiactei, but because ait ought to represent the

general not the particular 1 Ncithei m the defini-

tion of tragedy (ch 6 i), if piopctly understood,

noi in the subsequent discussion of it, is tlicie

anything to lend countenance to the \iew that the

office of tragedy is to work upon men’s lives, and

to make them bettei The thcatic is not the

school The character of the ideal tragic hero

(ch i 3 ) is deduced not from any ethical ideal of

conduct, but from the need of calling forth the

blended emotions of pity and fear, v herein the

proper tiagic pleasuie resides The catastiophc

by which virtue is defeated and villainy in the end

comes out triumphant is condemned by the same

criterion
,

2 and on a similar pi mciple the prosaic

justice, misnamed “poetical,” which levards the

good man and punishes the wicked, is pronounced

to be appropriate ofiy to comedy 3
Aristotle’s

critical judgments on poetiy lest on aesthetic and

logical grounds, they take no account of ethical

aims or tendencies He mentions Euripides some
1 Poet 9 5 1451 b 11-15 2 Poet 13 2 1452 b 35
Poet 13 S f4S3 a 36 Contrast Plato who would compel the

poet to exhibit the perfect requital of -wee and urtiie (Laws 11

660 E)
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tttcntj times in the Pectus and m t!ic great

imjontv of instances with censure He points

out numerous defects such is imrtistic structure

bid clnnctcr dnu mg 1 wrong pirt assigned to

the chorus but not i word is there of the immonl

influence of which \ c heir so much in Aristo

plnncs Twice indeed lie refers to the Mcnchus

of I uripides is in instmcc of in " unncccssiril)

bid chinctcr * the requirements of the ph>

tint is do not demmd it In his pmse is little

is tn lus blimc docs \nstotlc look to the monl

content of 1 poem Sophocles he idmircs not

for the punt) of his ctlucil tcichin* or for lus

deep religious intuitions but for the unit) which

pervades the structure of lus dramas, md the

close!) linked sequence of pirts which worl up to

in inevitable end Not tint \ristotle would set

isidc is 1 mittcr of indifference the monl con

tent of 1 poem or the monl chinctcr of the

author Ni) thtj ire all^inportant fictors in

producing the totil impression which Ins to be

mide upon the lieircr IYigcd) bunj the

imitition of life md of liumm \ clfirc md
human miser) the pleasure it communicates

*5»

* / W 15 5 1454 a S 5 19 14ft \ 1

* / ft 0 9 1450 a 16
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could not conceivably be derived from a poem

which misinterprets human destiny, and holds up

low ideals of life and of conduct None the less

Aristotle maintains that the end of poetry is plea-

sure If the poet fails in producing it, he fails in

that which is the specific function of his art He

may be good as a teachei, but as a poet or artist

he is bad

Thus Aristotle attempted to separate the func-

tion of aesthetics from that of moials Few of

his successors followed out this line of thought

,

and the prevailing Greek tiadition that the pumary

office of poetry was to convey ethical teaching

was carried on through the schools of Greek

rhetoric till it was fiimly established in the Roman

world The Aristotelian doctrine as it has been

handed down to modern times has frequently

taken the tinge of Roman thought, and has been

made to combine m equal measure the “ utile
”

with the “ dulce ” Sir Philip Sidney, for example,

who in his Apology for Poetiy repeatedly states

that the end of poetry is “ delightful teaching,” or

“ to teach and to delight,” has no suspicion that

he is following the Ars Poetica of Hoi ace rathei

than that offiAristotle The view of Sidney was

that of the Elizabethan age in geneial It was



r/\r 4at t\n rot r/ > 3

a departure from tradition when Drjdcn wrote

m the spirit of Aristotle I am satisfied if it

(\er*c) cause delight for delight is the chief if

not the on!\ end of pocsj instruction can he

admitted but in the second place for poc:>) onlj

instructs as it delights '

Ml Pome UsiMisum Imistivhd

II OM Gill K I ITU \TII I

It is characteristic of \nstotlcs method that he

starts from concrete facts and that his rules arc m
the main a { cncrihsation from those facts He

is in the first instance a Greel summtn, up Grech

experience I he treasure house of Greek art

and poctrj Ia> open txrforc him a \ast bod) of

literature loit to u ms in his hands He looked

had upon the past conscious it would seem that

the f
real crcatiu. era was closed and that in the

highest regions at least of Artistic composition the

Greel genius had reached the bummit of its

powers l he time w as npc for criticism to tike

a survej of the whole field of poetic literature

Aristotle approaches the subjects the historian

1 l)tj< ut tf in Ttuty ef I) a I u / vlry
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of poetiy, but his genet alising faculty impels him

to seek the law m the facts, and fiom the observed

effects of different kinds of poetiy to penetrate to

the essential chaiactei of each If his lules have

proved in most cases to be not merely rules of

Greek art but principles of ait, it is because first,

the Gieek poets contain so much that appeals to

universal human nature, and because next, Ans-

totle was able fiom the mass of hteratuie before

him to disengage and to foimulate this univeisal

element The laws that he discoveis are those

which weie already impiessed on the chief produc-

tions of the Gieek genius It is hardly true what

has been sometimes claimed for Anstotle, that he

rose above the tiaditions and limitations of the

Hellenic mind, and took up the attitude of the

purely human or cosmopolitan spectator On

some points, doubtless, he expresses opinions

which contradict the current ideas of his age

He admits that m exceptional cases the tragic

poet may take entirely fictitious subjects instead

of the well-known legends 1 He holds that metie,

which was populaily thought to be the most

essential element of poetiy, is in truth the least

essential, if inched it is essential at all
2 But m

1 Poet 9 8 1451 b 23 2 See p 246
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general it remains true that Greek experience was

the starting point and basis of his theory though

that experience had to be sifted condensed and

interpreted before any coherent doctrine of poetry

could be framed or judgment passed on individual

authors Aristotle does not accept even the

greater tragedians as all of equal authority or all

their works as alike canons of art and it is a

mistake to assume that the precepts of the Poetics

must if there is no indication to the contrary

harmonise with the practice of Aeschylus Sopho

cles and Euripides if not of minor writers also

His rules are based on a discriminating and

selective principle and imply some criterion for

judging of artistic excellence

The principles of art as laid down by Aristotle

faithfully reflect the Greek genius m the exclusion

of certain tendencies to which other nations ha\e

yielded First pure realism is forbidden that is

the literal and prosaic imitation which reaches

perfection in a jugglery of the senses by which the

copy is mistaken for the original In the decay

of Greek art this kind of ingenuity came into

vogue but it never found favour in the best times

Even the custom of setting up vofire statues of

athletes who had been thrice \ictors in the games
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did not lead to a icalism such as m Eg> pt was

the outcome of the piacltce which secured the

dead man’s immoilality thiough the material sup-

port of a poi trait statue Next, pure symbolism

is foi bidden, those fantastic shapes which

atti acted the imagination of Oriental nations, and

which wcic known to the Giccks themselves in the

arts of Egypt and Assyua The body of a lion

with the head of a man and the w ings and feathers

of a bud wras an attempt to render abstract attri-

butes in forms which do not coi respond with the

idea Instead of the concrete image of a hung

organism the lesult is an impossible compound

which in transcending natuie violates nature’s laws

The Odyssey
,
on the othci hand, with its impossible

adventures by sea and land, its magic ship, its

enchanted islands, its men transformed into swine,

its vision of thewrorld bclowr

,
is constructed accoid-

mg to the lawrs of poetic truth The whole is a

faithful repiesentation of human life and action,

the u rational elements (to dXoya) being but acces-

sories that do not distuib the main impiession

They aie piesented to the imagination with such

vividness and coherence that the impossible be-

comes plausifcfe, the fiction looks like tiuth

That these principles wreie ai lived at aftei due
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observation of Oriental art is very improbable

Familiar as Aristotle must have been with the

external charactenstics of this art and with speci

mens of Greek workmanship which had been

moulded under its influence there is no express

allusion to Eastern works of art in his writings

The omission is not explained simply by saying

that he did not set himself the task of w ritmg a

treatise on sculpture and that his sole concern

was with poetry \et had he given serious

thought to the plastic art of the East as he cer

tainly did to that of his own countrj some trace

of it would probably have been found in his writ

ings just as his observation of Greek models led

him to drop many detached remarks on painting

and sculpture 1 o learn a barbarous tongue how

ever was so uncongenial to a Greek that even the

all acquisitive mind of Aristotle w as content to

remain ignorant of ever} literature but his own

and it may have seemed an equal waste of labour

to study the symbol/m of a barbarous art
1

1 It is strange how little notice the Greeks took of symbolical art

Dion Chrysostom (arc 100 A D ) Olymtic (xn ) 404 T in a speech

put into the mouth of Phidias defends the plastic art of Greece

which expresses the divine nature m human^rm The human
body serves indeed as a symbol of the invisible but it is a nobler

symbolism than that of the barbarians who in animal shapes dis
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Oriental art on the face of it was not a rational

and intelligent creation
,

it had no counterpart in

the woild of leality

The Greek imagination of the classical age is

under the strict conti ol of leason, it is limited by

a sense of measuie and a faculty of self-restraint

It does not like the Oriental run not in its own

prodigal wealth We aie always conscious of a

leseive of power, a tempeiate stiength which

knows its own lesouices and employs them with-

out effort and without ostentation The poet, the

historian, the artist, each of them could do much

more if he chose, but he does not care to dazzle

us He is bent on seeing tiuly, on seeing har-

moniously, and on expiessmg wrhat he sees The

cover the divine image Philostratus Vi l Afoil u 19 discusses

the point at greater length Apollonius is here supporting the

method of Greek sculpture as contrasted with the grotesque forms

under which the gods w'ere represented in Eg) pt (droira mi! yeXoia

dewv 61077) Thespesion, with whom he is conversing, argues that

the wisdom of the Egyptian's shown chiefly in this, that the) gi\e

up the daring attempt dnectly to reproduce the deity, and by symbol

and allegory produce a more impiessne effect 2o$di’ yap etirep

ti Alyvirrluv kal rb fx-rj OpaovpccjOai es ra tG>v OeCov etop, i-vpifioXiha. ob

avra Troieicrdai kal inrovoobifieva, kal yap civ kal crep.vbrepa ovrw cpalvono

To which Apollonius replies that the effect would have been still

more impressive lf^fistead of fashioning a dog or goat or ibis they

had offered no visible representation, and left it to the imagination,

which is a better artist, to give form and shape to the divinity
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materials on which his imagination works are

fused and combined according to the laws of what

is possible reasonable natural Greek mythology

as it has come to us m literature bears on it this

mark of reasonableness Traces indeed there arc

of an earlier type—rude and unassimilated ele

ments flaws which have been left untouched by

the shaping hand of the poet or b> the construe

tive genius of the race But compare Greek

mythology with that of other nations, and we can

not but wonder at its freedom from the extrava

gant and grotesque The Greeks in creating their

gods in their own likeness followed that imperious

instinct of their nature which required that every

product of their minds should be a harmonious

and intelligible creation not a thing half in the

world half out of it no hybrid compound of

symbolic attributes

To watch the formation of the Homeric

Olympus is to see the Greek mind working in

its own artistic fashion ^he several tribes

Achaean s, Argives Minyae and a host of others

have each their local gods and goddesses un

characterised unspecialised save by the vague

omnipotence of godhead With %ie victory of

dominant races and the fusion of cults there came
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a ledistnbution of functions and attnbutcs, that

might have issued in unmeaning chaos or in bare

absti actions Not so with the Greeks From

the motley assemblage of tubal dn unties the

Homcnc gods stand out clcai and calm as their

own statues The gods of other nations ma> be

but the cxpiession of the people’s piactical needs,

or the absti acted utterance of then thought

The gods of the Giccks aie fashioned b> a race

of aitists in accordance with naluic, but complet-

ing and tianscending het The m) thologist notes

how in the assignment of their spheres and duties

all that is non-essential is eliminated Attnbutcs

which a god already has in common with other

gods fall out The Homenc Olympus is a great

gathering of hung type-foims, whose image

hencefoith haunted the imagination of the lace

It would not be true to say that the lighter

play of fancy is excluded from the literature

and mythology of the Giecks Few nations ha\c

taken more delight in weaving airy and poetic

fictions apait fiom all icality, made out of nothing

and ending nowdieic Almost all the Greek poets

have something of this national taste It bleaks

out at moments even in the prose writers, in

Herodotus or Plato In one domain, that of
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li jm udden

am! tnnMcnt li,ht ax
j
Irani* that romr am! jo

it does not th tmb the ctcnit) of the u, lit

The Greet a tlcmche* a\cre tecu tr ned to

x,>eal of poetic
( emu ax a form rf undue * It

ix the doctrine of |’l »to in the /» rt In the /V »/ int

m the 9j vf'stuvt 1 ten \rntotlc who fwnc
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times wntes as if the faculty of the logician wete

enough to constiuct a poem, says “poetiy is a

thing mspned ” 1 Elsewheie he moie accurately

distinguishes two classes of poets, the man of

flexible genius who can assume another charactei,

and the man of fine fienzy, who is lifted out of

his own nature, who loses his owrn personality, and

forgets himself 2 In another place wfe lead of a

poet who never composed so wrell as when he wras

m “ecstasy” or delmum
,

3 but of these composi-

tions no specimens survive Of the gicat poets

of Greece, howevei
,
we can say with certainty that

whatevei was the exact natuie of their madness,

inspiiation, ecstasy, call it what you will, they

never leleased themselves fiom the sovereignly of

reason Capricious and inconsequent they were

not Their imaginative cieations even in their

most fantastic forms obeyed a hidden law

Lamb’s essay on “ The Sanity of True Genius ”

may be illustrated fro^i Gi eek poetiy as fitly as from

Shakespeare “ So fai from the position holding

true, that great wit (01 genius, m oui modern way
1 Rhet m 7 I4°S b 19, evdeov yap 77 irolycis

Poet 17 2 1455 a 34 where ikorarikol, though not absolutely

necessary, seems a^SIghly probable correction for e^craarikol
3 Pi obi xxx 1 954 a 38, Mapakbs ok 0 Svpakoihcrios kal apelvuv

TjV TTOLIJTTjS 6V CkCTTallj
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of speaking) has a necessary alliance w ith insanity

the greatest wits on the contrary will ever be

found to be the sanest w ritcrs But the tme

poet dreams being awake He is not possessed

by his subject but has dominion over it

Where he seems most to recede from humanity

he will be found the truest to it Trom beyond

the scope of Nature if he summon possible exist

enccs he subjugates them to the law of her con

sistcncy He is beautifully loyal to that sovereign

directress even when he appears most to betray

and desert her The perfect sanity of the Greek

genius is intimately connected with its universality

Tor is not insanity a kind of disordered indi

viduabsm ? The madman is an egoist he takes

his own fancies as the measure of all things He

docs not correct lus impressions or compare them

with those of others or bring them into harmony

with external fact The test of a mans sanity

is the relation in which hi| mind stands to the

universal We call a man sane not only when

his ideas form a coherent whole in themselves

but fit in with the laws and facts of the outer

world and with the universal human reason Is

not all this m keeping with Aristofrcs theory that

the effort of poetry is towards the universal that
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it lepresents the peimancnt possibilities of human

nature, the essentials lather than the accidents,

the type lather than the individual? The poet

does not on the one hand cieate by random

guesswoik, noi yet does he merely lccord what

has happened He tells what may happen accord-

ing to laws of internal probability 01 necessity

The sequence of poetiy is not the empirical

sequence of fact but the logical or conceivable

sequence of ideas What it states is tiue wlicrc-

evei human nature exists
,

it is applicable to

every age and country
,

it eliminates chance and

discovers unity and significance in characleis and

events

All great poetry and ait fulfil this law of

universality, but none perhaps so perfectly as the

poetry and art of the Greeks Take a single

instance, the delineation of female character m
Greek poetry The heroines of Iiomer and of

the tiagedians aie^, broadly and unmistakably

human In real life woman is less individual

than man
,
she runs less into idiosyncrasies, she

conforms rather to the general type This how-

ever, it may be said, is owing to the defcience she

pays to the conventional lules of society, it is due

to artificial causes that do not reach to the founda-
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tions of character But an mvvardl) eccentric

uonnn is also rare. Go below the surface and

jou find tint with ill outwird mirks of difference

whether of fashion or of mmner ind in spite of

i caprice tint Ins become proverbial female clnr

ictcr can be reduced to certain elemental tjpes

of womanhood These essential tjpes ire few

Maiden, wife mother daughter sister—here arc

the great determining relations of life Thc>

form the groundwork of character Accident

ma> modify character circumstances mi) stamp

it with a particular expression and bring into

relief this or that dominant feature. But there

remains an ideal mould in which the tjpe

is cast Once the deeper springs of feeling

arc moved circumstances arc thrust aside and

a womans action ma> almost with ccrlamt)

be predicted The superiority of the Greeks

o\cr all but the vcr> greatest of the modems

in portnjing female character is probabfy due

to their power of seizing and exposing the

universal side of human nature—that side which

is primar> and fundamental in woman The)

followed as Coleridge sa>s of Shakespeare

the main march of the human affections * The

vulgar and obtrusive elements of personality arc
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cast off, and in propoition as the characters are

divested of what is puiely individual, do they gam

m interest and elevation Penelope, Nausicaa,

Andromache, Antigone, Iphigenia, aie beings far

less complex than the heiomes of a dozen novels

that come out now in a single year Their beauty

and tiuth lie piecisely in their typical humanity

Nor, in gaming universal significance, do the

women of Gieek literatuie fade into abstract

types The finet shades of character are not

excluded by the simplicity with which the mam

lines are drawn In discaidmg v hat is accidental

their individuality is not obliteiated but deepened

and em iched
,

foi it is not disoidered emotion

or perplexity of motive that makes a chaiactei

poetical, but powei of will or power of love

Attentive study of such a poetic creation as Anti-

gone leveals mnumeiable subtle traits illustrative

of the general pimciple of Greek ait by which the

utmost variety of Retail is admitted, if only it

conti lbutes to the total impression and is subject

to a controlling unity of design

For many centuries the standing quariel of

Greek literature had been between the poets and

the philosophers Poetry, said the philosophers,

is all fiction, and immoial fiction too
,
philosophy
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seeks the good and the true Plato inheriting

the ancient dislike of the wise men towards

poetry banished the poets from his ideal republic

Aristotle would heal the strife He finds there is

a meeting point between poetry and philosophy in

the relation in which they stand to the universal

We should have been glad if he had explained

the exact distinction between them as he con

ceived it clearly, as we have alre idy seen he did

not intend to merge poetrv m philosophy His

general theory as it has been abo\ e set forth does

not permit us to mark the difference between the

two methods much more precisely than by saying

that poetry is akin to philosophy in so far as it

aims at expressing the universal but that poetry

expresses the universal in sensuous and imaginative

form not like philosophy in terms of abstract

reasoning In this sense poetry is a concrete

philosophy a criticism of life and of the

universe This is completely true only of the

higher creations of poetry not of mere jets of

poetical fancy But of the great poets of all

nations— of the poems of Homer of Aeschvlus

of Shakespeare of Dante— it undoubtedly holds

good There is in them an interpretation of man

and of life and of the world a connected scheme
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and view of things not systematised or consciously

unfolded, but latent, undei lying the poet’s thought

and essential to the unity of the poem Poets,

too, even of an mfeuor older, who, like Words-

woi th, aie capable of presenting tiuly, if not the

whole of life, yet certain definite aspects of it m

imaginative form, aie in their own wa) philo-

sophers They embody a consistent and har-

monious wisdom of their own

Between poetry and philosophy there had been

an ancient feud It was othcnvisc with poetry

and history Here at fiist theie was no opposition

“ Poetry,” says Bacon, “ is feigned history , " much

of the poetry of the Greeks might be called

authentic history, true not in piecision of detail

or in the lecord of personal ad\entures, but in its

indication of the larger outlines of events and its

embodiment in ideal foim of the past deeds of the

race Aristotle himself speaks of the myths as

histoiy, what they ^ontain aie actual facts (ra

ryevofievcc)
,

the names of the characters are

“ historical ” (7evo/xeva ovbfiara) as opposed to

fictitious
(7re-rroL7]fjieva) names 1 Greek tiagedy

was indeed historical, but it drew its facts not

from recent l^Tstoiy or contemporaneous

1 Poet 967 1451 b 15 sqq

events
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The tragedian was the successor of the epic poet

who was the earliest historian of the Greek race

and the keeper of its archives Homer it is true

is not to us as he was to the Greeks the minute

and literal chronicler of the Trojan war We may

smile when we think of lines of Homer being

quoted and accepted as evidence in the settlement

of an international claim Yet his poems are still

historical documents of the highest value and

that not merely as reflecting the life of the poets

age the sentiments and manners of the heroic

society of which he formed a part but also as

preserving the popular traditions of Greece Not

many years ago it was the fashion to speak of

the legendary history of Greece as legend and

nothing more Art and archaeology are every

day adding fresh testimony as to its substantial

truth Explorations and excavations are restoring

the traditional points of contact between Greece

and Asia Minor Famous ^dynasties which not

long since had been resolved into sun myths again

stand out as historical realities Troy Tiryns

Mycenae rest on sure foundations their past

greatness their lines of princes their relations

with outside states are not the drains of poetic

imagination The kernel of truth which was
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thought to be non-existent or inchsco\ crable, is

being extracted by the new appliances of the

histone method

The Hellenic people, in short, aie found to

have peipetuated then lnstoiy with marvellous

fidelity thiough populai myth Myth was the

unwntten htciatuic of an caily people, whose

instinctive language was poetry It was at once

then philosophy and then history It cnslnined

then unconscious thcones of life, their icflcc-

tions upon things human and diune It rc-

coided all that they knew about then own past,

about then cities and families, the geographical

movements of then tubes and the exploits of

ancestors Myth to the Gieeks wras not simply

what we mean by legend Aristotle obscivcs that

the poet is none the less a poet 01 makei though

the incidents of his poem should chance to be

actual events
,

foi some actual events have that

internal stamp of tlu^piobable or possible which

makes them the subject-mattei of poetry 1 Such

weie the “ actual events ” lccoided in myth They
lay ready to the poet’s hand as an anonymous

work, touched by the imagination of an artistic

race, many of them haidly needing to be lecast

1 Poet 9 9 1451 b 30
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from the poetic mould in which they lay Truth

and fiction were here fused together and the

collective whole was heroic history This was the

idealising medium through which the past became

poetical
,

it afforded that imaginative remoteness

which enabled the hearers to escape from present

realities It lifted them into a higher sphere of

existence where the distractions of the present

were forgotten in the thrilling stories of an age

which though distant appealed to them by many

associations The Athenians fined Phrymchus for

lus Capture of Mtletus not because the event it

represented was historical instead of m>thica! but

because it was recent and painful historj As the

fairy land of fancj was to Spenser

* The worlds sweet inn from pun and wearisome turmoil

so the Greeks looked to poetry as a refuge from

the miseries and toilsomeness of life The comic

poet Timoclcs in cxplainmg^thc effect of tragedy

gives expression to the common sentiment of

Greece The mind made to forget its own

sufferings and moved with interest at another

s

woe carries awaj instruction and delight 1

1 Timoclcs Aiopivi&towra Meinehc Con I rag u 8oo

o 7&/> povt tw 13 uv X^0>j X f)u>
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Greek poetry and art with true historic sense

did not take the present as an isolated point, but

projected it into the past, whose half-effaced out-

lines were restored by the imagination Myth

was the golden link which bound together the

generations The odes of Pindar are a case in

point The poet starting from the individual

victor in the games, raises the interest above the

personal level and beyond the special occasion, by

giving historical perspective and background to

the event The victor’s fortunes are connected

with the annals of his house, with the trials and

triumphs of the past Nor does the poet stop at

the deeds of ancestors The mention of a common

ancestor, of a Heracles, will transport him from

Lacedaemon to Thessaly He passes outside the

family and the city and sweeps with rapid glance

from colony to mother-city, from city to country,

from the personal to the Panhellenic interest

irp'os aWorplo^re ipvxo-ywyqdeh irddei

P-eO' 7]dovrjs a.TTTj\de iraidevdels d/ia

Cp Hesiod, Theog 96 103

—

et yap ns Mt l irkuOos %xw veoK7]Sh 6vpw

fifijrat hpaolyv ahay?)p.evos, airrap aotoos

Mowawv depdirw CKeia irporipuiv a.v8p&iroiv

v/xvpixrj, (Tj.Ka.pas re Oeotis, ol“0\vfiirov exovmv,

atyp’ b ye ovacjipovewv eTri\r}8eTcu, ovok n MjSiwv

pipvprai rax^cJS ok irapsTpaire oGipa deawv
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Thus the ode is more tlnn in occasional poem

and the theme is it is unfolded acquires i larger

meaning The \ictor is transfigured into i

glorious pcrsomficition of his nee ind the present

is reflected magnified illuminated in the mirror of

the m> thtc past 1 The ode rises b> clear ascents

from the individual to the universal

It is this that constitutes Greek idealism

The world of rcaht> and the world of imagina

tion were not for the Greeks sepante spheres

which stood apart the breath of poctrj kindled

the facts of experience and the traditions of the

past The ideal in Grccl art was not the

opposite of the real but rather its fulfilment and

perfection Lach sprang out of the same soil

the one was the full blown flower of which the

other was the germ And one chief means b>

which the Greek poet was able to idealise the

real w as the historic m> til

1 GilJcnlcoc Fn Jar Intr p whom I lu\c followed in

tl j* paragraph
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VIII Tiie Function of Tragedy

Aristotle’s definition of tiagedy 1 urns thus

“ Tiagedy is an imitation of an action that is

serious, complete, and of a ceitain magnitude, by

means of language embellished with each of the dif-

ferent kinds of embellishment, which ai e separately

employed in the several paits
,

in the foim of action

not of narrative
,
effecting thiough pity and feai

the pioper katkarsts, or purgation, of these 2

emotions” The “diffeient kinds of embellish-

ment” aie piesently explained to be metie and

1 Poet 6 2 1449 b 24 sqq toriv ovv rpaywola jufjavjens irpd$ews

airovbalas Mil reXdas p-iyeOos ex° rjbvoplvtp X6yw Ckdcrru

('vulg thdorov) twv elSwv tv toTs fjopiois, optovTwv mx i oi> St’ airay

yeXlas, 5i iX4ov hal <fi6f3ov irepalvovoa. tt\v twv toiovtwv ira.Orifj.dTwv

hdOaptTLV

2 rwv toioOtwv has given rise to much misunderstanding It is

not “all such emotions” or “these and suchlike emotions,” but by

a frequent and idiomatic use “ the aforesaid emotions,” namc.1), pity

and fear It is with these, and these only, that tragedy is con

ceined throughout the Poe/gs There is perhaps, as Remhens

(p 161) says, a delicate reason heie for the preference of twv

tojwjtwv over the demonstrative The eXeos and <poj3os of the defini-

tions, as will be evident m the sequel, are the aesthetic emotions of

pity and fear, those which are awakened by the tragic representa-

tion twv tqlovt iraOpp. are the emotions of pity and fear which
belong to teal life, aqjwhich are expelled by the aesthetic emotions

The use of toOtwv instead of toiovtwv might have suggested that the

feelings were identically the same
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melody ,
metre without music being employed in

the dialogue lyrical song in the chord parts

From this definition it spears first that the

gtwis of tragedy is Imitation This it has in

common with all the fine arts Next it is

differentiated from comedy as being an ltnita

tion of a serious 1 action not low or trivial or

merely laughable but an action which is con

cerned with the true tc\o? or end of life it is

thus a picture of human life and destiny on its

serious side Further it is differentiated in form

from Epic poetry it is dramatic not narrative

The remainder of the definition describes the

specific effect the proper function of tragedy —
namely to produce a certain hind of KarJtatsts

It would be a curious study to collect the many

and strange translations that have been given of

this definition in the last three hundred years

Almost every word of it has been misinterpreted

in one way or another B^t after all it contains

only two real difficulties The one lies in the

clause concerning the different hinds of cmbcl

lishment Fortunately however Aristotle has

interpreted this for us himself otherwise it

1
ffvo Sola here is serious not moral or virtuous its

antithesis would be <fia \ij as applied to comedj
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would doubtless have piovoked volumes of criti-

cism The other and more fundamental difficulty

relates to the meaning of the katharsis Here we

seek m vain for any dnect aid fiom the Poetics.

A gieat histone discussion has centied round

the phrase No passage, probably, in ancient

literatuie has been so frequently handled by

commentators, critics, and poets, by men who

knew Gieek, and by men who knew no Greek

A tradition almost unbroken thiough centuries

saw m it an allusion to a moial effect which

tragedy produces through the “ purification of the

passions” What the precise effect is, and what

are the passions on which tragedy works, was

very variously interpreted. Corneille, Racine,

Lessing, each offered diffeient solutions, but all

agreed in assuming the puiely ethical intention

of the drama Goethe piotested
,

but his own

most interesting theoiy 1
is for linguistic leasons

quite impossible, noi^does it accord with much

else that is contained m the Poetics It was little

more than thirty years ago (1857) that a pamphlet

by Jacob Bernays 2 leopened the whole question,

1 Published m N<Cri!cse zu Artstoleles Poettl, 1826

Republished m 1880 in the volume Zwei Abhandtungen ttbo

die At istotehsche Theotie des Dtama (Berlin)
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and gave a new direction to the argument His

mam idea had been forestalled by one or two

earlier critics but it had never been fully worked

out and had hitherto attracted but little notice

Bernays with equal learning and literary skill

proved that fratharsis here is a medical metaphor 1

purgation and denotes a pathological effect on

the soul analogous to the effect of medicine on

the body The thought in its simplest form may

be expressed thus Tragedy excites the emotions

of pity and fear—kindred emotions that are in

the breasts of all men—and by the act of excita

tion affords a pleasurable relief Ihe feelings

called forth by the tragic spectacle are not

indeed permanently removed but are quieted

for the time so that the system can fall back

upon its normal course The stage in fact pro

vides a harmless and pleasurable outlet for

1 The three chief meanings of the v, ord 1 the medical the

religious or liturgical lustratio or ^xpiatio and 3 tl e moral

punfeatio are ometimes difficult to keep apart In Plat

SopJ -30 B the medical metaphor is prominent Refutation

(?XeYX°0 JS a ”10 le of K&Oaptiis Before knowledge can be mparted

internal obstacles must be removed
{
a iftiroBlfo a hefitik ) In

Crat 405 A doctors and soothsayers both u e ij 8 pa s a! ol

KaOapnol In Phaedo 69 C the medical sense tQc&Oapa % shades off

into the religious the trans tion being effected by the mention of

KaBapph
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instincts which demand satisfaction, and winch can

be indulged hcie more fearlessly than m teal life

Plato, it must be lemcmbcrcd, in Ins attack

upon the diama had said that “the natural hungci

aftci soi row and weeping” which is kept undet

conti ol in our own calamities, is satisfied and

delighted by the poets “ Poetry feeds and w aters

the passions instead of stamng them
” 1 Through

its tearful moods it enfeebles the manl> tcmpei
,

it makes anarchy in the soul b) exalting the lower

elements ovci the higher, and by dethtonmg reason

in favour of feeling Anstotlc held that it is not

desirable to kill or to starve the emotional part

of the soul, and that the legulatcd indulgence

of the feelings selves to maintain the balance of

oui natuie Tragedy, he w'ould say, is a vent for

the paiticular emotions of pity and fear In the

first instance, it is true, its effect is not to

tranquilhse but to excite It excites emotion,

how'-ever, only to allay it Pity and fear, artifi-

cially stnred, expel ^he latent pity and fear which

we bring with us fiom leal life In the pleasur-

able calm, which follows wdien the passion is spent,

an emotional cuie has been wnoucdit 2
o

1 Rep \ 606 D, rpi(f>€i yap ravra (ipoovera
,
Slov avxP-Cv

Zeller {Phil do Gi
) thinks it unimportant whether the medical
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It is worth noting as has been pointed out by

Bernays and before him by Twining that Milton

with the intuition at once of a poet and a scholar

apprehended something of the true import of

Aristotle s words In his preface to Samson

Agontstes he writes

Tragedy, as it was anciently composed hath

been ever held the gravest moralest and most

profitable of all other poems therefore said by

Aristotle to be of power by raising pity and fear

or terrour to purge the mind of those and such

like passions that is to temper or reduce them

to just measure with a kind of delight stirred up

by reading or seeing those passages well imitated

Nor is Nature herself wanting m her own efforts

to make good his assertion for so in physick

things of melanchohck hue and quality are used

against melancholy sour against sour salt to

remove salt humours In other words tragedy

is a form of homoeopat^c treatment curing

emotion by means of emotion

or the religious use of the katkars s is primarily intended as in either

case the word bears a sense far rtmoied from the orig nal metaphor

But the dist nctive method of relief is d fferent in the two cases

The medical katkams implies relief following^pon previous excita

tion There is first a rap x*! 01 I W* then K&Oapms or ticKp <ns

This is of vital moment for the argument If we lose sight of the

metaj hor the significance of the process is missed

2 A
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Anstotlc, it would seem, was led to this

lcmatkablc Ihcoiy by obserung the effect of

certain melodies upon a foim of ichgious ecstasy,

oi, as the Giceks said, "enthusiasm,” such as is

laiely seen m this country, and whose piopcr

home is in the East The pet sons subject to

such tianspoits weic legarded as men possessed

by a god, and note taken undci the care of the

priesthood The treatment picscubcd for them

was so fai homoeopathic in chaiactei, that it

consisted in applying mo\ement to cuic mo\c-

ment, in soothing the internal tioublc of the mind

by a wild and lestlcss music The passage in the

Politics
1 m which Anstotlc dcscnbcs the opera-

tion of these tumultuous melodics is the key to

the meaning of kathai sis m the Poetics Such

music is expiessly distinguished by Anstotlc

fiom the music which has a moral effect oi

educational value
(7rcu8e(as evetcev) It diffeis,

again, from those f(;ims of music whose end is

1 Pol v (vm
) 7 134 1 ^ 32

— J 342 15 For evOowna07165 as a

morbid state to be cured by music see Aristides Quintilnnus {an
xoo ad) irepl novaihijs B 11 p 157, quoted and explained in

Donng p 332 cp p 261 There the healing process is denoted
by KaraaTtWecrdatf a7ro

(
aeiXtrreop

t?at, (hhtiOalpecrOai The music
employed is called a nl/Mjais ns (? c of the enthusiasm) wlncli shows
that the musical hadapcri s is a kind of homoeopathic cuie
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either relaxation (ryjo<? avairavatv) or the higher

aesthetic enjoyment (r-pos Btaya>ytjv) Its object

is katharsts It is a phjsical stimulus which

provides an outlet for religious fervour Patients

who have been submitted to this process fall

back, to quote Aristotle s phrase into their

normal state as if they had undergone a medical

or purgative treatment 1 The emotional result

is a harmless joy (xaPav

The homoeopathic cure of morbid enthusiasm

by means of music was it may be incidentally

observed, known also to Plato In a passage

of the Lavs, where he is la>ing down rules

for the management of infants his advice is

that infants should be kept in perpetual motion

and live as if they were always tossing at sea

He proceeds to compare the principle on which

religious ecstasy is cured by a strain of impas

sioned music with the method of nurses, who

lull their babies to sleep Onot by silence but

1 Pol \ (mu ) 7 134 a 10 ko.0 orafilvoin Cxrirtp larpcUt

ti%5 ras k 1 KaOipatus The Cxsrtp marks the introduction of the

metaphor fetrp is cxjflaincd by the more specific term xiO prr

xaBloraoda is also a itrb prop in medicine either of the patient

r lapsing into his n Ural state or of the diseis^ settling down (cp

Donng p 328) In the same passage of the J clitics 134 a 14 the

medical metaphor is kept up in KovflittsBai obtain relief

2 Laws mi 790 r
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by singing, not by holding them quiet but by

rocking them m then arms Fear, he thmK,

is in each ease the emotion that has to be sub-

dued, a feai caused by something that lias

gone wrong within In each ease the method

of cure is the same
,

an external agitation

(Ktv7]<rt<r) is cmplovcd to calm and counteract

an
s
internal But Plato recognised the principle

only as it applied to music and to the useful

art of nursing Aristotle, with lu-> generalising

faculty and his lo\c of discovering unity in dif-

ferent domains of life, extended the principle to

tiagedy, and hints at even a v idci application

of it In the Politics, after explaining the action

of the musical Lathams, he adds, that “those

who are liable to pity and feai, and in general,

persons of emotional tempci ament pass through a

like experience
,

they all undergo a LotIta) sis

of some Lind and feel a pleasurable relief’’
1

1 Pol v (\U! ) 7 1312 C’l{, ravri 0
r\ toCto tu a', Kate rd<7\tiv

hal robs cXainovas sal roes 17.0Sj7-o.01s aciI toit t>\ur ~aOt}-tKo’t,

Kal Traci ^lyvtoOal riva KaOapnw ha\ t ov£gccr0<u j-icP 1/00 Here
rtvahdO implies tint the Inti at sis in nil eases n not prcci-cl) of

the same hind lienee v.c see the force of the article in the dtf

of tragedy, T7jp t£i toioi-t raO caD
,
tie spntfic latlcusts, tint

which is appropriate to these emotions There is nothing m the

Poetics to bear out the assumption of man} commentators that epic

poetry excites prccisel} the same emotions as tr.aged}
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The whole passage of the Politics here re

ferred to is introduced by certain important

prefatory words “What we mean by katharsis

we will now state in general terms (o7rXw?)

hereafter we will explain it more clearly (jcpavfitv

<rcuf)e<TTepov) in our treatise on Poetrj 1 But

in the Poetics as we have it the much desired

explanation is wanting
,

there appears to be a

gap m the text at this most critical point We
are therefore driven back upon the Politics itself

as our primary authority The tone of the

passage and particular expressions show two

things plainly—first that the term there is con

sciously metaphorical secondly that though its

technical use in medicine was familiar the meta

phorical application of it was novel and needed

elucidation Moreover in the words last quoted

— all undergo a hatha) sis of some kind — it

is prettv plainly implied that the katharsis of

pity and fear in tragedy ij analogous to but

not identical with the katharsis of enthusiasm

Now Bernays transferred the kathaisis of

the Politics almost without modification of mean

mg to the definition of tragedv He limited its

reference to the simple idea of'**an emotional

1 lot v (vin ) 7 1341 b 39
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relief, a pleasurable vent foi ovei charged feeling

This idea, no doubt, almost exhausts the mean-

ing of the phrase as it is used in the Politics

It also expresses, as has been above explained,

one impoitant aspect of the tiagic laihaisis

But the woid, as taken up by Anstotle into his

teiminology of art, has piobably a fuither mean-

ing It expi esses not only a fact of psychology

01 of pathology, but a punciple of ait The

ongmal metaphoi is in itself a guide to the full

aesthetic significance of the teim In the medi-

cal language of the school of Hippocrates it

strictly denotes not the entile expulsion of any

given substance from the oiganism, but a paitial

expulsion, the lemoval of a painful or distmb-

mg element, and hence the purifying of what

remains, by the elimination of alien mattci 1

Applying this to tragedy we observe that the

feelings of pity and fear in leal life contain a

morbid and disturbing element In the process

of tragic excitation they find lehef, and the

morbid element is thiown off As the tiamco
1 Kivwms in the Hippocratic writings denotes the entire lemoul

of' healthy but surplus humours, hAdapms the remo\al of to.

XvTrovvra and the^he,— of “qualitatively alien matter” (twv

aXKorplup Kara -rroibrqTa, Galen) Thus Galen x\i 105, bruins
orav airavTCs ol o/xotI/xus kevuvrai, hAOapcns 5k orav 01 fxoxGypoi
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action progresses when the tumult of the mind

first roused has afterwards subsided the lower

forms of emotion—the fear and pity of reality

—are found to have been transmuted into higher

and more refined forms The emotions are not

so much purged a my as purged The curative

and tranquilhsing influence that tragedy ever

cises follows as an immediate accompaniment

of the transformation of feeling Tragedy then

does more than effect the homoeopathic cure of

certain passions Its function on this view is

not merely to proude an outlet for pitv or fear

but also to purge the emotions themselves to

purify and clarify them by passing them through

the medium of art

But what is the nature of this clarifying pro

cess? Here we have no direct reply from Ans

totle But he has left us some few hints some

materials out of which we may perhaps recon

struct the outlines of his thought
3

Kari iro finjTa cp [Plat } 0po 415 D KiOapait &n6 icp ait x P& u

«t& i w \\ here the thing to be remo\ ed not only contains

a morbid element but is in itself morbid iOapa expresses Us total

c pulsion Thus in Plat Phae *3 69 C iOapa s tw to oww
irdv u (sc tjS w ) is a purging away of these pleasures reliev

the soul of them It is the soul not pleasures that are ir

this case pu ged Hence the expression is not exactly parallel to

K&dapa ripy toio t va.9i)n in the def of trage ly as explained above
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The pity and fcai of real life aic each, by

the definition of them in the Rhetone,
a form

of pain (Xvttt) 779) Feat Anslotlc defines to

be “a species of pain 01 disturbance arising

from an impression of impending cul which is

destiuctive 01 painful in its nature
” 1 Moico\cr,

the evil is neai not 1 emote, and the persons

thieatened are ouisclvcs Similar!), pity is “a

sort of pain at an evident evil of a dcsliuclnc

01 painful kind in the case of somebody who

does not desene it, the cul being one to which

wre may naturally expect ourschcs or some

one of oui owm friends to be liable, and this

at a time w'hcn it appeals to be near at

hand ” 2
Pity, how'evci, tuins into fear where

the object is so neatly 1 elated to us that the

suffering seems to be oui own

3

Thus pity and

fear in Austotle aie strictly coil elated feelings

We pity others w'hete under like circumstances

we should feai foi oui selves 1 Those who aie
C

1 Welldon’s Trans of Rhet n 5 13S2 a 21, ccrrw 017 \vri]

ns •)} rapaxh ik (pavraalas ntWovro? kakov (jiOaprtkov 1) Xirr-qpov

“ lb 11 8 1385 t> 13, terra) orj <f\eo s Xvttjj tis crl kaktS

(pdaprikw kal Xvrrrjpip rod ava^iov rvyxal’w, 5 k&v T•pocr6oM;c^ctc^,

av iraOeiv 7) twv afrrou^OrcL, kal toDto orav rXriaiov (pahijrai

3 lb 11 8 1386 a 17

4 lb 11 8 1386 a 27
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incapable of fear are incapable also of pity
1

Thus in psychological analysis fear is the primary

emotion from which pity derives its meaning

Pity contains in it a latent or potential fear it

is rot as in many modern writers an unselfish

sympathy with others distress

The conditions of dramatic representation and

above all the combined appeal which tragedy

makes to both feelings will considerably modify

the emotions as they art known in actual reality

Pity in itself undergoes no essential change It

has still for its object the misfortunes of one

who is undeserving (o aia£to<?) which phrase as

interpreted by Aristotle (Poet ch xui) means

not a wholly innocent sufferer but rather a man

who meets with sufferings beyond his deserts

Pity it is to which the primary appeal is made

in tragedy Fear comes in as a secondary and

derivative feeling
,

and hence tragic fear differs

sensibly from fear proper ^The emotion is pro

foundly altered when it is transferred from the

real to the imaginative world It is no longer the

direct apprehension of misfortune impending over

our own life It is not caused b> the actual

approach of danger It is the r^ex of the pity

1 Rket 1 8 1385 b o qq cp 1 5 1383 a 9
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that we feel foi the tragic heio His misfortunes

make us tiemble for ourselves 1 unlikely as we

aie evei to be placed in cncumstances identical

with his

The tiagic sufferei is a man like ourselves

(o o/^oto?)
,
and on that likeness the whole effect

of tiagedy, as descnbed in the Poetics, hinges

Without it he would fail to win oui sympathy

The lesemblance on which Aristotle insists is one

of moial chaiactei His heio (JPoct ch xm) is a

man not of flawless peifection, noi yet of consum-

mate villainy
,
by which we must not undci stand

that he has meiely average 01 mediocie qualities

He uses, indeed, above the common level in moial

elevation and dignity {Poet ch 11 and ch xv ),

but he is not free fiom fiailties and impel fections

It may be noted that these conditions, while

applicable enough to the ideal type of heio, must

not be taken as absolute lules of tiagic poitiaituie

1 Poet 13 2 1453 a 5 > Kepi rbv av&^iov, tp6{3os 5Z irepl

tov 6/j.owi> If this passage stood alone, grammatical symmetry \\ oulcl

lead us to suppose that as 6 ai'd£tos is the object of eXeos, so 0 bpoios

is the object of tp6j3os that our fear, m fact, is, in the hist instance,

for the tragic hero But the chap of the RJiet on 4>6j3os slious that

in fear the primary reference is to oursehes The -irepi therefore has

a different sense in tl^jtwo clauses “ we feel pity for 6 avisos v, e

feel feai m connection with 0 op.oiosR 7 e his sufferings nuahen oui

fear for ourseh es
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Instances from the modern drama show how a

character may become tragic even if entirely

wanting in moral nobility by the aid of other

gifts great in themselves and e\hibited on the

grand scale by heightened powers of intellect or

of will, however misdirected the ends to which

they are turned In any case however the ideal

tragic character must have a rich and full humanity

elements which other men possess but blended

more harmoniously or of more potent quality

So much human nature must there be m him

that we are able in some sense to identify

ourselves with him to make his misfortunes

our own

But the tragic fear though it has been modified

in passing under the conditions of art is not in

Aristotle a languid sympathy Being refracted

through pit} it differ from the crushing appre

hension of personal disaster \et it causes a

thrill to run through us a shudder of horror or of

vague foreboding 1 In the spectacle of another

s

crimes or sufferings in the shocks and blows of

circumstance we read the uncertainty of all human

fortunes We are brought into a mood m which

1 Poet 14 1 1453 b 4 uare rb kovo a ra

K l *pptTTeiv Kal i\t

irpiy/xara 7 6peva
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we feel that we too aie liable to suffering 1 The

object of dread is not a definite evil which thieatens

us at close quaiteis. But the vividness with which

the imagination appiehends possible calamity pio-

duces the same intensity of impiession as if the

danger were at hand Our fear becomes almost

impel sonal Though its fiist lefcrence is to oui-

selves, we do not sharply distinguish between

ourselves and the hero in whose existence \\ e have

foi the time merged our own, and whose fortunes

aie for us but a type of human destiny

We can see now that the essential tragic effect

depends on maintaining the intimate alliance be-

tween pity and fear Accoiding to Anstotle, not

pity alone is awakened by tiagedy, as many

moderns have held
,
not pity or feai, for which

Corneille argued
,
not pity and admiration which

is the version of the Anstotehan expiession

which is current in the Elizabethan writeis The

Aristotelian lequireme^t is pity and feai In the

phiase of the anonymous fragment, “ On Comedy,” 2

which appears to contain some genuine Aristotelian

tiadition, “ tragedy blends fear with pity m equal
1 Cp Rhet n 5 I 3&3 a do-re oet rovrovs irapaaKevafriv

tin tolovtoI elenv 6101 7

r

2 Printed by Vahlen and Susennhl at the end of their editions of

the Poetics
, and commented on in detail by Bernays, p 142 sqq
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proportions *
(1/ rpayroBla crvpperplav 6e\ci £%etv

rou j>ofiov) Pity, ns Bcrnajs explains through

its kinship with fear is prcser\ cd from ccccntncity

and sentimentalism I car through its alliance

with pity is divested of a narrow selfishness of

the vulgar terror which is inspired by personal

danger A self absorbed anxiety or alarm makes

us incapable of sympathy with others In this

sense fear casts out pity
1 Tragic fear though

it may send an inn ard shudder through the blood

does not paral>se the mind or stun the sense as

does the direct \1s10n of some impending calamity

And the reason is that this fear unlike the fear of

common reality is based on an imaginative union

with another s life. The spectator is lifted out

of himself He becomes one with the tragic

sufferer and through him with humanity at large

One effect of the drama said Plato is that

through it a man becomes many, instead of one ,

it makes him lose his propgr personality in a pan

tomimic instinct and so prove false to himself

Anstotfe might xcp\y True
,
he passes out of

himself but it is through the enlarging power of

1 Khtf 11 8 I3S6 a * tA yip Set A ^j-epo rou eX« j*ov ical

(k powr kS tov Alov Cp 1385 b 33 ou yip IXeovot ol lKireir\T]y

liivot S 4 tA ttm irpAs T<p olxeltfi irifftt
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sympathy He forgets his own petty suffcnngs

lie quits the nanow sphcic of the individual lie

identifies himself with the fate of mankind

We aic heie biought back to Anstotle’s tlieoiy

of poetiy as a lepicscntation of the universal

Tiagedy exemplifies with concentiatcd power this

Inghest function of the poetic ait The chaiactcrs

it depicts, the actions and fortunes of the persons

with whom it acquaints us, possess a t) pical and

univeisal value The aitistic unity of plot, bind-

ing together the scveial parts of the play in close

lmvaid coheience, lcveals the law of human des-

tiny, the causes and effects of suffering The in-

cidents which thi ill us are intensified in then

effect, when to the shock of suipuse is added the

discovery that each thing as it has happened could

not be otherwise, it stands in oiganic relation to

what has gone befoie 1 Pity and feai awrakened

in connection until these laigei aspects of human

suffeiing, and kept close alliance until one

anothei, become univeisalised emotions What is

puiely peisonal and self-icgaiding drops away

The spectatoi who is biought face to face with

grandei suffenngs than his own experiences a

1 Poet 9 ix 1452 a i 5, where the point lies in the union of the

irapa. ttjv oo^av with the 01’ fiXXijXa
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sympathetic ecstasy or lifting out of himself It is

precisely in this transport of feeling which carries

a man outside his individual self that the distinctive

tragic pleasure resides Pity and fear are purged

of the impure element which clings to them in

life In the glow of tragic excitement these feel

ings are so transformed that the net result is an

emotional delight

It is not unlikely that originally the Katharsis

viewed as a refining process may have implied no

more to Aristotle than the expulsion of the dis

turbing element, namely, the pain,' which enters

into pity and fear when aroused by real objects

The mere fact of such an expulsion would have

supplied him with a point of argument against

Plato in addition to the main line of reply above

indicated In the Philebtts Plato had described

the mixed (fu^fleicrai) or impure (aKuOaproi) plea

sures as those which have in them an alloy of

pain
,
and the pleasure of^tragedy was stated to

be of the mixed order 3 The Aristotelian theory

1 Cp riut Sj tnp Qu mi 8 (m reference to the musical katl

arsis) Ciffwtp 77 Opr) y8la irol 4 <irt j)2< or a X8t l ipxv irdOot Kt t

Kal Zdjcpio bcP&Wa irpoi-yuv Si ttj tit oIktov oGtw Kari
p-iKpb i^aipet Kal avaXltrKct rd —a passage which
is also instructive as to the kathartu method gcncrallj

2 See 1 352 3 lhil 50 B
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asserts that the emotions on which tragedy works

do indeed in ical life contain a predominant

mixture of pain, but that by artistic treatment

they aie transmuted into puic pleasure

In the foiegomg pages, howe\ei, we ha\c

earned the analysis a step farther, and shown how

and w'hy the pain becomes a pleasure. If it is

objected that the notion of univcrsahsing the

emotions and lidding them of an intrusive clement

that belongs to the sphere of the accidental and

individual, is a modem conception, w'hich wc ha\e

no warrant for atlnbutmg to Anslotlc, we may

leply that if this is not what Anslotlc meant, it

is at least the natural outcome of his doctrine
,

to

this conclusion his geneial theory of poetry points

Let us assume, then, that with the idea of an

emotional relief the tiagic hatha) sis imohes the

further idea of the purifying of the emotions so

relieved In accepting this interpretation wrc do

not asenbe to tiagc^jy a direct moial influence

The lefinement of feeling under tcmpoiary and

artificial excitement is still fai removed from moial

impiovement Tiagedy, accoidmg to the defini-

tion, acts on the feelings not on the will It

does not make men bettei
,

at the most it lemoves

certain hindrances to vntue Aristotle would
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probably admit that indirectly the drama has a

moral influence in enabling the emotional system

to throw off some perilous stuff certain elements

of feeling which if left to themselves might

develop dangerous energy and impede the free

play of those vital functions on which the exercise

of virtue depends But whatever may be the

indirect effect of the repeated operation of the

latharsis we may confidently say that Aristotle in

his definition of tragedy is thinking not of any

such remote result but of the immediate end of

the art of the aesthetic function which it fulfils

It is only under certain conditions of art that

the homoeopathic cure of a passion by a similar

passion is possible In order that an emotion

may be not only excited but also allayed—that

the tumult of the mind may be resolved into a

pleasurable calm—the emotion stirred by a ficti

tious representation must divest itself of its purely

selfish and material elemen*j; and become part of

a new order of things The more exclusive and

self absorbed a passion is the more does it resist

JathatUc treatment The feelings excited must

have their basis in the permanent and objective

realities of life and be capable of being generalised

by the action of sy mpathy The tragic katharsxs

2 B

i
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requires that suffetmg shall be exhibited m one

of its compiehensne aspects, that the deeds and

fortunes of the actors shall attach themselves to

laiger issues, and the spectator lumsclf be lifted

above the special ease, and bi ought face to face

with univcisal law and the divine plan of the

woi Id.

Tiagedy, as so undci stood, satisfies a linnet sal

human need The fear and pity on and thiough

which it operates aie not, as some ha\e maintained

larc and abnoimal emotions All men, as Aris-

totle says
,

1 aie susceptible to them, some persons

in an oveipow cling mcasuie For the modern, as

foi the ancient woild, they arc still among the

primary instincts
,

always present, if below the

surface, and leady to be called into activity The

Greeks, from temperament, circumstances, and

religious beliefs, may have been moie sensitnc to

their influence than we aie, and moie likely to

suffer fiom them in a r^orbid foim Gieek tiagedy,

indeed, m its beginnings was but a ivild religious

excitement, a bacchic ecstasy This aimless ecstasy

was brought undei aitistic law It was ennobled

by objects w'oi thyrof an ideal emotion The poets

found out how the tianspoit of human pity and

1 Pol v (mu
) 7 1342 a 5-7
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human fear might under the excitation of art be

dissolved in joy and the pain escape in the purified

tide of human sympathy

I\ Plot and Character in Tragedy

On no question of poetic criticism has Aristotle

pronounced a more decisive opinion than on the

relation of plot and character in tragedy Plot

which in artistic representation is the equivalent

of action in real life
1 holds the first place The

delineation of character stands second it is strictly

subordinate to the plot 3

Of the many reasons Anstotle gives for the

pre eminent position assigned to the plot the most

fundamental is this — Tragedy is an imitation

not of men but of an action —of human life and

of happiness and unhappiness Now these consist

in action the supreme end 0*3 life being a kind of

action not a mere quality of mind (7rpa£i9 rt?

ecrlv ov itoiotij9)
4 In other words the end of

1 Poet 6 6 1450 a 3 to tv Si njs fit wp&Stut 6 p dot ij piprjatt

3 lb 6 g 1450 a 15 sqq ^
3 16 6 to 1450 a 2 1 ri avfivap X pfid ova S 6 rAt itpat( t

6 15 1450 b 2 far t (6 p dot) pipifatt irpd c(ut *al Sid. ravnj

paXtara ru> irparr6 tu * lb 6 9 1450 a 16 19
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life is a form of moral eneigy 01 activity
,
\ve are

called happy not in vntue of what we are but of

what we do And as life implies self-realisation

through action, tragedy which is the mirioi of

human life and destiny is, m its pnmary idea,

a repiesentation of action, not a reproduction of

chaiactei Anstotle even commits himself to the

statement, that theie may be a tragedy without

any delineation of character, though theie cannot

be a tragedy without action
1

This, clearly, is

said with some exaggeiation
,
the words must not

be read too liteially. Action without chaiacter is

a meaningless absti action, as is also character

without action In life they must exist together,

being the two sides of one conciete reality

Apart fiom overstatement, the true gist of the

argument is conveyed m the woids “The plot

is the first principle and as it were the soul of the

tragedy ” 2 The analogy heie indicated goes

deeper than might a£* once be apparent from the

English words The pi ease point of the compan-

son depends on the 1 elation in which the soul

1 Poet 6 IX 1450 i 23-5, &vev fikv irpaljeus ow, yivoiro

rpayuSla, &vev ot •rpwv ytvoir

2 lb 6 14 1450 a 38, apxn (ikv 01V hdi ofoi' o /xvOos T??S

rpayuoias
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stands to the body m the Aristotelian philosophy 1

A play is a hind of Irving organism Its animat

ing principle is the plot As in the animal and

vegetable world the soul or principle of life is the

primary and moving force the ap^rj from which

the development of the organism proceeds so it

is with the plot in tragedy It is the origin of

movement the starting point and basis of the

play Without it the play could not exist It is

the plot again which gives to the play its inner

meaning and reality as the soul docs to the body

To the plot we look in order to learn what the

play means
,
here lies its essence its true signi

ficance Lastly the plot is the end of the

tragedy as well as the beginning Through the

plot the intention of the play is realised The

distinctive emotional effect, which the incidents

are designed to produce is inherent in the artistic

structure of the whole Above all it is the plot

that contains those reversal^ of fortune and other

decisive moments, which most powerfully awake

tragic feeling and excite the pleasure appropriate

to tragedy

1 See Anst de At tm it 4 415 b 7 415 lx 1 where the soul is

explained to lie the efT cient cause the formal cause and the final

cause of the bod)

Pod 6 10 1450 a 22 6 ft dot r(\ s rtjt rpayipHas
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Anstotle’s doctune of the piimaiy impoitance

of action 01 plot has been disputed by many

modem cutics Plot, it is aigucd, is a meie

external fiamewoik designed to illustrate the

woiking of cliaractei Character is in thought

prior to action and is implied in it. Events have

no meaning, no intei est, except so far as they aie

supposed to pioceed fiom will Action is defined,

expressed, intei pi eted by chaiacter. The question,

however, which this chapter of the Poetics laises

is not whether one element can in logical analysis

be shown ultimately to contain the other
,
we

have rather to ask which of the two is the moie

fundamental as legal ds the aitistic conception and

dramatic structure of a play We will theiefore

inquire shoitly what in its simplest analysis is

meant by the diama, what it is that constitutes

dramatic action We shall thus be able loughly

to determine the 1 elation m which the two factois,

action and character ^stand to one another.

The diama, as its veiy name indicates, le-

presents action. Etymologically, the verb fiom

which the noun comes is the strongest of the

words used to ^.express the idea of doing
,

it

denotes an activity manifesting itself m outward

and energetic foim The characteis aie not
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described, they enact their own storj and so

manifest thcmsclv cs We get to know them not

hy what we arc told of them but b> what we see

them do before our cy cs Without action a poem

would be not a bad drama but no drama at all

The form would not be dramatic but epic or lyric

or whatever else it might be Action therefore

is the first artistic necessity of a pla> the con

trolling condition of its existence

But mere action is not enough an isolated

deed however terrible however pathetic has not

in it the dramatic quality Action to be dramatic

must be exhibited in its development and in its

results it must stand in reciprocal and causal

relation to certain mental states We need to

see the feelings out of which it grows the motive

force of will which carries it to its conclusion

and again to trace the effect of the deed accom

plished upon the mind of the doer—the emotions

there generated as they Jjccomc in turn new

factors of action and as they react thereby on

the other dramatic characters In the drama we

have emotion translating itself into significant

action
%

Further the dramatic action forms a com

pletc whole it is a coherent scries of events
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standing in oiganic 1 elation to one another, and

bound togethei by the law of cause and effect

The internal centie, the pi\ol lound which the

whole system turns, is the plot The characters

aie diamatic only so fai as they aie grouped

lound this centie, and woik in until the move-

ment of events towards an appointed end Ficc

and self-detei mined though they arc, they exer-

cise then fieedom within a sphere which is

piescnbed by this pnmaiy condition of dramatic

ait. They reveal then peisonahty not m all

its fulness, but to such an extent as the lational

course of the action may lequue The situation

and the ciicumstanccs in which they aie placed,

the other walls until which thfcy come into

collision, are piecisely those which are best

fitted to search out then wreak places, to elicit

then energy, and to exhibit then hue foices

m action

But the diama not only implies emotion

expiessing itself in a complete action and tend-

ing towaids a certain end
,

it also implies a

struggle We may even modify Anstotle’s

phrase and say, that the diamatic conflict, not

the mere plot, is “ the soul of the tiagedy ” In

every diama theie aie forces bi ought into col-
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hsion Man is imprisoned within the limits of

the actual There is a necessity outside him

which restricts his freedom a superior power

with which his will frequently conflicts Again

there is the inward discord of his own divided

will there is also the struggle with other

human wills which obstruct his own The de

lineation of character is determined by the fact

that a dramatic conflict of some kind has to

be represented and by the relation in which the

several antagonistic forces stand to the plot as

a whole But while conflict is the soul of the

drama every conflict is not dramatic In actual

life as Aristotle points out 1
all action does not

manifest itself in external acts there is a silent

activity of speculate e thought which in the

highest sense may be called action though it

never utters itself in deed But the action of

the drama cannot consist in an inward activity

that does not pass beyond ^he region of thought

or of emotion Even where the main interest

is centred in the internal conflict this conflict

must have its outward as well as its inward

side it must manifest itself i^i individual acts

in conciete relations with the world outside

Pel IV
( n

) J 1325 b 16 23
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it must bung the agent into collision with other

peisonalities We theiefoie exclude from the

piovince of the cliama puiely mental conflicts,

action and leaction within the mind itself, such

as are the sohtaiy stiuggles of the ascetic, the

aitist, the tlunkei These arc dramatic only

when they aie brought into a plot which gi\es

them significance, and by which they become

links in a chain of gieat events

Only certain kinds of charactei, therefore,

aie capable of diamatic ticatment Character

on its passive side, chaiactcr expressing itself

in passionate emotion and nothing moie, is fit

for lyncal poetiy, but not foi the drama. As

action is the first necessity of the drama, so

dramatic charactei has in it some vital and

spontaneous foice, which can make and mould

circumstances, which sets obstacles aside It is

of the battling, eneigetic type The emotions

must haiden into will and the will express it-

self m deed Much moie larely, as in Hamlet,

can character become diamatic by an intel-

lectual and masteily inactivity, which offers

resistance to the, motives that prompt oidinaiy

men to action Events aie then bi ought about,

not by the free enei gy of will, but by acts, as
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it were of arrested volition by forces such as

operate in the world of dreamland There is

in Hamlet a strenuous inaction a not acting

which is in itself a form of action Characters

such as this are not purely passive they have

an originating and resisting force of their own

Most however of Shakespeare s characters like

the heroes of the Greek drama are strong and

dominant natures they are of a militant quality

of mind Thc> put their whole selves their

whole force of thinking and of willing into what

they do Nothing is more wonderful than the

resistless impulse the magnificent energy of will

with which a Macbeth or a Richard III go to

meet their doom

Plot then is not as is sometimes said a

mere external an accident of the inner life In

the action of the drama character is defined

and revealed The conception of the plot as a

whole must be present to^the poets mind prior

to the execution of the parts
, the characters

will grow and shape themselves in conformity

with the main action In maintaining however

that plot is the first essential ^of the drama it

is not implied that the plot must be compli

cated
,
that a difficult skein is tangled in order
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to excite cuiiosity, and uni a\ died again to

lelieve the feelings so excited Neithei m
Aeschylus noi m Sophocles has plot foi its own

sake become a motive Not e\en in the Oedipus

Tyrannies, whcic the tlucads are moie elabor-

ately tangled and the texture of the plot is

woven closer than in any other Gicek tiagedy,

is diamatic complication an end in itself The

noimal Gieek tiagedy is singularly simple in

stiuctuie We do not find, as in King Lent

and elsewheie m the Shakespeanan drama, two

concuuent actions, which are skilfully intei woven

in oidei to lead up to a tiagic end Some of

the gieatest Gieek plays aie not only devoid

of intricate plot, but piescnt an unchanging

situation In the Piomethcus theie is no out-

waid movement, the mam situation is at the

end what it wras at the beginning the mental

attitude of the heio is fixed and immovable,

while a senes of n^tei Iocutois come and go.

We see befoie us the conflict of twro supeihuman

wills, neither of which can yield to the othei

Yet the dialogue is not meie conveisation

Each speech of^Piometheus is a step in the

action
,

each woid he utteis is equivalent to a

deed
,

it is the authentic voice of will which
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rises superior to physical bondage The play

is action throughout—action none the less real

because it consists not in doing but in suffering

The reproach of want of movement which has

been brought against the Prometheus has been

also urged against Milton s Samson Agontstes

It is a drama savs Dr Johnson in which the

intermediate parts have neither cause n6r conse

quencc neither hasten nor retard the catastrophe

Here again however a somewhat similar criticism

is applicable The speeches of Samson form an

integral part of the action The will power

which utters itself in dialogue is translated into

deed and culminates in a tragic catastrophe as

soon as the outward constraints are removed

Wc may admit then with Aristotle that plot

or action is the primary clement in the artistic

.structure of the drama But the case also pre

sents another side which is lightly touched by

him and which deserves tg be brought into relief

Briefly stated it is this The action which springs

out of character and reflects character, alone satis

fies the higher dramatic conditions

Here there is a marked diffidence between epic

and dramatic poetrj The epic poem relates a

great and complete action which attaches itself to
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the fortunes of a people, 01 to the destiny of man-

kind, and which sums up the life of a period

The story and the deeds of those who pass across

its wide canvas aie linked with the larger move-

ment of which the men themselves are but a part

The particular action rests upon forces outside

itself The hero is swept into the tide of events

The hairbreadth escapes, the surpnses, the episodes,

the marvellous incidents of epic story, only partly

depend on the spontaneous eneigy of the hero

The tragic drama, on the other hand, repre-

sents the destiny of the individual man Action

and character are here more closely intertwined

Even if the connection cannot be tiaced m every

detail, it is generally manifest when we look to

the whole tenor of the play The action is the

product of the characters and of the cncumstances

in which they aie placed It is but seldom that

outward circumstances aie entirely dominant over

the forces of the spirit
^

If it is ti ue that “ things

outward do draw the inward quality after them,”

it is no less true in tragedy that things inward

draw the outward after them The outer and the

inner world are h^re m nearei correspondence and

equivalence than m any other foim of poetry*

The element of chance is all but eliminated.
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An inner bond of probability or necessity binds

events together This inevitable sequence of

cause and effect is the link that character forges

as it expresses itself m action A mans deeds

become external to him his character dogs and

pursues him as a thing apart The fate that

overtakes the hero is no alien thing but his own

self recoiling upon him for good or evil Mans

character as Heraclitus said is his destiny

(»/0o9 uvBpwrrta Salfiwv) To this vital relation

between action and character is due the art

istically compacted plot the central unity of

a tragedy If as Aristotle says tragedy is a

picture of life it is of life rounded off more com

plctc more significant than any ordinary human

life, revealing in itself the eternal law of things

summing up as in a typical example the stoiy of

human vicissitudes

The dissent from Aristotle s doctrine that plot

is the primary clement in f/agedy is sometimes

expressed in a modified form Plot it is admitted

was the primary clement in the ancient drama

but it is urged the ancient drama was a drama

of destiny, it obliterated chancer, while in the

modern drama action is subordinate to character

Such is the view that Dc Quinccy maintains
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Man, he says, being the “ puppet of fate could not

with any effect display what we call a character
,

”

for the will which is “the cential pivot of chai-

acter was obhteiated, thwaited, cancelled by the

dark fatalism which blooded ovei the Giecian

stage” “Powerful and elaborate chaiactei .

would have been wasted, nay would have been

defeated and intei lupted by the blind agencies

of fate” Hence, as he aigues, the Gieek diama

piesents giand situations but no complex motives
,

statuesque gioups of tragic figures, but little play of

human passion
,
“ no stiuggle internal or external

”

It is stiange that the Gieeks of all people,

and Aeschylus of all poets, should have been

accused of depriving man of free agency and

making him the victim of a blind fate The

central lesson of the Aeschylean drama is that

man is the master of his own destiny, nowheie

is his spiritual freedom moie vigorously asserted

The retribution wlncl| overtakes him is not inflicted

at the hands of cruel 01 jealous powers It is the

justice of the gods, who punish him for rebellion

against their laws 1 In ancient tragedy, the supei-

natuial forces that order man’s outward foi tunes

are, it is true, more visible than m the modem
1 See pp 106 ff
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drama but character is not obliterated nor free

personality effaced The tragic action is no mere

scries of external incidents it is a struggle of

moral forces the resultant of contending wills—
though a supreme necessity may guide the move

ment of events to unexpected issues Plot does

not overpower character it is the very medium

through which character is discerned the touch

stone by which its powers arc tested

Yet there is a certain sense in which we may

say, that the modern drama lays increased stress

on the delineation of individual character On

the Greek stage the development of character was

impeded by the unpliablc material with which the

tragedian had to work Bj consecrated usage he

was confined to a circle of legends whose main

outlines were already fixed These had come

down from a remote past and bore traces of the

rude tunes which had given them birth The

heroic legends of Greece jwerc woven into the

texture of national life they appealed to the

people by many associations—bj local worships

and familiar representations of art Epic stoiy

however had in it elements wlj^ch the purer and

more reflective morality of the Pcriclcan age was

constrained to reject The traditional legends
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had to be adapted, as best they might, to the

new ethical ideals

In cai tying out this task the poets weie limited

by the possibilities of plot The great facts of

the legends could not be set aside. The audience,

familial with then own heioic history were not

piepared foi bold suipnses So far as the delinea-

tion of chaiacter itself was conceined, the utmost

fieedom of invention was allowed
,

the same

dramatist might m successive tragedies exhibit

a single peison undei various and inconsistent

types of chaiactei The point at which ethical

portraiture was hampered vras when the diamatic
t

persons had to be fitted harmoniously into the

fiamework of a particular plot The details of

the story might vaiy within wide limits, but the

end was a thing given
,
and in the diama the end

cannot but dominate the stiuctuic of the whole,

incidents and chaiacter alike The weakness of

the denouement
,
as c^mpaied with the complica-

tion, of many Gieek tiagedies is the direct lesult

of the controlling tradition of the plot

Though the poets handled the myths freely,

often transforming the inner spirit and meaning

of the tale, yet they could not quite overcome

the inherent difficulties piesented by the problem
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Aeschylus and Sophocles succeeded in deepening

and humanising the archaic stories and in liber

ating the characters from the influence of the past

But m Euripides the strain has become too great

The tissue of the material y lelds the old and the

new world start asunder the actions done belong

ing to the old order of things the characters

portrajed being the children of the poets own

generation

The freedom of the Greek poet in delineating

character was thus restricted by the choice of

subject matter Add to this another considera

tion The themes usually handled were simple in

outline the mam issues were clear and free from

the disturbing accidents of individuality In the

legends selected the working of the eternal laws

which govern human life could be visibly dis

cerned The dramatic characters were of corrc

sponding simplicity Their personality was seized

by the immediate mtuition|of the poet at some

decisive moment of action In the leading facts

of their history human life was illustrated under

one of its typical aspects Aeschylus at once

poet and prophet set forth in s^amatic form the

conflict betw een opposing principles—betw ecn the

implacable \engeance of an early age and the
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mercy which tempers justice, as in the Enmcmdcs

01 again, as in the Prometheus
,
he takes us back

to a far-off past, and depicts the strife between

two antagonists, each of them divine, who are

lcpiesentativc of diffcicnt dispensations, and hints

at a futuic haimony, when divine Might should no

longei be divoiccd from Wisdom and Beneficence

Sophocles, too, bi ings nval principles into collision

In the Antrgoric the divine and human law stand

opposed, and the religious duty towards the family

tnumphs ovci the claims of civic obedience In

the Phdoctctcs
,
the instincts of natmal truthfulness

finally cany the day against diplomatic falsehood

foi the public good

Greek Tragedy, in its most chaiactenstic

examples, diamatises not the mere story of

human calamities, but the play of great prin-

ciples, the struggle between contending moral

forces The heioes are themselves the concictc

embodiment of theseOforccs Religion, the State,

the Family, these vveie to a Greek the higher

and enduring realities, the ideal ends for which he

lived Hence in the Gieek diama, patriotism,

wifely 01 sisteij^. devotion, all those elementaiy

emotions which clustei lound home and countiy,

are the motives which chiefly impel to action and
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call forth the ardour of self sacrifice No purely

personal and exclusive passions animate these

tragic heroes they are free from inward discord

and self contradiction the ends they pursue are

objective and rest on a belief in the abiding reality

of the social organism The characters hereby

gain universal meaning and validity they are

not of their own age and country only but can

claim kinship with mankind

The modem drama introduces us into another

world of poetic emotion A richer and more

varied inner life is opened up The sense of

personality is deepened Even the idiosyncrasies

of human nature become material to the dramatist

In Shakespeare character assumes inexhaustible

variety Its aspects arc for ever changing dis

cordant elements meet and are blended The

contradictions do not easily yield to psychological

analysis we seek to explain them but we find

ourselves dealing only wi^ji abstractions Not

until the persons enact their story before us and

are seen in the plenitude of organic life do we

feel that they are possible and real creations

The discovery of unsuspectedjjjepths in human

nature has brought into prominence the subjective

side of ethical portraiture and subjective modes
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of viewing life Love, honoui, ambition, jealousy

aie the pievailing motives of modem tiagedy,

and of these love, the most exclusive of all the

passions, dominates^ all other motives

Shakespeaie in deepening the subjective pei-

sonality of men does not, however, lose sight of

the objective ends of life and of the corresponding

phases of character Between these two sides of

human experience he maintains a just balance

The particular emotions he stamps, as did the

Greeks, with the impiess of the universal Nor

does he permit the diamatised action to become

subservient to the poitiayal of individual char-
t

actei Othei poets, who have explored, though

less piofoundly, the recesses of human nature,

and leproduced the larer and moie abnormal

states of feeling, have been unable to use abo\e

the pathological study of man, a study as

dangeious as it is fascinating to the dramatist

Indeed the conscious analysis of chaiacter and

motive, even wheie the study of morbid conditions

is not added, has maned the dramatic effect of

many modern productions Goethe with all his
/

poetic genius di^gaot surmount this dangei His

reflective, emotional chaiacters, who view life

through the medium of individual feeling, seldom
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have the energy of will requisite to carry out a

tragic action They are described by the mouth

of others they express themselves in lyrical utter

ances of incomparable beauty But the result is

that where Shakespeare would have given us his

torical dramas Goethe gives only dramatic bio

graphics And in general the modern intro

spective habit the psychological interest felt in

character, has produced many dramatic lyrics but

few dramas

The increased emphasis attaching to individual

portraiture is seen again in the tendency of the

romantic drama to exhibit character in growth—
in each successive stage of its evolution A
Greek tragedy takes a few significant scenes

carved out of the heros life which arc bound

together b> a causal chain and constitute a single

and impressive action Much that the moderns

would include in the play itself is placed outside

the drama and forms a groundwork of circum

stances antecedent to the action but necessary to

explain it The Greek custom of representing

four dramas in a day placed a natural limit on

the length of each play and the range of the

action The romantic drama aimed at a more

comprehensive representation a single play in its
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scope and compass appioached to the dimensions

of a Tnlogy Sn Philip Sidney gently ridicules

the quickened pace with which time is compelled

to move, in oidei to condense into a few hours

the events of as many yeais “Now of time they

aie moie libei all, for ordmaiy it is that two young

Princes fall m love After many tra\eices, she

is got with childe, delivered of a faire boy, he is

lost, gioweth a man, falls m love, and is ready

to get anothei child, and all this in two hours’

space

”

The diamatic theme is frequently enlaiged in

modem tragedy so that the entire process may

be traced, fiom the moment when a deed lies

dormant as a geim in the mind, till it has ripened

into action and unfolded itself in all its conse-

quences As the period embraced by the action is

extended, and the lelations with the outer world

become more complex, it is only natural that

the characteis should ^xpand in new dnections

and undergo essential changes A wider lange

was heie opened up foi diamatic portialtuie It

was not, of course, an untned legion of ait The

Gieeks had exhibi
j
^d chaiactei as moulded by the

plot and developed under piessure from without,

or through impulses which operated from within
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Indeed c\ery drama must in some measure show

the play and counterplaj of those forces which

rule the outer and the inner world The process

bj which feeling is consolidated into a deed cannot

but leave its mark on the mind of the agent

Antigone suffers the natural reaction from high

strained emotion Ncoptolemus becomes a

changed person in the progress of the action

though the change is merely to restore him to

his true self which for the moment he had lost

then Prometheus grand in his immobility is in

some sense worked upon by the persons and the

scenes which pass before him His will uncon

querablc from the first expresses itself in tones

still more defiant at the close

In all these instances we have character in

process of becoming Wherever in short an

action grows and expands according to dramatic

laws character or at least feeling must move in

concert with it But the|cxtent to which growth

and movement in the character accompany the

march of the action is very various The ancient

stage furnishes us with no such complete instance

of character development as vj^havc for example

in Macbeth It is the peculiar delight of the

moderns to follow the course of such an evolution
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to be piesenl at the dctci mining moment of a

man’s caicei, to watch the dawning of a passion,

the shaping of a pui pose, and lo pui sue the deed

to its final accomplishment We desne not onl>

to know what a man was, and how he came lo be

it, but to be shown each step in the pioccss, each

link in the chain
,
and we aie the more interested

if we find that the giadual com sc of the dramatic

movement has wi ought a complete change in the

onginal chaiactci In this sense we may admit

that the modem drama has bi ought the delineation

of chaiactei into new and stionger ichcf

But when we ha\e taken into account all the
r

minoi vanations of stiucture which the modem

drama has undeigone
,
when we ha\e allowed foi

the greatei complexity of the plot, the gieatei pro-

minence given to the moic subjectne and mdiud-

ual aspects of chaiactci, the dccpei mtciest taken

m the unfolding of chaiactci and in its manifold

developments
,

yet plt^l and chaiactci, in then

essential 1 elation, still hold the place sketched foi

them m the Poetics
,
and assigned to them on the

Greek stage Plot is aitistically the fiist necessity

of the diama F<j£k,the drama, in its tiue idea, is

a poetical ^presentation of a complete and typical

action, whose lines comeige on a determined end
,
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which evolves itself out of human emotion and

human will in such a manner that action and

character are each m turn the outcome of the

other

Such a drama was the creation of Greece and

of all her creations perhaps the greatest Epic

and lyric poetry have everywhere sprung up in

dependently Dramatic spectacles religious or

secular are found lti every country and at all

periods of civilisation Dramatic narratives such

as the Book of Job dramatic lyrics such as the

Song of Solomon arc among the forms of com

position which meet us in the Old Testament

Lyrical dramas which in their constituent elements

recall the first beginnings of the Grech drama

have existed in China and Japan India has

produced vast poems which pass under the name

of dramas but which want both the unity of

action and the spiritual freedom which the drama

proper implies The Gr^eh drama is the liar

monious fusion of two elements which never

before had been perfectly blended Lyrical in

its origin epic in the nature of its materials it is

at once an expression of palmate feeling and

the story of an action it embodies emotion but

an emotion which grows into will and issues in
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deeds If the lyncal utterance of feeling had

remained the dominant, as it was the ougmal ele-

ment in a Greek tiagedy, it would have been left

for some other people to create the tiagic drama

As it was, the Greeks fixed unalterably its distinc-

tive form and the aitistic pi mciple of its stuicture




